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NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD POLICY ACT

TlECITEZDAT, SEPTEMBEt 9, 1978

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMTITEE ON HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COMMITTEE ON BANKING, CURRENCY AND HOUSING,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :40 a.m., in room 2128, of the Rayburn
House Office Building, Hon. Thomas L. Ashley (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding. -

Present : Representatives Ashley, Gonzalez, Hanley, Fauntroy,
Boggs, LaFalce, Tsongas, Brown, Stanton, and Mcithiney.

Mr. ASHLEY. The subcommittee will come to order. The Subcom-
mittee on Housing and Community Development today begins a hear-
ing; on my bill, H.R. 14756, a bill to establish a National Commission
on Neighborhoods, and companion bills such as H.R. 14361, introduced
by my colleague from Michigan, the ranking minority member, Garry
Brown, who will be here shortly, and H.R. 15388 introduced by my
Demwratic colleague on the subcommittee, the distinguished gentle-.man from New York. John J. LaFalce, and by our colleague from
California, Yvonne Burke. who also will present testimony in a few
minutes.

[The texts of H.R. 14756. H.R. 14361 and H.R. 15388 follow :]

(1)
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!4-rn CONGIMSS
217 St.ssioN

2

R. 14756

IN TILE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JuLY 'AWN
AsnrAn- introduced the following bill: which was referred to the Com-

mittee on Banking. Currency paid Housing

A BILL
To establish a Natimml Contitiision on Neighborhoods.

1 Be it enizetcd by the Senate and House of Represenkz-

2 fires of the Milted States of America i» Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLF,

4 SP,CTION" I. This Act may he cited as the "National

5 Neighborhood Policy Act".

6 FINDINCS AND PURPOSE'

Ste. 2. (a) The Congress finds and &dares that exist-

ing city neighborhoods are a national resource to be con-

9 -served and revitalized wherever possible. and that Intl&

10 policy shonld promote that objective.

11 (h) The Congress further finds that the tendency of

7
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1
public policy incentives to i!....1mre the need to prei:erve the

.) built ellyinonoent 011 110 101Iger be defended, either eeo-

., nonfu.ally or soeiallY, aml most be replaced with explicit

4
poliey incentive.: eneouragiog consi,rvation of existing neigh-

borholals. That objective will minire a comprehem-ive re-

view existing jaw,,. pritie... nod programs whieh affect

7 neighbothoods. to assess their impact on neighborhoods, and

8 to recionmcmi moditicati4als wlwre necessary.

9 ESTAIII,ISIINIENT OF COMMISSION

10 SEC. 3. (a) There is hereby established a eontmission

11 to be known as the National Cimunission on. Neighborhoods

(hereinafter referred to ag the "('ommission").

(h) The Commission shall be compilsed of Menty mem-

14 bers. to be appointed as follows:

15 (1) two Members of the Senate appointed by the

16 President of the Senate:

17 (2) two Members of the House of Representatives

1r3 :ippointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-

19 fives; and

90 (3) sixteen public members appointed by the Presi-

21 dent of the I'nited States from among persons rliceialle

22 gnalitied by experience and training to perform the duties

93 of the routintission, itt lea4 five of whom shall he elected

24 offievr, of reeog»ized neig-hborhood organizatiouR.engaged

25 in development and revitalization programs, nod at leagt

8
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1 five of whom shall be elected or appointed officials of

2 local govenunents involved in preservation programs.

3 The remaining nwinbers shall be drawn from outstawl-

4 ing individuals with demonstrated experience itt neigh-

5 borbood mvitalization activities. front such liehls as li-

6 native. business, philanthropic, civic, and educational

7 organiza tuts.

8 The individmils apptiinted ltv the President of the United

9 States shall be selecml sti as to provide representation to a

10 broad cross ect i on of racial. etlmie. ;111d gographie P.:1'01111s.

11 The two members appointed pursuant to clause (1) may not

12 be members of the same political party, nor may the t wo

13 members appointed pursuant to chaise (2) be members of

14 the same political paty. Not 11101°e than eight of the mem-

15 hers appointed pursuant to clause (3) may be members of

16 the same political party.

17 (c; The Chairman shall be appointed by the President,

18 by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. from

19 among the public members.

20 (d) The executive director shall be appointed by the

21 President, by and with the advice ;unl nou,cut of the Senate.

22 from among individuals rucomuwwled liv th,.

23

24 SEc. 4. (a) The Conunision shall undertake a emnpre-

25 hetv,ive study and investigotion of the factors contributing
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4

to Vile decline of city neighborhoods and of the factors neees-

sary-to neiglthorhood snrvival and revitalization. Snell stndv

3 and investigation shall inehtth.. hin not be limited to-

4 ( 1 ) an analysi, of tin in;p:zrt of existing- n.d,rill.

5 State. :old loeal and laws on neigh-

borhood survival and revitalization:

7 (2) an identification of the administrative. legal.

8 and liseal obstacles to the well-being of neio-hhorhoods:

9 (3) an analysis Of tla, pattern, and trends of public

10 and private investment in nrhan areas and the impact

11 of such patterns and trend, In the decline or revitaliza-

lion of neighborhoods:

13 (4) an assessment of the existing mechanism of

14 neighborhood goventanee and of the influence txereised

15 by neigMorhoods on local government;

16 (5) an analysis of the impact of poverty and racial

17 conflict on neighborhoods;

18 (6) an assessment of local and regional develop-

ment plans and their impact on neighborhoods; and

20 (7) an evaluation of existing citizen-initiated neigh-

21 borhood revitalization efforts and a determination of how

22 public policy can best support such efforts.

23 (b) The Comndssion shall make recommendations for

24 modifications in Federal. Slate, and local laws. policies, and

4 programs necessary to f Nit...a.e neighborlimal iweseyvation
7

1 0
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5

1 aud revitalization. Such recommendations shall include, but

2 not be limited to

3 (1) new mechanisms to promote reinvestment in

4 existing city neighborhoods;

5 (2) more effective means of community participa-

tion in local governance;

(3) policies to encourage the survival of e.so-

nomically and socially diverse neighborhoods;

9 (4) policies to prevent such destructive practices

as blockbusting. redlining, resegregmion, speculation

11 in reviving neighborhoods. and to promote homeowner-

12 ship in urban communities;

13 (5) policies to encourage better maintenance and

14 management of existing rental housing;

15 (6) polic4c; to make maintenance and rehabilita-

16 tion of existing structures at least as attractive from a

nix viewpoint as demolition and development of new

stnictures;

19 (7) modification in local zoning and tax policies

20 to facilitate preservation and revitalization of existing

21 neighborhoods.; and

92 (S) reorientation of existing housing and comnin-

):1 nity developnlent programs and other tax and subsidy

polivies that affect neighborhoods, to better support

95 neighbothood preservation efforts.

1 1
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1 (c) Within two Years after the date on which funds

first heroine available to carry ont this Act, the CO/MIlisAOD

3 shall submit to the Congress and the President a compre-

heusiye report on its stndv and investigation under this sub-

5 section which shall include its findings, conclusions, and

6 recommendations and such proposals for legislation and

7 administrative action as may be necessary to carry out its

S recommendations.

9 COMPENSATION OE MEMBERS

10 SEC. 5. (a) 3kmhers of the Commission wbo are Mem-

11 hers of Congress or full-tin-w officers or employees of the

12 United States shall seree withont additional compensation,

but shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other

1.1 necessary expenses incurred in..the performance of the duties

15 Vested in the Commission.

16 (b) Members of the Commission, other than those re-

v ferred to in stibsection (a) , shall receive compensation itt

18 the rate of .;l()O per day for each day they are engaged in

19 time actual performance of the duties vested in the Commis-

20 sion and shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel, sub-

sistence, and other necessary expenses incurred in the per-

22 formance of such duties.

23 ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

24 SEe. 6. (a) The Commission shall have the power to

25 appoint and fix tbe compensation of such personnel as it

1 2
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deems advisable, without regard to the provisions of title 5,1

2 United States Code, governing appointments in the competi-

tive service, and the provisions of Chapter 51 and subchapter

III of chapter 53 of :melt title, relating to classification and4

5 General Schedule pay rates, but at rates not in excess of a

maximum rate for GS-18 of the General Schedule under

section 5332 of such title.7

8 (b) The Commission may procure, in accordance with

the provisions of section 3109 of title 5, United States Code,9

10 the temporary or intermittent services of experts or con-

11 sultants. Persons so employed shall receive compensation

12 at. a rate to be fixed by the Commission but not in excess of .

13 $100 per day, including traveltime. While away from his

14 or her home or regular place of business in the performance

15 of services for the Commission, any such person 'may be

16 allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of 4)-

17 sistence, as authorized by section 5703 (b) of title 5, United

18 States Code, for persons in the Government service employed

19 intermittently.

20 (e) Each department, agency, and instrunwntality of

21 the United States is authorized and directed to furnish to the

22 Commission, upon request made by the Clmirman or vice

23 Chairman, on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, such sta-

24 tistical data, reports, and other information as the Commis-

25 sion deems necessary to carry out its functions under this

1 3
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8

Act. The Chainnan is further authorized to call upon the

2
departments, agencies, and other offices of the several States

3 to furnish, on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, such statis-

4 tical data, reports, and other information as the Connnis-

5
sion deems necessary to carry out its functions under this

6 title.

(d) The Commission may award contracts and grant,.

for the purposes of evaluating existing neighborhood revitali-

9 za don programs and the inlpact of existin!r laws on neighbor-

jo hoods. Awards under this section may be made to

ll (1) representatives of legally clwrtered neighbor-

12 hood organizations;

13 (2) public interest, organizations widch have a

14 demonstrated capability in the area of concern;

15 (3) universities mid other not-for-profit educational

16 organizations.

17 (e) The Commission or, on the authorization of the

18 Commission, any subcommittee or member thereof, may,

19 for the purpose of, carrying out the provisions of this Act;

20 hold hearings, take testimony, and administer oaths or

21 affirmations to witnesses appearing beforethe Commission or

22 any subcommittee or member thereof. Hearings by the Com-

23 mission will be held in neighborhoods with testimony re-

24 ceived from citizen leaders and public officials who are

25 engaged in neighborhood revitalization programs.

1 4
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1 AUTHORIZATION OP APPROPRIATIONS

2 SEC. 7. There are authorized to be appropriated not to

3 exceed 82,000,000 to carry out this title.

4 EXPIRATION OP THE COMMISSION

5 SEC. 8. The Coimnission shall cease to exist thirty days

6 after the submission of its report under section 4:

15
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94,rnasNMESS

R. 14361

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

.Ju NE: 14,1976

Mr. LAFALCE introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Banking, Currency and Housing

A BILL
To establish a connnission to investigate the factors eoni

to the decline of urban neighborhoods and the factors nec-
essary to neighborhood survival and revitalization, and f6r.

other Purposes.

Be it enacted bg the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That:

4 SHORT TITLE

5 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "National

6 Neighborhood Policy Act".

7 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

S SEC. 2. (a) The Congress finds and declares that exist-

9 ing city neighborhoods are a national resource to be conserved

1 6
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2

1 and revitalized wherever possible, and that public policy

2 should promote that objective.

(b) The Congress further finds that the tendency of

4 public policy incentives to ignore the need to preserve the

5 built environment can no longer be defended, either economi-

6 cally or socially, and must be replaced with explicit policy

7 incentives encouraging conservation of existing neighbor-

8 hoods. That objective will require a compmhensive review

9 of existing laws, policies, and prop.r,i,- -1" cl neigh-

10 b. ods, to assess their impac ibui and to

11 reconnnend modifications where necessary.

12 ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMISSION

13 'EEC. 3. (a) There is hereby established a commission

14 to be known as the National Commission on Neighborhoods

15 (hereinafter referred to as the "Commission") .

16 (b) The Commission shall be composed of twenty

17 members, to be appointed as follows:

18 (1) two Members of the Senate appointed by the

19 President of the Senate;

20 (2) two Members of the.aouse of Representatives

21 appointed by the Spenker c House of Represenita--

22 tives; and

23 (3) sixteen public members appointed by the Presi-

04 dent of the United States .from among persons specially.

07' qualified by experience and training to perform the

17
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1 duties of the Commission, at least five of whom shall be

2 elected officers of recognized neighborhood organizations

3 engaged in development and.revitalization programs, and

4 at least five of whom shall .be elected or appointed of&

5 cials of local governments involved io preservation pro-

6 grams. The remaining menthers shall he drawn from

outstanding. individuals with demonstrated experience

8 in neighborhood revitalization activities, from such fields

9 as finance, business, philanthropic, civic, and educational

10 organizations. The individuals anointed by the

dent of the United .States shall be selected so as to
12 provide representation to a broad cross section of racial,

13 ethnic, and geographic groups. The two members ap-

14 pointed pursuant to clause ( I) may wu.be members of

15 the same political party, nor may the metahrer,:ap-

16 pointed pursuant to clause (2) be men2i0,,, of he ..,..mme

17 political party. Not more than eight i.?" the .mthers
18 appointed pursuant to clause (3) may 1jrg of

the same political party.

20 (c) The Chairman shall be appointed I 2:uf!

21 by and with the tidvice and consent of tIfy, &made.. from

22 among the publimmembers.

23 (d) The executive director shall be p minted the

24:..President, by and with the advice and (!ensmr.- of -fir Senate,

25 from among individuals recommended by irue (Coandt,,sion.

1 8
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1 DUTIES

2 SEC. 4. (a) The Colmnission shall undertake a emu-

3 prehensive study and investigation of the factors contributing

4 to the decline of city neighborhoods and of the factors news-

5 sary to neighborhood survival and revitalization. Such study

and investigation shall include, bat not be limited to--

7 (1) an analysis of the impact of existing Federal,

8 State, and local policies, programs, and laws on neigh-

!) borhood survival and revitalization;

(2) an identification of the administrative, legal,

11 and fiscal obstacles to the well-being of neighborlmods;

12 (3) an analysis of the patterns and trends of public

13 and private investment in urban areas and the impact

14 of such patterns and trends on the decline or revitaliza-

tion of neighborhoods;15

16 (4) an assessment of the existing mechanisms of

17 neighborhood governance and of the influenee exercised

18 by neighborhoods on local government;

19 (5) an analysis of the impact of poverty and racial

conflict on neighborhoods; .

21 .(6) an assessment of local and regional develop-

ment plans and their impact on neighborhoods; and

(7) an evaluation of existing citizen-initiated

94 neighborhood revitalization efforts and a determination

of how p4blic policy mn best support tajch efforts:
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5

1 (b) The Commission shall make recorninendations for

2 modifications in Federal, State, and local laws, policies, and

3 programs necessary to facilitate neighborhood preservation

4 and revitalization. Such recommendations shall include, but
.,

5 not be limited

6 (1) new mechanisms to proinote reinvestment in

7 existing city neighborhoods;

(2) more effective means of community participa-

9 tion in local governance ;

10 (3) policies to encourage the survival of econom-

11 ically and socially diverse neighborhoods;

12 (4) policies to present such destructive practices as

13 blockbusting, redlining, resegregation, speculation in

14 reviving neighborhoods, and to promote homeownerSiiiP

15 in urban communities;

16 (5) policies to encourage better maintenance and

17 management of existing rental housing;

18 (6) policies.to make rnaintemmce and rehabilimtion

19 of existing structures at least as attractive from a.

20 viewpoint as demolition and development of new

21 structures;

22 (7) modifications in local zoning and tax policies

23 to facilitate preservation and revitalization of exiSting

24 neighborhoods; and

120
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1 (8) reorientation of existing housing and commtk-

2 nity development programs and other tax and subsidy

3 policies that affect neighborhoods, to better support

4 neighborhood preservation efforts.

(r) Within two years after the date to which funds first

6 become available to carry out this Act, the Commission shall

7 submit to the Congress and the President a comprehensive

S report on its study and investigation under this subsection

4. 11 inclmlv 'ts fintliags, conclusions, and recom-

10 mendatioais and such pro1osal3 for lagWation and adiniu-

11 istrativc action as may be necessniry to carry out its remit,-

12 mewl:16pm,

13 -ost.m.P.pfsx.r.toN ea' MW.11.1313ES

14 SI;(2. 5. (a) Members ei the Commission who are Mein

15 bers of Congress or full-time 'racers or employees of the

nalted States shall serve without additional compensatier;

17 but. -shall be reimbursed for tralvel, subsistence, and other

18 necessary expenses ineurred_in the performance of the dunes

19 invested -in the Commission.

(b) Members of the Commis" sion, other than those

21 referred to in subsection (a) shall receive compensation

22 at the rate of $100 per day for each day they are engaged

23 iii the actual performance of the duties vested in the Com-.

24 mission and shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel,

25 subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred in the

26 performance of such duties...

21
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

2 SEC. 6. (a) The Commission shall have the power to
3 appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as it

4 deems advisable, without regard to the provisions of title 5,
5 United States Code, governing appointments in the competi-

tivn service, and the provisions of chapter 51 and sub-
uopter 1_ chapter 53 of such title, relating to classifi-

cation and General Schedule pay rates, but at rates not
9 in excess of a maxhnum rate for GS-18 of the Federal

10 Schedule under section 5332 of such title.

11 (b) The commission may procure, in accordance with

12 the provisionsf section 3109 of title 5, United States Code,

13 the temporar- ,or intermittent services of experts or con-

14 sultants. Persna:_,- so employed shall receive compensation at

15 a rate to be ed by the Commission but not in excess of
16 $100 per da-s-. including traveltime. While away from hie
17 or her home =regular place of business in the performance

18 of services for the Commission, any such person may be

19 allowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of sub-
20 sistence, as authorized by section 5703 (b) of title 5, United
21 States Code, for persons in the Government service

TZ employed intermittently.

23 (c) Each department, agency, and instrumentality of

24 the United States is authorized and directed to furnish to the

25 Commission, upon request made by the Chairman or Vice.

22
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1 Chairman, on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, such sta-

9 tistical data, reports, and other information

sion deems necessary to carry out its functi,,,,

4 Act. The Chairman is further authorized to call upon the

5 departmentF, agencies, and other offices of the several States

6 to furnish, on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, such sta-

7 tistical data, reports,cand other information as the Commis-

S sion deems necessary to carry out its functions under this

9 title.

(3) The Commission may award contracts and grants

11 for the purpose of evaluating existing neighborhood revi-

12 talization programs and the impact of existing laws en

13. neighborhoods. Awards under this section may be made to

(1) representatives of legally chartered neighbor-

15 hood organizations.;

16 (2) , public interest organizations which have a

17 demonstrated capabillty in the area of concern;

18 (3) universities and.other not-for-profit educational

19 ognnizAtions.

20 (e) The Commission or, on the authorization of the

21 Commission, any subcommittee or member thereof, may, for

22 the purpose of carrying out the provisiOns of this Act, hold

23 hearings, take testimony, and administer oaths or affirma-

24 tions to witnesses Vppearing before the Commission or any

2 3
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1 subcommittee or member thereof. Hearings by the CotaL

2 mission will be held in neighborhoods with testimony re-

ceived from citizen leaders and public officials who are

4 engaged in neighborhood revitaliiation programs.

5 AUTHORIZATION OP APPROPRIATIONS

6 SEC. 7. There are authorE:zed to be appropriated not to

exceed $2,000,000 to carry owl this title.

EXPIRATION or TEE COMMISSION

9 SEC. 8. The Commission. shall cease to exist thirty days

10 after the submission of its report under section 4.

2 4
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94TIt CONGRESS

iN TUE HOUSE OF llEPHESENTATIVES

SErrcultEtt 1,1976
DIr. BROWN of Michigan introduced the following hill; whieh was referred to

the Committee on Hulking. Curreney and Housing

A BILL
To establish a National Commission on Neighborhoods.

1 Be it enacted by The Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLE

4 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "National

5 Neighborhood Policy Act".

6 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

7 SEC. 2. (a) The Congress finds and declares that exist-

8 ing city ncighhorhoods are a national resource to be con-

9 served . and revitalixed wherever possih, and that public

10 policy should promote that objective.

11 (b) The Congress further finds tha t the tendency of

2,5
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1 public policy incentives to ignore the need to preserve the

2 built environment can no longer be defended, either eco-

3 nomically or socially, and must be replaced with explicit

4 policy incentives encouraging conservation of existing neigh-

5 borhoods. That objective will require a comprehensive re-

6 view of existing laws, policies, and programs which ailed

7 neighborhoods, to assess their impact on neighborhoods, and

8 to recommend modifications where necessary.

9 ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMISSION

10 SEC. 3. (a) There is hereby established a commission

11 to be known as the National Commission on Neighborhoods

12 (hereinafter referred to as the "Commission") .

13 (b) The Commission shall be composed of twenty mem-

14 hers, to be appointed as I ':ows:

15 (1) two Members of the Senate appointed by the

16 President of the Senate;

17 (2) two Members of the House of Representatives

18 appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-

19 fives; and

20 .(3) sixteen public members appointed by the Presi-

21 dent of the United States from among persons specially

22 qualified by experience and training to perform the duties

23 of the Commission, at least five of whom hoit be elected

24 officers of recognized neighborhood orgializations engaged

95 in development and revitalization programs, and at least

2-6
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3

1 five of whom shall be elected or appointed officials of

2 local governments involved in preservation programs.

3 The remaining members shall be drawn from outstand-

4 ing individuals with demonstrated experience in neigh-

5 borhood revitalization activities, from such fields as

6 finance;- business, philanthropic, civic, and educational

7 organizations.

8 The individuals appointed by the President of the United

6 States slmll be selected so as to provide repmsentation to a

10 broad (TOSS section of nwial, ethnic, and geographic. groups.

11 The two members appointed pursuant to clause (1) may not

12 be members of the same political party,,nor may the two

13 members appointed pursuant to clause (2) be members of

14 the same political party. Not more than eight of the iiwill-

15 hers appointed pursuant to clause (3) may be members of

16 the sante political party.

17 (e) The Chairman shall be appointed by the President

18 from among the pubic members.

19 (d) The executive director shall be appointed by the

20 President from among individuals recommended by te

21 Commission.

22 DITTIES

23 SEc. 4.. (a) The Commission shall undertake a compre-.2

24 bensive study and investigation of the factors contributing

25 to the dMine of chy neighborhoods aml of the biors neves-

27
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sary to neighborhood survival and revitalization. Such study

2 and investigation shall include, but not be limited to-

3 (1) an analysis of the impact of existing Federal,

4 State, and local policies, prognnus, and laws on neigh-

5 borhood survival and revitalization;

6 (2) an identification tif the administrative, legal,

7 and fiscal obstacles to the well-being of neighborhoods;

8 (3) an analysis of the patterns and trends a public

9 and private investment in nrban areas and the impact

10 of such patterns and trends on the decline or revitaliza-

tion of neighborhoods;

12 .(4) an assessment of tbe esisting mechanism of

13 neighborhood governance and of the influence exercised

by neighborhoods on local government;

15 (5) an analysis of the impact of poverty and rachd

16 conflict on neighborhoods;

17 (6) an assesment of local and regional develop-

18 ment plans and their impact on neighborhoods; and

19 (7) an evaluation of exisfing citizen-initiated neigh--

20 lmrhood revitalization efforts and a determination of how

21 public policy can best support such efforts.

22 (b) The Commission shall make recommendations for.

-23 modificafions in Federal, State, and local laws, policies, and

24 programs necessary to facilitate neighborhood preservation

28
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1 and revitalization. Such recommendations shall include, but

9 not be limited to-

3 (1) new mechanisms to promote reinvestment in

4 existing city neighborhoods;

5 (2) more effective means of community participa-

6 tion in local governance;

7 (3) policies to encourage the survival of economi-

cally and socially diverse neighlkoThoods;

9 (4) policies to prevent such destructive practices

10 as blockbusting, redlining, resegregation, speculation in

reviving neighborhoods, and to'promote homeownership

12 in urban communities;

13 (5) policies to encourage better maintenance and

14 management of existing rental housing;

(6) policies to make maintenance and rehabuita-

16 tion of existing structures at least as attractive from a

17 tax viewpoint as demolition and development of new

1S structures;

19 (7) modification in local zoning and tax policies

20 to facilitate preservation and revitalization of existing

neighborhoods; and

22 (8) reorientation of existing housing and commu-

93 nity development programs and other tax and subsidy

29
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1 policies that affect neighborhoods, to better support

2 neighborhood preservation efforts.

3 (c) Within two years after the date on which funds

4 first beeome available to carry out this Aet, the Commission

5 shall submit to the Congress and the President a compre-

6 hensive report on its study and investigation under this sub-

7 section which shall include its findings, conclusions, and

recommendations and such proposals for legislation an,:

9 administrative action as may be necessary to carry out itz.

10 recommenda tions.

11 COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS

12 SEC. 5. (a) Members of the Commission who are Mem-

13 hers of Congress or full-time officers or employees of the

14 United States shall serve without additional compensation,

15 .but shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other

16 necessary expenses incurred in the performance of the duties

17 vested in the Commission.

18 (b) Members oF the Commission, other than those re-

19 ferred to in subsection (a), shall receive compensation at

20 the rate of $100 per day for each day they are engaged in

21 the actual performance of the duties vested in the Commis-

22 sion and shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel, sub-

23 sistence, and other necessary expenses incurred in the per-

24 formance of such duties..

3 0
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1 ADMINISTIiATIVII PE- ;VISIONS

2 6. (a) The 'ConniniSrt,oat ifl have the pawer to

3 appohn: and fix. the compentsaLiun i such personnel as it

4 deems advisable, without regat.,:. to : e provisitms of ride 5,

5 Unitcj S-ta ty-1 Code, governing wo- .!lits in the COL

tive st, and the proviions 51 and subchaptes-

ot k..1.2.pter 53 of sueL title o classification. -and

Generad :7..theduk pay rauf.- I:, au not in excess of a

maximum rate for GS-16 of ieral Schedule under

secfmn.5332 of such title.

(b) The Commission may pr4.-. ire, in accordance with

12 the provisions of section 3109 of ti: 5, United States Code,

13 the temporary or intermittent ser. -.ces of experts or con-

sultants. Persons so employed shail receive compensation

15 at a rate to be fixed by the Commission but not in excess of

16 $100 per day, including traveltime. While away from his

17 or her home or regular place of business in the performance

18 of services for the Commission, any such person may be

19 allowed travel expenses, inelud'ing per diem in lieu of sub-

20 sistence, as authorized by section 5703 (b) of title 5, United

21 States Code, for persons in the Government service employed

22 intermittently.

23 (c) Each department, agency, and instrumentality of

24 the United States is authorized and directed to furnish to the
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nce
1 Commission, upon request made 1,,y thf

2 Chairman, oat a reimbursable basi ; or otfietrA:

..s..ea. _a.a. reports, and other inintiati, as :he Hawn,
3 ti ti 1

4 sion deems necessary to carry ou . its fn.

5 Act. The Chairman is further autatorized

6 departments, ageuteies, and other ofiices of th.,.

7 to furnish, on a reimbursable basis -i)u. otherwis(

8 tieal data, reports, and other information as Th

9 sion deems ntecessary to carry out its funcriou,

10 title.

11 (d) Thc Commission may award contract-

12 for the purposes of evaluating existing neighborh,,,

13 zation programs and the impact of existing laws

14 hoods. Awards under this section may be made to-

15 (1) representatives of legally chartered

16 hood organizations;

17 (2) public, interest organizations whh.',. htar-
18 demonstrated capability in the area of concern:

19 (:3) universities and other not-for-profit

20 organizations.

21 (e) The Commission or, on the anthorizatian -the

22 Commission, any subcommittee. or member thereof..

23 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of thi-
.24 bold bearings, take testimony, and administer oaths 67t-
25 affirmations to witnesses appearing before the Commis...;ion or

3 2
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1 any subcommittee or innriber rlemrings by the i.2orn-

2 mission will be held in meighlimrhoods with testimony re-

3 ceived from citizen leaders anul public officials whc. are

4 engaged in neighborhood .reviOillizetion programs.

5 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPEUTIONS

6 SEC. 7. There are authorized to be appropriated such

7 sums as may be necessaryto army out this title.

8 EXPIRATION OF TILIE COMMISSION

9 SEC. 8. The Commision shall cease to exist thirty days

10 after the submission of its report under section 4.

3 3
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Mr. Asut.mr. Tne purpose of es-Lablishr Naional Commission ot
-7.-eighborlio.As would be to invest-agate .-__11,:r:7actors contributing to .th
filieeline of z:ban neighborhoods 'ma 'es we -must take to insure
Their surviral and revitalizazion.. li is vi 'tli1):11y impossible To contem-
plate the problems of Americar ities --ithout recognizing that the

sential buildiw block of the e resi&citial neia-hborhood.
1Thirie we recognize the essential : of neignborhoods, the truth

ita-s, we know very Eittle about. the- -s of the.n- growth or dechine
mild the factors that contribute to t-,jr -ing--terrr stability.

Ahi-.ent such kn(Avledge. most of our rt.:s to d:eal with such urban
,;;;:rrolaiems are broken ones. somezimeEs shc-.--sighted...and sometimes con-
'tradictory. In holEing the4e hearings OP 7 ba tcntestabiish a National
(Conlimission on N.2ighborhoods, I ha-r.,e le..sior'~iliat it will hie able to
.F,-.:rroride answers o the very hard o- ainout neighboritood
7vitality. Rather. as I see it. it is one steF id vfery important one of
inc,-casing our understanthMg of this

firSt witnese this mamma ntwill be r-Ir collae from California,
af.._Burke. She vms to be our'sfirst wita?ss. I ,nonld say, but because

Hills does have a time problem, -J-e ar-e going to call on :the
fSecretary first so that her schedule cnia cleared to meet her
iconvenience.

So, 'Madam Secretzry. we are very pased your presence here
this mornina, and w hope your test itnmy 'will be as helpful as it

:always has aen.
Let me just say, for the sake of other.-witnes-zes, that w.e do have a

rather large number of those who will be odering testimony this
mornina, so it is my hope that the subcomunittee can sit straight
througli until we hear from all witnesses. We urge all witnesses to
;please limit their oral statements to 40 more than 10 minutes and.
sbmit your prepared statements, for the record. This will permit the
members more time to direct questions to the witnesses,.

Then, Mrs. Hills, if you would be kind enough to proceed.

STATEMENT OP HON. CARLA A. HIM.- SECRETaRY DE HOUSING
AND tralsza DEVF=PMENT

-iecretary HILL& Thank Tyou, Mr. Chz±man, and members of the
uom mittee.
r am pleased to support FE.R. 14756 intr3duced by-Chairman Ashley

and H.R. 15388, a similar bill, introduced by Congressman Gerry
:Brown. The purpose of these bills is to establish a National Commis-
*ion on Neighborhoods. A -iyipartisan membership structure propmed
Ior the Commission, the maradate of the Commission, and the proposed
%year timetable all make sense. The Senate has passed an identical
bifl introduced by Senators Proxmire and Garn..andi hope the House
twill act promptly to send this legislation to the President..

The objective,s of- the Niational Commission on Neighborhoodsimin-
'.,cide with the President's concern far improving onr neighbo
and with HUD's own emphasis on the preservation and revitalization
of our cities. As you know, the President on :inne :30, 1976, crented
a Cabinet-level Committee on Urban Development and Neighborltyood

31
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Revitalizatien .-nd asked in, .e P7:esident gave the coma,
mittee the Zaia. ;ring assig: :

First: Ccau----_t a compreaive re- ?-7 nf major Federal
grams whicthad:! -e an. impac. . the citl,ts wad their neighbor:hoods ann.
report resultsn..

Seeond: Seel- the perspe es of o±.eilds and neighborbBoa
groups on Fede.--al program_ -vrich afi

And thir6: '2velop ret.,nmendat -,ns ;_iie President and du
congress for chd-Iges in Fe.ai polic.. s acid -prams affecting
and their: neigh:w)rhoods in rder to acc Ii.Lnirnu1n decisionma
responsibilii-y c :he local I eL to r- administraziriel
obstacles to .,xercise of autiprity. to provide for beL
coordination

The work ;))i- proposen Narionid. on Neighborh
will complemeo-- The work a'.:ready :tie President's Com-
mittee. The .2; ci. mal Comiusioii ::-.:Liq.cirekads will [look at
policies and -nre.:7-ranis of all kwels of .2.ratelta.._ imcluding the Sta.
and local leiteL 7:he Presidents Commairr--, foetus on general
tional policy- iss1:-.-3s and on va to '117177.r77.. -.Alf, coordination of -Fed
eral programs asv they relate .e4rnborhoods. When th
National Contion on Neig.:horhowl,, HT-T.:I:Wished and in opera
tiom I would e_rre. a close liaison hetwe-n.,1- Ltal the President's Com,
inittee so that Commissior's interim vec,:a...onendat ions could bedm
plemented immediately when:wer feas (-,:r:e problem of preziou
Presidential cornonissions 111::-; been din,- tneyoo ofter operate in
vacuum, thus l(*i:',.(z many op:.-ortunitie;: tor :direct Impact on policies
and programs.

Chairing the Presidmt's Committee Las reinfmved nay support for
the National Commission on Neigliffieithoods. ITe.11ELVA? begun to as-
semble information on Federal programs Av'nici--1 have an impact on
cities and neighborhoods and ha-ve CRATM10 at least some initial con-
clusions about how the delivery of Federal :lid might be made more
efficient. and resmonsive. But as this :'cmin-1-.:-tee and nw fellow wit-
nesses this morning are well aware, tlis is an task of im-
measurable eomplexity. and we have a lcmg way-:oo. We welcome the
participation of The Commisston H earching for the best
ways to maintain and re.vita Pr:4e our Iiralineigt..i,orhoods.

f am also pleased thut tile ( ..s mar:Aure ircws heyorad study
and analysis. an.d also vans for -ontact- with IcAe:,:,T officials and
neighborhood residents. Several n-Te: of t_lo Presffiirit's Commit-L.
tee have already visited cities thrr,a-z:. ',tit the -ountry._:and in conn
tion with the Committee's work. H.,ersonaLy have Hsited Bos
Baltimore. Newark, and Pittsbunz:.....-Seeretarv Math, vs is in tlidtLt
homa City today repre.,,-.;enting the de ne s ti'ominitr-e>.

These 'visits liave included nieep:::z5- with hundreds f loc:d coci
and neighborhood leaders. as wr leaders of ci:1-7.de nvc ;
business or-mnizations. Our visits ire taken us to ciTry haHs..1,1
.borhoods and into private hav, been g.kting. a 1L-",,llit
look at mtony of the proh;k1r,, whi±h. an, 1W
down on boqh public and

But the nicture is by r" ndar . We ante ,see
neighborho9ds which are ';'itrlit-..na- decay :and ttaaki..-
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head-vay toward 1:,. bilrrv nd vitality. -Then. are r 7p-cful signals aa
oiir eities and nei....lit.borho Is. and our ,inared Lthalleage is to inirrie

Ahe opp.oruinities r rext: alization anth clear away -.he obstacles.
Both the Presiidetit's (-(y Junittee and r ac imtional :ommission iii

be able to draw on: the e: :erience being accunmiatA under currint
-urban programs. a:- well a, number of demon& rations already um..e
way or planned.

Tor ex...unple, am by both locally ele.-ted officials and.
-neicrliborhood leac-,Ts thaT our community developiinent block grant
prop-ram serves a ui unu*tally flexle tool for attackin_ g- the prob-
lems of neighborieuxls in varying :ages of difficulty. Block grant
funds are being us(-,i1 for assisting honieowlw in older but. still sounc.-

-,neiAborhcods who need r,,latiTelv small iLoonnts of assistance fo7--
imaintman,.e or es-,,ntial re oairs. This type of assis:ance was impos
iSible under the categoricai restrictions of older programs. Moe..
!grant funds, of conrse. are also bein7 used for more extensive ro
lhabilitation of prolierties which need miajor work. Ita addition, thes,
'funds are available for FTreet repair. lightni.z. and other neighborhooti
.improvements whii support the rehabilitavion

many cities t ie community deveiopmmit program is energizinn
neitroborhood organizations whiich see a nev- opportunity to 'work
cin officials for the improwement of their aeighborhoods. The block
gn-Ist approach is i possibie model for oth, .-:.Fedem'..programs which
are, 'hanneled in various ways to cities and .oi,Lzhborfnoods.

'Mere are a number of r-?seareli and demorisaration programs which.
:also- show pomise for discovering the keys to neighborhood revita-
lirthom. For example, HUD has been suppwrtthg fo.r the last 2 year:
'the ...vork of the Urban Rentvestment Task Force. anl we will be in-
cretAsing that support from $2..5 million in fiscal Near 1976 to $4.5-,

in fiscal year I .)71": This will permit the Urima Reinvestment
.Thsk Force to expand into an additional 2-i cities. for a total of 55
cities. More recently, HUD has announced grants totaling $5 minion
to...22 cities for innovative projects in neighborhood -oreservation.... In
addition. last week we approved a (*rant to the Natif,cmal Center' :for
-CI-loan Ethnic Affairs to study and d'-ocument suecessfral neighborhood
rev±,ralization efforts in two cities. Baltimore and Providence. 'Me
Center will then seek to transfer those successful straTegies .11,0 p6;v1-
bora:mds in two other cities. Newark and Chicrigo. Larrc'
the Departments of s'onimerce. Labor. and Ir7.-17) wir =like &.m.....O-
Strm ion grants to 10 ities to assist them in

eco.nomic dev,lopment. and communit:-- do-velopment funds '1
rder to strengthen -he. economic base of citles uucl meighborhoo::
Ii. conclusion. I woukl like to pledge my fail support to the woi:

of the Narional Commission on Neiliborhoods
. We want to cooperzfi,

With it in every way 7o achieve the shared obje-rive of improvbe7 on4;-
.and :neighborhoods.

be pleased to- respond to any questions.
Asrux.v. Thami: -von very ninch. Madani -.4crrta:7-..Tt :1alwity-

apinasnre to have yori I;efore the subcommittee. luirtiruiatt.- Witen yr.
Mine. du foursquare ludiind the legislation tha-t. isr=inferce..

Sc---~etary HILLs..I -enjoy those occasions. also.
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Mr. ASHLEY. I dare. sayI won't say it is rare, but I think history
would bear ine out when I say that. it is rare in an odd munber af
years, particularly that fourth year in the fall.

Madam Secretary, my bill calls for the authorization of appropria-
tions of $2 million to carry out this title. You are very good:at running
demonstration programs on practically nothing, and I don't mean
that in a derogatory sense at all, but I am wondering about this $2
million authorization level. It was perhaps by inadvertence I now
realize that no additional authorization of funds for fiscal year OTT
may be made by this or other authorizing committees after May 15
cf this year under the provisions of the Congressional Budget Act.

Tell tin', how much do yon th:lik that a Commission of this
the .statti, if provided by tbe legislation, with the travel expenses, would.
be necessary to do a good job? Can you give me any kind of figtzte
as to what you think migkt be an :annual cost of the Commission?

Secretary Hats. I have to confess, Mr. Chairman, I have not given`
any serious thought to what a oommission cf this size, running io
approimately 2 years, or at least no longer elan 2 years, would nee4t
to have a competent staff.

I would be happy, however, to have our people analyze anci.,i/e
what is the lowest amoquit which would adequately fund such a Ccim
mission. if that would be your desire.

Mr, ASHLEY-. Xssuming it would be in the neighborhood of--well
let's say a couple of hundred thousand dollars a year, and ass
further that we are in a bit of .a budget impasse, do you suppose
these funds might be available internally if that were required r
order for the Commission to be functional, or to become function:ad?

Secretary HILLS. I would have to say, without any analysis. -th
S900,000 per year is probably clearly too low.

You mentioned at the outset that we run our demonstrahans latiA
practically nothing, and practically nothing is exactly what we ilui
left, So I believe, on analysis of what would be an Appropriate fignire4

we would find it extremely difficult to push further into our poiliey
or research budget, which -has already, as you know, hgem squeezed
down to a very, very low level.

Mr, ASHLEY. It. would be your thought that the President's 0:qta-,
mates) would continue to ,operate, despite the enact/rent of this leigiA-
lataowestablishing a statutory Commission ?

Secretary HILLS. Yes, I think it would be desimAle for it to ,e/yee,.
time to operate. I think that the eight Cabinet officer, who areserri
-with some seriousness on this committee provide a -ii-mension which.
:not provided for in the Commission, and that woridng together, they
can both best carry out their mutual objectives.

Mr. ASHLEY. Working toget:ier blit separately, I take it. Oh/6ms.
the Commission provided in this legislation s somewhat more broad
based than the President's Committee. And it is -7our rhought that t
should work side-by-side but. separately, in cooperation?

Secretary HILLs. I cannot tell you that were I to have started
the beginning that it avould not have been possible to oomprise a grot
that would have inchaded all three levels of government and neighbo
hood associations. Bum I think the way it is proposed now, working'
harmony is a very effective way to reach a mutual objective.
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So, yes, they can work tooether and wrrrk in harmony. I think there
ought to be an extremely close-liaison between the two groups.

Mr. AsuLtY. Your testimony indicates your support and that of
your Department_ I take it that it reflecrs the support of the admin-
istration: is that correct, Madam Secret:ixy ?

Secretary Illus. I believe that I spea.: for the administration, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. ASULEY. Well. I don't want to puh you. If you say it does, it
does. I was wondering whether your tf-stimony has been reviewed by
the Office of Management and Budgc-z or the Domestic Council or
what. have you.

Secretary HILLS. We have used the usual channels for review of this
testimony, as with all others.

Mr. Asutty. Thank you. Madam Secretary.
Mr. Brown ?
Mr. Buowx-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning, Mrs.

Hills.
Secretary Hats. Good morning, Mr. Brown.
Mr. Buowx. It's nice to have you with the subcommittee again.
My bill varies a little bit from Mr. Ashley's. I did not want to be-

come picayune about it and change all the little things that I thought
ought. to be changed. I thought it. ought to be the same bill, with two
exceptions. One is, I don't have a dollar figure in the authorizing see-
tion rather. it just says, as we oftentimes do, "such sums as may be
appropriated."

Mr. Ashley. working with the BEIdget Committee and all, is going
to have to work with the Appropria::ions Conunittee to determine how
much is going to be made available for these purposes.

The second thing that I have done in. my bill is to eliminate the
confirmation of the Chairman and t e Exi.-litive Director of the Com-
mission by the Senate. The bill does not pi ivide for any specific duties,
any specific. authorities, anything of-that .aature. for either the Chair-
man or the. Executive Director, and therore it seems to me to require
confirmation of people to whom you do not give any particular duties
or responsibilities or authorities is just urnecessary.

However. I know that the chairman ss-. -suld like to have. us act. on a
piece of legislation that is identival enommh with-the Senate's so it is
not troing to require any conferemce or hao7ling. So I am not going to
mak7.. a tremendous issue of this_ hmt it s,-erns to nie it is unnecessary,
especially the confirmation aspect. ire ofnentimes get hogged down in
confirmation of these people. and .as a corisequence, you don't get the
Commission in action and mos-in o until nyuch later than you otherwise
would. And. I cannot see where th ,E. legislation delegates to these peo-
ple such particular authority that would justify the need for confir-
mation. If you're into that, you might as well confirm all the mem-
bers, because they seem to have similar powers and responsibilities and
duties.

Gettino back to your colloquy with Mr. Ashley concerning the
executivee-hraneh Committeeit seems to me they could work together
very well. The legislation establishing this Cominission seems to me
to be primarily oriented from the ground up, neighborhood up. and
regardless of how you try, when you have an executive branch Com-
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mittee, it is hard to get anyone to believe it is anythiner but from the
top down. So it seems to me that they can be compatible and can both
make a contribution without duplication of effort and duplication of
funds.

I know you have other things to do this morning. so I will not take
more of your time. I just want to say it is a pleasure having you with
uS.

Secretary Iltus. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
Mr. ASHLEY. I am going to call on the members on the basis of their

arrival here.
Mr. Fauntroy ?
Mr. FArNTHOY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
At this time I would like to insert in the record, without objection, a

statement.
Mr. Asurxy. Without objection, your statement will be inserted at

this point.
[The statement of Congressman Fauntroy follows:]

STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN WALTER E. FAITNTROT IN THE 1.1..vrrEa or MIL
14750, Watcn Wontn Pawn:1E FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A N.vrto.x.at, Cou-
Nasstox ox NktouBoan000s
It gives me a great deal of pleasure to associate myself with the legislation

introduced by our distinguished colleague, Thomas L. Ashley, which would
provide for the establishment of a National Commission on Xeighborhoods.

It pains me greatly, however, to have to admit the sad truth that so many
of us fail to recognize the need to preserve and rebuild our communities that
we must establish a Commission to tell us %that I think many of us already
know.

On the other hand, the fact remains that this needs to be done and the
mandate which the Commission would be provided in this bill is of the nature
I would want tosee considered. Our housing policies, our incentive programs,
such as community development Wock grant assistance, and our demonstration
projects have never been examined in the context of their impact on the total
tommunity. This bill will provide that examination and will. I hope, confirm
or deny our beliefs and perceptions of what we think is the impact of our actions.

We must save our neighborhoods. We must embark upon ari effort that will
make rehabilitation as much a national policy as the ereation of totally new
housing stocks and new communities. I applaud the intentions of this bill and
look forward to hearing from the witnesses.

Mr. FAt-x-rnoy. And to add my thanks to the Secretary for her
excellent testimony.

I simply have One question, Madam Secretary. You have mentioned
both the Cabinet-level Committee on Urban Development and Neigh-
borhood Revitalization established Iry the President earlier this year
and the Urban Reinvestment Task Force. As I have looked at the
bill and listened to your testimony. I could not help but think that
th comprehensive, task which the Commission set for itself would
benefit from the functions apparently being performed by both of
these entities. In looking at the composition of the Commission, I
wondered to what extent we expect to call upon those who have been
deeply involved both in the question of reinvestment in the cities and
the policy matters which have claimed the attention of the Urban
Developnient alid Neighborhood Revitaliwtion Committee and to
what. extent may we expect appointees to the Commission to draw
heavily upon their work within these two areas, at least ?

Secretary If Well. Mr. Fanntroy. as I read the legislation, there
re five members required to be elected or appointed officials of local
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governments, five members required to be elected officers of recognized
neighborhood erganizations engaged in development and revitaliza-
tion programs. The remaining niembers, in addition to two Members
of the Senate and two Members of tbe House, must be drawn from
outstainling individuals with demonstrated experience with neighbor-
hood peeservation ;wtivities. And I cannot believe that with that
composition. each will not draw from his or her current and past
experiences whidi are indeed at the local levelas Mr. Brown so aptly
put itat the level from the ground up.

So in answer to your question. I think we could expect just what
you are asking-.

Mr. FAUNTfloy. You would not see the necessity of really mandating
that a person do be involved with the present committee and someone
from the Urban Reinvestment Task Force be placeu on the Commis-
sion in the. same fashion that we placed representation from the Senate
and the House ?

Secretary HILLS. I am not sure that mandates have a real place on
this Conunission. I would think that a member from the President's
Committee might be an apt appointment, and I would think that
someone who had been involved in such a splendid effort as the Ur-
ban Reinvestment Task Force would be a highly considered
appointment.

But if you start putting mandates in a 20-person Commission, and
you are going to get requests all over for a mandate for a variety of
groups. So I think I would kave it to the good judgment of the parties
making the appointments.

Mr. FAVNTROY. Thank you.
Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. Hanley.
Mr. HANI.F.Y. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Madam Seeretary, it is always a pleasure to have you aboard. I

certainly want to express my appreciation for ybur support of this
concept. along with my commendation to the authors of the legisla-
tion. I feel that it has very definite need. I know as a longtime pro-
ponent of urban renewal. as I observed the impkruentation of it, I
emlured much in the way of disappointment, as I saw those who have
energetically implemented the program without giving any thought
to the ramifications insofar as neighborhoods were concerned. They
would move in and bulldoze a large sector within a city, flushing the
residents of that aea out into another area which would become a
target, for the fast Inick operators who would then convert the orig-
inally intended one-family residences into multiapartment dwellings.
Instead of nrban renewal providing the intended improvement in the
community. we created another !rhetto. And that condition exists in
so Many of our cities today despite the hundreds of millions of dollars
that have been pumped into that program.

So, hopefully, in a way, the Commission that we talk about today
can contribute to the alleviation of that shortcoming with regard to
perhaps many of our other community development and urban renewal
programs.

I would lw less than candid if I did not say that I am always appre-
hensive about de pl kat ion. I would hope, that this would not be the case
with regard .to the efforts of the President's Commission, that is. that
of the intended body, should this become enacted into law.
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Can you tell me, is there a full-time staff working on behalf of the
President's Commission.

Secretary HILLS. Not a separate staff, as such, but the persons with .

expertise within HUDfor example, the Assistant Secretary for Pol-.
icy Develop Ment and Research is working very closely with me in my
role as chairing that committee.

Again, his Deputy and his economists are working very closely on
So we have not haa a, separate staff hired but are using the resources
that we have available. And since it is not only the HUD programs::
that are involved, but all of the Federal programs that are involved,:
where there is data required that concerns another department, we call.
upon our counterparts in those other departments.

Mr. HANLEY'. So there is not any specific budget for staff purposes:
with regard to the President's Commission?

Secretary HILLS. No.
Mr. HANLEY. Along with your support, I would assume that your

position would be transmitted to the Office of Manaoement and Bu&
get when we get to the decisionmaking procesS related to the moneys
necessary to fimd this staff.

Secretary Thus. Certainly, my position favoring this legislation,
and strongly favoring the objectives of this leoislation, has been
already passed to the Office of Management and 1317dget, and has their-
concurrence, along with that of the administration.

Mr. HANLEY. I believe you have already said that you are in essence
speaking on behalf of the President. The President would concur
with you ?

.Secretary HILLS. That is correct.
Mr. HANLEY. Thank you very much, Mrs. Hills. Again, it is nice

to have you with us.
Secretary HILLS. It is my pleasure to be here.
Mr. HANLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASHLEY. 'Mr. Stanton?
Mr. STANTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mrs. Hills, I am very

glad to see you.
Secretary HILLs. Good morning, Mr. Stanton.
Mr. STANTON. I sort of have to play the devil's advocate a little bit,

and I say that out of all due respect for the present Secretary of
HUD. The President and the chairman of our subcommittee are iill
in favor of this, but I am always cautious, .and particularly right
now, on another one of these national commissions; primarily based
on my own experience.

And, although I see my friend Mr. Rees is a, cosponsor of this bill,
the experience that the two of us have had at the most recent estal,
lishment of a national Commissionwhich was a national Commis7:
sion on supplies and shortages in which we pushed, and now finally
is moving alono. rather smoothly. Regrettably, it is about 2 years late.
And. as I loolf'back on this Commission. Mr. Chairman. I think one
of the things that you would want in this type. of legislation, if you
fro this route, is a deadline on which the President of the United States
would have to appoint the members.

IITe got into a discussion about the confirmation by the Senate,
and so forth.
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In the mining industry, for example, we excluded that type of.
person. You involve people who are closely related to the neighbor-
hood problem in this one. What it amounted to was a good year's
delay. It went back and forth to the Senate; who liked this guy, who

:liked that fellowand before the President of the United States ever
--came up with the meMbers on the Commission, we- were months behind
schedule.
' You want to set some type of deadline. Of course, that throws you
into the next problem of implementing this particular legislation,
and I hope we are doing more than just motherhood here before an

_election, because it is such an important subject matter that has to
-.be addressed. And whether or not it is a national Commission or a task
force, or a combination of this committee or subcommittee, and a sub-
committee of the Senate, and members of HUD who are most involved

-in this, I would look at it as: What would accomplish the purposes-
which are excellentas outlined in all of the legislation, in the light
of what could be accomplished the quickest?

Another word of caution, as we go into this thing, although your
-testimony hit it : Is this the type of legislation that some of us are
going to have a hangup on 1 year from now, or 11/2 years from now,
and say, well, we onght to do this, but let us wait another 6 months; the
national commission is going to report on this, and they have got a
lot of information, and we are going to need that? And under this
legislation I cannot conceive whether or not Mr. Carter or Mr. Ford
it could be conceivable that it would be almost Easter until he got
around to appointing Commission members.

Mr. HANLEY. Would the gentleman yield ?
Mr. STANTON. Yes.
Mr. HANLEY. I want to give you assurance that Mr. Carter has

assured me that he will expedite action on this Commission.
- Mr. BROWN. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. STANTON. What is it going to be : January 21, or April .21?
You know, we are here this morning for more than window dressing,
I hope. So, I just bring that out, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate
the time.

Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. LaFalce?
Mr. LAFALCE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Madam Secretary, I would first of all like to quote from a recent

letter by Senator Proxmire, in which he says that "Mrs. Hills has
tackled the challenge of her job with skill and sincerity," and that
she has brought in a positive tone to HUD.

Secretary HILLs. That surprised me, too.
Mr. LAFALCE. I want to concur in that Statement bv Senator ,

Proxmire. and I only wish that you had the hacking of OMB and
the administration to carry out the skill, sincerity, and tone that you
have brought to the office. But, because I do not believe you do have
that, I would like to ask you a few questions.

You state that you support this bill. that OMB does, and that the
administration does. Do I therefore have your permission, since funds
are lacking in the budget resolution, to offer an amendment this after-
noons and state that. I have the support of the Ford administration
for approximately $500,000 in order to fund this bill in fiscal 1977?
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Secretary HILL& Well, certainly, you have the ability to offer such:.
a resolution. I do not know how that complies with your Budget.:
Control Act.

Mr. LAFALCE. I know I have the ability to do it. But I am wonderL
ing whether I have the right to say- that you, OMB, and the Ford.
adininistration would concur in that amendment. You said $200,000,
was too low. So I suggest $500,000.

Secretary HILLS. f have not analyzed the $500,000, Mr. LaFalce;
and I am not certain of how you would offer this legislation. Would.
this be a supplemental appropriation to P.D. & R.'s budget?

Mr. LAFALCE. I would suggest making it an amendment to the-
budget resolution this afternoon, and time is of the essence.

Secretary HthLs. Well obviously, since you are raising the question:::
for the first time this morning, I have not had the opportunity to clear
this with OMB or with President Ford.

Mr. LAFALCE. Well, there is a difference in passing and authorizing:
a piece of legislation, and appropriating money for it.

Mr. Baowx. Will the gentleman yield ?
Obviously, I have not seen any of the leadership go down to the'.

White House and ask them if it is OK to adopt any kind of budget
resolution.

Mr. LAFALCE. Well, I did not know until this morning that the.,
President was going to back this bill.

Mr. BROWN. The budget resolution is a product of the Congressi'
not the administration.

Mr. LAFALCE. I know. But it helps if the administration supports
efforts when they are made.

Mr. BROWN. Well, I think the Secretary has already said that she:
concurs in tbe concept. How much money should be authorized for
it, she does not know at this point in time. So she is in no position:.
to say that she would endorse any kind of amendment you would
offer, and I think she is totally justified in that.

Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Brown, you have been very.helpful to her. Thank
you.

Let me go on, now. I have to differ with the statement by the chair,.
man of our subcommittee, Mr. Ashley, who said it is a rare occur,,
renceevery fourth year in the fallthat the administration -seem§
to agree with proposals made by this legislative body. I seem to think .
it has been happening recently with some degree of frequency.

But the appointment on June 30, 1976, of this so-called Presidential
Committee that is unstaffed after what have been years of neglect,of,
the neighborhoods is, I think, a very questionable activity.

You mentioned in your testimony that. the Urban Reinvestnient
Task Force had $2.5 million in fiscal 1976, and $4.5 million in fiscal
1977. Was that a product of the administration's? Did the adminis,
tration request $4.5 million?

Secretary Hiu.s. Yes. That was a request within our budget of

Mr. LAFALCE. I am not talking about that. I am talking about
OMB's recommendation to the President on the budget. Wasn't it
added on by the Congress ?

Secretary HILLS. Let me state that that portion comes out of our
P.D. & R. budget. We were considering the rdquest of upping the
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Urban Reinvestment Task Force allocation from $2.5 Million, and we
l.were working with Mr. Whiteside, whom you will have the opportu-
nity to exchange remarks with this morning on what is the optimum
size and what his group can optimally carry.

There has been testimony, I believe, before the Senate. And it was
suggested, since that program was so successful, it ought to be might-

'. ily expanded. And I believeat least I was advised by Chairman
Proxmirethat Mr. Whiteside demonstrated himself to be a most un-
usual bureaucrat, in strongly urging that. his expenditures and pro-
gram not be mightily expanded in a sudden fashion, because you
would lose the merit of what he had been able to achieve.

We believe that the funding that we have now settled on is the right
level of funding at this time,

[In regard to the above matter the following letter. with attach-
ment was received from Assistant Secretary for-Policy Development
-.and Research, Hon. Charles J. Orlebeke containing background in-
formation on HUD funding of -the Urban Reinvestment Task Force i]

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
Washington, D.C., September 15, 1976.

Hon. Jonx J. LAFALCE,
House of Representatives,
Washington., D.C.

DEAR MR. LAFALCE During the September 9 hearing on the proposed NationalNeighborhood Policy Act, you raised a question about HUD funding of the
Urban Reinvestment Task Force. My purpose in writing, is to provide you with
additional background information in order to clear up any confnsion which
may remain following the exchange at the hearing.

In order to provide for the orderly management of the Urban Reinvestment
Task Force, the funding of the URTF by HUD's Office of Policy Developmentand Research is governed by an interagency agreement covering years 1975-1979.
Specifically. the agreement called for HUD funding at $2,608,000 in FY 1975,
$2.500,000 in FY 1976, 1977, and 1978; and $1.5 million in FY 1979.

As you know, the Urban Reinvestment Task Force is a demonstration pro-
..gram, and we have been evaluating it as it has developed over the last two.years..Since the program has shown considerable promise. we began some months
,ago to discuss with the URTF the possibility of increasing our support for the'program in order to permit sonie expansion. The attached minutes of the URTF
meeting of :lime 23, 1976, reflect these discussions. At that meeting, the Staff.Director of the URTF was authorized "to go forward with investigation of
ways to provide for manageable incremental increases in Task Force activities;

"land] to coordinate with Assistant Secretary Orlebeke in regard' to potential
.additional Department of Housing and Urban Development demonstration grant
:..funding . . ."

No definite decision could be made on the amount of the increase since Con-
;gressional action on the budget for the Office of Policy Development and Re-
:search had not been completed. What happened was that tile Appropriations
"Comthittee Conference Report set the Fiscal Year 1977 URTF at $4.5 million.
'3Ve had actually been contemplating a larger increase for the URTF if Con-
'gressional action on the overall research budget had been more favorable than
.it turned out. But since our original request of $71 million was cut back to only
$55 million, we were clearly unable to do so. In short, we are happy about the.
$2 million increase for the URTF and would have been even happier if our
budget outcome had made it possible for us to increase it further.

If you would like to have any further discussion regarding our support for
j.iRTF, please let me know.

Sincerely,
CHARLES J. ORLEBEKE.

Assistant Secretary for
Policy Development and Research.

Attachment.
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M/NUTES OF THE SEVENTH URBAN' REINVESTMENT TASK FORCE MEETING OF
JUNE 23, 1976

(AMENDED)

The Task Force met in room 630 (Management Information Center), of the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, 320 First Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. at
2:00 p.m. on the 23rd day of June, 1976.

Present: Members Garth Marston, Philip C. Jackson, Jr., and Robert E.
Barnett, Charles Orlebeke representing Carla A Hills, and James Keefe repre-
senting James E. Smith. Also present were :

HUD staff.Claude Barfield and Sybil Phillips.
Task Force staff.Wm. A. Whiteside, James A. MeNeirney, Harry Brunett,

Jack E. Gallagher, Rosanne Brady, and Winnie Morton.
NHSA staff.Mary L. Widener.
FDIC ataff.Paul Horvitz and Margaret Olsen.
FRB staff.Bernard Freedman.
FHLBB staff.Richard Platt.
Acting Chairman Marston opened the meeting and called on Wm. A. Whiteside

to present the Staff Director's Activity Report (Attachment A of Agenda). Mr.
Whiteside presented the report in summary, touching on salient points ands'
responding o questions. Additionally, Harry Brunett gave a short briefing on
Neighborhood Preservation Projects, and Mary Widener commented on NHSA
Secondary Market developments.

Acting Chairman Marston requested action on:
Action Item 1It was resolved that the minutes of the February 17. 1976

meeting of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force be approved as submitted.

Approved by the Task Force Members.

Action Item 2It was resolved that the Proposed Amendment to FY 1976
Budget be approved as submitted.

* ,

Approved by the Task Force Members.

Action Item 3It was resolved that Action Item 3 be approved as restated:-,
APPROVAL FOR THE STAFF DIRECTOR to go forward with investigation ,
of ways to provide for manageable incremental increases in Task Force activi,
ties; to coordinate with Assistant Secretary Orlebeke in regard to potential addi--,
tional Department of Housing and Urban Development demonstration grant-
funding ; and to develop a methodology for securing additional competent man-
agers in conjunction with the increase in activities and funding.

* * * * * , * *
Approved by the Task Force Members.

.* * * * * * *

The meeting adjourned at 3 :45 p.m.
Mr. LAFALCE. Secretary Hills, how much was your grant to the Na--

tional Center on Urban Ethnic Affairs for ? -

Secretary HILLS. It was $474,000, I believe.
Mr. LAFALCE. How long did it take to process that grant ? It is not

true that it took about 13 or 14 months from the- r.me it was submitted-
in order to get approval?

Secretary Huns. I am advised that the first version of the grant,
was submitted last fall, and it has been going through staff assessment .
and some reformation, and that the slim is $474,000 that was awarded..

Mr. LAFALCE. It has taken over 1 year to prOcess this application ?-
Secretary HILLS. I have to advise you that the proposal was initially

for a different amount, and a different scope.
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Mr. LAFALCE. The proposal was for approximately lr as op-
posed to 2. Is that not correct?
. Secretary HILL& That is correct. .

Mr. LAFALCE. What I am concerned about. is this announcement
.:comes this morninn., the day of the hearings. I think the official notice
was yesterdiiv. Tids particular grant and the appointment of the
Presidential Committee remind nw a little too much of what. happened
'atYellowstone a few days ago: a major parks proposal following on

...the heels of a tremendous scandal insofar as the condition of our na-
tional parks is concerned.

Secretary HILLS. Mr. LaFalce, I take exception to that. I appreciate
your remarks made earlier about the problems of earlier urban re-
newal.' Now, we have had for less than 2 years, or just about that
timecertainly less than 2 years in implementationour block grant
programs, whereby we have moved the decisionmaking, down from
'Washington to the local level. And we have seen the benefits of the
program.

With this additional experience and knowledge, the President ap-
pointed the ComMittee on June 30, 1976. I think it is a beneficial step
after this time period, seeing what the locally elected officials, work-
ing" with neighborhood associations, can do.

Sometimes we say too early in the frame that we ought to proceed
massively, even where there are mistales. On the other hand, I can
.0.ive you a footnote of our urban homesteading program, whereby we
.:nuive proceeded with caution and study, and have seen an absolutely
splendid pronTam, as distinguished from earlier homesteadinn. pro-
grams whiclr.have failed. The same is true for expanding the IIrban
Reinvestment Task Force beyond the level which it can adequately
handle.

Now, if you are suggesting that June 30 Ivas not a propitious time
.for the President to proceed, based upon the solid study and recom-
Aliendations from his Cabinet advisers, then I take issue with you.
What you would be suggesting is that the President should be inactive
the whole last year prior to an election, and I take strong exception
'to it.

I can tell you I think we have made magnificent. progresS in the
short. few weeks that our Committee has been in effect. The Committee
had learned a great deal. I believe locally elected officials have appre-

-ciated oar open lines of communications and our efforts to streamline
;the delivery of Federal

'-'°Tants
to them. I believe the neighborhOod

associations will be equally praiseful of our efforts here.
Mr. LAFALcE. I believe my time has expired. May I just ask per-

:mission to have Senator Proxmire's letter inserted into the record?
Mr. ASHLEY. Without. objection.
[Senator Proxmire's letter referred to by Congressman LaFalce

follows d

[From the Washington Post. August 18. 1978]

SEN. PROXMIRE ON THE ADMIXIMATIOX'S HOUSING RECORD

The August 3 Washington Post carried a "Taking Exception" article entitled,
"Speaking for the Neighborhoods," by Housing and Urban Development Secre-
tary Carla A. Hills.
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I must take sharp issue with the implication in Mrs. Hills' article that HUD.
is making great progress on the urban housing front. The harsh fact is that, since
January, 1973, this government has given practically no new housing assistance
to the nation's poor. In that month, President Nixon froze all federal housing
aid, and kept it on ice for a year and a half while he impounded, studied, and
stalled. Then, he resigned, two years ago this month, leaving Gerald Ford to
sign and implement his alternative"Section 8" rent assistance.

President Ford began by retaining Nixon's moratorium mastermind, James
Lynn, as HUD Secretary. Few people were surprised, therefore, when another .
year passed before HUI) got the new program started. Lynn was rewarded with'.
the head job at the Office of Management and Budget, and Carla fills took over. .

She inherited a disaster. People believed by then that Section 8 was intended
to be unworkable as a way to continue the moratorium. The low-income groups,
local housing agencies, builders, certainly Congress, a'Ad even the HUD bureau-
cracy itself, were deeply cynical, and even embittered.

Mrs. Hills tackled the challenge with skill and .sincerity. She brought in a
positive tone.

But tone is not the same as results, and neither are the HUD actions Mrs. Hills
cites in her article. They are merely tiny sparks of promise which, when con
trasted with the enormity of our urban need, or even the tools which Congress
has made available, are, in my view. pitiful.

Let me respond to her points in turn.
1. Many of the HUD activities she cites are just studies. The new committee

on neighborhoods, in fact, takes up half the article. Creation of a committee may
be worthwhile. It is hardly a record of achievement.

2. The conummity development block grant program has virtues, certainly, but
also many, many problems. Neighborlmod action groups recently told Congress
that HUD's totally handsoff policy has let city officials use the fmuls for political
projects which bypass the people. HUD's simplify-at-ally-cost mentality has even
led them to fight some of our best separate programs, like rehabilitation loans.

3. Mrs. Hills points to urban homesteading, which sells abandoned homes for
a dollar if people will fix them up. She does not mention that this program is only
filleinerimentvery small.

4. The Secretary acclaims the Urban Reinvestment Task Force, and I share
her enthusiasm. She does not say that HUD has threatened to withhold part of
this small program's needed funds.

5. Finally, NIrs. Hills says that "Urban housing has been upgraded through
HUD's program of rental subsidies for thwer income families,- evidently a sadly
misplaced reference to Section S.

Let me offer the following contrasting record of HUD's accomplishments.
1. The two-year old Section 8 program is supposed,,-o assist 400,000 families by

September 30. As of June. only 23,004, or one-twentie:. of these families were in
their homes. Only 1.450 of these units were new or substantially rehabilitated, an-.
incredibly sad record.

2. HUD expected to help 50,000 lower ine.nne families become homeowners
this past year. In fact, they helped 2.337agailti aboat 5 per cent

3. HUD has threatened to-rescind funds for lbousing rehabilitation loans.
4. The administration has strenuously opposed] a small drop in interest rates on

elderly housing loans, needed to make this liont-kng feasible.
5. Public housing and other strong prograzin.$ which could fill the void are

almost totally shut down.
The list goes on. The point is clear : results are what count. And results We

don't have.
WILLIAM PaoxmntE, United Staten Senator (D-Wis.).

Mr. STANTON-. Tlmt reminds me. There were one or two of the mem-
bers of the subcommittee this morning who wanted to ask a couple of
questions to the witness.

Mr. ASHLEY. Well, the record will be kept open. I am sure the Secre-
tary will be more than pleased to submit answers.

Mr. LAFALcE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask unanimous consent for. 30
seconds?

Mr. AsilLEY, Yes.
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Mr, LAFALCE. I just want to say that the Urban Reinvestment Task
Force was very helpful to me in cmiductinr a seminar on the problems
of neighborhoods in my congressional district. A representative from
.NHS came, as did a representative from the neighborhood preserva-

..-tion program. And a representative from HUD came as well. "We had
:about 500 people who are involved in neighborhood development and
revitalization from ninny perspectives attend a seminar that lasted an
entire day. And Mrs. Hills, I want to thank you and your Department
for the cooperation that your Department showed in helping ine con-
duct what I thought was a very helpful seminar in my congressional
district.

Secretary HILLS% I am delighted you found it useful.
Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. McKinney?
Mr. MCKINSEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome, Madam Sec-

. retary ; it is good to see you again.
Secretary HILL.s. Thank you, Mr. McKinney.
Mr. McKixszY. This, by the way, is near and dear to my heart ; in

fact, even as a nonresident of Washington, we have a neighborhood
association. We close off our streets four times a year; we have block
parties, we, watch each other's homes. There is a feeling of solidity
in a mixed neighborhood in this city, and it is good.

And when I was a kid living in i?ittsburgh, yon (lid notstay out of
trouble because there were a lot of police. You stayed out"Of trouble
because your neighbor saw you riding on the, back of a rreetcar up
Shady Avenue, and immediately called Your mother and: said, --..nur
kid's on the back of the streetcar. And you . stuck together.

One of the things that bothemine abunt this, Mrs. Hills, ist is
Another Commission, and it is anotiem- reimrt.

This is sort of a double-edged I.-svord. ,m I hope you will takF.-the
criticism in goad spirit. It is HUDTF,,.- polifies----which I know-yu.:_rare
changing, your Presidential Conin, ssmn wants to change-thai-are
destroying my neighborhoods. Sit(--- criteria selection, impaction- of
subsidized housing, so-calledthou:DI I have mit discovered what
they mean by itrace impaction, level impaction, and so on:and
so forth.

These policies, in every instance immv northeastern industrial cities,
:are making us destroy, rather than rebuild, neighborhoods. In cities
such as Bridgeport and Stamford and Norwalk, we do not have the

:sturdy brick buildings of a Washington which can be rehabilitated,
or w,hich can be taken over by urban immesteading. We have, un-

. fortunately, very dilapidated three- and four-story frame buildings,
'which usually have to be taken down. Something new has to be put up.
:And we have the arell, usually, in abandoned lots, so we do not have
to move people.

But we are continually told by HUD's representatives: "Oh, no;
you cannot build any more subsidized housing there. So, in essence,
we have to tell people, if you want a decent place to live, we are going
to havelo throw you out of the neighborhood.

I guess what I am getting to is. the Commission is a Commission,
and the report is a report. What I really want to know is, how would

.you feel about giving this organization some .power in HUD, so that
we could have the necessity of a neighborhood review, just as we
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have the necessity of an environmental-review, a site criteria review,
and an economic. impact review. et cetei-a; in other words, making it
a viable part of your organization, which has the power to make an
exception to the regulations of your department that are now destroy--,..
ing so many of our neighborhoods.

And, let me say that I know yon do not write these regulations, and
I know that quite often, Congress has caused half of the In-oblems with-
its statements. But what I am trying to say is: How do we go from-
Commission to action, and how do we get a voice for a neighborhood
which wants to maintain itself over all of the selection criteria that
destroy our neighborhoods which are now extant ?

Secretary Thus. Mr. McKinney, I think it would be premature to
stipulate to a process that might be obtained from a Commission that..
has not yet been created or appointed. Yon raise some very tough social
iSsues. Yon and I have discussed them. The site selection criteria,
which try not to concentrate economically disadvantaged people re-
peatedly in the same geographic area, have proponents on both sides
of the fence. The social issnes. which require a very delicate balanne,
are always difficult, and th!,-; i!? one of tibem.

Clearly, we do not want to create ghenos of people who are similatrIT
disadvantaged. On the other hand.. we Ca) not wish to destroy neighinor-.
hoods. AEA so it is with racial pmblems.where we find concentrarien
of our m_nority citizens. What we itire Trying very hard to do to
open housing opportmdties to all pi-ople, so that they have choices.
And we are, as you know. reassessiniz site selection criieria.

But, one has to think very careiiii: v where there is a concentrznon
of lower income people in one part 0 thc city, and a request to build
in that part of the city, and you rmother bid in a less concen-
trated area:somewhere else in the ci. and the tenants would prefir
the latter,and you only have funds fund one of the projects.

So, it is difficult. We are lookingat site ,selection criteria. I thirikthe
social issues with respect to rehabilitathe projects, and projects on
urban renewal, require a different- focus,,perhaps, than new construc-
tion. But this is a policy question which .we are analyzing; right.now,
and I think that we will bringI can assure you we will bringthe
neighborhood impact and those concerns to bear when the policy de-
cision is made.

Mr. MCKINNEY. Thank You very much. My time is up. But I ap-
preciate your expression that as long as you are Secretary of HUD,
that you will concentrate on what this Commission would say. I just
wish we could empower them a little bit. I certainly am not one that,
wants to add to any neighborhood's problems, but to have to destroy
a neighborhood in order to give people decent housing is to me what
has destroyed our cities. It is Boston's problem, and Bridgeport's, and
the problem of every other city in the Northeast.

Mr. :WILEY. Mr. Gonzalez.?
Mr. 6,',":-ZALEZ. Madam Secretary, do you really feel that this legis-

lation is necessarythis type of legislation, now? Do you believe it)
should have this kind of priority at this point ?

Secretary HILLS. I think this legislation can perform a useful serv-
ice to the country.

Mr. GONZALEZ. I know that a lot of ihese ideas are useful_ I am:
talking about priority. I am talking about-the urgency,at this time, in-,
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he wanino-. period of the 94th Congress. to enact another study Com-
mission. 13-o you really feel there is an urgency about it?

Secretary IIILLs. Mr. Gonzalez, it does not trouble me that the proj-
ct is in the waning days of the 94th Congress. I think the latter part
f tlw 94th Congress should be as productive as the first day of the
4th Congress, and I say the same thing with respect to the admithis-
ration that I serve.
I think that we should take those proposals, those issues and causes
at we see, one by one, and call them as we see them. T believe that
e problems of our neighborhoods are real and that this study woulld

e beneficial. I am delighted the President did not wait upon:the crea-
,.. on of the Commission before appointing the Committee, and I tUnk

iat the Committee has made considerable progress. But I think the
ommission can work in harmony, and be useful, on our murual

.bjectives.
'Afr. GONZALEZ. That's, fine. That's a nice philosophic statement. I

on't think anybody. could quarrel with it.
My question is, "Do you really feel this is necessary?'
Secretary HILLS. I beiieve that this is the best suggestion that Con-

ress has made with respect to studying our neighborhood problems;
nd. I think that the study will be useful, of course.
Mr. Stanton has raised concerns that could materialize. You always

yorry when yon appoint. a Commission whether you are simply ap-
ointing another level of bureaucracy. His experience, of course, -with

he Commission on supplies and shortages to which he referred, is dint
hey strove vigorously to appoint persons who have no familiarity
vith the issues at hana so that there would be no allegation of conflict
f interest, as T. understand it.
Now, in this Commission, to the, contrary, there is a mandaterhaFits
embers be people who are. deeply involved with the issues of (aim

ieighborhoods, whether they be locally elected officials or people Who
lave worked with neighborhood. associations or a blue-ribbon citi-
ens' committee so I think there is a good opportunity.

I admit that I have no crystal ball. The Conunission, if not driven
y an administrator who is going to call meetings promptly and set
eadlines, will not be productive.
,Mr. GoNzALEz. Let me interrupt you because we have limited time
lid I don't mind this, ordinarily, but I do mind under the circum-
tances. You are chubbing my time during my limited question period.
;Don't you believe. though. that since you are in power, you are the
ecretary of you do presently carry out pmgnons thrit yon can

iserjndgment value decisions as to whether yon are going to preserve
e,meiglthorhoods or not ?
For, example, HUD insists, where you have. as you said awhile ago,
choice between fundincr the rehabilitation effort in an inner city with
imdhir a ranch town olithe perimeter or outside of the city.
Secretary HILLS. I did.not say that. Mr. Gonzalez.
.Mr.:.GoNzALEz. But you are doing it.
Secretary HILL.s. That is not correct. Mr. Gonzalez.
Mr GoNzALEz. Let nw state that in answer to Mr. McKinney's site

election problem, the project is the same. It will be an elderly project
r a bid for a low-income family pmject. And the question is : Which
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site would one select ? Whether one selects one that is bid in airarriaa
renewal area, in a rehab area or possibly where ,-ere is less coneor'
tration of shailarly disadVantaged people.

Secretary HILLS. There are merits on both siciesof the argument..
is often difficult but it is not a question of ranch :.,umbler versus-a loW-4
income project.

Mr, Goxz,trxz. Well, I may not have made myself clear ; but thata
the exact ease in San Antonio, Tex.

We have had, we have been told and HUD has said, and its spokes'
man and Deputy Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries that where thei
has been x number of ftmds and a commitment to a ranch town, whi
by its very definition, will house the near millionaires or millionaires
that there are not. sufficient funds to carry out an inner-city project, .--;';

That has, iJso. been equally approved by the local governing body;
Secrettuy Thus. Mr. Gonzalez, I would like to have the opportunity

to brief You 011. our recent programs. And, you have cautioned Tri
about the length of my remarks; but I certainly will augment th
record to claiify this matter if permitted by the chairman.

We have an allocation from Congress for low-income housing tha
is geographically spread equally based on the statutory formula an
there is no competition between the millionaire's house and our fun
for low-income citizens.

Mr. GONzALEz. Well, if you would just be kind enough to reexamin
the San Antonio situation with specific reference to ranch town versn
a request by the renewal authorities or the new agencies there fof
inner-city projects. I would appreciate that. because I think you wil
find that you may not be acquainted with all of the facts.

Secretary HILLs. I will also say that tlds administration request&
more moneys for low-income housing than the Congress was willing t
grant.

.We asked for $850 million and got O7ii million. So our commit
ment is real.

Mr. GONZALEZ. All I can say is I am not. attacking the administ
tion. This isn't a political charge. I am pointing to a spreeific.
program and decisionnialdng process in IIITD where you bad a choi
where you had a decision : whew there are two demairids. One
inner-city iinprovement; one for outside-city improvement. And
(ireision has been made as I have explained.

Now. I think, if yon will review that case ; just take the city
San Antonio and forget Fort Worth and the other projectS, I thi
you will see what the facts are.

Secretary Thus. Mr. Gonzalez. we do not make the decision at
With respect. to inner-city improvenient or outer-city improvemea
The locally elected officials do based upon a formula of funds.

We have no control over the use of those funds other than withi
broadly stated congressionally enacted guide] hies.

The locally elected officials must spend their community develop
ment funds to remove blight. to assist low-income families or tcrlad
dress all urgent eommunity.development need. It is not determinedb
any bureaucracy in HUDunless von wish to take us back to th
sixties where the rules were quite aifferent.

But since 1914. believe me. it is not HUD's decision on inner-cit,
versus miter-city improvement.
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Astuxv, Mrs. Boggs has returned from another meeting. Mrs.
Boggs, do you have any questions?

Mrs. Bouos. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry that I have not been here for the testimony. I would just

ike to make a statement at this point that I am very happy that the
S'ecretary is here with us. This is a very important bill and something
:hat is very badly needed to have. cohesiveness among the various
wojects and pmposals that all of us have worked with for a very long.
:inle. My own city of New Orleans identifies by neighborhood.. Ask
tnyone where they live, they will tell you. "I live in central city" or
'I live in the Garden District." And, they will tell you the street or
treet number where they live. It is a very ne-i...hborbood-oriented city.
knd because of this. I think many of the p:rograins have been able io
A-ork in a cohesive fashion.

As the Secretary knows, we have two Horizons on Display proot-Tam
wojects in the city at Coliseum Square. This is recognition of thekind
if cohesiveness that can- exist ill our neighborhoods, but we have many,
nany problems where areas of need go untouched and we have, per-
laps, still too much concentration in other directions.

So I am very grateful to you for being here and I inn sorry that I
lo ilot have some questions at this moment, but I am sure I will after
I have fully read your testimony.

Thank you.
. Secretary litiLs. Thank you.
Mr. ASIILEY. Mr. Stanton.
Mr. STAxToy. Thank von. Mr. Chairman..
I just would like to ask. Mrs. Hills one more question-6 months

tgo. the Small Business Committee passed a 1)11 and we went,to con-
erence with the Senate. Senator Tower wa- :',,L4d set on having a
tational Commission study the priobleLLs business in this
:ountry. He had a bill with a $1 million budget.

We talked him out of it and substituted for it. an assistant to the
Jirector of the SBA, to have Senate confirmation, and Assistant Sec-
vtarywhereby he could draw from within the organization people-
-1S-17's or 18's who have been in this field for years and come up with
L study of small Inisiness problems.

What. bothers me on this legislation is that for years people have
ieen dealing with urban renewal or neighborhood cities and not the
mlitical high spectrum of Presidential appointees: but. within your
wganization Yon have the expertise of people who have been there for
,.ears who could be taken from their particular job and put into a
wonder aspeet of looking back and 000rdinating this project.

I think that such a possible organization could be formed to study
he real problems that exist with Federal implementation of programs
hat affect our neighborhood. To draw within the organization people
vith perluips the ability or the appointment of a task forceto have
iomebodv from the Ifouse staff or the Senate staffmembers helping
erve on an advismy Commission.

Don't von have sonic CTS-18 who ha3 been on urban renewal for years
vhom you could draw under the leadership of somebody who the
3enate would appoint in HUD who could accomplish these things if
:aken from their joh for a few months? Five or six or ten people like
:hat. augmented with others could accomplish a great deal.
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Secretary HILLS. I have a great deal of confidence, Mr. Stanton, wit
respect to the professionals in HUD; and they have years of accum
nlated experience and expertise.

I think the perception, however, is that the participation from th
outside is desirable. I am not certain whether you conld reform tk
leaislation which is uow being addressed into one creatTng an advisoryammittee reporting to someone within the Department and still gen_crate the same degree of confidence that a report from a purely outsid
group would generate. That is something that we would have to dis
cuss. I think that in an alternative and it is not a frivolOns Alternative
It is just that it involves those competing considerations. You and .might have a great deal of confidence in such a group and 1 emit
certainly set down deadlines and feel comfortable that I know thawithin a short period of time, a splendid work product couid
produced.

But that is not to say that the proposal now before us could not als
be as effective. It is dihicult, without a crystal ball, to know who wit
be apointed, whether they will meet deadlines, set deadlines, and b
an efficient organization. I think the objective of the legislation is useful, and meritorious. And so for that reason, I support it.

Mr.. ASHLEY. Madam Secretary, thank you very much, indeed, foi
your valuable testimony this morning. It has been most constructiv
and we will excuse you at this time.

And. I would say to the members of the subcommittee that we dhave a number of witnesses. We must proceed with some degree oalacrity.
Onr next witness is our most distinguished -colleague. froCali fornia
Secretary Ilna.s. Thank you. Mr. Cha irman.
Mr. Asuirxx {continuing]. The Honorable Yvonne BrathwaitBurke.
We-are delighted you are with us this morning, MrS. Burke. And'

you will proceed, please : we are trying to limit testimony to the exten
possible because we have a time problem. If you would care to ha.%
your full statement inserted in the record. we could do that.

Mrs. BURKE. I would like to ask that the full statement be inserteinto the record.

STATEMENT OF IION. YVONNE BRATHWAITE BURKE, A REPRE
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mrs. BURKE. I will summarize and address sonic of the issues.
I do want to commend you. Mr. Chairman, for introducing thi

legislation and for giving it your full support. I do think it is neees
sary for us to consider this legislation at this time. I have also intro(bleed a piece of legislation substantially the same but with ,-certab
differences ; and I would like to emphasize and discuss those differencetoday.

Before I do that. however. I think we must give credit to peopl
who have developed some of these concepts. Msgr. Geno Baroni, D
Arthur Naparstek. and Gale Cincotta. of Chicago, are people wh
really brought forth the material and emphasized the need for thi
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neighborhood concept. In hearing before Senator Proxmire and now
:oday, they have continued to Stress the hnportance of rebuilding
ieighborhoods.

There are three changes I. made in this legislation that caused ine to
ntroduce this separate bill. The first change is language empluisizin,,
:1R) diversity of neighborhoods. This whole question olneighborboas
las become a very sensitive issue in recent months.

think the phrase "ethnic purity" brought it to our attentionthe
_inference that there are some very positive characteristics in neighbor-
weds and that those same positive characteristics are also the factors
.111V: htive tin en ell INet I the et4t antagonism.

Itoptutelt ttp these neighborhoods we want also
:o build on and emphasize the need for pluralism and diversity in
ieighborhoods. Our policy should preserve neighborhoods, but not in

trimmer that keeps people isolated. By promoting diversity, we
kill insure that we do not eliminate those factors that are necessary
For a positive environnient.

The second thing is that in this legislation \VC have indicated there
thould be 50 neighborhoods that would be studied. And, we say that,
iecause we feel it is necessary to review a cross section of various types

neighborhoods.
The third difference is in the level of authorization, found on page 0.

We are recommending a level of $3 million rather than $2 million
necause we feel there is a need for an expansion of the bill's approach.

I would now like to address the question. "Why a Commission ?" The
need is actually for a review of some of the legislation that Congress
has passed. We have found that, for a number of reasons, some of the
tremendous ideas that have come from this committee have not. neces-
sarily preserved neighborhoods. We have seen the dynamics of red-
lining and the refusal of financial institutions to lend money in certain
:treas. The new redlining legislation has been important in reversing
this process. But we also know that some of our Federal programs
have a similar individual approach built in, or the kind of approach
that builds in incentives to put money into certain areas desirable
From a business standpoint. I think that what the Secretary has said
has just emphasized the problem.

We say to HUD, "YouTe.going to have to do something about your
foreclosure rate; you're going tO have, to do something about your
repossessions." Well. HUD has been concentrating so much on that
that they have not put money into some areas that we see deteriorat-
ing in front of our eyes.

We talk abonLurban redevelopment, which we have all supported
because it is ifficessary. But, we know, as a matter of fact, any time
you have a matching requirement of money, and a redevelopment proj-
ed which has overwhelming approval from business and political
groups, that the incentive is to put the .matching moiler into that
very popular downtown project rather than putting out into a neigh-
borhood where it is more urgently needed. but where it- will not, nec-
assarily have the same visibility or the same attractiveness to many of
the commercial and fimincial interests. So that within many of our
programs. We have inadvertently built in a whole pattern of disin-
centives that thwarts the legislative purpose. This legislation recog-
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nizes that we are going to have to change some of our legislation
Toward that end. we must have a Commission to develop a workable
plan.

I don't. feel that the Commission approach is haphazard. A Corn
mission can study the whole problem. evaluate the impact of Federa
programs. aitd make concrete recommendations. I think that is th
real merit of 11 Commission approach as opposed to developing legis
lation that authorizes a program without much evaluation of fit
need. There are many other things I think we could talk about as fat
as the need for neighborhoods is concerned.

But I would like to emphasize the thing we have touched upon
the bill that I have introduced and that is the need to develop tb
integrated neighborhood. In many instances, we are talking abou
competing with suburbia.

I tell you, quite frankly. Minorities and poor people are the firs
ones today wno sometimes want to leave their neighborhoods. An
tbey want. to leave the neighborhood because it is no longer a desirabl
place to live. But that is simply because we have not made it a desir
able place to live. If we start building up sonic of those neighborhood
in our inner city, we won't see. this increase in flight that is no longu
just white flight.

Flight.todav is poor people fleeing, everyone fleeing because the
want a desira-ble place to live. I think that is really our challerwe

To evaluate what it would take to rebuild those inner cities anet
rebuild those neighborhoods and make them desirable is the thrus
of this legislation. T think the time is running out. I sav. "Yes, w
should do it in this session." I say We should have done it last session
but We did not get around to it last session. Certainly, at a time whe
you are talking about evaluating legislation. yon are talking abou
reevaluating departments and what those departments do. It is als
a very logical time to evaluate whether or not. thC approach we hay
used in the past. has been one that has been affirmative or negative
And that is the reason I commend this approach and I say. "Yes, w
should proceed this year."

[The prepared statement of Congresswoman Burke follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. YVONNE BRAT/IWA/TS BERES, A REPRESENTATIV

IN CONGRESS FROM TICE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman. Members c:f the Subconimittee. I am pleased to he here toda,
to discuss HR 15389, a bill I "anve inreodueed to establish a National Commissim
on Neighborhoods. This bill speaks to the need for a (4anprehensive neighbor
hood policy which takes into account the great diversity in neighborhood
throughout the nation.

At the outset. I would like to commend three people. without whose hel
this legislation would not have been possibleMonsignor Geno Baroni and Ar
Naparstek of the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs. and Gale Cincott
of the Nathmal Training and Information Center in Chicago. This bill is th
result of their studies highlighting the pr(Mlems created by federal policie
which overlook the fundamental cmicems of people who live. not in abstrac
'icons" or "statistical areas.- Ind in neighborhoods reflecting ethnic, racia
unit :4,iktious diversity.

This tegislation altacks the patchwork mentality we have evidenced towar
neighborhoods and encourages a sound and viable neighborhood policy wit
the concerns of people uppermost. It recognizes that the American concept o
"planned obsolescence- should not he applied to neighborhoods. Houses shoul
acquire character and dignity over the years, rather than being discarded, lik
automobiles, for next year's model.,
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One of the major practices contributing to this neighborhood declinered-
liningwas I lealt with recently by Congress. In the inve,ttigathni of this problem,
both the Senate aud lionise Banking Committees Onnul that many mortgage
enders did not appreciate the attachment twople have for their neighborhoods
Ind t hit lenders often arbitrarily devalued older neighborhoods. thus acceler-
lting their decline.

However, banks are not the only forces responsible for neighborhood dete-
rioration. Indeed. probably the greatest single influence on urban neighborhoods
is the federal government. The impact whioh federal policies and programs have
upon neighborhoods for good or ill is extensive. Often it is indirect ; frequently
it is unintentional. In some eases, mistaken polities involving large sums of
money have had tragic effects for the residents.

One prime example of such a polity is the practice of granting tax incentives
for homeownership. While one of the majuir rationales for such subsidies is the
need to prtonote honsing construction. a sultstantial side-effect has been the
encouragement of a move the suburbs. In fiscal year 1976. tax expenditures
for mortgage interest and i.t.operty tax dednetions increased to an estimated
$11.S billion. while direct housing subsidies amounted only to $2.8 billion. In
fiscal year 1977, direct housing subsidies will rise to an estimated $3.0 billion.
The increase in such tax expenditures since 1 9T3 is one and one-half times the
total amount for direct expenditures. It has been estimated that the top 1%
af the income distributionpeople with incomes above $50.000receives more
than 10% of all housing subsidies. At least 90r,,, of till families and individuals
with ineollies at this level receive housing subsidies through the tax system. In
contrast, only 7(7, of all housing subsidies go to that 14t7,- of the population with
incomes below $3000even though they have the most desperate housing needs.
Less than one household in ten in this income range receives any lionSing
iubsidy. either directly or through the tax system.

Further aggravating the flight from the central cities are FHA's mortgage
lista:ince programs which encourage long-term mortgage loans by institutional
.millers. As Itf December 31. 1972. FIIA's section 2113 unsilbsidized mortgage
insurance program covered more than $103 billion in outstanding loans, pri-
marily for subarltan subdivisions. Yet in the central cities. the volume of FHA-
insured construction has been minima I. This, in turn, has encouraged the move
:o the suburbs with their FHA-supported housing. -

Still another contributor to neighborhood decline is the problem of conserva-
:ion of existing housing. Even apart from any need for new housing, we have
teglected to recognize that much existing housing in the central cities is strne-
nrally sound. needing only repair and maintenance. Compared with the high
ists of financing new housing construction. reel:timing existing honsing stocks

s a relatively inexpensive way to upgrade neighborhoods. Yet. here again, the
teneral impossibility of securing loans from institntional lenders. through red-
ining and other,prattices. has created a prevalent pattern of short-term non-
nstitutional -financing at high interest rates which has discouraged housing
naintenance and moderate rehabilitation.

Related to this problem of urban financing is the lax and nnequal enforce-
neut of housing laws and regulations. As a Member of the Honse Appropria-
ions Committee. I serve on two subcommittees with jurisdiction over HUD,
-he Federal Home Loan Bank Board and the Civil Rights Division of the .ths-
ice Department. Early this year. I questioned Assistant Attorney General

anley l'ottinger regarding the number of eases referred to his division for
wosecntion by HUD and the Home Loan Bank Board. In fiscal years 1974 and
.971. there were no referrals from the Bank Board to Justice. In fact, to date
he record of the Home Loan Bank Board in civil rights compliance activities
s dismal. It is little wonder that residents of our tleelining neighborhoods have
ittle faith in the overall eompliance effectiveness of our regulatory agencies.

Snburlmn governments have compounded the problem by using zoning ordi-
In nees, restrictive grunvtli polities. refusals to extend Pity services, and other
neans to maintain the existing character of the suburbs. The federal govern-
tient has aehieved silnilar effects by consistently underfunding programs such
.s OEO's Community Action Programs and Model Cities. At the same time. bil-
ious of federal dollars have been spent on enormous downtown renewal schemes
wimarily benefiting connnereial and political interests. The requirement of
natching local contributions has often resulted in a concentration of money
n these renewal areas, enabling the city to qualify for federal renewal fonds
rithont increasing its overall expenditures. This has left other sections of the
!Ries without funds for needed improvements.
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Mr. Chairman, these are just a few of the many problems created by the la
of a comprehensive and coordinated neighborhood policy. They reflect the fac
that we in Congress too often have attempted to solve one problem without un
derstanding its connection to other, seemingly unrelated, problems. Resolvin
the urban credit problem represented by redlining ultimately requires confront
ing the larger underlying difficulty of reversing urban neighborhood deterio
tion and promoting stability and preservation. Only then will we signal signifi
rant improvement in the quality of life in our central cities.

I feel that this legislation is u necessary first step toward reversing the d
cline of our cities through a recognition of their vitality and the importanc
of drawing city dwellers into the decision-making process. I urge the subeo
mittee's favorable consideration of this legislation. Thank you.

Mr. ASHLEY. Mrs. Burke, thank you very much for an impressix
statement. I agree completely with your analysis. And I agree, to
that this is simply a necessary first step that hats got to be taken. I
we are to put together any kind of a positive. rational strategy wit
respect to our neighborhoods. I think we have got to draw upon th
experience that is available which has not been assembled, really
in a very intelligent way. to date. And I think we have got to loo
further if we are to understand the interrelationsldps that do exis
in our neighborhoods that have got to be considered and responde
to if our neighborhoods are to be viable and strong.

So I congratulate You on the initiative you have shown in develop
ing your legislation. I think it is very parallel to that which other
of us have .put forward.

Mr. Brown?
Mr. Stanton?
Mr, STANTON. All I want to do is tuld my thanks for your appear

ance here this morldng and for your strong interest in the subjec
matter, not just recently but for a long, long time. We all appreciat
it.

111

Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. Gonzalez.
Mr. GONZALEZ. I have no qut-.-tions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. McKinney.
Mr. M,KtN-NEy. I would just like to congnaulate you and say tha

I agree with you, and I wish you would come join the Housing an(
Community Development Subcommittee.

You said one thing. Mrs. Burke. that really hits right at the hear
of the problem. It is one of the reasons I think we should study this
and that is. very simply. that the political power is not where w
need the help. I tried to tell the Secretary, for all of the eflicienc
of the block grant. lot all of the lack of burvatieratese. amid for all th
local deeisionmaking. that the local decisions in my cities are mad
on the.popular front. They arc made by a mayor who is running fo
reelection, they arc made by a mayor and city council that wants t
point with pride. and they point with plide to 10- and 1-story build
ings built downtown. and they don't point with much pride to th
part of the city they never show you when you get the official ton
and the official welcoming kev. If we can just in sonic way discove
how to get the money to where it is going to do the hest for people
we would solve a lot of problems. And I would dare say that fo
every dollar that we put into revitalilation, jnst as for every dolla
we put into preventive medicine. that we would save an enormou
amount over what we TIONV par in final sheer desperation when w
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ear the whole place down and build something that no one really
rants to live in.

But we do not know. and I think that is one of the reasons that we
trongly support any one of these bills, including yours, that would
rive us the ability to know how. I think we could not only save
noney but we could save lives, as far as the quality of life is
,oncerned.

My concern isand I say this even_ in Darien. Conn., which is one
If the richest towns in the United States of America, that. we are
milding a society today which, in my opinion, is as divided as the
ociety that Abraham Lincoln talked about that would not exist half
!ree and half slaves. We are building a society where the new wire wall
s economics, and whether it is minority or poor or untrained or
dderly, we are isolating these people from everything this country
tands for. and we are isolating them in our older cities, three of which
[ represent. And until we can find a method to make these communities
lesirable places to live, we are going to have serious problems in this
ountry.
And one of the anuaing thing* as a resident of suburbia myself,
that having lived in Waslnngton for 6 years. I cannot really see

vhere anyone likes suburbia. The city has everything to offer. It has
verything to otter eloseby. A city like Washington is a joy to live in,
nd yet we have isolated and let our cities fall apart. And I appreciate
-our efforts in trying to do something about it. And speak to your
eaders next term and come over to the Housing Committee.

Mrs. BIIINE. Well. I am really doing that because I am on the HUD
1.ppropriations Subcommittee. so I just try to follow up on what. you
o.
Mr. ASULEY. Mr. Fauntroy.
Mr. FAUNTROY. Mr. Chairman. I. too, want to commend our dis-

inguished colleague for her leadership over the years in this area
nd at tWs critical point in the Nation's struggle to revitalize our
ation's cities, for giving us such a persuasive and perceptive analysis

f the continued problems we experience and of the value of the estab-
shment of this Commission io see if we cannot hetter coordinate and

oncentrate our efforts in stablizing our neighborhoods and improving
e equality of life for all of our people in them.
I simply want to commend her and say that we will do all that -we

an to see that this legislation becomes law and that the Connnission
'unctions in a fashion so that we can address eflectively the problems
`-on have identified.

Thank you.
Mr. Asni.F.v. Mrs. Boggs.
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Thank you. Mrs. Burke. very much for your forceful testimony

.nd for your deep interest in and your knowledge of these programs.
['his is evident not oidy because of your seat on the HUD Approptia-
ons Subcommittee from which you have been able to exercise diligent

versight. but also in your true personal knowledge of the neighbor-
owls and their problems.
I commend yon, especially, for saying we have to keep the neighbor-

oods diverse. and I think this is what this committee has tried to say
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in the community development block grant program, that we wanted
social, economic, health, and educational advantages that would keeEi,
the neighborhoods so alive that we would not see massive exodus, par=
ticularly by the young people, and so that it. would also be attractiv
enough to have them come back into the neighborhoods to help t
revitalize them: where good health care. where sonic expression of th
arts and humanities as a neighborhood, a place to go and to expre
this, of good economic opportunities, good educational opportuniti
were all a part of the neighborhood made up of all sorts of people, al
ethnic differences, all racial differences, all age differences,

And I think this is what a very effective mayor of my city, who i
not running for reelection but who has been a great spokesman fo
the urban areas of this country, has recognized. And I was particu
larly interested in the part of your testimony directed toward housin
laws and regulations that are not really being followed. I thin
the Commission would have a great deal to do in this regard
as well as in trying to coordinate all of the programs directed towar.
neighborhoods.

Thank you so much.
Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. La Fake.
Mr. LAFALCE. I want to thank Mrs. Burke for her very fin

testimony.
Mr, ASHLEY. Mr. Tsongas.
Mr. TsoNGAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to give my commendation, as well. First. I live in an olde

city in Massachusetts that has declined for years and years and yea
and years. There are two problems that we have been involved in,
trying to rehabilitate the city, and our use of community block gran
moneys has been excellent in beginning the process of the multiple us
of block grant moneys for neigliliorhoods and revitalization.

We have got two problems. One is that the minds of the people
the neighborhoods are generally negative. They want to get out o
there. And it. is really a difficult process of convincing them there
something attractive about the inner city. There is something to itsoul or its identity tlmt is more amenable to a lifestyle than a
identity-less suburbia. Convincing people in the inner city, it is true
is very difficult.

Second is the mindset of the outsiders. There are parts of this coun
try wherelike the suburban parts of Connectieut or Massachusetts othe "Sun Belt" where things are going very well, thank von, an
they don't really care about those parts of the country thal. are de
terioratincr. somehow as if we are not all part of the same country. Alrmg.- as we are doing well. why worry about what is happening t
New York City or Lowell or some of the other cities .And that Jus
has to lw turned around. because beyond the fact that it is selfish,
is gohig to affect everybody in the long term.

The pmbk.ni is that private capitaland we are supposed to
a capitalistic societyis not doing its job. Tn Inv own city we bay
set up a development corporation using private capital, and it is lik
pulling teeth to get the money invested. There is no initiative from th
private sector. And the fact of the matter is that despite the rhetori
of this election. the Government is going to have to do it. becaus
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nivate investments will not go into those .areas because of the Liigh
isk. -And the issue is not social responsibility; the issue is the risk

)f that Capital. They are not going io go in. The only one kft to do
.t is the Government.

Here is the Congress today, this afternoon, going tovote on the
Rousselot amendment to bahince the budget. That is the biggest prior-
ty this country has, given the deterioration of various parts of our
S'ation. And it is unfortunate that we spend the time we do looking
it that kind of a problem as opposed to really doing something about
lose parts of our country which need help desperately.

And I think you are right; I think thne is running out. If we do
lot respond to that in the near term, I think we are going to pay for
t dearly as time goes on.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. BURKE. May I just address one point you made. We have seen

;xamples of neighborhood restoration. The only thing is, we have
thvays seen them change to the affluent. and I would just like you to
hink about where you live and I would like you to think about Wash-
ngton. What has happened in Washington is that you took the most
lismal neighborhood and you iiuli it Capitol 1 1 ill where if :-on get

house for $100,000 you are very 1-ileased. You go into Los Angeles
%tem they took the most miserable place and made it a Bunker Hill
Cower, because there was an investment to take advantage of all of
hose areas. Or Watergate. The land where Watergate now stands
-ears ago was Foggy Bottom, which was probably the most miserable
r,hetto in Washington. We have seen it turn around to the affluent
chere we just niove out a large group of people and put up a desirable
milding out of their financial reach. The goal we have never accom-
dished is to keep the same people there. And that, to me, is really the
hallenge that faces us. Weare trying to apply a model that we know
corks, but we have never made it fully workable.

And here, of course. the phenomenon we are seeing is that every
lajor city hut Washington is losing population. Ikre there is such
, need for housing that we have seen the allhient replace the poor in
luny aeas.

So I don't think there is any question that yon can do it. You can
wmg people back to the city because the city is desirable. It is emi-
.enient. It costs less money. And if you have a fuel crisis and you get
veryhody upset about the fact that they arc not going to have enough
;as or it is going to cost too much, they will be delighted to come
ack.
Our ehallenge is. how do yon keep that same economic base ? I think

he only way you can do that is to have a romprelwnsive plan.
Mr. TsoxGAs. The challenge is economic: it :s not social. The fact. is

hat the poor people in the examples you used have jost been pushed
urther out of sight. but they still exist. Poor people tlon't fro away.
aid it is economiefind the issue is economic.
Where is the difference g'oing to come from? It has to come from

he Government. It is not going to come
Mrs. BURKE. I think the impetus has to conw from the Government,

ut.Capitol yin is not necessarily an example of government partici-
atmn. Capitol Hill is an example of individuals and private enter-
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prise building on a neighborhood concept. but at the same time pushing
the original residents out. And it is a growing thing, because it keeps
pushing further and further mit in the whole redevelopment of that
neighborhood.

Mr. TSONGAS. The redevelopment is not. taking place. to a large
extent, by the people who lived there previously.

Mrs. BURKE. That is right. This is exactly why I think it. is neces-
sary for us to approach it the way this legislation does.

Mr. TSONGAS. Thank yon.
Mrs. &TRIM Thank you very much.
Mr. ASHLEY. Mrs. Burke. thank you very much indeed for an ex

eellent statement and excellent testimony.
Statements on the National Neighborhood Policy Act have bee

received from Congressman John M. Murphy from the State of Ne
York and Congressman Les AuCoin from the State of Oregon.
might mention Mr. Au Coin, a member of our committee, is deepl3
interested in this legislation. I will insert the statements in the recor
at this point.
STATEMENT OF Hos. JOHN M. MURPHY. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM TB

STATE OF NEW YORE. ON THE NATIONAL NEIGHPORHOOD POLICY ACT

Chairman Ashley. members of the subcommittee. ladies and gentlemen : I a
here today to indicate my full and wholehearted support-for the legislation thi
subcommittee is currently considering, The National Neighborhood Policy Act
This bill. which has been successfully reported from the Senate Banking Cur
rency and Housing Committee. would establish a tuitional commission on neigh
borhoods to study the impact of federal laws and programs on the neighborhood
of this nation. The commission will make recommendations as to bow the Federa
Government can alter the focus of these programs in order to encourage th
preservation of neighborhoods.

The fact that preservation has become a stepchild of federal policy becam
evident during hearings conducted by the Congress on the practice of "red
lining." the unjustified denial of mortgage credit to older urimn neighborhood
It was found during these hearings, conducted in May of 1975. that there was
general lack of programs, regulations and statutes which encouraged the prese
ration of established neighborhoods. The problem of red-lining has been ad
dressed by the }mine mortgage disclosure act which was signed into law Jan
ars 2. 1976. We can now, through this bill, act to correct our past oversight an
work for the preservation of one of our Nation's national resources, tl

zieighborh oml.
The need for this type of legislation has been recognized in the platform of th

Democratic Party which states in part. "we call for greatly increased emphasi
on the rehabilitation of existing housing to rebuild onr neighborhoodsa prio
ity which is undercut hy the current pattern of Federal housing money whic
includes actual prohibitions to the use of funds for relmbilitation."

The Commission estilldished by this act while evalwting the impact of Feder
laws and policies, will concentrate its recommendations in eight areas: method
to stimulate reinvestment in existing city neighborhoods: Methods to promot
greater community involvement. it: '.he governing process: policies to insure th
integrity of socially and econom!'aily diverse neighborhoods: action to prove
destructive practices such as red-lining. resegregation and speculation in revivin
neighborhoods. and to promote increased urban homeownership: eneouragetne
of better maintenance -and management of exising rental units: policies Wide
will make the utilization of existing structures at least as attractive from a ta
standpoint as their denmlition aml dcvelmwlent of new structures: moditicatim
in zoning and tax policies at the local level: and the realignment of prose
housing and community development plans.

Alth(mgh the House and Senate versions of Ibis Iii II aro substantially the sant
there are two majin. differences which I believe make this bill. of which I ni
a.cosponsor, the better. The first of these mandates that 700 neighborhoods. re

i
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esenting the ethnic. racial and regional diversity of the nation be eralnated
to the nature of present- neighborhood revitalization programs and the impact

1 existing law ou these areas. By setting a specific unwher of neighborhoods
to undergo all in-depth evaluation. we- call assure the validity of the recommen-
dations the commission will make and also that the funds the commission may
award as grants or contracts to carry out its research will be Ilse(' most
ffectively.
I do fear that we may lmve unintentionally limited the workings of the corn-
ission through tl.at hurt of section 6 subsection te 1 which states that "the
mmission shall restrict its hearings to tho.se neighborhoods which are being

valuated as provided for in sectimi 6(d) (if this act." Thi:4 precludes the coin-
Mission from conducting hearings in a :Ust. 52nd. or 5:3tl neighborbmxl. even if
Information required for the completeness of its report could be obtained through
these meetings. If a restriction must be made. perhaps suhsection id) could be
amended to read, -the emonlission may award contracts and grants to no more
rhan 50 neighlrliocds represeoting the ethnic, racial and regional diversity of
lie Nation. for tlw /tortoises lif evaluating existing neighlhirhood revitalization
programs and t'l. ipipact of existing laws on neighborhoods." I believe this way
the coninliss;co w-I1 ;anintaill control over the site of hearings it deems usei'ul.
but will 1:9 :,-4..--.!;:ei front 7 T :ea ding its funds :-a) thin as to make them ineffec-
ive. i 1-01,-,.. :17 -ze the :.11a7inunittee to stndy this problem when further con-
tideri:4:l ...

The sec .,-t .- -- ice I-PA'er.-_: between the lionse and Senate bills is-the amount
)1 money ^ne ....:-:i-,:sion would be entitled to during its `2-year tenure. TheSenate Mil tt ,0%. it, . ..=.; snillion: the !louse bill 5 million. I believe the !louseIgure is tlt, r1,, r..:. :..-asonable when considering the massive undertaking the
-20mnlissio-.; vt-P; i.;,o 1f. itself to for the next 2 years.

My supptrt : :'1.1s tegislation stems from my experience in my eongres::Imial
district in Ni..-- ',..:'. City wbere a great many of the eounnerchil and public
,truetures :tio: ,;:.. f :mit' of the housing units ti ere built before 19:19.

The city has bem, ,,:.. e the IsOlf, the Nation's gateway: providiug millions of
mmigrants theiz. t'.--,o- ;'-qA; at their new country. Many of these people chose toettle in the eiy, `13. ding together with others of a similar baekground into
ieighborhoods :vIn,,c: ro,:all to take on many of tile eharacteristics of the home-
and they bad Icft behind. Areas such as Little Italy (ie.:eloped; in this case in
i neighborhooe. left beldwl by the further migration Of Irish families. Chinatown
:ook shape at the ttru of the century when. in the period between 1SS0-1910,
lie size of the -11.irtese ooluilathm grew from 'ZOO to almost 15.010. Today approx-
mately 70.000 (.,:t;-:tee-A:nericans reside in a Chinatowo which is much the same
is it was in those mt Cty days.

Both of these tieh.slhborliontis, as well as others like Greenwich Village. the
3owery and the hAver eastside, are as vital today as they ever were. Community
wganizutions sueh as the Little Italy Restoration Association (LIRA.). the
lowery Residents Committee. the I'nited Jewish Council of the it:wer eastside
aid the Chinatown Improvements Conunittee. are hard at work in their que.A
o keep their neighborhoods healthy and strong. Mueh of the efforts of these
moults goes into preserving and renovating the existing resources they have
vithin tlieir comninnities. AN an example. LIRA. in cooperatiim with the city
If New York Plalming Department. has developed a comprehensive pInn for tile
(nal preservation and restoration of the l'25 acres which compose Little Italy.
The city of New York has further recognized the need for preservation and

'as formed the Mayor's ()thee of Lower Nlanhattan pevelopinent. designi,d to
timulate the restoration and utilization of existing structures for their historic
[5 well as funetional value.
Many times organizations such as LIRA. and I ani sure others like them

.crosA the country. are faced with an unreasonably hard tight to win support
or their preservation proposals. 3Inny lending institutions seem to have a
bright-shiny-new- complex : if an investment opptirtmlity tits these three
riterin it is worthwhile. If not, it's not worth the attention. The Pederal Govern-,
uent through the ivork of the Commission must promote the idea that restora-
lon, preservation and renovation are not four letter words.
By passage of the National Neighborhood Policy Act we will be making a de-

isive step in this direction; we will be recognizing our neighborhoods as a na-
ional resource to be preserved and cherished rather than torn down and for-
otten. While the entionient of this Act is an important first step, it is only
hat. We cannot sit back and say the Federal Government is now a friend of
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neighborhood preservation. We cannot afford to wait 2 sears for the report o
the commission to begin the needed redirection of Government programs an
policies. The process must start right now and become a continuing factor
all of our efforts.

I urge the subcomtnittee to give its most favourable consideration to thi

Thank you.

(From the Congressional Record, September 5, 19761

STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN LES ACCOLN ON THE NATIONAL NEIGHBoRHOOD
POLICY ACT

Our cities and towns are currently faced with problems that seem on th
serge of overwhelming them. The rate and degree of decline hare led t
predictions of the demise of some of our greatest metropolises.

Belatedly, Congress has become aware of the impact of tnese problems no
just on individual cities but on our entire society as welL It is beginning to mos
to reverse this trend.

In my judgment, many of the problems confronting our cities hare take
root as a result of the breakdown of our neighborhoodsthe basic buildin
blocks of urban society. Who among us cannot recall the neighborhoods iu whici
we grew up? We did not gro:: up in Los Angeles. or in St. Louis. or in Boston
We grew up in one of the many neighborhoods that make up these towns an
hundreds just like them across our country. Perhaps these neighborhoods co
sisted of no more than a few square blocks, but the impact they had on on
lives cannot be measured. They provided the environment in which our chars
ters were developed, in which our dreams and ambitions were nurtured, an
in which lasting friendships were made. This, not the city, was our "home."

In recent years, however, we have seen many neighborhoods lo.se the sen
of identity that distinguished and sustained them. We have seep neighborhood
in which only fear was nurtured and in which people are suspicious of thei
neighbors. We have witnessed an exodus from our cities to the suburts nearl
as great as the migration from rural areas to the cities of a few generations ag
The resulting social and economic impacts are only too apparent.

The Federal Government has a responsibility to join with State and lo
governments to reverse the decline of our cities. Indeed, many of its policie
and programs may have unwittingly contributed to their decline..

In response to this, I have introduced legislation, H.R. 15454, calling for th
establishment of a National Commission on Neighborhoods to investigate th
factors contributing to their decline and to make recommendations for reversin
this trend. This legislation differs from similar bills in two important respects
First, the life of the Commission is sa at 16 months rather than 2 years an
second, the Commission's work is to be divided between a preliminary 8-mont
study of factors contributing to the decline of our neighborhoods and a co
eluding 8-month period of analysis of the results of this study leading to co
crete, substantive recommendations to Congress.

I believe these changes are important for two reasons. First, there is alread
a considerable amount of material available from various, responsible source
concerning the problems of our communities. I believe the Commission shoul
utilize this existing work to the greatest extent possible in order to avoi
duplication. The 2-year study envisioned in reiated bills precludes the use o
the Commission's work during the 95th Congress, when important decisions wi
be made concerning the future of programs begun under the Housing and Con
riunity Development Act of 1074. To proceed with congressional action in thes
a.7eas without the benefits of the Commission's work not only robs us of valuabli
input, it may even contradict their findings.

Second. to present Congress with just another study containing standar,
recommendations is simply not enough. For Congress to act wisely it need
facts on a variety of options. .1Iy bill will provide us with those facts.

It is my hope that Congress will act upon this legislatiou before atljournmenl
The Senate has already passed a version of this bill, and the Housing am
Community Development Subcommittee of the House Banking, Currency am
Housing Committee is now holding hearings on this subject. I ant extremel
pleased by the growing support for this legislation and I look forward to quic
passage.
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Ur. AsTII.E17. Our next witness is Robert. S. Warwick. Acting Diree-
or of the Office of Housing and Urban Affairs for the Federal Home
4oan Bank Board.

We are pleased to have you with us this morning, and I understand
rou have a statement which will. without objection, be filed at. this
Line. And if you will be good enough to sum up your testimony as
Irief Ity as possible, we simply must. get on with our other panelists in
holt order.

TATEMEAT OF ROBERT S. WARWICK, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS, FEDERAL HOME LOAN
BANK BOARD

M. WARWICK. Mv name is Robert. S. Warwick. I am Actino- Diree-
or of the Office of housing and Urban Affairs at the Feder:il Horne
4oan Bank Board.

Acting Chairman Garth Mars-ton re!-rrets he is unable to attend
oday's healing, but he has asked me to bring a letter from him. which
. would request be included in the record.

Mr. ASHLEY. That will be submitted in the record at this time.
[The letter referred to by 3Ir. Warwkk from Acting Chairman

Iarston follows :]
FrDEB:kr. HOME Lo.tx BANK BOARD,

Washington, D.C., September 9, 1976.
Tno11As L. ASHLEY.

'hairman. Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development of the Com-
mittee on Banking. Currency and Housing, House ()f R:presentatives.
Washington.. D.C.

DKA.R MR. CHAIRMAN : A longstanding conanitment precludes my.appearing
efore your Subcommittee to testify on H.R. 1475G, which proposes a national
Duunission to focus on the rvitalization of neighlmrhoods. I am pleased. how-
per. that Bob Warwick, Acting Director of Our Office of Housing and Urban
.ffairs, and Bill Whitesitle, Staff Director of the Urban Reinvestment Task
'orce, will have the opportunity to share with you our views and experiences iii
Ils important area. Each of th se men has been deeply involved in working
n solutions and their efforts have been essential to whatever success we have
ad.
The Board has recognized the importance of neighborhood preservation for

tally years and pioneered in the development and support of the Neighborhood
fousing Services program. a neighborhood preservation strategy which deeply
wolves the lenders which the Board regulates. The savings and loan industry
.cognizes the importance of healthy neighborhoods, and has historically pro-
ided the major source of finance for homeowners in neighborhoods.
We thus welcome constroctive efforts which will promote the preservation of

hr Xation's neighborhoods. However. neighborhood preservation is a complex
ad delieate undertaking. We believe it is basically a local afIair and we urge
Mt Federal involvement remain that of a catalyst. We believe a major lesson of
1e XIIS program is that the Federal role is to facilitate and encourage she
Svelopment of local working partnerships tf neighborhood residents. local gov-
rrnuent and lenders who can then deal with this essentially local concern in
'ays appropriate to the local setting.
sour bill, and the identical bills introduced by Representatives Brown, Burke,

aFalce. and Mug-thy. reflect an appreciation of the complexities involved in
thieving the goal of healthy. self-msnewing neighborhoods, and I believe the
utiolual commissimi you propose can make a significant contribution.

incerely.

6 4
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Mr. WAnwich-.. I am appearing on behalf of the Board, which we
comes the opportunity to present its views on this legislation an
to--

Mr. N.StILEY. We do want you to eapsulize this. The full stateme
will appear in tile record.

Mr. WAnwick [continuing]. The Board has a longstanding col
mitment to the revitalization of our Nation's citLs. And out of th
commitment, I think we have drawn several important lessons.

First. older residential neighborhoods are often best served by I.
storing and preserving them, and that mane neighborhoods thong
to be declining actualt- contain substantial amounts of housing, who
abandonment would be a real waste of valuable resources.

Second, we have learned that the causes of neighborhood decli
are many and diverse and that solutions for decline require a combin
tion of strategies. rather than a single approach.

Third, we have confirmed the fact, I think. that healthy aeighbo
hoods are very complex organisms and that we must exercise speci
care to insvre that our efforts to save them do not. in fact. destr.
them. We at the Board have been encoura:iing constructive efforts -t
preserve urban neighborhoods. and, in particular, we have pioneere
in supporting the neighborhood housing services prognim, which is
carefully coneeived neighborhood stratep.v designed to involve all
the essential participants in the revitalization and preservation
neighborhoods.

Our support for this program began 5 years ago. when we unde
took to bring to other cities a prorrani that had been initiated in t
city of Pittsburgh by financial leaders, private citizens and loch
government officials. In 1974. these efforts were expanded with tl
formation of an Urban Reinvestment Task Force and with the recei
of demonstration grant funds front IlL7D.

Board members, and key staff officials have taken a deep person
interest in the program. as have the presidents of onr 12 Federal hot
loan banks. I think the degree of this commitment ran best be hid
eated by the recent ereation of an Office of "Neighborhood Reinvestme
of our Federal home- loan banks. designed to provide administratiA
support for the activities of the 1-rlmn Reinvestment Task Force.

The progress we hi:ve made with the task force has led people t
urge that these efforts he expanded oil a dramatic scale. We welco
these expres4Ons of support. bOt our experienee has taught us Hit
each increase in our efforts must be thonght fully planned on a ma
ageable scale if we are to rout lime the quality of work which so man
have thus far found so eneouraging.

As Secretary Hills explained earlhr, we are rurrently workin
with HUD to effect a substantial eximnsion of the activities of th
task force. We bel'ev-_. this level of expansion will best serve the Ion
term interests of neighborhoods around thi. country.

From our experience with the task force, we have learned a coup
of things. We think it essential that urban revitalization and preserv
tion be local in natun if it is to succeed. In the NITS program, the ta
force role has been to encolinige and facilitate the formation of loci
partnershie; which include neighborhood residents and local gover
ment offic_oals, as well as representntives of private flannel
institutions.
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1We have found that the process of encouraging local working part-
erships is a very critical aspect. of our work, and it is also a very sensi-
-ce matter. which we have to undertake with a great deal of care if

are to avoid jeopardizing the very local cooperation we are seeking.
The Board supports the enactment of H.R. 14756. because. we be-
Eseve that the findings and recommendations of the Commission pro-.

d here can make a significant contribution to the preservation and
toratioa of our older urban neighborhoods. We believe the. act is

idence of an increased commitment to seek improved methods of
reservation and restoration, rather than relying solely on subsidy or
earance programs.
We note. in particular, several aspects that we believe are particu-

Lrly commendable.
First. we believe the broad mandate in the act is implicit recogni-

on of the multitude of causes and solutions we will be required to
ring to bear to halt. decline.
Second. we. approve of its emphasis on evaluating existing policies,

,eling that such an approach can spot both strengths and weaknesses.
Third. we are pleased w:th the broad composition of the proposed

ommission. We wonld, however, suggest that membership include
,presentatives of State and Federal agencies having responsibilities
L the area of urban preservation. Programs sponsored by these en-
ties have had a significant impact on urban neighborhoods in the
1st. and. thus. we think their representation on the Commission
ould be quite appropriate.
We think this for two reasons. One, the Commission's c itical evalu-
ion of existing programs may well result. in the implementation of
iprovements. even prior to the. submission of any final report, if
ency representatives are participating. Two, we also feel that pro-
-ams presently in the planning stage could be.modified as a result of
:perience gained by membership on the Commission.
In closing. we would like to thank the committee for the opportunity
submit our views on this legislation. We believe the National Com-

ission on Neighborhoods can make a significant contribution, and we
ill be pleased to share with the Commission the lessons we have
urned from our Urban Reinvestment Task Force.
I note that William Whiteside. the Director of our Office of Neigh-
irhood Reinvestment and the head of the task force, will appear be.
re von shortly. awl I am sure you will find his description of their
)rk most interesting.
I would be pleased to respond to any questions you might have at
is time.
{The prepared statement of Mr. Warwick follows:1
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Mr. Chairman ano Members of the Subcommittee, my name

is Robert S. Warwick and I am Acting Director of the Office

of Housing and Urban Affairs at the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board. Acting Chairman Marston regrets that he is unable

to attend today's hearing on H. R. 14756, the National

Feighborhood Policy Act, which would establish a National

Commission on Neighborhoods. I am appearing this morning

on behalf of the Board, which welcomes the opportunity to

present its views on this legislation and to acquaint tne

Members of the Subcommittee with our activities in this area.

The Board has a strong and long-standing commitment to

the revitalization of this Nation's cities. We have long

been aware of the problems confronting our urban neighborhoods

ann of the problems confronting lenders seeking to serve

those neighborhoods. We have encouraged positive efforts

to solve these problems, and these efforts have helped

us to recognize several important factors. First, an older

residential neighborh000 is often best served by the

restoration and preservation of its existing housing stock.

Many neighborhoods presently denominated as "declining"

contain sound housing whose abandonment constitutes a waste

of valuable resources we can ill-afford.
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Second, the causes of neighborhood decline are many

and diverse. Thus a solution requires a combination of

strategies, -each tailorea to particular aspects of the

total problem.

Third, the Board's experience has confirmed the fact

that healthy neighborhoods are complex organisms composed

of many elements. Special care must be taken to insure

that efforts to save do not, in the end, destroy.

The Board itself has been active in encouraging const.ri

efforts to preserve urban neighborhoods. We have pioneered_

in the development and support of the Neighborhood Housing

Services program, a carefully conceived neighborhood preser!

vation strategy which involves many of the essential partici

pants in the revitalization and preservation of existing

urban neighborhoods. Our support for NHS began on an

experimental basis five years ago when the Board first

undertook to bring to other cities a program initiated

-
by financial leaders, private citizens, and local government

officials in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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In 1974, these initial efforts were expanded by the

formation of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force and the

receipt of demonstration grant assistance from the Department

of Housing and Urban Development. Board Members and key

staff officials have taken a deep personal interest in

this program, as have the Presidents of our regional

Federal Home Loan Banks. The degree of our commitment

to this effort is underscored, we believe, by the creation

last December of an Office of Neighborhood Reinvestment of

the Federal Home Loan Banks to provide core administrative

support for the ongoing activities of the Urban Reinvestment

Task Force.

The progress we i.ave made with the Urban Reinvestment

Task Force has led many to urge that these efforts be expanded

on a dramatic scale. Wehave welcomed these expressions of

confidence and share the belief that the activities of the

Task rDX:, Illjt be expanded. Howe',e., our experience has

tauc:^,1 1r:et each increase in our efforts pust be thought-

fully planned on a manageable scale if we are to continue.

.the quality of work which so many have thus far found

encouraging. and useful. We are currently working with the

Department of Housing and Urban Development to effect-a

substantial expansion in the activities of the Task Force,

and we. believe this expansion effort will best serve the'

long-term interests Of neighborhoods throughout the country.
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From our experience with the Urban Reinvestment Task

Force, we have learned that neighborhood preservation is a

complex and delicate undetaking. We believe it must be

essentially a local effort if it is to succeed, as we have

come to recognize that involvement by the Federal Government

is frequently most eff(=ctive when the Government serves as

a catalyst for local participants. In the NHS program, the

Task Force,role has been to encourage and facilitate the

development of local,working partnerships of neighborhood

residents, local government officials, and private lenders.

This balanced partnership then deals with local neighbor-

hood preservation in ways appropriate to each local setting.

We have also found that the process of encouraging local

working partnerships is a critical and sensitive matter

which must be undertaken with great care if we are to avoid

jeopardizing the very cooperation we are seeking.

The Board supports enactment of H.R. 14756, the National

Neighborhood Policy Act, because we believe the Commission's

findings and recommendations can make a significant con-

tribution to the preservation and restoratiun of older

residential. neighborhoods. Further, the Board applauds

this Act as evidence of an increased commitment to seek

improved methods of preservation and restoration rather

than to rely solely on massive subsidy programs.
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In supporting this Act, the Board believes it appropriate

to call attention to certain salutary features of the

legislation. First, the broad mandate granted the National

Commission on Neighborhoods is implicit recognition of

the multitude of causes and solutions that will be required

if the process of neighborhood decline is to be reversed.

Second, the Board commends the Act's emphasis on

evaluation of existing policies. Analysis of the respective

strengths and weaknesses of existing policies may.permit

the elimination of duplicative and non-productive effort

and concentration on heretofore unaddressed areas of

ot concern..

Ihird, the Board is pleased with a broad composi-

tion for the proposed Commiision. Such diversity will

enable the Commission to view both problem's and

solutions from a broad and knowledgeable perspe.qtive.

We would, however, suggest that the msmbership include

representatives of State and Federal agencies having

responsibilitigs in the area. Programs sponsored and

administered by these entities have had significant

impact on 1.1ban neighborhoods in the past and thus their

representation is seemingly appropriate. Moreover, inclusion

of such representatives may have additional benefits. First,
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the Commission's critical evaluation of on-going programs

may result in the implem52nta-lon
of improvements even

prior to the Commission's
1;. report. Second, programs

presently in the planning stage could be modified as a

result of thn experienCe gained from membership on the

Commission.

In closing, we would like to th'ank the Subcommittee

for this opportunity to share with you our views on H.R.

14756. We believe the National Commission on Neighborhoods

proposed by this bill.can make a significant contribution,

and we would be pleased to share the lessons we have learned

from our several years of experience with he Urban Reinvestment

Task Force.

WilliaM A. Whiteside, Director of the Office of

Neighborhood Reinvestment of the Federal Home Loan Banks

and Staff Director of the Task.Force, is also scheduled

to appear before your Subcommittee. I am sure you will

find his description of the work of the Task Force most

interesting and informative.

I would be pleased to respond to any questions you may
have:
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Mr. ASHLEY. Thank you, Mr. Warwick.
I want you to take back to the Board my congratulations and that

of the subcommittee for the pioneering work that has been done by
the Board. There is no question -about that, and it is a kiwi of corner-
stone thal, we can build upon that experience that is just enormously
valuable.

Mr. WARWICK. Tlutnk
Mr. ASHLEY. As one of the sponsors of the legislation we are con-

sidering this mornina. I am pleased to know of the Board's support
for the proposed bi1l7 because, having been en the firing line in more
than a seore of cities, having established on a demonstratim basis a
number of programs in these eities, the fact that tile Board does feel
this legislation. can be valuable is very significant to us.

Are there any questions?
Mr. Tsongas?
Mr. TsoseAs. Do you have a copy of the report of what your Board

has done that you could send to us?
Mr. WARWICK. I would be glad to submit a short statement on it.
Mr. TsoseAs. Could you send it to my office, please?
Mr. WAnicx. Yes. Fine.
Mr. ASHLEY. Thank you, sir, very much indeed for vonr testimony.

And, again, let me express the gratituck of this committee.
Our next witnesses comprise a panel. including Msgr. Geno C.

Baroni, president of the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs;
William Whiteside, Staff Director of Urban Reinvestment Task Force.
Dr. Arthur J. Naparstek. director of the University of Southern
California's Washington Public Affairs Center: and Mrs, Gale
Cincotta, chairperson for the National Peoples letiOn, Chicago.
Illinois.

. If you will be kind enough to come forward, we will begin with this
panel.

We welcome all of you to the hearings this multi Mg. I must say that
each of you is well known to the subeommittee. I have had the pleasure
of greeting in my home comimmity of Toledo, Monsignor Baroni, I
know that others of you have been there.

Monsignor Baroni. if you will be kind enough to lead off, we will
appreciate it, sir.

You have a statement. If yon are going to -follow the statement,
which is relatively short, yon may do so. Otherwise. it will be pre-
sented for inclusion in the record. .

STATEMENT OF. MSGR. GENO C. BARONI, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CENTER FOIL URBAN. ETHNIC AFFAIRS

Monsignor BARoxt. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. and members of
the subcommittee.

I havp submitted some material to yon for the record. I would like
to just comment on that material at this time.

My name is Monsignor Geno C. Baroni. and . as you mentioned. I
am president of the National Center fel. Urban Ethnic Affairs. I am
happy to be here for the first time. Mr. Chairman. before your new
leadership. In the past, I have 'been here before Mr. Barrett. Mr. St
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Germain and Mrs.-Sullivan and many, many other committees. And I
see my friend, Congressman Fauntrov, over there.

I was at one time director of an nilmn rehabilitation program here
in the District, to try to do 235 and 236. I also put togetnerhere, in
a billwith Mrs. Sullivan the first 221 (11) houses, also, with Senator
Percy. So I have had some long experience in inner-city neighbor-
hoods and in working-class neighborhoods.

A- number of people have commentedCongressman McKinney
and Mrs. Burke, and other Congressmen have mentioned the plight
of our cities. I am here to say and to try to reemphasize two or three
points to this subcommittee and to support this testimony.

So if I may, I will start, Mr. Chairman, by mentioning Toledo,
which is, you mentioned, your hometown. There are two programs
in Toledo, in River East and in the Birmingham area, which are
under the process of rehabilitation, revitalization.

In the Birmingham area, it is a very mixed, black and white, corn-
munity. And that community was dying. That community NVa s having
its own cancer, its oN'in blight. And the issue is that if neighborhoods
diebecause that is where people live, in neighborhoodsif neighbor-.
hoods die, cities die.

Someone here was trying to quote me. Our cities in the North are
ooing to becme -black, brown, and broke, and e are ivoing to have
a new American apartheid, abandoned cities; abandoned cities, sur-
rounded, perhaps, by increasingly hostile suburbs.

But our cities are too important. That is where people live. That
is where their emotional investment is. their cultural investment, their
economic investment. And you just cannot wipe them ont by free-
ways; you cannot wipe them out by urban renewal. There are too
many things there. People have roots.

One of the most important challenges we face in our northern,
urban cities is, first of all, to recognize that we are in a. pluralistic
society and to recognize that pluralism. And how do we do urban
revitalization, neighborhood revitalization in a pluralistic, urban
society?

Our experience comes from working in 42 different, cities, starting
from, Balt:more to Boston to St. Paul to St. Louis. 42 cities'in that
kind of geoaraphic range. Our experience has been that we have had
inner cities.that are dying and surrounding neighborhoods that are
dying: and if these neighborhoods continue to die, then, our cities
will end up being bankrupt and broke.

Now this bill must be seen in connection with last year's_ bill, the
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act. That act showed us that cities are
being redlined, and sometimes millions o-f dollarseven in the District
of Columbia and other citiesmillions of dollars of people's money
are placed in local financial institutions. and then those people cannot.
get the. money back. They are being disinvested. Then, when You want
to borrow the money, you are redlined. So that. bill needs to be
implemented. That bill came. like this bill. from the community.

One of the things that. I think is very important. to mention here
is the evolution of the neighborhood emphasis on urban revitalization.
It did not conic from Congress at first. It did not come from the
academics. It did' not come from HI:D. It did not come from any
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part of government. Last year's Home Mortgage Disclosure Act cam
from communiV people and neighborhood p-ople.

In 1972, Mrs. Cincotta, sitting over there, had a meeting in Chicago
of 1,600 people, black, Hispanic, white, ethnicfrom 65, 75 different
cities. And they found ont they all had the same, problem. They were
being disinvested; there were disincentives. There were obstacles.
They were being told their neighborhoods were dying; they were
being told they live in changino. neighborhoods. They were being told
they could move to the suburtis to get a better deal.

They had trouble with insurance. They had trouble with FHA.
They had all kinds of prdblems. And they also had psychological
disincentives. They had connnercial disimentivesyou know, a drug-
store closed down; the little market closed down. Why should I flx
up my house three hlocks away. if he closed up his store? All of these
kinds of disi,.centives and obstacles added to the problem.

So the home mortgage disclosure bill came out of the neighborhood
movement, in this country, and it came here. That is why this bill, this
neighborhood Commission. then. has to b.: seen as another part of that,
evolutionary process, that involves neighborhoods and the people
who live in them. It is the people who have raised this issue and
brought it here.

There have been a lot of good remarks made here by Congressmen
McKinimy and and Fauntroy. and Congresswomen Burke and I3oggs.
Everybody has made good remarks about that.

I would' like to say that we have spent millions of dollars, just our
center, trying to research this issue. And we have fonad a number of'.
things.

We. hav, one little study here. "Wh6 is Left in the Neighborhood?"
We, found out that people want to be. want to live in neighborhoods,
and people. want to work together. That stwly examined F,7 neighbor-
hoods in 1Smetropolitan areas.

We have. another study here. this one on "Urban Disinvestment,
New Implications for Community Organizations." done by Dr,
Arthur J. Naparstek and Gale Cincotta. That was based on the reality
of :redlining and disinvestment..

There has been another study done, a thicker one, "Neighborhood
Decentralization : An Option for Urban, Policy," reviewing Federal
programs and how Federal programs have actually helped to destroy
neighborhoods and destroy cities.

Then we have another document for small businessnwn. These are
actual examples. This is not academic or theoretical research: these
are actual places, cities, neighborhoods. neighborhood economic re-
vitalization, that, we have been trying to get OMBE to do in the
Department of Commen2e.

Then there is another study. by Dr. Cricus. "Neighborhood Recital,
ization, a Case Study of Three Cities."

So I am- saying there are studies, and there are examples being
done. If I wanted to add something to your bill. I would reemphasize
something that has been mentioned ;Lyre. which is more input from
neighborhood people.

One of the problems T, have, with the President's Commission is
that. there are. no neighborhood people on that Commission.
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Someone asked a question about neighborhood review. That oughtto be underscored on your bill, the question of neighborhood reviewand neighborhood input.
I want to make two points. One point, again, is that the evOlutionof this bill came from people in communities who are desperate,who found out they had a local issae and they ha-,-e made it a na-tional issue. And now they want to inalt-e it a parL of policy. There isno urban policy, and if we want to start. an urban policy, you haveto start with neighborhoods in revitalizing our cities. Otherwise, thecancer of the inner city and the cancer of our society will give usbroke and abandoned cities.
So I wanted to say that even the President's Commissionand Imust say this for the recordthe President's Commission was setup because 80 neighborhood people met at the 'White House on May5, 1976, and the President said to them, "What do yoa want as to do?"And they said, "We want you to talk about revitalization of ourneighborhoods." And so he set up the Commission on June 30, 1976.I also want to point out that you have the public; sector and youhave the private sector, but there is a third sector that needs strength,that needs help, and that is the neighborhood and the communitysector. People at the neighborhood level do need technical assistanceto deal with their revenue-sharing money. They do need technicalassistance so that they can go down and say, "OK, Toledo has $14.9million in ievenue.sharing." Neighborhood people have to deal withcitv hall and government regulations.
So neighborhood community groups that we have helped, like inToledo, the River EastMr. Ontirman, got $2.5 million out of rev-enue sharing, but they had technical assistance. They studied theguidelines. They went to the mayor; they went to the other com-munities. They said. "We will support you ; you support us," andthey became part of the process. We are now talking about building

democracy you know; we are talkina about building democracy.And the Congressman is laughing,t-13ecause I went after him, too.Mr. ASIIIYy. Let me interrupt to say that. indeed, what yoa say istrue. and there was a good deal of force and persuasion used by theexCellent citizens of east Toledo. who. of course. are being sued byevOry other neighlxfthood in the city.
Monsignor ll.ittoxi. I think vou have someone from Toledo, Mr.Palmer. who could probably talk: about that, too.
The participatory politk:s is a very difficult thing.
Mr. AtilllEv. But: less so for the people of east Toledo.
Go ahead. please.
Monsignor BAMNT. I really wanted. then. just to summarizein the

Greek terminology. orbs. u-r-b-sthat was- city, that was the 0-coa-t-raphy. that was the place, but the eivitas were all of those voluntarygroups that made life livable iu a city. And in our city, they are vot-ing less and less. Be. they political. be they government,.be they church,In! they labor, be they business. that civitas is fidlir 2: apart at theneighborhood level.
Those voluntary kinds of associations that make like livable at thevommunity level, that is what needs strengthriing in our society, sothey ean deal with that enormoos imblie and private sector. Not tothrow garbage on the mayor's lawn, hot to become partners.
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So I am arguing for community partnership to deal with the public
and private sectors, if we are going to really build democracy and
revitalize cities I am talking about an important step.

This billit is late; but this bill is important. It is a policy indica-
tion that we must revitalize our cities, we must involve the people, we
must involve the neighborhood people. And if the neighborhood people
become believers in the revitalization of their cities, that the neighbor-
hoods can be revitalized, we then perhaps can begin to revitalize our
cities.

I think I will stop there, Congressman.
Mr. ASHLEY. Excellent.
Thank you very much.
I think, although there would be any number of questions of Mon-

signor Baroni, that we will go through the panel and then question
at that juncture.

[The prepared statement of Monsignor Baroni ; an article from Re-
sponse magazine of July 1970, entitled "Strategies and Programs for
a Neighborhood Urban Policy"; a study for the Office of Minority
Business Enterprise, Department Of Commerce entitled "Who's Left
in the Neighborhood ?" ; a document entitled "Urban Disinvestment:
New Implications for Community Organization, Research and Public
Policy" by Arthur J. Naparstek and Gale Cincotta, follow ;]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MON SIGNOR GM') C. BARO N I, PRESIDENT. TILE
NATIONAL CENTER FOR URBA N ETHNIC AFFAIRS. WASHINGTON. D.C.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, we are very pleased to have the
opportunity to gire this testimony.

It is critical to point out that when one talks of national urban policy in a
pluralistic society one must begin with neighborhood policies. That the neighbor-
hoods are the building blocks of a city has become something of a cliche, yet
it must be remembered that the richness of any city is epitomized by healthy
neighborhoods, a sense of place in which the human dimensions of family, friend-
ship and tradition can be maximized. All too often we tend to think of cities
and neighborhoods as collections of buildings rather than the very human systerfs
of ethnic cohesiveness and cultural diversity they really are.

It is not an exaggeration to say that historically our cities ha re offered un-
equaled physical, social and cultural richness. Even today. despite the stagger-
ing difficulties under which they labor, the urban areas of our country retain
the potential for offering that wealth and there is growing agreement that a
major national effort is in order so that such potential may be ,restored and
utilized.

Since its Inception in 1970, the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs has
worked on the premise that people live in neighborhoods. not cities. Such a per-.
spective is coming into more common usage and signifies a major first step
towards the revitalization of those communities.

In March of 1972, Black, Hispanic. and multi-ethnic groans from some fifty
cities came together in Chicago for a National Housing Conference co-sponsored
by the National Center and the National Training and 'Information Center.
Participants in that conference began to discuss and understand how their
neighborhoods were being exploited and destroyed by the concerted and individual
actions of the lending, insurance. real estate industries and the Federal Housing
Administrati3n. Taking inspiration from the realization that the problems of in-
divhlual neighborhoods were not isolated, but in fact represented part of a na-
tional problem, community leaders like Gale Cincotta and the National Training
and Information Center began to do sophisticated local research to determine the
lending practices of local institutions and the FHA. Simultaneously. Dr. Arthur
Naparstek and the National Center for Urhan Ethnic Affairs bugan to investi-
gate potential national strategies for combating ),edlining and urban disinvest-
ment in general. These individuals and many others across the country worked
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both separately and together to bring the matter of redlining to the attentionof the putlie.at n11 levels of government. One result of these aetivities was theNational Winn. Mortgage Disclosure Act of lUfl. In this Nvay a local issue becamea tuitional policy issue.
This Act however. is still only a preliminary step. since all it does is establisha common and tecogtdzed data base in nrban investment which must serve as th;:tfoundation for many other actions.
Mitch has been wiitten and said about redlining and disinvestment over thepast few months. Besides research and community development eXperience inforty-two cities, the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs has been involvedin the development of the concept of an urban neighborhood policy. Becauseof this, we recognize that a national neighborhood commission would be a stepin the right direciion. We first put forth the notiont of a National Commissionon Neighborhoods in a paper on neighborhood decentralization which was pre-sented to the National Urban Policy Romultable in January of 197G. Our ration-ale for such a proposal is the one which must underlay this hill, namely thatthe problems of neighborhoods and cities are so complex that any simple solu-tions will become counter-productive. Instead, a comprehensive review of allneighborhood impacting planning, policies, programs and legislation at all levelsof government be accomplished.

Unless the Complicated interactions of public and private actions and policiesfor neighborhoods is considered, any future national neighborhood policy isdoomed to the same types of failures exemplified by its predecessors.More tools are needed if our neighborhoods are to have a chance, tools fornational policymakers as well as tools for neighborhood residents. And thisis the final point I would like to make, namely that we must recognize the seem-ingly simple fact Mat people make up the neighborhoods and that any govern-mental policies aimed at revitalizing neighborhoods must make that fact itsCornerstone.
A major strength of this legislation. which our eSperienee and research whole-heartedly support, is the fact that it requires community people as a significantpart of the Commission's membership. I would urge you to et:sure that this pro-visioil is fully i niiplenieni ted, for I see such inchr-ion of neighborhoo people asguarantee against any of the problems common to such commissions.

[Reprinted from Response magazine. July 15161

S.ra.vtgorcs Aso Paoott.vms Fou A NEIGHBOftlioop 1.711BAN POLICY

Msgr. Geno Baroni. President, The National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs,Washington. D.C.
Most of our public and private institutions as well as the urban policy ofFederal, state and local governments have ignored the ethnic factor in urbanAnieriean society. We cannot understand the uritan crisis unless we understandthe ethnic, racial and eultnral diversity of the American people.One of the challenges of oar quest as Americans for self-definition is to recog-nize that ottr natiolud self image as a melting pot is not au adequnte frame-workto deal with our ethoic anti racial diversity. We need a new rhetoric to begin thetask of redefining ourselves as Amerieans. We are the most ethnically, racially,religiously, regionally diverse nation in the world.We must semenow leilmn to live with our rhls ersity and to recognize that ourstrength and unity will be bound in the legitimization of .our ethnic and cul-tural pluralism.

What are the policies. strategies and programs of a neighborhood .urbanpolicy? We should begin by pointing out the disincentives and disinvestmentattitudes, policies. and programs that have led to publie and private urbandisinvestment. our programs and policies have served to discourage personal aswell as public rlotl private institiltional reinvestment strategies in our urbanneighborhmals.
Many scholars. policy analysts and otlwrs ne....t.e that the neighborhood is aneglected unit of American urban life. Resident's in cities all over the countryare now organizing to improve their neighla,:hoods. Strategies for neighbor-
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hood revitalization have ninny va na Hon.:, and evolve from different ideological
perspectives. However, one theme runs throughout every strategythe desire
to assist people to become more involved in the processes of governance and thus
share in the c6ntroi if t heir neiglillorhoods and their lives.

The primary Alois of any decentralization strategy must he the city, for with-
out a workable strategy tm the local level, the best efforts of other governnwntal
twits will 'be fruitless. We should develop a two-phased neighlmrhood decentra-
lizathm mode that would begin by combining political and administrative de-
centralization in a fashion that permits and etimurages citizens participation.
It would have to reciignize that each eity is different and no one can prescribe
a generic model. Nor (mu low preseribe the utediatlics of developing linkages be-
tween neighborhoods. eity and regilmal gI IV erinnent:il units. Such a model
should be eonsidered a limited approach toward meeting the selected needs of a
neighborhood.

There is a imucity of Federal legislation which legitimizes the neighborhood
as a legal authority. A major problem in writing legislation has been in defining
the appropriate role of the Federal government. We define the role as having
to deal with three major areas of concern :

1. The structuring of financial resources;
2. The reorientation of Federal programs, agencies and regulatory bodies;
3. The provision of technical assistance through model legisIti t ion. .

More specifically, a neighborhood policy needs .to he enacted to serve as a
model for a comprehensive approach toward :

1. Restructuring the procedures of gtivernance through a mixture of
centralization and decentralization services.

2. Restructuring financial systems with emphasis on subsidy and incentive
programs.

3. Molding Federal ftnids and programs with local conditions.
4. Provision of oversight over relevant regulatory bodies in the context

of neighborhood problems.
Reamoging human and educational serviee delivery systems in ways

that will increase ultilization and decrease ethnic and racial tension .and
polarization.

Neighborhood decentralization is no urban panacea, but must be studied in
light of our inereasing concern for eminnunity and the problems Imsetting our
cities. The challenge to the public and private sector and tbo insurance industry
in particular, is in devising creative policies, strategis :Hid programs which
ean support neighborhood revitalization that can support Appropriate political
and administrative decentralization efforts.

During the past deeade the insurance industry leadership expressed its con-
cern that our urban crisis denianded a response front every sector of our society.
I have followed this aetivity in Response over tho years and became sensitive
to the fact that a partnership between the public and private sector could not
succeed without the cooperation of the community or neighborhood sector.

Our cities are nuale np of neighborhoods. If our neighborhoods die, our cities
will continue to die.

We need to reinvest in our urban neighborhoods if our American cities are not
to become black, brown and Itroke, thus establishing the new American apart-
heidabandoned cities surrounded by hostile suburbs.

Besides support for the new downtown commercial enterprises we need the
support, new strategies, policies and programs of the instr:ance industry if we
are to develop revitalization and reinvestmen.t mentality in the surrounding
urban neighborhoods that are crueial o urban survival. Neighborhood revitaliza-
tion in our pluralistic urban society is Crucial if we are to deal with polarization
at the critical point where people must shape 1111(1 share 'the burdens of social
changein their neighborh)ods.

We plead for support of those leadership institutiow+including th.e'lasnrance
industryto help in the revitalization of our cities Johnnt . as partners with
community groups to reinvest in our urban neighborhoods as the building blocks
of our pluralistic urban society,
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The future health of American cities is inextricably linked to the
continued economic viability of their various neighborhoods. What is

broadly referred to as "the urban crisis" can be seen in microcosm
as a series of struggles of urban neighborhoods to maintain or secure
the amenities of life for their residents. The success of these efforts
dependn to a large degree on creating a climate of hope in these
neighborhoods. Decisions cf businesses and families to reinvest in
their neighborhoods by improving or rehabilitating their properties will
rest very much on their perceptions of the neighborhoods' long term

Prospects.

A little over two years ago the Office of Minority Business Enterprise
(OMBE) began to develop strategies to encourage the revitalization of
center city neighborhood shopping areas. The National Center for Urban
Ethnic nfairs played a major role in this research and demonstration

effort.

"Who's Left in the Neighborhood?" is the result of such research
sapported by WISE. This stcdy, drawing on Bureau of the Census data
from 1960 to'1970 in 18 Eastern and Midwestern industrial metropolitan
areas, analyzes trends in a large sample of white, black, and Hispanic

working class neighborhoods. This study reveals the diversity of
conditions.in these'urban neighborhoods. Effective development strategies

must consider the differing requirements of each particular neighborhood.

With the increasing decuntralization of Federal resources and authority
to city governments, greater opportunities are present for the direct
involvement of neighborhoods in planning their future.

Alex Armendaris
Director
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The rep, t is based on a comparative analysis of 87 white, black
and Hispanic center city neighborhoods in 18 metropolitan areas. The
neighborhcods in the sample are all working class, of low and noderate
income, have large concentrations of poverty, and are located in the
older industrial cities of the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic and Midwest re-
gions of the nation. Basic data arE derived from the U.S. Census of
1960 and 1970. The basic measure against which all other geopolitical
units are compared throughout the study is the metropolitan,average.
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The report is intended to provide neighborhood residents and polit-
ical leaders with objective data on relative conditions in the various
cultural enclaves. Our hope is that the report will contribute to the
creation of a consensus on urban policies to meet the requirements of
all of the groups. We believe that the need to achieve consensus among
groups often engaged in damaging conflict is a condition precedent to
undertaking the political task of creating liveable central cities.

This task appears to be more urgent than it has been in the recent
past in light of the trends that indicate the possibility of the older
industrial regions becoming the new underdeveloped areas of the nation.
The trends indicate that these areas, formerly thought to be the most
affluent and powerful in the nation, may soon begin to be perceived as
the Deep South once was, and as the Appalachian Region still is.

Although the data is objective the interpretations may not be so
characterized. We confess to a bias in favot of significant municipal
decenoralization of authority and resources to the neighborhoods, and
of an emphasis on neighborhood stabilization at a level of equal im-
portance of that assigned to racial integration. Both the data and our
experience with neighborhoods and local government in all of the regions
indicate the desirabilizy of such a new emphasis.

General Conclusions

1. The locus of decline in the center cities of the older indus-
trial areas has been in the working class neighborhoods. The neighbor-
hoods fell further behind the metropolitan, suburban and city averagas
on most significant measures of stability during the decade of the 1460s.
The decline of the neighborhoods occurred in spite of serious govetnmen-
tal and private efforts intended to improve conditions, and also in spite
of a decade of vigorous economic growth and reduced unemployment.

2. Although some important gains were made by the neighborhoods,
particularly in some measures of education and income, the hard-core
problems remained at laast as severe as at the beginning of the decade
when measured against the reducti,.;.s achieved by thc metropolitan areas,
the suburbs, imd the cities. All of the neighborhood,irrespective of
racial or ethnic identity, can still be legitimately classified as dis-
advantaged by generally accepted governmental and scholarly criteria.

3. As expect4d, of all of the geopolitical units the black and
the Hispanic neighborhoods are least equipped to deal with che stress
and the demands of contemporary urban life. The supposedly stable white
working class neighborhoods are experiencing conditions more similar to
the black and the Hispanic to a greater degree than is generally under-
stood to be the case.

The white, black and Hispanic neighborhoods are suff'.ciently
similar -Jhen compared to metropolitan, suburban and city averages to con-
stitute an as yet untapped political base for consensus in the creation
-4, public policies for development rllevant to their neecls. -
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4 In spite of some significant gains wade by the neighborhoods
it is evident chat their problems are rooted in high concentrations of
poverty and severe racial tensions. The neighborhoods do not have the
ability co significantly reduce urban poverty. This task must necessari-
ly continue to be the primary responsibility of the larger public and
private sectors and vill be amendable only to long tern employment, in-
come and development policies that have yet to be formulated.

However it is our judgement thac the racial tensions that
Olague the working class groups in the city will only be amenable to
solutions created by the neighborhoods themselves, in some sort of coali-
tion around common issues. The lack of progress in neighborhood stabil-
ization in the 1960's, as revealed,by the data, indicate that top-down
legislative or judicial actions hold little promise for halting or rever-
sing che decline of the neighborhoods.

5. There were major increases in family disintegration and increas-
ed economic ane social pressure on women in the neighborhoods during the
decada. This was particularly true of che growing stress on black women,
espezially on mothers.. Increases in family disintegration were suprisingly
high for the white neighborhoods, far exceeding those of the black areas
in same categories. This was an unexpected finding in that the heavily
Catholic ethnic neighborhoods have long been thought to be strong family
oriented communities. . .

Family disintegration in these neighborhoods exzeeded che metro-
politan average by substantial percentages. By almost all measures of
family and residential stability, as well as increased pressure on women,
all of che neighborhoods far exceeded the problem levels of the metropol-
itan areas and che suburbs. The study suggests that conditions in the
neighborhoods justify considerably more attention from the governmental
and the private social, educational, religious and health services sectors,
as ll as from the feminist movement in general, than has been afforded
th, problems of the working class women in the past ten years. It it our
judgement that che problem is reaching truly acute and dangerous propor-
tions, and that access to appropriate assistance is minimal. It is not.
inconsistent to hold that unless Ole situation is improved that successive
generations way experience greater difficulty than that of the present.

6. There are major ecological /environmental implications in the
study. This is particularly true of automobile ownership rates in the-
neighborhoods which are substantially lower than those of the metropolitan
areas and the suburbs, and which declined further over the decade while
che metropolitan averages markedly increased. The trend was definitely
to fewer cars in the center city and a great many more in the suburbs.

The higher densities of the cencer cities, and their generz:7
less favorable topographic characteristics in terms of ai pollution re-
tention, argue for a scriocm reassessment of who is carrying an undue
burden and who is benefiting from the massive highway construction and
the minimal investment in nass rapid transit systems. It is also likely
chac, given the limited open space of the center cities in comparison
to chat of che suburbs, that both children and adults, particularly
elderly, are at a distinct disadvantage in coping with the harassmer.t
...resented by traffi,... While highway accidents for automobile passeng
has declined, pedesLrian accidents have not.

8 9
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7. One of the major problems in the formulation of public policy
m tbe absence of commonly held criteria or measures to determine which
neighborhoods can or cannot be stabilized or revitalized by established
planning and investment procedures. Although conditions in the working
clsss neighborhoods are difficult when compared to the metropolitan,
suburban and city averages by most measures in this study, it may well
be that during the 1960's the governmental, the media and the scholarly
s:Ireotypes actually reinforced patterns of public and private disin-

vestment of the kind required for development.

In spite of the ev1d stresses and the public image of
deterioration all of the neighborhoods have large percentages of people
who have achieved competitive educational and income levels to indicate
that the advantages of their areas have not been positively exploited
for the benefit of the residents and the cities. Our study suggests

that the retention in the neighborhoods of large numbers of socially
and eocnomically mobile residents is evidence of the possibility of creat-
ing stable and liveable communities.

But established criteria are absent. For example, is a neigh-
borhood with 66% of moderate, middle and upper income families as com-
pared to 77% for the metropolitan average a good market for investment?
This happens to be the case pith one category of neighborhood in this
study, yet it is evident in this category that private investment has
consistently declined during the postwar Two period, as our fieldwork
established over the past year. This certainly constitutes a counter
argument to that which holds that the neighborhoods can only serve as
temporary staging grounds for the upwardly mobile, which is the very
antithesis of stability. If this alternative argument is granted credence
it is evident that the social climate, rather than objective measures, is
the cause of decline. If this be the case the healthy white, black
4nd Hispanic neighborhoods are destined to decline further because of their
accidental proximity to large concentrations of poverty and to severe
racial tensions, rather than due to objective economic conditions.

F...ducation

1. There is virtually no difference between white and black neigh-
borhoods in educatlmnal attainment or in percentage of out-of-school youth.
Both remain far behind the metropolitan average in all measures, indica-
ting that they are in a seriously non-competitive position in seeking
employment, training and higher education opportunities. Hispanic neighbor-

hoods are in the least competitive position.

2. There is no significant correlation between neighborhood educa-
tional attainment and income. White and black neighborhoods markedly
differ in incame even though their educational levels are almost precisely
the same. Black and Hispanic mean income are similar in spite of
much higher levels of black educationa] attainment. This appears to con-
stitute strong evidence in support of black claims of massive discrimi-

nation.

3. White and black neighbor:mods fell even further bchind the Met--
ropolitan averages over the decade in reducing their percentage of resi-
dents with sn elementary school education or less. This occurred in
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-v-

spice of the heavy concentration of compensatory education projects in
the center city neighborhoods.

4. Blacks made greater gains than che metropolitan areas in per-
centage of high school graduates, while whites fell further behind their
position of 1960. Both whttc and black neighborhoods increased their
percent of residents with some college attendance to a greater degree
than did che metropolitan areas or che suburbs over che decade. White
neighborhoods made particularly large gains by this measure. This
may mean chat che white neighborhoods retained a very high percentage
of their college attendees and che black neighborhoods lost a nignificant
number to other locations.

5. One quarter of the 16 to 21 year olds in che white and black
neighborhoods were not in school, and one third of the Hispanic.
Whites and blacks had two-and-one-half times the ra'.:e of che suburbs,
end Hispanics chree-and-one-half times. This is also che age group
experiencing the highest rate of unemployment, and considered to be one
of che more important causes of neighborhood deterioration.

);ncome

1. The mecrop3lican areas and the suburbs reduced their percent-
age of residents in poverty co a much greater degree than either che white
or black neighborhoods did over the decade. The disadvantaged neighbor-
hoods did not competitively benefit from the great economic growth of
che period, nor does it appear chat the anci-poverty and other social pro-
gram efforts adequately compensated for this failure. While the metro-
politan areas and the suburbs were experiencing a 50 percent reduction
in poverty, the poverty population of the white neighborhoods declined
by 36% and che black by only 26%. This wiy be attributable co the con-
tinued migration o! che poor to the center city neighborhoods during the
decade.

2. The family mean income of white neighborhoods wat 23: below
that of the metropolitan areas, black neighborhoods were 40: less, and
the Hispanic 39%. If che value of services received by che minority
neighborhoods are included the income differences between the white ane
miw,rity neighborhoods may be negligible.

3. Whice neigh4orhoodg contained 60% more poverty families than
the metropolitan averAge, blacks 200% more, and Hispanics 140% more.

4. In spite of che burden of large concentrations of people in
poverty the neighborhoods retained significant economic strength. Two-
thirds of che families in the white nei7orhoods were of the moderate,
middle or upper income levels, as were ,_,-half-of che black and Hispan-
ic neighborhoods. White and black neighborhoods increased the,.r percent
of middle inceme families at a greater rate than either che Metropolitan
areas or the suburbs. The black neighborhoods made the greatest gains,
possibly due to governmental anti-poverty and ocher compensatory programs
of the period. The trend was similar for the increase of upper income
families.
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Occupation Aad_Employmenr

1. In the sample of metropolitan areas the only occupational cate-
gory that experienced a major declini was that of the blue collar wo:ker.
Government employment experienced tl :! greatest increase while private
employment .O slightly.

2. The i....-centage of white and black government emplo7ment was
about the same as that of the metropolitan areas and the suburbs. The
study does not support the common assumption that center city residents
benefit from public employment more than the suburbs. The perc=ultap
of Hispanic neighborhood residents engaged in government employment W.5
40% less than that of all other groups. slack neighborhoods made the
greatest gains in government employment over the decade.

3. The metropolitan areas had almost double the percent of resi-
dents employed as professionals and managers as that of the white neigh-
borhoods and almost triple that of the minority neighborhoods. Over the
decade the rate of increase of the metropolitan areas was more than
three times that of the white and black neighborhoods. Gains in this
occupational category for both white and black neighborhoods were eXaotly
the same, resulting in a weaker position in 1970 than existed in 1960.

4. Unemployment rates for all of the neighborhoods exceeded the
metropolitan average, with the black areas the highest. In general, male
unemployment was reduced far more than that of females over the decade.

Family_And Residential Stability.

1. There was a general decrease in the mlle labor force and a con-
current increase in the female labor force for all groups durtng the 1960s.
The greatest decline was in black males.

2. All neighborhood groups had significantly lower percentages of
married females with husbands in the labor force than the metropolitan
average. While thc metropolitan average increased over the decade,
white and black neighborhoods decreased. Thus the economic burderi on both
black and white females in the neighborhoods was markedly increased.

3. All of the neighborhoods contain hhher percentages of the di-
-vorced and separated than the metropolitan average. Black female rates
were triple that of the metropolitan average, and Hispanic double. The
increase in white and black divorce and separation rates during the 1960's
was at least double that of the metropolitan areas. Although white and
black neighborhoods both experienced very major general rates of increase,
the largest were for white males and black females.

4. Hispanic neighborhoods had the same rate as the metropolitan
average of families in poverty with a female head of household and a child
under six years of age. White neighborhoods were well below the average
and black neighborhoods were significantly above. The pressure on the
black female increased heavily over the decade.

5. White neighborhoods most approximate the age composition of
the metropolitan areas. This finding counters the general assumption

9 2
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that the whi!ze ethnic neighborhoods arc: becoming enclaves for the aged.
Black and Hispanic neighborhoods were more imbalanced, particularlyin
nigher percentages af school age children.

6. Hispanic neighborhoods are rhe most recently established u.ioan
enclaves and whites the longest. Hcre than ont-third of the white neigh-
borhoods have been in rnsidence prior to 1960, while less than a quarter
of tha black. and one-fifth of the Nispanic have.

7. Home ownership rates for all of the neighborhods are well below
the mt:tropolitan average. White neighborhoods had the highest percent-
age and the Hispanic the lowest.

Commercial Amenities And Housing

1. All neighborhoods have adequate percentages of residents engaged
in retail and wholesale trade, and in finance, insurance and real estate
to provide the entrepeneurs needed to upgrade their declining commercial
centers. White and Hispanic neighborhoods have higher percentages than
blacks. Never-the-less one of every five blacks in the neighborhoods
is engaged in these industries.

2. Black neighborhoods experienced a significant decrease of resi-
dents engaged in retail trade over the decade, while white neighborhoods
and the metropolitan areas as a whole increased substantially. Both white
and black neighborhoods gained significantly in residents engaged in whole-
sale trade, but still fell further behind the metropolitan average than
their p/sition in 1960.

3. Automobile ownership rates are a factor in neighborhood com-
mercial areas competing with large shopping centers and central business
districts. About half the neighborhood families had autos compared with
over aez for the metropolitan average. While the metropolitan areas
increased significantly in ownership rati over the decade, the white
neighborhoods remained at the same level -ad the black had a sharp decline.
It is possible that the low car ownership rates of the neighborhoods
reinforces their marginal commercial districts.

4. There were very large decreases in housing vacancy rates for
the metropolitan areas and the suburbs and increases for the neighborhoods.
The increase in the rate for black neighborhoods was very high, 351.

5. The metropolitan areas and.the-suburbs had the same percentage
of minimal value housing as their percentage of people in poverty. The
Aaighborhoods had a large excess of housing valued for people in poverty.

6. The neighborhoods have a great disparity between their per-
centage of low, moderate and middle income residents and housing valued
within th..cir means. There is a severe shortage of housing in the neigh-
borhoods for these groups and a surplus in the suburbs and the metropoli-
tan areas,

7. At least eighty percent of the houses in the neighborhoods
were built before 1939. The average for the metropolitan areas was fifty
percent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally conceded chat the urban plamaing and development
experience of the posc-World War II period indicates chat the goals of
public policy hzve tor been met. Inatead of a rev...1.:.-lizarion of our

urban cultures we find ourselves inhibited by ethnic racial and social
class conflict. These conflilts are seemingly immune to massive govern-
mental programming and to the considerable participation oi tLe privet.%
economic and social sectors. The attitudes of both the public and pri-
vate sectors as re,4rds toture urban revitalization efforts remain
positive. Rowevez urban leaders are not as euphoric and aggressive as
they were 3uring the decade of the 1960s. There is little confidence
iv current pub:sic or private policies and programs. The skills and
resources are still available co undertake new initiatives but the
political will is absent. The climate is reactive and focused on crises.

-9-
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We believe that this paralysis of initiative is due to the lack of
consensus amongst the most directly affected groups, those concentrated
in the center city neighborhoods. These grovps believe themselves to
lit, in a highly competitive situation in a tine of chaos in public policy
and values. They feel they have heen abandoned by their trusted politi-
cal, economic and religious institutions, ard are stryggiing to sustain
their positions in the heirarchical pecking order of urban life as
reflected by che status and security cf their neighborhoods. The more
afflum-.s city neighborhoods and suburbs are involved in the struggle
only in indirect ways, and do not perceive the nonflicts over busing for
integration, employment and entrepeneurial opportunities, and adequate
housing and community services as having a direct bearing on their life
styles. This lack of a sense of involvement, or even a rudimentary
understanding of the problem, confirms the commonly held assumption that
the matter either must be solved by the working class groups themselves
if they are to sustl,in their economic and cultural 'investments in their
neightorhoods, or they must continue to exist in a climate of fear and
conflict. It is also commonly understood that che perpetuation of the
present climate will Continue to undermine the efforts of the cities to
sustain a pluralistic urban society, a mix of social class, racial and
ethnic populations essential tn'our conception of democratic life.
Therefore the stakes are high and a failure to continue a public commit-
ment to the reconstruction of our urban centers at this time may cost
us dearly throughout the toreseeable future.

The fears and conflicts which dominate our urban life at this time
appear to preclude the effective intervention of traditional leadership,
be they individuals or groups in either tbe public or the private sec-
tors. This is particularly true of the role of ov-7 political leadeis
who face a no-win situation due to the apparent failure of all efforts to
achieve consensus. The mayors, city councils and urban bureaucracies
are at the center of thiS vortex. Their problems are so immediate and
so acute that there 5 little likelihood chat we can expect them to
effectively intervene Ln spite of their reccnt acquisition of resources
and authority from the F,Ideral Government. The problem of local leaders
is how to plan to meet the needs of the working class ethnic and rIcial
groups that comprise their constituency. Thi, is essentially an inter-
cultural dilemna expressed at the neighbo5Lh'ac level and no longer amen-
able to solutions imposed by institutional au:aority, be it political
party, union or church, the principal institutions of the neighborhood.

It is increasingly evident that the required consensus on urban
policy will have to be created by the competing groups themselves to a
large extent. The political, economic and cultural institutions will
undoubtedly have to play very major roles in the creation of workable
policies and programs. There is no solution possible without these
still powerful for-es, 'However there are preconditions that have to be
met before their F rticipation is possible. The working class ethnic
and racial groups first have to achieve some consensus on what
they consider to be urban policies which meet their need to preserve
and improve their ways of life, their cultures of community, before
leadership can intervene without too high a political risk in dealing
with warring ethnic and racial constituencies.
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Let there be no mistake that such cultures of community do exist
and are indeed powerful factors in urban politics. The sense of threat
to a culture is clearly visible La the urban struggles that have always
characterized the older industrial cities. The pluralistic nature of
Anerican urban life persists in spite of the increased integracion of
the neighborhoods in the larger context of American social systems.
The cultural enclaves and identities survive within the diveraity of

the neighborhoods. The policy of placing responsibility for the solu-
tion of urban problems on the cultural communities,on the neighborhoods,
was begun in the 1960s and remains one of the few hopes for creating a
basis for mature behavior in the cities. The idea of decentralizing
both authority and responsibility co the people 13 now widely discussed.
The neighborhod is the human scale context in our vast urban
areas to which such autilority and responsibility can be devolved. Mu::

this study of neighborhcods.

The revival of black consciss and the emergence of strong cul-
tural identificatiors of the mors '..'eently urbanised Hispanic groups are
well known. Less known because the: are less sharply defined and articu-
lated are the identi:ies of the well established Eastern and Southern
Europeans, mainly Catholic, and the primarily Protestant and recently
urbanized white groups fro= the Appalachian regions. We believe the
future of urban life in our older industrial cities is to a large extent
dependent upon the inclusion of the white working class groups in the
public policy formation processes in which the more affluent neighbor-
hoods a-d the 4.6. and Hispanic groups are so intimately involved. It
must be remembered that the white working class neighborhoods were either
excluded from or only min4matly involved in the urban political and pro-
grammatic developmenct of the highly active 1960s. Such exclusion is
clenrly no longer possible. There can be no workable policies formed
ji: t their participation.

We have undertaken this demograptic analysis cf the uhite, black and
Hispanic working class neighborhoods o provide objec7i.v., information on
relative conditions. There are a significant number of assumptions about
the neighborhoods which appear to govern urban policies. The principal assumpt
ion being that 07e. white working class has reached levels of affluence
and stability approaching middle class status, and that the black and the
Hispanic neighborhoods are exclusively cultures of poverty. We believe
that to a surprising degree the neighb.rhood rtsidents themselves, as
uell as political and private sector leaders',".7, 11.2.ve bought this rattle,
simplistic formulation wtthout sufficient eJi.17.1on.

This report is based on s study of 87 neignborhoods ir 18 metropolitan
areas. These areas include most of the large and older industrial cities
in the Northeast, Mid.Atlantic and Midwesr regions of the nation. The
neighbcrhoods included are all 'do:king class. Most have 7 -.ary ethnic

and racial identities ard contain significant percentages or: the low or
moderate income, as well as large concentrations of pcverty. When tom-
bined they are representative of che majority of the residents of our
older industrial cities. However this is not a scientLfically selected
sat:pl We did not choose the sample knowing what the tlsults would be.
We 5,-Aected minority neighborhoods which have qualified as "poverty" neigh-
borhoods through designation by local governments for Model Cities and
Community Action programs. 4e selected the white neighborhoods because they
abutt che black a,:d che Hisvanic, are primarily working class, and are
thought to be in competition with the minorities and in a process of decline.
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In order to obtain realistically descriptive profiles of neighbor-
hoods we had to reconstitute U.S. Census dat;, to conform to boundaries
defined by resident organizations. These boundaries are generally
accepted by political leaders, planners, investors and the media. The
18 metropolitan areas included in this study ranse from medium to large
size and are located in 14 states.

Baltimore, Maryland Lowell, Massachusetts
Boston, Massachusetts Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Buffalo, New York Newark, New Jersey
Chicago, Illinois Philadelphia, Pa.
Cincinnati, Ohio Providence, R.I.
Cleveland, Ohio St. Louis, Mo.
Detroit, Michigan Springfield, Mass.
Hartford, Connecticut Toledo, Ohio
Indianapolis, Indiana Wilmington, Del.

The sample of neighborhoods reflects the composition of the main work-
ing class groups which comprise the central cities and fall into three
categories.

White 54 neighborhoods
Black 23 neighborhoods
Hispanic 10 neighborhoods

There are seven Puerto Rican and three Chicano neighborhoods in the His-
panic sample. The white neighborhood sample includes the following:*

Mixed White Ethnic 15
Italian 10
Polish 10
French Canadian 4

Appalachian White 4

Irish Catholic 3

Slavic 2

Hungarian. 2

Portuguese 1

Russian Jewish 1

Greek 1

German 1

Other than governMentally defined levels of poverty the judging of
conditions in the neighborhoods as good or bad is highly arbitrary and
general. There are few accepted measures other than income or housing
Values, and these are frequently debated. For example we do not know how
to stipulate with any precision the most desirable age mix, or level of
educational attainment, or the number cf auto's a neighborhood should
have for the good life, or the mix of occupations and income strata that

best contribute to social stability in a community.

* We will publish a second report which will deal with the characteris-
tics of the groups which comprise the Hispanic and the white neighbor-
hoods. There are important differences between groups such as Puerto
Rican and Chicano, and Italian and Polish. The data is too complex to
properly handle in one report.
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However we are a people with a belief in progress ard therefore
tend to measure conditions in relation to the most successful achieving
group generally thought to be represented by the suburbs. It is the
way we think, plan and supposedly form our public policies. This study
thus employs specific comparative measures which we hope will be under-
standable to most readers. They are commonly used in the planning
fields for demographic analysis.

To determine relative conditions, we compare the black, white and
Hispanic neighborhoods to each other. Hopefully this might be helpful
in creating a means for determining a more rational utilization of re-
sources. We frequently compare the neighborhoods to the suburbs to es-.
tablish differences between areas thought to be in decline and those
believed to be atable. We also compare the neighborhoods to the metro-
politan areas of which they are a part and which is the only available
norm or average for such a study as this. When appropriate we include
the cities in the comparisons.

It is important to note that the suburbs are not all affluent and
without social and economic problems of their own. It is particularly
true of the metropolitan areas in this study many of whose suburbs are
also aging and primarily working class in compolition. The suburbs do
tend to contain more of the higher income workers, as well as the
affluent, and represent an alternative life style to that of the cities.
They also represent the predominant political force in urbaa life, and
are characterized by a more monocultural identity than that of the city
neighborhoods.

We are convinced that the question of culture Is crucial to an
understanding of the center city neighborhoods, perhaps as important
as are material conditions. Central city neighborhoods retain much
stronger and directly expressed ethnic, racial and social class iden-
tities than do the cities or the metropolitan areas as a whole. Even
though they are not monolithic in identity, indeed they are often
caught in patterns of competition, they do have contextual commonali-
ties within which diversity can flourish.

The high degree of community identity achieved by and within black
groups, and, to lesser degree by Hispanic groups is well known and thought
to be both positive and essential to their stability and development
But that of the white ethnic groups of the center city neighborhoods is
thought by many to be anachronistic, a residue of the past destined to
be obliterated by assimilation into the "mainstream" of American life.
This does not appear to be the case. The dominant culture in the white
working class neighborhoods of our older industrial cities is Catholic
ethnic, although almost all of the nation's ethnic groups are also pre-
sent. These strong Catholic ethnic cultIxes which have persisted for
generations should be thought of as parallel to the black aad Hispanic
cultural groups of the cities.

9 8
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American Catholic ethnics cre concentrated in the Northeast, Hid-

Atlantic and Midwest regions dealt with in this study. For example,

these regions have 80Z of the nations French-Canadians. 88Z of our Ital-

ians, 87Z of our Pulish population, and 84% of our Irish Catholics.*

The belief that these ethnic groups have lost their identity and gained

a new cne is, of course, the 'melting-pot theory. Even if one assumes the

vzlidity of the melting pot theory rather than that of insistent cultural

pluralism; which we do not, the data indicate tLe large base of first and

second generation in most Catholic ethnic groups, particularly those of

Eastern and Southern European identity.

PERCENT CATHOLIC ETHNIC CROUPS WHICH
AND SECOND GENERATION IN THE UNMED

English 31

Irish 31

German 35

French-Canadlan 54

Polish 66

Eastern European 77

Italian 84

Spanish-speaking 88

Lithuanian 90

ARE 7IRST
STATES**

Although the nine groups range from 31 to 90 percent first and second

generation, six of the nine are well above 50 percent. Only the English,

Irish and German are primarily third generation and later. These groups

are not in the neighborhoods of the central cities in significant numbers

7.or in identifiable cultural enclaves with few exceptions, such as the

Irish Catholic neighborhoods of Chicago, Boston and New York.

It is our conviction chat relations among the white ethnic, black

and Hispanic groups will be decisive to the future of our older industrial

cities, and will be a prime determinant of the style and degree of am-

bience of urban life in America. It is this conviction that motivates and

informs our'study.

have offered these introductory remarks, which we anticipate many

will find to be highly opinionated, because we feel that readers deserve

to know the bias of the writers. We feel that all research, no matter how
objective or empirically based, is conditioned by the political yiews of

the investigators. We admit that our research is so conditioned by years of
work on issues of importance to the low income and working class ethnic-and

racial groups of the nation's older industrial cities, and by our eAperience

in neighborhood organizing with our colleagues in the field.

* *

Harold J. Abramson, Ethnic Diversity in Catholic America. New York,

John Wiley and Sons, 1973.

Abramson, Op. Cit.
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The report is organized into five parts within which the
comparisons among white, black and Hispanic neighborhoods are
made, as well as comparisons of the neighborhoods with the suburbs
and with the metropolitan areas.

EDUCATION
INCOHE
OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYMENT
FAMILY AND RESIDENTIAL STABILITY
COMERCIAL AMENITIES AND HOUSLIG

An Appendix describes the-METHODOLOGY that was employed in handling the
U.S. Census data that was _the data base for the study.

_

Although such categorization represents urban life in.a fragmented
fashion, and indeed it is difficult to derive a human view ot the urban
community from such data, it will be necessary for the reader to flesh-
out the statistics through imagination based on experience, which can
be supplemented by reading studies of greater depth and more compplting
descriptive insight.

However public policy is supposedly based on factual argument, and
factual arguments are inevitably based on statistical analysis. It is
through this accepted process that we hope to contribute to the urban
policy discussions that may influence the future of the cities.

If the reader understands that it is the same people in the same
neighborhoods described in each section, and that the intent is to des-
cribe the material dimensions of their lives rather than the emotional
and relational, one can gain some idea of the.externalities of urban
life. If the reader is an urban resident, or a suburban resident with
either work or personal relationships vith the people of the neighbor-
hoods, these collective statistical profiles may then have greater mean-
ing.

There is do doubt that the profiles suggest that people in the
neighborhoods are leading lives that, in many ways, are lives of greater
stress than most suburban residents experience. Por example the greater
rates of unemployment of the neighborhoods can be best understood in
light of recent research both in our country and in West Germany that
conclude that unemployment is a cause of emotional depression and of in-
creased crime rates. It should be understood that decaying and dreary
housing is undoubtedly an emotional burden for families that must devote
large amounts of their energy to sustaining a decent home. Career as-
pirations are conditioned through being employed in low-paying and dead-
end jobs requiring a greater determination with less fuel for motivation

-
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than those in jobs of greater mobility...

Conversely to take a wholly negative viev of the life of the poor
and the working class urban neighborhoods would be a serious mistake.
Aa ve will document large numbers of neighborhood residents are in
income strata and have achieved educational levels which enable them
to live where they vish but neierchtless they remain. They remain
because they prefer the culture of the neighborhoods and the city over
that of other areas. It may be ethnic, religious, family, peers, or
that difficult to define concept of life style that hold people in the
neighborhoods. It may be a combination of these and the appeal of
urban design that neighborhood people cherish and feel cannot be found
elsewhere, including what they consider to be a supportive sense of
community. Whetever it is, lr haa many positive dimensions but Is threatened.

Our findings contain few surprisee. They reinforce the well
documented problems of the urbaa black and Hispanic populations. They
de suggest two unexpected conclusions. First, that the Hispanics,
particularly the Puerto Ricans, are in many ways facing far greater
difficulties than the blacks. Second, that the populations of the white
'neighborhoods face more preblems thee we thought and are much closer to
the blacks and Hispanics on the majority of measures used than they are
to the suburbs and co the metropolitan averages.

Tbere are also positive findings as well. The neishkerbeeds
retain Stbstanrial perceutages of the moderate and the middle income
and the veil educated, providing a beae for urban develeiment that
few realize 33 present, and providing a counter argument to that
vhich holds that the center city neighborhoods can only be staging
grounds for the upwardly mobile who v111 inevitably seek more affluent
residential areas, the concept of the traldient neighborhood.

II. EDUCAT/ON

Education is generally viewed as a major factor in determining
patterns of settlement, particularly for the middle and the upper income
groups. Education is therefore vital to the stability of the neighborhoods,
their tax base, end balanced social structure. We have found in our work
with neighborhoods that the schools and the geaeral educational milieu are
important determinants ie the decision of many femilies to remain or to
leave.

Although the educational conditions of the neighborhoods are
extremely deficient when compared to those of the auburbs and to the
metropolitan average they did make significant gains during the 1960's.
One can argue that these gaina vere insufficient, that the people ie
the neighborhoods remain in a non-competitive position and this is indeed
the case. Nevertheless the data clearly document that the gains of the
neighborhoods exceeded those of the stburbs and metropolitan areas on
several key educational characteristics. One example of this great gap
between the neighborhoods' and the suburba.can be seen in their relative
Percentage of high schooi graduates.
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Table 1. PERCENT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES - 1970

Metropolitan areas 55
Suburbs 60
White Neighborhoods 31
Black Neighborhoods 33
Hispanic Neighborhoods 24

_

The suburbs have almost double the percent of graduates as that of the
black and the white neighborhoods, and even a higher ratio when compared
to the Hispanics. However, che implications of these depressing data
are somewhat ameliorated by the great gains made by blacks during the
1960's.

7.able 2. PERCENT CHANGE rs HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES - 1960 TO 1970*

Metropolitan Areas +60
White Neighborhoods +36
Black Neighborhoods +84

These major gains for blacks over the decade enabled them to surpass
the white neighborhoods which they trailed in 1960.

We cannot explain but can speculate as to the reasons the blacks
yere able to make such significant gains.. The achievement may be partly
due to the great emphasis placed on education by the Civil Rights move-
ment and the Great Society programs of the 1960-'s. Black communities
were mobilized for change to an unprecedented degree. Government con-
centrated resources and personnel in the ghettoes through numerous
efforts such as the anti-poverty programs, Model Cities, manpower training
and compensatory education. All of these programs had education and
literacy components and they increased the numbers of black educators end
other project staffs. Black studies programs proliferated and research
on the cultural dimensions of learning grew measurably. Evidemtly these
efforts worked to a degree, perhaps more than is generally
recognized.

The white neighborhoods increased their percentage of high school
graduates by only one-third, falling further behind the metropolitan
average in 1970 than their relative position in 1960. This inadequate
gain occurred at the same time that they were experiencing a major
decrease in Catholic school enrollment, which may have a bearing on their
performance. The movement of some affluent workers out of the neighbor-
hoods vas also a factor.

* The U.S. Census did not include the Spanish speaking in 1960
thus accurate measures of change for Hispanics from 1960 to 1970
cannot be made.
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The data on college attendance follows the same pattern of a
continuing great gap in attainment of the neighborhoods when compared
to the suburbs, but with neighborhood gains over the decade that exceeded
those of the suburbs.

Table 3. PERCENT OF RESIDENTS WHO ATTENDED COLLEGE - 1970,
AND PERCENT CHANGE FROM 1960

1970
Change
from 1960

Metropolitan Areas 21 +27
Suburbs 23 +22
White Neighborhoods 9 +72
Black Neighborhoods 8 +39
Hispanic Neighborhoods 6 ---

Both whites and blacks made greater gains than the suburbs and the
metropolitan areas as a whole. In spite of these impressive gains by
the neighborhoods the suburbs still have roughly three times the percent
of residents who attended college. Black neighborhoods began the decade
with a slightly higher percentage than whites of residents who attended
college. The significant increases made by the whites during the ten
year period resulted in their passing the black neighborhoods in this
measure. It is possible that the whites were in a better position to
take advantage of the immense growth of publicly supported higher
education programs due to greater family stability. However the change
is most likely due to the greater movement of educated blacks out of
the ghettoes.

It is not our position that urban working class neighborhoods
should necessarily match the educational attainment of the suburbs.
The neighborhoods need not reach parity with the suburbs to renew
themselves. Many people do not wish for or require higher education.
Many skilled jobs which require only a high school degree pay as well
or better than jobs which require some higher education. The important
point is that the opportunity structure should be in place for those
who wish and are able to utilize it. Some of the policies and programs
of the 1960's markedly improved the opportunity structure for residents
of working class neighborhoods, including major bilingual programs of
benefit mainly to Hispanics.

The current problem is that improvement in the educational
opportunity structure made in the 1960's is clearly threatened by the
political and economic climate of the 1970's. The preoccupation of the
media and political leaders with the issue of busing for racial
desegregation has Jbscured the educational problem of the working class
neighborhoods in the ct.ties. Not, only are the opportunity structures
which were so painfully built in the 1960's threatened, but the very
stability of the neighborhoods and urban life in general is at stake.

In spite of the gains that we have outlined educational condi-
tions remain abysmal. We know that improving educational conditions
for large cultural groups is a lengthy process and that keeping the
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opportuoity structure open and consistently Improving it will be the
work of several decades, regardless of the level of public investment.
To be in a position to adapt to the massive technological and social
changes of our times requires a long-term effort in education, and,
if the city neighborhoods are not stabilized, and indeed revitalized,
future educational gains may only result in a further building of a
suburban society at the expense of the urban, most likely increasing
the isolation of ethnic and racial populaticns. We do not believe that
such a result is necessary or foreordained, but will occur if the great
need to deal with educational deficiencies in the neighborhoods is
obscured by issues with which the neighborhoods cannot deal. These
deficiencies are major and afflict all racial and ethnic voups.

Table 4, PERCENT RESIDENTS wrTH ELEmmNTARY SCHOOL
EDUCATION OR LESS IN 1970, AND PERCENT
CHANGE FROM 1960

Change
1970 from 1960

Metropolitan Areas 26 -32

Suburbs 22 . -30
White Neighborhoods 40 - 9

Black Neighborhoods 42 - 3

Hispanic Neighborhoods 53

. Again the gap is serious with the neighborhoods having almost double the
percentages of the suburbs. But more ominous than the size of the gap
is the insignificant reductions made in this category by the neighbor-
hoods. The neighborhoods have at least the sane percentage with only
an elementary school education as their combined percentage of high
school graduates and those with college attendance.

Iable 5. PERCENT RESIDENTS WITH ELETARY SCHOOL EDUCAT/ON
COMPARED TO PERCENT OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
AND THOSE WITH SOME COLLEGE ATTENDANCE - 1970

NITTigY
Metropolitan Areas 76

Suburbs 22 83
White Neighborhoods 40 41

Black Neighborhoods 41 41

Hispanic Neighborhoods 53 30

It is our belief that the serious imbalance in the educational
attainment of the neighborhood populations is not solely a result
of ioferior educational systems. As important have been governmental
urban renewal and housing policies thar ,.,1",-.41 opportunities in the
cities and increased them in the suburbs, thus drawing-off the more
mobile neighborhood people who happen to have been those with the
highest levels of education, or those aspiring to such. This has left
the neighborhoods with an inordinately large percentage of youth with
minimal hopes and expectations who happen also to be the age group with
the highest percentage of unemplornent. They can be seen in large numbers in
the streets and public places in all center city neighborhoods, and are a def-
inite inhibition to development, often causing great fear amongst the people
in residence. They are sometimes referred to as "social dynamite."
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Table 6. PERCENT RESIDENTS OF AGES 16 TO 21 NOT IN SCHOOL - 1970

Metropolitan Areas 13

Suburbs 10

'White Neighborhoods 24

Rlack Neighborhoods 24

Hispanic Neighborhoods 34

This category, generally thought to be an indicator of dropouts or
pushouts, is often associated with high crime rates and increasing
drug and alcohol usage, and with early marriage and family
deterioration. Both white and black neighborhoods have precisely the
same rateu, two and one-half times that of the suburbs.

The Hispanic neighborhoods, as they do in each educational category,
suffer higher negative rates than all other groups. We think that the
poor position of the Hispanics, particularly the Puerto Ricans, is due
not only to language problems but also to their relative newness to
urban life. If educational opportunities provided the Hispanics were
comparable to those provided the Blacks in the 1960's,the 1970 Census
would show them to have made significant educational gaina. However
the reduction of the rate of support for education and other related
services indicates that the Hispanic groups will have to rely on other
means than increases in public investnent.

One of the most important findings of this study is that there isno strong
no correlation between educational attainment and income. White and
black neighborhoods have achieved precisely the same levels of education
and whites still earn more. This is partially explainable by the older
average age of the white neighborhoods, meaning that they have been in
the job market longer. But there is further evidence that there is no
correlation between education and economic well being. Roth black and
Hispanic neighborhoods have about the same age struccu!ce and, although
black neighborhoods lead Hispanics by large percentages in every
educational category their annual income is approximately the same.
Again, although blacks have much higher levels of educational attainment
than Hispanics they still suffered higher levelr of unemployment in 1970.
Educational achievmment has-not resulted in a corresponding increase in
economic well-being and security, nor have equal employment opportunity
laws and programs. The black communities have a special burden. Blacks
have the highest number of female heads of household and the double
bind of both racial 4.4 sexual discrimination appears to more than
counter-balance whatever benefits are gained through education.

The lick of correlation between education and income indicates
that there may be considerable validity in black Issertions of
American racism in employment and promotion practices. However the
current situation in the cities which pits working class whites against
blacks is tragic and counter co our stated national goal of stabilizing
the neighborhoods. It should be evident that the white working class
neighborhoods do not ran the economy, do not discriminate in employment
or in the setting of equitable pay scales. The mutual hostility of whites
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and blacks is clearly misdirected. If educational conditions are considered
co be an issue of interest co both whites and blacks in the center cities
then political coalition on these conditions appears to be a genuine
possibility. Setting aside the question of busing for integration it is
clear chac whites and blacks have a potential common agenda and that
busing may not meet the needs of either group. The controversy may
indeed be obscuring the real educational issues. The following summarizes
the remarkable similarity of educational conditions in white and black
center city neighborhoods.

Table 7. COMPARISON OF EDUCATION CHARACTERISTICS OF 'WHITE AND
BLACK YEIGHBORHOODS (percentaaes) - 1970

Uhite Black
Elementary School Education or Less 40 41
One to Four Years of High School 41 47

Graduated From High School 31 33

Attended College 9 8

Ages 16 co 21 Not In School 24 24

A/though che neighborhoods made some important gains during the 1960s,
particularly in terms of high school graduates for blacks and college
attendance for whites, the educational conditions of these groups and che
Hispanics is very lay when conpared to that of the suburbs and che
metropolitan areas. They are coo lay given the requirements of a more
complex and selective job market and of che declining economic base of
che older industrial cities. This situation ill be even more
damaging if the slow growth rate of the American economy continues.

III. =COME

Our findings on relative income positions are twofold. First, ehe
white neighborhoods have higher concentrations of poverty than we
expected, falling well below che relative affluence of the suburbs and
somewhat above the deprivation of the blacks and Hispanics.. Secor:d, even

che poorest neighborhoods have about one-chird of their families wAich
can be classified as middle or upper income.*

There were rwo standards of econnmic sufficiency established by the
Federal Go.:ernmenc in 1970, the "poverty" level set by the Office of
Economic Opportunity, and the "lower" standard of living sec by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. The 0E0 poverty level for a family of four
was $3,800 and the BLS lower standard was $6,960.** These standards are

* Throughout che study we will be referring to various income strata.
The five strata utilized are:

Poverty: $4,000 or less Middle: $10,000-15,000
Low: $4,000-7,000 Upper: $15,000 and over
Moderate: $7,000-10,000

** 0E0 Income Poverty Guidelines (Revised), December 1, 1970,
0E0 Instruction 6004-lb.
-Spring 1970 Cost Estimates for Urban Family Budgets, (family of 4)
December 21, 1970, Bureau of Labor Statistics, USZL-11-606;
Revised Equivalence Scale: For Estimatimg Income and Budget
Costs by Family Type, Bulletin No. 1370r2.

f'
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based on analysis of normal survival ccsts familiar to everybody:
housing, food, clothing, health care, cransportation, recreation and
furnishings, among others. As in the establishment of all standards
the judgment of mirina) survival requirements is somewhat arbitrary.
We do not vish to argue the validity of either standard, leaving such
ju.dgments to the reader. The following table includes both standards
in the assessment of po/erty or low income.

Table 8. PERCENT RESIDENTS WITH FAMILY INCOME OF $4,000 OR
LESS (0E0), AMO WITH S72000 OR LESS (BLS) - 1970

0E0 BLS
Metropolitan Areas 10 23
Suburbs 7 18
Wliite Neighborhoods 16 34
Black Neighborhoods 30 52
Hispanic Neighborhoods 24 48

The findings confirm the well known concentrations of poverty in the
black and Hispanic neighborhooc.s and establish the white neighborhoods
as containing higher percentages than expected, double that of the
suburbs.

The findings on the white neighborhoods are somewhat surprising
in that recently published research concludes that American Catholic
ethnic groups exceed national average income by considerable amounts,
and that =any of these groups, including Italian and Polish Catholic
Americans lead all Protestant groups. Andrev Greeley's very useful
and original research that established the rankings is based on
national samples.* Our data indicate that the American Catholic
ethnic groups in the neighborhoods of the older industrial cities are
not sharing in that relative affluence, but are closer to conditions
in the black and Puerto Rican neighborhoods.

Table 9. FAMILY MEAN INCOME OF ITALIAN, POLISH. BLACK
AND PUERTO RICAN NEIGHBORHOODS - 1970

Metropolitan Areas $10,405
Suburbs 10,886
Italian Neighborhoods 7,712
Polish Neighborhoods 7,072
Black Neighborhoods 6,203
Puerto Rican Neighborhoods 6,065

* Andrew M. Greeley, Ethnicity, Denomination, and Inequality,
Center for the Study of American Pluralism, the National
Opinion Research Center, Chicago, Illinois, October 1975
(A Bicentennial Report to the Ford Foundation)
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The reason chat these findings are somewhat surprising is that the white
ethnics have a much longer urban experience than do blacks and Puerto
Ricans, and a higher average age and thus more time in the job market.
In addition they are purported to have a more developed institutional
infrastructure such as the Catholic Church, the labor movement and
local political organizations thought to be of considerable material
benefit. Yet Italian,- Polish, and Puerto Rican neighborhoods have
significantly lower mean incomes than the general categories of which
they are a part throughout this study. To return to those general
categories.

Table 10. FAMILY MEAN INCOME - 1970

Metropolitan Areas $10,405
Suburbs 10,886
White Neighborhoods 8,009
Black Neighborhoods 6,203
Hispanic Neighborhoods 6,318

This table tells the basic story. The mean income of the white neighbor-
hoods is $2,877 (36%) less than that of the suburbs, and $1,806 (23%)
more than that of the black neighborhoods.

So we have seen how the workers' neighborhoods are burdened with
great concentrations of the law income and with marginal mean incomes.
But as in ocher dimensions of this study we find that there are
encouraging aspects as well. The neighborhoods have retained large
numbers of the middle income. It is necessary to point out this fact,
long known to demographers to counter the popular poverty stereotypes
of the "ghetto" and the "barrio", or for that matter the working class
stereotypes of "Little Italy" or "Greek [aim".

Table 11. PERCENT FAMILIES OF MODERATE, MIDDLE AND

TOTALS

UPPER INCOME LEVELS - 1970

$15,000
or more

$7,000-
10i000

$10,000-
15.000

Metropolitan Areas
-.......--..-

20 31 26 ----77
Suburbs 19 34 30 83
;alite Neighborhoods 23 27 16 66

Black Neighborhoods 19 19 9 47

Hispanic Neighborhoods 23 20 9 52

It turns out that the neighborhoods have a majority of families who are
at least of moderate income, although their totals are far below those
of the suburbs and the metropolitan areas. One of every five families
in the black and the Hispanic neighborhoods were middle income, earning
between $10,000 and $15,000, as did one of every four families in the
white neighborhoods.

The stereotypes about center city neighborhoods as "cultures of
poverty" have been established by overly zealous anti-poverty advocates
and clearly represent a distorted image that affects the perceptions of
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the general public, investors and evan planners and political leaders.
This image feeds the speculators and heightens the patterns of public
and private disinvestment. Anyone familiar with working class urban
neighborhoods knows that they have pockets of poverty, which, in
physical terms often comprises only a minority of the neighborhoods.
The majority of tha general phyaical environment meet standards of
acceptability and are frequently amongst the most attractively deuigned
elements of the metropolitan areas, including the suburbs. Yetstudies
on "redlining" document that neighborhood residents and merchants have
been unable to obtain loans because of this distorted image, thus
further burdening neighborhood efforts of revitalization which are
already sufficiently difficult due to the high concentrations of poverty
and low income residents.* Thua it appears that public'and private
development policies have not been based on factual information but
rather on exaggerated and distorted images of the economic and physical
conditions of the neighborhoods.

At this point the analysis of income strata becomes much more
complex, especially in tracing gains made over the decade. The
neighborhoods, stereotyped as poverty or marginal areas, actually made
greater gains in the moderate and middle income levels than did the
suburbs and the metropolitad areas as a whole. Unfortunately, they
failed to reduce their poverty and low income strata as much as the
suburbs and metropolitan areas did during the decade of the 1960s..

Nevertheless, the gains were substantial.

Table 12. MANGE IN PERCENT OF MODERATE AND MIDDLE
INCOME FAMILIES FROM 1960 TO 1970

$7,000-
10 000

$10,000-
15 000

Metropolitan Areas -21 +133
Suburbs -33 +110
White Neighborhoods + 9 +165
Black Neighborhoods +32 +210

The neighborhoods also increased in the upper income levels at a greater
rate than did tha suburbs and metropolitan areas. In spite of the gains
the suburbs have double_the.percent of upper income families as that of
the-wKite naiihborhoods, and more than triple that of the minorities.

The exhaustive studies of "ladlining" by the National:Training and
Information Center, Chicago, Illinois, and their organizing of
neighborhood leaders throughout the nation has raised public
consciousness about this phenomena. "Redlining" is the judgment and
designation of neighborhoods by lending institutions as areas of
high risk and thus ineligible for mortgage and rehabilitation loans.
The Congress recently passed legislation requiring public disclosure
by lending institutions of both deposits from and loana to
neighborhoods.

The Congress passed and the President signed on December 31, 1975
the Roma Mortgage Disclosure Act which requires savings institutions to
disclose the amount of.deposits received from urban sub-areas and loans
made to thong areas. This theoretically enables citizens to identify
instances of.potential "redlining". See "urban Diainvesrment: Naw Implications
for Community Organization, Research and Public Policy," Arthur J. Naparstek
and Gall Cincotta, A joint publication of The National Center for Urban
+Ethnic Affairs and the National Training and Information Center, Washington, D.C.
1975.
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Table 13. PERCENT FAMILIES OF UPPER INCOME LEVELS - 1970*

Metropolitan Areas
Suburbs
White Neighborhoods
Black Neighborhoods
Hispanic Neighborhoods

$15,000-
25 a 000

$25,000
or more TOTALS-Trr

30.1
15.8
8.9
9.1

---
20.4
23.3
13.5
7.8

0 8.2

5.7
6.8
2.3
1.1
0.9

It is clear that the neighborhoodS have some affl,,
white neighborhoods had almost one of every aev
incomes over $15,000, and the black and the Hi
every ten families earning at these levels in

Table 14. CHANCE IN PERCENT OF UPPER INCOME MI'.
FROK1960 TO 1970

$15,000,-
25 000

$25,000
or more

Metropolitan Areas +391 +271

Suburbs +337 +213

Uhite NeiRhborhoods +469 +355

Black Neighborhoods +638 +371

These gains were made in a decade of great economic growth and major

increases in governmental programs. The most remarkable aspect is that

the neighborhoods held these economically mobile populations in spite

of the riots and the rising crime rates of the 1960'8. However the

larger question is what will happen as we face a period of slow growth

or no-growth accompanied by a marked diminution in government programs

that prime the pump. Such a situation presents grave dangers to
achieving intergroup consensus on public policies in the cities. If

the cities face the fiscal crisis that many predict, this of course will

exacerbate group tensions even more. Public services will inevitably decline.

It is our belief that the moderate, the middle and the upper income

groups are concerned about keeping what they have. The poor and the

lower income aspire to reach the level of the moderate income. Even

in a period of slaw growth of the economy these are.reasonable goals,

particularlY for the poverty and the lower income. It is the problems

of these groups which have great negative effects on the viability of the

neighborhoods, thus it is essential to improve their situation for the

benefit of all the residents. In fact those of moderate income and above

cannot improve their general environment without improving the lot of the

poverty and the low income in their neighborhoods. They can only leave

the neighborhoods with drastic effects on the cities resulting from such

flight. Income policies should therefore be geared to achieving these

goals, and specific programs should be targeted accordingly. If we do

not do so there is a very real danger that there will be further decline

in the quality of neighborhood life, resulting in greater social chaoa
and family disintegration than we experienced in the 1960's.

:,---*Much of the increases in the income figures in this report
are a function

of inflation between 1960 and 1970. However, the effects of inflation over
this period are relatively similar and the

comparative data resains valid.
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We think this dangerous situation is a real possibility because
during the 1960's many of those in poverty and the low income had
hopes stimulated by a period of general economic growth, as well as
national efforts and rhetoric designed to specifically ameliorate
their condition of economic insufficiency. But they now know that
they do not benefit adequately from such growth. Some real gains
were made, but not to the degree expected, and not for those most
in need. It appears that economic growthalienefits the poor and the
low income in the suburbs more than it dogr their counterparts in the
central city neighborhoods, in spite of the efforts of the 1960's.

Table 15. CHANGE IN PERCENT OF POVERTY AND LOW INCOME
FAMILIES FROM 1960 TO 1970

$4,000 $4,000-
or less 7 000

Metropolitan Areas -49 -65
Suburbs -48 -70
White Neighborhoods -36 -55
Black Neighborhoods -26

Even though beginning the decade with far fewer poor and low income
the suburbs and metropolitan areas reduced these categories to a
greater degree than did the neighborhoods. Conversely, the
neighborhoods were able to increase their more affluent groups to a
larger extent than the suburbs and the metropolitan areas.

We speculate that general economic growth therefore in the main
benefited the suburbs more than it did the neighborhoods, particularly
in terms of the poor and the low income. At the same time we feel that

.7.the data indicate that governmental social programs increased the number
of moderate, middle and upper income people in the neighborhoods mure
than it did for those groups outside of the cities. This latter finding
was not unexpected in that the social programs were concentrated in the
cities, but the low income and the poor did not benefit as expected.

An example of this may well be the impact of the educational
support programs of the 1960's. We stressed that there is no general scrong
correlation between educational attainment and income in Part I.
The income data in general confirm this finding. But it is entirely
possible that some of the growch of the moderate, middle and upper income
strata in the neighborhoods is attributable to these educational programs.
If so, then the educational systems need to reassess those program
approaches which are supposed to be geared to the needs of the poor
but in effect benefit the non-poor. It appears that our data support
the findings of James Coleman and of Christopher Jencks that family is
the crucial factor, or at least that family is the main factor in
enabling students to exploit improved educational opportunities.

The income differences between the white and the minority neighbor-
hoods may not be as great as indicated by the data. We have no specific
information on the economic value of services, but in general, the
minority neighborhoods receive more services of economic value than do
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the white communities. We realize that these services are justifiably
compensatory, but from a strict statistical view, ignoring the result
of historic forces which caused many of the minority problems,

the minorities nevertheless receive services of economic
value. We do not believe the method of government compensatory programs

is the best possible. We would prefer cash grants or vouchers to
stimulate a free market in services, but it is necessary to assess
what is actually operative.

The minority neighborhoods qualify for and utilize services of
economic value far more than the white neighborhoods do. Such services

as public housing or housing subsidies, day care, food commodity and

stamp programs, preferred employment in summer programs, educational

services such as Upward Bound, Head Start and the Elementary and Secondary
, Education Act Projects, health and A n.. .3f other services may well

add up to as much or more than the $1 ival difference between minor-

ity and white neighborhood famdl, From this perspective

the income differences are not a ,gniil Ls generally thought.

/It. OCCUPATION .

The center city neightborhoods have been traditionally blue collar
in identity and continue to be so. Many of the neighborhoods contain
important industrial plants or abutt such facilities. In the main

these facilities are thought to be increasingly obsolete. Consequently,

plant and management have been moving to the suburbs supposedly attracted
by low cost land, lower taxes and employee safety, or to other regions
for new markets or cheaper labor. The net result of these post-war trends

has been loss of skilled, stable, and well paid workers and a reduction
of the tax base of the cities. In spite of these losses the regions
containing our older industrial cities remain the leading areas in heavy
industry and retain the largest numbers of skilled workers who are

heavily unionized. But they are no longer concentrated in the city
neighborhoods to the extent they once were.

The older industrial cities remain the administrative and research
headquarter locations for many of our largest corporations. The

headquarters are held in the cities and metropolitan areas by the con-
centration of institutions of higher education, the sophisticated
marketing capacities located in the cities, the presence of large numbers
of prominent financial institutions, and the dense markets of the regions.
We feel that the competitive advantages of the suburbs are no longer
as meaningful as in the recent past due to increasingly higher taxes

and rising crime rates. Similarly the advantages of the South and the.

Southwest regions of the nation are diminishing as unionization increases
and labor costs rise. The trend to the West has also faded.

The post-industrial society may not ultimately cause as much
dislocation as has been generally anticipated. There are indications

that we are moving toward becoming a national economy in terms of both
cost-of-living and income equalization of our various regions. The con-
tinuing growth of the South and the West is not a threat to the dense older
industrial areas bur rather an opportunity to improve urban life without
the added burden of trying to absorb masses of immigrants, as was required
during the entire post-War Two period. The emergence of a nationally
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balanced economy may slow down the pattern of loss of population that the
oloer iudustrial areas ',lave been experiencints, aZter the growtn of tne

"Sunbelt" slows down. The increase in union membership in the South may be
a maSor indicator. In a U.S. News and World Report article the following
reasons ioi the changing situation in that region were inventoried:

°As industry continues to move south, competition
becomes keen for available workers. In some areas
of the Carolinas, unemployment now is less than 2
percent of the work force. With jobs already going
unfilled, companies no longer can afford to fire all

dissidents. Even workers who are discharged have
little trouble finding a job with another company.
°Workers are becoming increasingly aware that the
cost of living in this area is not substantially
lower than in other parts of the country, and thus
they are pushing for the sort of pay gains that
unions tend to win for members.
°The environment has changed Communities linked to a
single plant and the fami -mpany ties fostered

by paterna1f- xtinction in an increasingly

mobile L.

°Union ot. .y L,, _,,ups - blacks and the young -
are most receptive to organization. Young workers,
the union men say, have not encountered a lifetime-of
anti-union indoctrination, and they demand more from
a company than did their parents. Blacks learned
the value of organization during civil-rights struggles,
these aides report.
°Politicians no longer are openly hostile to labor
groups, and some seek union endorsement. In the
recent past, open endorsement was a "kiss of death".*

The actual figures documenting union membership gains in the eight states
of the South are impressive, as the following from the same article

indicates:

Union Members

1964 . 1970

Alabama 158,000 193,000

Florida 214,00 299,000

Georgia 186,030 251,000

Kentucky 195,000 250,000

Mississipmi E2,000 76,060

. North Car=1-tma 100,000 137,000

South Cara 48,000 81,000

Tennessee_ 201,000 274,000

* "Against Stiff Opposition, Unions Rise In The South", U.S. News

and World Report, September 3, 1973.
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Union membership
increased by 36 percent in the South from 1964 to

1970. Nationally union membership
increased by only 15 percent.

The Southern states more
than doubled the national rate of growth.

Although there is no way to
determine the time frame of equalization,

barring major economic or
political upheavals a ten to fifteen year

period seems to be a reasonably educated gueas.

At the same time the high-growth service industries such as

health, education and public
employment are not only unionizing at

a rapid rate but are also adopting a more activist stance which includes

beginning efforts at improving
services for their consuEtters as well as

the traditional concerns of wages, benefits, and working conditions.

It is possible that the
labor movement will again become a major

factor in social change as new
leadership emerges from the vast new

memberships, which, coupled with the now established tripartite

production planning by management,
labor and government in many

industries, may provide the
working-class with a new means of affect-

ing urban policy. It is within this context
that changes in the

occupational composition of the workforce should be assessed. There

were important changes during the 1960's.

Table 16. PERCENT CHANGE IN OCC MTIONAL CATEGORIES

IN METROPOLITAN AREAS
OF THE &TM-1960 TO 1970*

Government Workers
+37%

Service Workers
+312:

Professional & Managerial Workers +24%

Sales & Clerical Workers
-4-10%

Blue Collar Workers
- 9%

The most important change is the reduction of blue collar employment in

these highly industrLtli azeaL, The trend from, blue to white collar

employment need not t majos- 7.7.malem if educam±aJn and occupational

training programs adi so cue mew realities and if white collar pay

scales are competitiv
rme blue collar jobs that were lost.

* There was a slight :a-usline
of -swo percent in private sector

employment during sh.sel pe=su...
This should not be viewed as

overly significant
famr_ovarriU percent of those employed

are in the category 7r.sriv Wage and Salary".

With the exceptiz r. af sr!-: biaak neighborhoods. employment as

private household
c.,-s-i....f=s-ui.as such a small

percentage as to be

inconsequential.
M.m.1:mr,ux. mf. black residents:Lin this category

comprised 4 percenim.3570, a decrease from 19613, indicating the

opening of other c.,umarmamtries.
Nevertheless tr..- is evident that

this is still an 0,atlormemt
csmegory of some importance for

central city
blae.,.ImMtzur,!-7emain so in the future given the

organization of h..--.qsehorld uzarsars
and the improvement in

remuneration and41:-..7kiimg
corifisions that has occurred since the

late 1960's.. Hower the caterory is not significant for the

metropolitan areas ;as alwbole, nor to the !other groups in the

sample.

I 1 1

77-154 0 - 76 - 6
;
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Of particular significance is the growth and the role of public
sector employment, a focus of major attention over the past ten
years and definitely of importance to the development of the neighbor-
hoods.

Table 17. PERCENT OF RESIDENTS IN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT - 1970

Metropolitan Areas 15
Suburbs 15
White Neighborhoods 14
Black Neighborhoods 16
Hispanic Neighborhoods 9

The generally held belief that white working class neighborhoods dominate
government employment through their favored relation to city political
drganizations is noc supported by our study. In fact the opposite
is indicated as can be seen by the relative gains in public employment
made by the various groups aver the decade.

Table 18. PERCENT CHANCE IN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT - 1960 TO 1970

Metropolitan Areas +37%
Suburbs +36%
White Neighborhoods +36%
Black Neighborhoods +47%

It seems that our public employment system' as an instrument of govern-
mental policy is highly adaptive. This adaptive capacity remains in
spite of the decline of the patronage system and the emergence of
supposedly merit-based civil service. Blacks made by far the greatest
gains during mhe decade.* The belief that the great municipal reform
movements destroyed the patronage systems prior the arrival of
the minorities, thus eliminating public employment as an upward
mobility route, is not.supported by our study. 'The rise of black
political power in the cities has been accompanied by a rise in
public employment. It cam be expected that theme= great push for
the opening of _public employment opportunities ill come from the
Hispanic derive& groups, and, to a lesser extent, from the Appalachian
whites who havel3een moving into the cities in increasing numbers and
are suffering from income insufficiency and other problems as much as
the blacks.and Hispanics are.** .

* This is:not to say that blacks or Hispanics have made qualitative
gains,in government employment comparable to the quantitative gains

,.04P-lie'evident in our data. The white neighborhood residents may
still hold disproportionate percentages of the better paying jobs,
although equal employment programs have markedly increased members
of minority groups in supervisory positions since the Civil Rights move-
ment. Once in the civil service pipeline, mobility is almost
'assured. And the education and income levels of the white neighbor-
hoods indicates that upper level positions are held by those in the
more affluent city neighborhoods and by suburban residents, to a
large extent.

** Appalachian migration to the cities appears to be slowing. We think
this to be the case in that the Appalachian region is expericncing popu-
lation growth at this time.

11 5
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Being that one in every eight workers is now employed by government
the current fiscal crisis of the cities is a genuine threat. It is a

_threat in that the working class ethnic and racial groups, which are
more marginal and less mobile than the middle classes rely on such
employment opportunities, and if the growth of public employment is
Curtailed, as it now appears it will be, and if there is no correspond-
ing increase in private sector employment, we can expect additional economic

stress in the center city neighborhoods.
we can say that the public sector has been far more effective than the
.private sector in creating opportunities for black employment, and
that whites do not hold a favored position in public employment.-

Table 19. PERCENT RESIDENTS EMPLOYED BY FEDERAL, STATE,
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS - 1970

Federal State
Metropolitan Areas 3.7 3.5

Suburbs 3.5 3.8

White Neighborhoods 3.8 2.7

Black Neighborhoods 4.7 4.0
Hispanic Neighborhoods 2.5 1.9

Local TOTALS
7.7 -777
7.4 14.7

7.8 14.3

7.7 16.4

4.6 9.1

Clearly the white and the black center city neighborhoods are competitive
with the metropolitan areas in terms of government employment. Suburban
government employment is evidently as large as their urban counterparts,
which we did not expect to find. A sort of equity has been established
in the opportunity structure, with the exception of =he Hispanic groups,
particularly the Puerto Ricans. One conclusion that can be made is
that the urban-oriented governmental programs of the_1960's did result
in significant gains lhor blacks, not-only in public:employment, but
also in the ability tc.influence the distribution (5f public resources.
It is.our opinion that.:this is a result of the political process
affected through mass-based organizing. Black "militancy" not only
caused wide public exposure of black problems, but also identified
self-interest issues for the black neighborhoods. This resulted in bloc
voting patterns chat were unmistakable to municipal :political leadership.
Black militancy turned out to be the normal self-interest politics
traditional to all groups, but more highly dramaticJthan the experi-
ence of most other groups. This is partially due to:Lits occuring in a mass
media age, and to the great injustio=. visited upon this group for so long.

The problem of the present time is chat such militancy rends the
political and social fabric of the citie co an intolerable degree,
especially during a period of scarce resources and growing need.
Political leaders as well as the ethnic and minority working class
neighborhoods are currently loath to prr=eed along such lines. However
if the neighborhoods continue to have co struggle for =heir very
existence, and if =he nation's economy fails to recover at an adequate
rate, A return to militancy in the cehter cities is inevitable for some,
and a retreat into unhealthy apathy is a probability fcr others.

Service industries represented the second largest _increase in employ-
ment opportunities during the decade. The suburbs.and =he black
neighborhoods experienced the greatest increase
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Table 20. PERCENT RES/DENTS EMPLOYED AS SERV/CE WORKERS
IN 1970, AND PERCENT CHANGE FROM 1960

Employed in 1970 Change from 1960
Metropolitan Areas 11 +31
Suburbs 10 +45
White Neighborhodds 14 +35
Black Neighborhoods 21 +44
Hispanic Neighborhoods 15 +26

Service industries do not necessarily provide high paying jobs and there
is some question as to the degree of career mobility and security that
they provide. This is a much more general category than the others.
Its meaning is harder to define. However we very much doubt that the
service industries provide employment with income comparable to that
of the blue collar fields, and may ultimately prove to be a factor in
decreasing neighborhood income.

All groups lac,: to the proi.essional and managerial categories to
enrich their collective occupational and economic existence. This has
become cleax to us as we assessed neighborhood attitudes on education.
Status occupations idenolfied by children in thelclassroom appear to
have a great deal to do:with sanctioning

the edur,r+-In system and the
neighborhood as a2desirable residential area. If the lawyer, professor,
physician, engioPPr-, or-business person place the= children in the
school, or purchase a home in the neighborhood, Ors:status of the
school and the neighborhood rises in [he minds of:7==y. Thus this
occupational category has considerable:Meaning berond that of the
economic for many in the!.neighborhoods.

Table 21. PERCENT RESMENTS EMPLOYED AS PROFESSIONALS AND
MANAGERS =1 1970, AND PERCENT CHANGE-_FROM 1960

1970 Change
Metropolitan Areas 24 +24
Suburbs 26
Cities 19 +19
Whits Neighborhoods 13 + 7
Black Neighborhoods 9 7

Hispanic Neighborhoods 9 --
The suburbs have double the percentage as that of the -.white neighbor-
hoods, and nearly triple that of the minorities. Both white and black
:neighborhoods increased precisely the same in this occupational categoryover the decade. The gi-rrc for the neighborhoods-were so minimal that
they fell further behind the metropolitan average that- they were in 1960.

The cities increased in their percentages in this category during
the decade by 19%, which, considering the low levels cf the working
class neighborhoods, accounts for the large metropolitan increase,
larger than that of the suburbs. We believe this is attributable to
the growth of public programs and corporate research and headquarters
employment. This indicates that cities have retained the middle and
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upper income to a larger extent than we anticipated. It also indicates

the importance of holding the middle income working class groups in the
neighborhoods if a healthy spectrum of population is to be retained by
the cities. The imbalance of the cities income strata is far more than
that of the suburbs, which supports the proposition that the cities are
becoming the home of the well off and the poor.

Figures for the decade indicate that all groups decreased their
number of unemployed, but this is not surprising being that the decade
began in recession and ended in prosperity.

Table 22. FERCLNT RESIDENTS UNEMPLOYED IN 197n
CHANCE RIEIR-013---

Unemployed in Change from
1970 1960

MALE FEMALE MALE MALE
Metropolitan Areas 3.5 4.6 -34 -15

White Neighborhoods 4.9 6.3 -40 -17

Black Neighborhoods 7.8 7.8 -2E -26

Hispanic Neighborhoods 6.4 6.8 --- ---

Female unemployment rates were higher than those for males in all groups
except for the black neighborhoods. Similarly reductions of male

unemploynent for the metropolitan areas and the white neighborhoods
were more than double the reduction of female unemploymect. Black males

and females experienced approximately the same reductions.; The minority

unemployment rate is still the greatest urban problem and the difference
between whites and minorities is significant as expected. These rates

must be markedly reduced if the black neighborhoods are co be revitalized.
Important black efforts to improve employment security is an essential goal,
if vigorously pursued. As employment opportunities have diminished jobs have
become the single most competitive issue between the three working class groups.
Expected decline in public employment will increase competition between che
groups.

The occupations and industries in which the neighborhood residents
are employed are evidently less secure as compared to the suburbs and
the metropolitan areas as a whole. The decline of blue collar employ-
ment opportunities is an ominous indicator for all of the neighborhoods
given their law levels of education and the increasing sophistication
required for employment in the better paying growth occupations.
Trait:ling and education programs will be faced with increased demands
from the neighborhoods as the technological base and the organization of
the economy undergoes further change.

V. FAMILY AND RESIDENTIAL STABILITY

Tbe question of stability is one often noted and rarely examtned.
We do not know what underlies the concepts of family and communirr
stability, particularly during an era of rapidly changing values. but
most sense an erosion even though it is difficult to describe. :urrent

policies and services do not appear to have succeeded in stabiling the
neighborhoods and this may well be due to our ignorance of the ethnic,
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racial, social class and locational factors.
characterize our urban life. Both 0,-
fields assume a homogeneity tha'
one ethnic group may not affect
racial group may actually damage .

differences on obvious issues suc.'h as

the great variety of which
!nd ph,,,iical planning

Factors that destabiliz
ions effective with or-
re Tmderstand
af!ect the per-

formance of groups such as the Hispanics, b on ove s..lbtle cultural
differences we seem to be inhibited in our underszanding . It is useful
to recall on this point that even the need for bilingual education was
resisted on the basis that the recognition of the pluralistic nature
of our society was somehow damaging to the American identity.

Major changes occurred over the decade in the sexual composition
of the labor force, both for the metropolitan areas and for the
neighborhoods. Women are playing a larger role than they have in the
past, and, with changing sex role attitudes, their economic role will
continue to expand.

Table 23. SEXUAL COMPOSITION OF THE CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE
IN 1970, AND CHANGE FROM 1960 IN PARENTHESIS (percentages)

Male Female
Metropolitan Areas 76 (- 4) 42 (+15)
White Neighborhoods 73 (- 4) 42 (+12)
Black Neighborhoods 63 (-17) 42 (+11)
Hispanic Neighborhoods 70 37

There was a general decline of the percent of males in the workforce,
particularly so for the black neighborhoods. The level of the black
male labor force was exactly the same as that of the whites and
approximately that of the metropolitan average in 1960. It was well
below both by 1970. This may be explained by the loss of black males
in certain age groups, particularly those 25 years or older. This is
perhaps partially attributable to shorter life spans and the great
disparity between black males and females who were divorced or separated
over the decade. Additional factors could be the migration of the
black male in his search for employment if opportunities are not
available in his home area, the disproportionate number of black males
who enter military service as an alternative to a civilian career, or
the disproportionate number of blacks drafted for the war in Southeast
Asia.* The lower percentage of Hispanic females in the labor force
may be due to their'newness to urban life and to language difficulties.
White and black females in working class neighborhoods have always
been in the labor force in larger percentages than the metropolitan
average. This has been equalized by general gains in female employment
over the decade. Nevertheless it is evident by the low percentage
of black males in the labor force that black women are carrying far
greater econoMic burdens than all other females. It is also clear
that married females.in the neighborhoods are carrying a greater
economic burden than the metropolitan average.

* The disproportionate number of black males in penal institutions
may a/so be a contributing factor.

,

7 7
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Table 24. PERCENT MARRIED FEMALES WITH HUSBAND IN LABOR FORCE
IN 1970, AND PERCENT CHANGE FROM 1960

1970 Change from 1960
Metropolitan Areas 54 45
White Neighborhoods 45 -2
Black Neighborhoods 41 -9
Hispanic Neighborhoods 43

The black neighborhoods, which had approximately the same percentages
as the whites in 1960, suffered a large decline in this category. The
white neighborhoods declined also as the metropolitan areas gained
over the decade. The higher percentage of women with Husbands in the
labor force in the metropolitan areas implies that there are more
families wir..h two adults employed than there are in the neighborhoods.
This is probably a contributing factor to the relatively higher
incomes far: the suburbs and metropolitan areas as a whole. It also
implies that if the families in the neighborhoods wish higher incomes
they will .have to increase their percentage of two member earners,
which maymot be possible if family disintegration continues to
increase inithe neighborhoods at a faster rate than the areas in
general and: if employment opportunities are not expanded.

All of_the neighborhoods have higher divorce and separation rates,
requiringrbore single heads of households to work, and they are
mainly females. All of the neighborhoods have higher percentages of
widowed, disproportionately female, again requiring more single heads
of households to work. With the very large number of pre-school
children the black and Hispanic neighborhoods, combined with the low
educational-attainment of the adults, improving the employment situation
is not a likely possibility unless more job training and placement
programs are_created, accompanied by major increases in the availability
of free or inexpensive day care.

This is a trnly major problem for women in the working class,
center city neighborhoods which has not received much exposure and
certainly nat a very high priority in the public policy debates cf our
time. Without greatly expanded support systems it is unlikely that
incomes can be increased, child rearing improved or welfare costs
reduced in the cities. In the long run this will prove counter produc-
tive in both human and fiscal terms, as evidenced by the high out-of-
school rates, increasing youth crime, and alarming races of drug and
alcohol use by youth in these neighborhoods. With overburdened mothers,
absent or deceased fathers, and the paucity of counseling accessible
to these populations the prognosis is not good.

It must_Ape stressed that the white and Hispanic neighborhood women,
although not-.An such severe straits as their black counterparts, are
suffering mos= of the same stresses. This can be seen in three South
Boston Irish:Ineighborhoods where 33 percent of families below the poverty
level were dependent on public welfare in 1970, a year which preceded .

the current recession. The vast majority of these families were undoubtedly
headed by wmmen. To a lesser extent we found similar situations in French
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Canadian neighborhoods in New England and Polish neighborhoods in e-e
Midwest. This problem of women as heads of households under great
duress is by no means solely a minority problem in the central cities.

There has been a general rise in divorce and separation, and in
the number of single males and females throughout the metropolitan
areas.

Table 25. PERCENT OF RESIDENTS DIVORCED OR SEPARATED IN 1970,
AND CHANGE FROM 1960

1970 Change from 1960
Males Female Males Female

Metropolitan Areas 4.0 5.9 +14 +26
White Neighborhoods 6.1 8.2 +53 +41
Black Neighborhoods 9.4 17 3 +27 +62
Hispanic Neighborhoods 8.2 11.0 --- ---

These are complex data in terms of meaning to the ethnic and racial
neighborhoods, but they definitely mean a general increase in
family disintegration. This is particularly striking for
the white neighborhoods, predominantly Catholic and with strong ethnic
identities, which, although with lower percentages than the minorities
in 1970, increased in divorce and separation over the decade as much as
the black neighborhoods did.

The rate of change for white males was the highest of all,
doubling that of the black neighborhoods and almost four times that
of the metropolitan Average. White females rates exceeded the
metropolitan average by more than 50 percent. -The rate of increase
for black 'females was very high, half again as much as that of the
white neighborhoods and double that of the metropolitan average. It
is evident that cultural differences between black and white neighbor-
hoods are significant and preclude simple generalizations. These
differences can also be seen within the general category of "white
neighborhoods". For example the data for the Polish and the Italian
neighborhoods are an indication of this complexity. We included them
in the general category of "white neighborhoods", but when we compare
them to their general category we find startling deviations.

Table 26.. PERCENT OF POLISH AND ITALIAN-AMERICAN RESIDENTS
DIVORCED OR SEPARATED - 1970. AND CHANGE FROM 1960

1970 Change from 1960
Male Female Male Female

White Neighborhoods (general) 6.1 8.2 +53 +41
Polish Neighborhoods 6.6 1.3 +50 - 2
Italian Neighborhoods 5.9 9.2 +31 +67
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The disparity between Polish and Italian males is not very
excessive although it is significant, but the disparity
between Polish and Italian females is phenomenal. There are no
meaningful differences in the age spectrum for either group. We

cannot at this time explain these data but they do illustrate the
need for further research on center city neighborhoods, on cultural
factors and their family patterns.

It is generally assumed, especially since Moynihan's report on the
black family, chat chose with female heads of households undergo more
stress than families with both parents. Combined with poverty this

is a very serious problem.

Table 27. PERCENT FAMILIES IN POVERTY WITH FEMALE HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD AND CHILD UNDER 6 YEARS OF AGE

Metropolitan Areas 38

White Neighborhoods 30

Black Neighborhoods 45

Hispanic Neighborhoods 37

The white neighborhoods are experiencing the lowest rates and the

black communities half again as much. The.Hispanic communities,
although new to the urban experience, do as well as the metropolitan
areas in this regard. This akain indicates that cultural factors may
enable some groups to adapt more readily to urban and economic stress
than others.

Changes in patterns of employment, divorce and separation
all have a major bearing on neighborhood stability, but, in the
percer'tons of decisionmakers, the age spectrum appears to be of even
greater importance. Political leaders, planners and scholars have
long held that the white working class and ethnic neighborhoods have
become homes for the elderly or senior citizen enclaves. The
assumption has been chat because of the aging population little can
be done to stabilize the white neighborhoods. The study indicates that
although the white neighborhoods do have signilicantly higher percent-
ages of elderly, that this assumption is not based on fact. The age

spectrum of the white neighborhoods compares favorably to the
metropolitan averages for che various age groups.

Table 28. PERCENT OF RESIDENTS OF FOUR AGE CROUPS - 1970

0-14 yrs. 15-24 yrs. 25-59 yrs. 60 & over

Metropolitan Areas 29 17 41 14

White Neighborhoods 26 17 40 18

Black Neighborhoods 35 20 36 12

Hispanic Neighborhoods 32 18 37 14

The white neighborhoods do have more elderly than the metropolitan
norm but are comparable to the mItropolitan average in all other age
groups. In fact the metropolitan areas experienced a greater reduction
of pre-school children over the decade than did the neighborhoods. The
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perception of the white working class neighborhoods as excessively
aging is perhaps due to comparison with minorities, particularly
with the black neighborhoods. Although older than the average the
characterization is clearly an exaggeration.

School age children are the crucial question for the future of the
neighborhoods. All groups experienced a decline in pre-school age was
children during the decade. The reduction of school age children was
typical for the nation as a'whole by 1970, reflecting the end of the
postwar baby boom . In spite of these changes the white neighborhoods
differ by only one percentage point from the metropolitan average in
the 25 to 59 year old group. The most serious loss for the white
neighborhoods was in the 25 to 44 year olds, the primary child rearing
age group. All groups decreased in their percentage of 25 to 44 year
olds, perhaps due to the declining job markets of the older industrial
northern cities, and the shift of population to the Southern and
Western regions of the nation which has been general since 1945. But the
white neighborhoods declined by the largest percentage.

Urban mobility has been an American tradition of great importance.
There are indications that Americans may be entering a pattern lead-
ing toward a reduction of mobility due to the limits and excessive
costs of growth, both economic and social. Urban areas, particularly
central cities, feel the need for social stability to a greater degree
than they now have achieved, for not only have they experienced high
mobility rates as the rest of the nation has, but have experienced
greater change in terms of social class, racial and ethnic identities.
However the surviving white neighborhoods appear to be as stable as
the metropolitan average.

Table 29. PERCENT RESIDOTS WHO LIVED IN SAME HOUSE o 1965 AND 1970

Metropolitan Areas 56
White Neighborhoods 57
Black Neighborhoods -52
Hispanic Neighborhoods 45

The white and black working class neighborhoods compare favorably to
the metropolitan average, and there are indications that the massive
postwar urbanization of blacks is leveliag off. It is unlikely that
the Hispanic urbanization is at this time.

Table 30. PERCENT RESIDENTS WHO MOVED OTO HOUSE BY 1959 OR BEFORE

1949 OR
BEFORE

1450-
1959 Total

Metropolitan Areas 14 18 32
White Neighborhoods 22 16 38
Black Neighborhoods 11 12 23
Hispanic Neighborhoods 11 9 20
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As expected the white neighborhoods have the most deeply rooted
populations, far more than the metropolitan areas, and the Hispanic
the least. This can be seen particularly in the category "1949 or
before". The white neighborhoods had one third more residents than
the metropolitan average who have been present prior to 1950. The

black and Hispanic neighborhoods had one seventh less
than the metropolitan average of those in residence before 1950. In
spite of the relative newness of the blacks and Hispanics they clearly
have a core of residents who comprise a percentage almost matching
that of the metropolitan areas in length of residence dating from
before 1950.

A final criteria of neighborhood stability is home ownership. It

is assumed that those who have financial equity in the neighborhood
will make greater efforts to assure stability than those who do not.
In working class neighborhoods owning a home is usually the only
investment that a family makes, with the exception of an automobile,
which rarely appreciates in value. Most working class people do not
own businesses, stocks, or bonds. Experience indicates that the
retention and expansion of home ownership may well be one of the
single most important and effective means of urban stabilization and
revitalization. Current national policy is based on the assumption
that programs which encourage home ownership are not suitable for
the center city neighborhoods, due to their large numbers of poor and
low income residents. This assumption is based on the failure of
home ownership programs for the minority neighborhoods. Unfortunately
this policy of disinvestment has been applied to white neighborhoods
as well which have greater wealth and commitment to place than do the
minority neighborhoods. There are also income groups in the black
and Hispanic neighborhoods who would be good risks if the neighborhoods
were more stable. The result has been unnecessary destabilization
caused by national policy. As will be documented in the section on
Housing we find that the white neighborhoods are midway between the
metropolitan average and the minority groups in home ownership. In

relation to groups in the city, the white neighborhoods slightly exceed
the city average. This further illustrates the inadequate base of
factual knowledge upon which national housing and community development
policies have been based, and their destabilizing effect on the center
city neighborhoods. The policymakers generally believe that the white
neighborhoods are areas of high and growing home ownership, which is
not the case.

In sum we can say that all of the neighborhoods experienced increases
in family disintegration, increased economic demands on females, and a
general decrease in home ownership to greater degrees than the metro-
politan areas as a whole. These negative developments occurred in
spite of the major governmental program efforts of the 1960's. We
found that the white neighborhoods are more deeply rooted than the
black or the Hispanic, have a more stable population, ani contain an
age spectrum surprisingly comparable to the metropolitan average.
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VI. COMMERCIAL AMENITIES AND HOUSING

Center city neighborhood commercial areas are only now beginning
to receive attention as being vital to the future of the nation's
older industrial cities. Why this question has been ignored while
interest in neighborhoods has grown since 1965 is a matter of
speculation. We feel there are two possible explanations. First was
the focus on survival issues which was based on the assumption that
commercial amenities were minor questions when compared to those of
employment, housing, health, and education. Second is the-generally
held belief that center city neighborhood markets are marginal and
excessively expensive to tap. These views are now being revised. The
center city neighborhood is not necessarily a marginal market. lie

have stressed that the neighborhoods, particularly the white with 66%
of its population either moderate, middle or upper income as of 1970,
all contain significant percentages of che economically stable.
A/though black neighborhoods retained 47 ;:ercent and Hispanic 52 percent
of these income groups, these are not inconsiderable markets. But the
commercial facilities in these neighborhoods are unable to attract
these groups. The social climate in these neighborhoods is the
retarding factor, not the amount of internal wealth. If the social
climate of the neighborhoods was positive the commercial opportunities
would be more widely recognized and exploited.

In discussing the process of neighborhood decline with resident
leaders, business people and municipal officials we have been con-
sistently informed that the decline of business corridors usually
precedes the decline of the neighborhoods as a whole. The spectre
of boarded-up shops and the emergence of enterprises specializing in
inferior goods and pornography, combined with the loss of chain super-
markets, chain drugstores, and, on occasion, department store branches,
is a severe blow to the neighborhoods. Such developments are serious
defeats in terms of losing commercial amenities formerly easily at hand,
as well as the lowering of public perceptions of the area for residents,
non-resident shoppers, entrepreneurs, investors and lending institutions,
and local governments.

There are major exploitable strengths in the neighborhoods from
the traditional point of view of investors and planners. Substantial
markets are present and the white, black and Hispanic neighborhoods
have large numbers of residents employed in highly compatible
businesses. In comparison to the suburbs the neighborhoods have much
higher residential densities, more public transit, and fewer autos
than the suburbs and metropolitan areas as a whole. All neighborhoods
want an urban ambience, the creation of which is heavily dependent
upon commercial amenities. These are factors wbich lend themselves
to a certain type of commercial development most often found in fash-
ionable middle class neighborhoods. The ethnic identity of a neighbor-
hood is also a potential advantage,as yet unexploited.
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Table 31. PERCENT OF RESIDENTS ENGAGED IN THREE INDUSTRIES
COMPATIBLE WITH COMMEEICIAL DEVELOPMENT IN 1970,

AND CHANGE FROM 1960 IN PARENTHESIS

Finance,

Retail 14holesale Insurance &

Trade Trade Real Estate*

Metropolitan Areas 18.3 (+26) 4.2 (+27) 5.6

White Neighborhoods 18.4 (+27) 3.5 (+11) 5.1

Black Neighborhoods 13.7 (-11) 3.4 (+14) 3.9

.Hispanic Neighborhoods 18.0 4.4 4.5

Over one of every four employed residents is engaged in retail or
wholesale trade, or in finance, insurance and real estate in the

metropolitan areas. The white and the Hispanic neighborhoods are most
comparable to the metropolitan average, and the black neighborhoods
the least, having only one of every five engaged in business enter-

prises of these types.

Table 32. TOTAL PERCENT OF RESIDENTS ENGAGED IN THE THREE INDUSTRIES
COMPATIBLE WITH COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT - 1970

Metropolitan Areas 28.1%

White Neighborhoods 27.0%

Black Neighborhoods 21.0%

Hispanic Neighborhoods 26.9%

Neither the white nor the black neighborhoods matched the-grawth of

the metropolitan areas in these categories of employment, although

the whites were more competitive. Economic and cultural factors must

be considered. Again research is indicated if we are to understand
why the white and Hispanic neighborhoods are so comparable to the
metropolitan average while the black communities are declining in the
critical category of retail trade and producing such a small percent-
age engaged in finance, insurance and real estate. Any programs designed

to reverse the decline of the center city commercial areas will have

to consider that questiogs as well as the reasons Hispanics are engaged in
wholesale trade to a greater degree than any other group, exceeding
the metropolitan average, or why Hispanics and particularly blacks are

so underrepresented in the finance, insurance and real estate fields.

All neighborhoods have adequate percentages of residents engaged
in businesses compatible with neighborhood serving types from which

to develop new entrepreneurs, even though many are young and

inexperienced. Many of the businesses are aged and obsolete, most
are under-capitalized and require staff and management training, and

some are operated by highly skilled and successful entrepreneurs. The

* Percent change from 1960 not available
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neighborhood bustc.das_nreas are not a -commercial :desert, althouzh in
danger at beammin:;.s. The vast majort.-Ly are having a difficult
time in compecin:7wt."att:he Large shopp=ng centers: and the central
business distticrs, e of the difficulty can .--zdso be attributed to
am apathy and_.acct=e. of perceived decline as ell as the failure
of effaorts to -me=--------etition. In general effor=s te compete have
not beam mount-Lad- Nez nborhood organizations in geneTr-.. as wel

. as
planners and leaders, increaszly ,11;i:7-f-sr-:::: the impr..ance
of commercial art.t!" the fate of z so thena, is hope.

As we ,.ave -4 the Hispani- neighbotnlioods
are in bett._=-. snar57L' a trades than sre zne:.7af F-7r-
haps the lp.qst nloyment category is and pettmonal
services". 75he -:-.:oorhoods have-the z.-_tr.centrati= in
this categor-,. b perienced the zreatest--- over the decade.

Table 33. P-777. :DENTS ENGAGED BUSINESS AND
PER:L3NAL IN 1970, AND .ZHAIs:GE :FROM 1960

Metropo: zeas
White :aoods
Black Nez4.;.ni-noods

Hispanic Nei_ :borhoods

1970 Change from 1960
4.5 -33
4.5 -24
6-9 -45
4-5

This decline coupled h the gains of b".-ack neorhoods in retail
and wholesale trade i. cate that even titough titer: are now in the
least competitive pos: the black neighborhcads are beginning to
develop the internal ez:Lpertise and experience that can lead to an
improved competitive position. Although we do not subscribe to the
concept that neighborhood residents should dominate their commercial
areas in the American economy as we now know it to be, we do believe
that it is essential, particularly for the larger neighborhoods, that
they have significant numbers of residents engaged in these businesses
as owners and operators. Skills are present in substantial degree and
the importance of the commercial corridors to the neighborhoods future
requires programs to increase their appeal.

In addition to the substantial and largely untapped markets that
the neighborhoods represent for their businesspeople, many contain
higher percentages of elderly who prefer and often require local
shopping, and all of the neighborhoods rely far less on the auto than
do the metropolitan areas as a whole.

Table 34. PERCENT FAMILIES WITH AUTOS IN 1970,
AND CHANGE FROM 1960

1970 Change from 1960
Metropolitan Areas 82 +20
White Neighborhoods 59 0
Black Neighborhoods 49 .-15
Hispanic Neighborhoods 58 ---
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Federally =braceiveei acn dire=ted programa isas been conceded, and the
burden for cheating new approaches has fallen upon:municipal cfficials
at a time when thefisral cldriate at the local government level is
coadncive onlr to caution. The data suggeLir that caution will have
deleterious elfec= upnn marginal neighbo=nmods in the short term,
and will proOably n=aclude any chance of 5.=abilization in the long
run. This i predicntable in spite of some favorable trends for center
city life. Adthounn =here is some truth that center city neighborhoods
are becoming :more artractive to many who would normally go to the
suburbs for Mousing:, due to the growing dissatisfac=ion with suburban
lift styles, _increases in tax and crime razes, the energy crisis and
the limits of growtn, it is =realistic tc think that the neighborhoods
will grow or improre at the expense of the suburbs. The revitalization
of t=e neighborhooOS should =ot be predicamed on the decline of the
suburbs. What is mequired at this time are unusual efforts by local
policical an= burp:m,rratic leaders mounted through newly decentralized
authority an= resmurces devolved from and leveraged by the Federal
Eovernment, limited as those resources may be.

Although the concept is currently out of fashion we still believe
that high rates of home ownership provide az anchor for neighborhoods,
an element of stability and continuity which contributes a great deal
to aMhieving commitment to community. The home ownership rates of the
neighborhoods were well below thove of the suburbs and the metropolitan
areas in 1960 and declined further by 1970.

Table 35. PERCENT HOME OWNERSHIP IN 1970ND CHANGE FROM 1960

1970 Change from 1960
Metropolitan Areas 59 +3
Suburbs 70 -3
White Neighborhoods 43 -4
Black Neighborhoods 28 -17
Hispanic Neighborhoods 23 ---

The data indicate that not only was there flitht of middle income whites
from the cities, but middle income blacks as well, as implied in the
high loas of home owners exrxrienced by the:black neighborhoods over
the decade. Vacancy rates increased slightly for the white neighbor-.
hoods and significantly for the black, at.the same:time as those of
the metropolitan areas, the suburbs and the cities declined.

Table.36. PERCENT OF VACANT HOUSES IN 1970 AND CHAMZE FROM 1960

1970 Chanee from 1960
Metropolitan Areas 3.1 -31
Suburbs 2.2 -50
Cities 4.5 - 6
White Neighborhoods 4.3 + 4
Black Neighborhoods 7.8 +35
Hispanic Neighborhoods 7.0

1 2 9
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. which can only : as rough estimates ::o relattme homsing
market conditio:'-..; in :tae neighborhoods. We cauclzn ahe rear:,...r that
the following t.Lales do not represent fine measures and shomld only
be considered az. broad intications of the availability of affordable
housing in the various geographic .entities utilized an tIlis study.

The current rule df thumb for home ownership is that people can
afford to spend at a ratio of 2.1 times their income. The ratio was
2.5 times income in 1970. In 1970 the poverty populations of the
center city neighborhoods appear to have more available housing prj.ced
far purchase within their means than the metropolitan area as a whole.
The white and Hispanic poor hav.- ,:iouble the amount of housing stock to
choose from. Me blacks also haTe an edge ac this level.

"Table 37.COMPARIL:0:: OF POVE= ? -P77....ATIO WITH AFFORDABLE HOTSING - 1970

Z Housing 7: Population
valued at with income of

9i3,000 or less $4,000 or less 7:Difference
!tea:ropolitan Ar,_. 10 10 0

aities 18 16 2
F:::.:.burbs 7 7 0

;:.ite Neighborhcos 32 16 16
111:ack Neighborho:ds 45 30 15
HI:spanic Neighborhoods 55 24 31

The availabilit7 of low cost hoes:;.a is a major determinant mf the settle-
ment patterns at poverty por-alations in t.a ..-orking class mrEran..neighbor-
hoods. The metropolitan arems and the snburbs have precise convergence
between hoesina: and income. The neighbor:snoods have a significann excess
,of low cost hz-i5ig. The h.:,:ises valued 7 S10,000 or less are Ivot
exclusively detertarated scc...k. It does not always follow that -11e

1 3 ki

77-04 0 -
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Table 38_ COETT:11=1: :7i D MODEMATE INCOME:7:7F- -.1-LATION
,.<z:FURIDABLE HMUSLNG -

Zamsing
valued at with:imo..,se of

heCropc.itan
Cities
Suburbs
White Neighborhcods
Black Neighbortd-zds
HisPatic Neighbc7hocc.,

.11-000-22)0.00
40

51
37
44
44

DOO Difference
7

11
8

3

2

-8

Ihe supply housa.m::: im. tht., neighborhoods bar--dy-meets the
imp2.ied needs of 'math wainamd_:a.11ack low and modete . income residents,
with the Hispancc:::neighor:hom4s -e-r---fering from a si,clificans deficic.

There is ammnaLlya shomtaget af low amd moderame income housing_in
the center city-neighharhohfs when compared to themmetropolitan areas
or to the cities. It as:mt.-nth these income groups im the neighborhoods
that policymakers navet thr greatest challenge in attempting co
matatain a reasonable as-I-mace: of :class, ethnic and racial composition.
The significant::-.7nambers-c-madJerate income neighboracod residents are
either occupyingnaousing -that: shodld be available r:T. the marginal income,
dr a:te doubling-hr within-their extendea families ,rrobahly 'in overcrowded
coot-at:ions. Tt unmld apoean that =etemtion of the moderate income is
problematical, reeardle cf racial or ethnic idemmi..ty, if this maldis-
tributon condi:nu:es. is paataaular:d7 true for the child rearing ages.

The =z,:id,J,, dlcome, gazerall- thought to be the most essential
group to retaL,_ for stailiaing ttje neighborhoods, face che greacest
deficit of accm...hle honai-mg of aL income grocms.
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2:2MPARISON OF2iIDDLE INCOME 2 'JPUIATIi7
WITH AFFORICARTF HOUSING - :,370

t Housing
calued at

$20,000-35,000

Popularicto
with incomn, of

$10,000-LL-300 Differenme
_Metropolitan Areas 36 3: 5

2Lzies 24 27 - 3
Suourbs 41 3- 7

'ttihite Neighborhoods 17 27 -10
Black Yeighbaramods 6 -13
Hispanic Neichaorhooms 3 2: -17

The suburbs and the metrnpolitan areas ap,:tear 7J, Ita"--1.-deonate

housing stock for this income group, with the ti it ,slieficit
situation. It is likely thAt there is suffic nt '_noussiatimock for
the upper income in that the city deficit is watem:mmopared
tc that of the essentia.11y workiag class and poor 7eintihrtnnods. The
neighborhoods evidently- account for the city deficit-. These data tead
no support the assmaption of "redlining'.

If the availallit of housing priced within the7mmans of the
errata of income trait comprise the cities is Intrinsic to an equitable
housing pclicy anM1sary to class-and cultmral hnl-eince, we can
safely stare that rm.:oath workable p=licy now exists:whirh might achteve
..such_a_balance. Ingeaeral the data indicate that »forking class
erboin'and racial neiborhoods are suffering -aore tnam..all other arteas
:from deficiencies it time distrthution of housi:4 stockiith the exception
off their poverty reidents. In particular the cond'"---, is mostAim47,,-
fihr the white and _the hiack center city neighbemhoont:._ -:with Hispanics

tn the most deprived situation. In fact we conr.tm,ti. that the

meighhorhoods are the amly areas of affordable tousino:stock deficieamy.

Zt1 addition to the inhalonce in availtaility of no:casing ia
to income the neighborhoods mast contend wimh much olter housing than
the metropolitan areas as a uMmle as the 15770 data inzarate.

Table 40. PERCENT OF HOZSING BUILT BE=E 1939

Metropolitan Areas
White Ne:-ignbort

Black !t:Uignnorhrclas

Hispacr Ne.,4hbcthoods

63
78

87

In general our findinns support the assumot._ "redlining", of massi7n
withholding of loans tar purchase or rehab inn of Mousing. The age
of center city housing: indicates the need fonds for
which are not readily ---7milable. In order _L.:. -,,..41!-Ponboods to hold

child bearing and chili rearing familit.s he reinvestment if
residents are to upgrac-'-e treir aging rhz.-1:sins !zo aszem,x-ble standards-
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There must be available loans for pnrchase and renabilitation- Ther
is a trend in some areas to return to neighborhoods which conmain
olcier housing by people seeking a center city life style, and much
this stock is amongst th:e most attractive ve and much is of gcL.s
cultural and historic va_:ue co the natior:

However all of the evidence provi..le..: y uc zsta document tne
consistent refusal of the lending instic.,tioc to ma.,:e loams in
neiohborhoods ,ahich are characterized by a Ion:: :iecne in housir.:.
values, or which are expected to -Inter a pericm o: The in-
ability of pcLitical .ond neighborncod leaders to develop a sufficient
public vision to take advantage of the obvious opp:rtznity to retain
a reasmnable and i:ealschy mix Of social class, raci..t-1 and ethnic
neighbmrhoods 'n ine -nations' older industrial ciMies is attributable
tc a psychology of fmtalism. Unless this psychol:..zical climate is
altered: to one of hopefulness it will be extremel- -.!i..-fficnit to pre-

vent further erosion of urban life. To a large ncuno. che.negatilve
climate is caused by ethnic and racial tensi.s'ne, :.uction of
which is an essential precondition to urban

A FENAL NOTE

Our analysis of donditions cn the declimmm.4 c-17 our

older industrial cities confirms the felt nee.: in urMam
idles. These chanzes do not necessarily recztr,.±. mat-Xed Lacreass in
public investment, for public investment strat=.:.zies tailed to eithift
reduce poverty or racial tensions. which in ouv are the rco tci-

mary causes of neighborhood destabilization.

It appears chat before ne,., programs or modl uz :xisting efforts
in major ways are attempted by Feaeral, State or :-0.1C.'=- governmenCs,
neighborh.cods theMselves must create a common poi;:tioz on these iosues.
There is clearly no evidence from the recent pas: co s.uggest that zover7.-
mentally mandated programs or desegregatiot d iicc.s ill elithet reduce:
poverty am racial tensions, and as long as ttlese are .unrestolved
no known mnvestment strategies will result zn

It ampears from our findings z.zat :he .ne

class neimhborhoods dictates that 7-ley find come zonsetY,

sus thac is not encumbered by the vr5=1:ngly
in attaining educational and resiZl-f.mtia.l dese.cremmti.- long 31s

issnes dominate che urban poliry .fceld there Ls cr :11:7 hop-. of
neighborhood stabilization.

If the current situation pernicts unere shit. .cec and H.:tuni.:

working class groups are egag-ed in continuimg amm-l-tl-rtiz and .z.senzzalL,-
reactive relations [here in no pcsszbility ot the nu..:,:.tr.torhoods ..ntermnz
into the required partnership with the public and ;-7,--.Y..tre sector:-
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It is thia brute political fact that the ueighborhoods and municipal
leadership must deal with. Elected officials and private sector leaders
need tm continue :_nrrent programs essentially unchanged as long as they
are caught in the:existing urban political climate. If the climate relsains

as it is leadership at both che neighborhood and municipal levels will
continue to be reactive rather than take the initiative. Leaders only
take the imitiamive if they believe they have a chance of beginning succeSs-

ful efforts.

We believe that if some urban policy consensus is not reached between
the working claus zultural groups in the neighborhoods that they can only
fight rear-guar= actions that will only delay further deterioration.
Similarly local political and business leadership can only accept that
the working class neighborhoods will become or continue to be staging
grounds for upward mobility for Some of the current residents, and ultimately
to be redeveloped, probably for more affluent groups. This may occur even
though city plamning agencies continue to designate the neighborhoods on
their futuristic Land-use maps as low and moderate income residential areas.
Everyone knows thaz :he center city neighborhoods represent potentially
high profit development opportunities, given their prime location.

Our findings zndicate an alternative for the future of the neighbor-

hoods. If the whize, black and Hispanic neighborhoods can begin to deal
vith their very similar problemm of education, employment, family deteriora-
tion, housing and commercial amenities, and, in effect, "make a deal" and
create a coalition, then the major precondition for participation of the
political and business sectors will have been met. It is clearly to the
interests od- the political and economic leaders, given their stated values

to then ful: cooperate with the neighborhoods.

Only a conspiracy theory of che intentions of political and business
leaders can justify the view that they wish to continue the current situa-
tion which !neduces taxable income, continuously increases the costs of
services, eaiminaztls or reduces significant markets for private profit,

and endangezs the being of all urban residents, regardless of social
class, race or etrcicity. It is also clear that neighborhood organizations
seeking to stabil: ce or revitalize their areas need to devote their talent
and energy :0 iSai..eS other than intercultural conflict. A resolution is
evidencly desira=ae for almost everybody in the city other than that limited
number -..ho henefa-c politically or commercially from the misery caused by

instability and C,.305.

Sc_ch conseni._p or coalition is possible. Our experience in the field
indicat,-s that th_cre are an increasing number of neighborhoods organized or
wishing :C org301_e :0 improve their home areas. There is also evidence of
increas.=n; cooper.nrion or coalition of the various working class Cultural

groups cn muny ci7-ies. These groups tend to avoid dealing wirh questions of

desegregat=on. S,ach evidence should encourage the formation of planning
vehicles coat wil_ include the various neighborhoods and political leadership.

If ther,_, to be public leadership initiative it should most likely focus
on the zreation or such vehicles of an inclusive nature, that is, with
signifinam: roles for the neighborhoods.

It is essentLal to understand that the %eighborhoods cannot assume the
responsibility of neighborhood stabilization or revitalization without assuming
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some authority and control of resources which would need to be devolved
from municipal government. No neighborhood-municipal government Partner-
ship is possible without such devolution. The voluntary groups in the
neighborhoods have long assumed responsibility without che needed
authority and resources and have achieved only minimal results. Any
effective strategy vill have to deal with this need.

The paralysis of residential urban renewal and highway construction
Programs is evidence of the force of negative public opinion. The halting
of these damaging programs will not revitalize the cities, but if Some
means can be found co move from defense of the neighborhoods to initiating new
and acceptable modes of renewal, then the older industrail cities nay be
able to.avoid the new urban crisis so commonly predicted.
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APPENDIX METHODOLOGY

This appendix is taken from the STATISTICAL VOLUME of WHO'S
LEFT IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD: A Report On The Working Class Neighborhoods
Of Our Older Industrial Cities,containing all of the tables, including
many not utilized in this report, and containing the breakdown of the
Hispanic and white groups. This statement of methodology is included
for the readers general information, although some parts are only
relevant to the STATISTICAL VOLUME.

This project vas undertaken in two parts. Data was collected in

the fall of 1974 on neighboraoods in Chicago, Illinois; Cincinnati,
Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Detroit, Michigan; Hartford, Connecticut;
Newark, New Jersey; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Providence, Rhode
Island; and St. Louis, Missouri. This data included basic socio-
economic statistics from 1960 and 1970 census informatiou. In May,

1975, the study was expanded to include nine other cities: Baltimore,

Maryland; Boston, Massachusetts; Buffalo, New York; Indianapolis,
Indiana; Lowell, Massachusetts; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Springfield,
Massachusetts; Toledo, Ohio; and Wilmington, Delaware, and further
socio-economic data was derived. Data was collected on a total of 87
neighborhoods.

We utilized census data as the source material in an analysis of
neighborhoods in older Industrial cities in the Northeast, Middle
Atlantic, Midwest, and Border States. The census tract was chosen as
the initial unit of analysis and by aggregation of tracts, approximation'
of neighborhood boundaries vas achieved. Using this methodology, and
by employment of a computer, variables from the Fourth Count Population
and Housing Statistics were manipulated to measure neighborhood
characteristics. These characteristics were then translated into per-
centage form to allow areas of different sizes to be compared.

The neighborhoods were defined by 1970 census tract boundaries,
and although some tract boundary changes did Occur between 1960 and
1970, the 1960 data was aggregated to take this factor into account.
In most cases neighborhood organizations defined the boundaries. In

other instances, individuals familiar with the areas were asked to aid
in the definition process, and city planning officials often recommended
areas of ethnic concentration.

Other important criteria for selection of neighborhoods included an
attempt to use ethnically homogeneous areas* so as to produce data
reflective of ethnic groups residing within the tracts. For research
purposes, this becomes of primary importance in comparing the socio-economic
status of various ethnic groups.

Ethnic identity, as tabulated by the Census Bureau, gives only a
rough approximation of the ethnicity that would actually be found within

a neighborhood. The Census Bureau tmasures only "foreign stock population",
which includes foreign born and the native population of foreign or mixed
parentage. Natives of foreign born parentage whose parents were born in

* For the purposes of the research design, blacks are considered an

ethnic group.
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different countries were classified according to the countri-of birth

of the father. Natives of mixed parentage are classified according to
the country of birth of the foreign born parent. Thus, second generation

and "ethnic" is not measured by the census.

The ethni...ity of neighborhoods in the second nine city phase of
research was further documented with the inclusion of "mother tongue"
data. A Polish neighborhood in Buffalo, with a 377. foreign stock
population contained almost 60% Polish-speaking residents. Thus, the
"true" ethnicity of the neighborhoods can only be approximated from the
Census Bureau collection techniques.

The 1960 census data did not include Asian, Lithuanian,
Yugoslavian, Portuguese, or Spanish speaking ethnic groups. French
Canadians and Appalachians have never been measured by the Census Bureau.
However, it is possible to determine French Canadians by correlating
ethnicity (Canadians) and language (French). "Persons of Spanish
Origin" as defined by the Census Bureau in 1970 included persons who
spoke Spanish or persons in families where the head or spouse spoke
Spanish. Puerto Rican, as an ethnic group in 1970, is a subset of the
Spanish speaking category. For the purposes of our study Chicano or
Mexican-American neighborhoods were deduced to be those Spanish speak-
ing neighborhoods which were not Puerto Rican. This was supported by
other information from local sources which indicated a high percentage
of Chicanos in Chicago, Detroit, and Milwaukee.

A similar policy was employed in reference to the four WASP neigh-
borhoods. One neighborhood, East End, was documented as primarily
Appalachian.* Unfortunately no data existed on the ethnicity of the
WASP neighborhoods in St. Louis, Indianapolis, or Detroit. However,
persons familiar with these neighborhoods stated that they do indeed
contain significant concentrations of Appalachians.

The category of white ethnic neighborhoods included both neighbor-
hoods with populations of predominantly one ethnic background, such
as Italians, Poles or Appalachians, and also included neighborhoods
with populations of two or more primary white ethnic groups. Knowledge
of these neighborhoods and their churches establishes the primary
Roman Catholic identity of most of these areas. Neighborhoods were
considered ethnic if the foreign stock exceeded 15%. The Census Bureau

* Michael Maloney, president of The Urban Appalachian Council,
addressed the issue of who is an Appalachian in The Social Areas of
Cincinnati: Toward an Analysis of Social Needs. "Cincinnati's
Appalachian Committee defines an Appalachian as anyone who was born
in the Appalachian region (as defined by the Appalachian Regional
Commission of the Federal government) or whose ancestors were born
there...Anyone who shares in the regional subculture which evolved
in the eastern mountains can be called an Appalachian."
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suggests that doubling this figure will give the approximate ethnicity
of the neighborhood. Using this as the guide the majority of the
white ethnic neighborhoods had an ethnic populations of between 40
and 70 percent. Given all these inherent limitations within the
research design, the ethnic homogeneity of the neighborhoods still
remains strong enough in the 1970 census for concrete conclusions to
be made.

With the 1960 data, this is not always true. First, measurement
of Spanish speaking and Eastern European ethnic groups was not well
established, nor was there any measure of language. The ethnic
composition of most of the neighborhoods within the study had remained
relatively stable for white ethnic and black neighborhoods, but in the
Hispanic neighborhoods this is not necessarily true. This means that
.the 1960 data and the changes or trends in Hispanic neighborhoods
from 1960 to 1970 are highly questionable.

The manipulation of the census data used the Shevsky-Bell method
of area analysis, and followed accepted social science research
standards. This method, first applied to the Bay Area of California
in 1940, consisted of constructing selected data into ratios by census
tracts. For instance in the Front Park neighborhood in Buffalo the
census data "under five years old" has a ratio of 89. The interpreta-
tion of this ratio meant that for every 1,000 persons in the Front
Park area 89 were under five years old. By moving the decimal point
one place to the left, the ratio was transformed into a percentage.
Thus, in the case of Front Park, 8.9% of the population was under five
years old. All values of census data in this study were expressed in
percentages.

The SNSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) percentage acted
as the primary independent variable, although in some cases the city
and suburban ratios were used. The neighborhood data was usually
considered the dependnet variable in comparison of characteristics.

Although trending analysis is more comprehensive when more than
the minimum of two points are used, inferences based upon the changes
from 1960 to 1970 were accomplished by computing percentages of the
specific variables. Percent differences were found by subtracting
the 1960 percentage from the 1970 percentage. This figure was then
divided by the 1960 base variable, and multiplied by 100. For example,
in the city of Newark, 20.67. of the labor force was employed in sales
or clerical positions. In 1970, this figure was 22.9% realizing an .
increase of 11.6%. Although speculative this type of analysis provided
the statistical data base for assumptions concerning the future trends
found within these areas.

The methodology for aggregate percentages (white ethnic, black,
Hispanic, city, suburb, SMSA) used in this report was accomplished by
compiling the specific geographic variables, and then finding the mean.
This procedure is in itself statistically improvident, in that it adds
percentages rather than numbers. Nevertheless, the aggregation pro-
cedure is still sufficiently accurate for reasonable assumptions to be
made concerning the data results.
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The "white ethnic" composite statistic included all white
neighborhoods (53), while the Hispanic neighborhoods (10) included
both Puerto Rican and Chicano ethnic groups. A greater distinction
within specific ethnic groups was made when individual ethnic groups
were aggregated. These aggregations included 23 black neighborhoods
10 Polish, 10 Italian, 7 Puerto Rican, 3 Chicano, 4 French Canadian,
3 Irish, 2 Hungarian, 2 Slovak, and 4 WASP, probably Appalachian,
neighborhoods, one Greek and one Russian Jewish.

The integration of data between the first nine cities and the
second nine cities also promoted occasional problems. The two
greatest problems incurred were the paucity of educational data derived
from the first set, and the marital status definition. In the first
nine cities, the category of "separated" was included with "married"
persons. In the second nine city data, "separated" is included with
"divorced" persons. With the "age" category similar problems of
aggregation were discovered, however, neither in the marital status
designation nor the age category were these technical difficulties
significant enough to affect the final results.

It was possible to collect far more data for the second nine
cities than for the first. Because of this some of the aggregate
tables are based on nine cities. However eight aggregate tables are
based on the second nine cities (Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Indianapolis,
Lowell, Milwaukee, Springfield, Toledo, and Wilmington). These tables
are Poverty Statistics, Number of Weeks Worked in 1969, Residence Five
Years Ago, Year Moved Into Housing Unit, Gross Rent, Year Structure
Built, Units in Structure and Number of Automobiles. The aggregate
tables School Enrollment, Occupation, Employment Status, and Marital
Status each have some categoiies based only on data from the second nine
cities. A finer breakdown on housing values was available for the .

second nine cities so that there are two aggregate tables for Housing
Values, one which includes data from the second nine cities only and
the other which includes data from all eighteen cities. One aggregate
table, Place of Work, was based on data from seven cities: Boston,
Buffalo, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Springfield, Toledo, and Wilmington.

The neighborhoods in the second nine cities tended to be smaller,
less educated, more poor, and more ethnically homogeneous. With the
exception' of one French Canadian neighborhood in the Boston SMSA, they
are all located within the city boundaries. The first nine city neighbor
hoods varied in size, were primarily located within the city, and tended
to be more heterogeneous in character.

Given all the procedural limitations and methodological problems
which have been discussed, the study still contains a high degree of
internal validity, and remains essentially correct in following accepted
social science research standards. This report represents perhaps the
most comprehensive research in scope and approach to diverse ethnic
neighborhoods undertaken to date.
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Foreword

"Redlining" is a term that was scarcely known
Lur years ago. Rot thanks to the painstaking

efforts of community groups to preserve their
neighborhoods, we now know that arbitrary refusal
by lenders to invest in older urban neighborhoods
dooms those neighborhoods to a premature
death. That process, popularly called redlining,
bon bwo documented in scores of cities by
community groups that labored in the bas.ements
of county courthooses Iii polilir e statistics Lvhich

011,1L1siVely tldit :.1t1V tivighbOrlr.sl sVere
not .1 la lr ii d tv..rigage rnor\,s And
the moony gr.,up ;- ie-aned for
redre-

The document:- on w. ,,,ilected in bearings last
May hciore the nate ni.rne Commits,. It is
hard 0, recall ,Ir, -stir, 1llv
reforril carp, so .- ,orStioslVv:. from
grass roots Org.1::::ati, S. .,,t1i.tlIi flu was
the testimony is-, Oe.e :hat within several
months Congo,- -na, .1 ar.1 President t,,Cd

into la, r run,;. -ning hilt whieh
sponsored, the , ,V1L 14Wdlgv pt.:de...ore Act
This legislation -spite a stning
backlash during th s .1 Congres against
new regOtatOrV n .my kind.

In many ways. the 'dortgage 1,:sclOSUre
Act is the best kind ,tore legislation hecanse
it rnirviV provide, Lorr.7-1,11W groups and !oval
official, with informo ai, and leaves the precise
remedy t, the locality horn to this new laW.
i! 91' longer be -nwessary ro assemble di.-
investment-statistics. one me:Nage at a time, in
order to docuntent redltning. Fhe Act requires
every bankor savings institution to give a public
accounting of where the community's money is
being lent. With this disclosure. it will be much
more difficult for kmders to justify writing off
entire neighborhoods. as some hove.done in the
past.

5

In our efforts to enact Federal anti-redlining
legislation, members of the Senate It-inking
Committee received invaluable research assistance
from Dr. Arthur Naparstek, and testimony from
the National Center for Urban Affairs. It is alsn
fair to say that the disclosure bill would never
Dave become law but for the research and local
organtuing activity undertaken by the National

,ining and lurt,rtnaliOn Center under Ms. Gale
ncotta's The very idea that mortgage
eestment ,..,-1,,sure would he helpful in the

to ,Aties trom arbttrary disinvestment
.ne : nom the ctimmunity groups.

iegeslation shook] be the beginning,
0, a ;he cooperatWe efforts between
pleemem-r-:, at all levels and community groups
to preset., mid restore urban neighborhoods.
Legislatice- that grows out of the experience of
communire is more likely to succeed than
lcgislalinc ,i,oett from above. For years. the
throst ;it , cal legislatioti for America's cities
sic reflc; sir e Anieriean instinct to tear down
the old ar, -odd anew. Neighborhood groups that
preteted bullthizers were heard dimly, if at
all. Hut as anerica begins to run out 'of infinitely
cheap res, -ece, and suburbs reach their natural
limits, r-,.v makers are beginning to hear the
peepie ant:I:understand the need for policies that
reiogni/e 5115 value of existing city neighborhoods
and the to preserve them.

As Conress gropes for new approaches to the
preservation of old neighborhoods, the lead will
undoubteckiv come from th neighborhoods
themselve- as it sn clearly has in the successful
anti-redlining campaign.

1 4.5
I.

5enator William Proxmire



Preface

With-this paper and the recent legislation
whick the Congress passed this year, we have
embarked on what I hope will be a new era in
the development of national pt)licywit have
finally recognized the importance of the
neighborhood as a basis in public policy
formulation. Residential neighborhoods ant
not simply colkctions of -real properties" to
etc regarded without concern for the
cultures and the potential etonomic gainnot
-drain, they have on a city..

As far back as 1971, when a number of community
organizers and urban affairs activists got together
following a workshop run by the Catholic
Conference for Urban Ministry, we asked our-
selves, was it possible to develop a local issue
into a national one. This paper and the activity
Which has taken place around redlining and dis-
investment throughout the country. has amply
demonstrated how far we have come from asking
that question.

A year later, in March, 1972. Black, llispanic,
White and mixed groups from fifty cities came

..tOgether for a National Housing Conference in
Chicago. Together the participants found that
the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the
real estate. lending and in.surance indostries.
were largely responsible for the decline and
destruction of large areas in the central city.

The 1600 conference participantspoliticians.
neighborhood activists and housing t.onsumer
advecateslearned a great deal from one anotlwr
and carne to the conclusion that black, white and
brown central city residents were being exploited
by these institutkins.

Gale Cincotta of the National Training and
Information Center began to do some sophisticated
research in Chicago to determine the lending
practices of local savings and loan and other
lending institutions and the Fib\ insurance
practices. Arthur Naparstek of the National Center
for Urban Ethnic Affairs began at the same tim
to investigate on a national level a number of
potential strategies to combat urban disinvestnwnt
nd redlining.

Slowly, both the Natnmal Training and
Information Center and the National Center for
Urban Ethnic Affairs. found more and more
neighborhood people working to combat tite
problem. The issue began to surface in local
newspapers. in state legislatures, and finally. on
the floors of the LI.S. Congress with the inttoduction
of a bill by Senator Proxmire (D-Wiso. Chairman
of the Senate Banking Committee requiring full
disclosure by lending instittowns 'Ft, source.
of their assets ,-, -Ile plat ent,' ,I4 Ts,

m r v re sponsored etes..men
MoakIv iD.-Massi and St. Ger, wive

77-154 0 - 76 - 10
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Prior to the Congressional hearings on redlining,
community groups were mobilizing to take action
in their cities. The U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) began to take
another look at the probkins of the neighborhood.
HUD, aloir,g with the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board supportd a 20-city urban reinvestment
program modelled after the Pittsburgh Neighbor-
hood Housing Services program.

Concern and action to help resolve the problems
of redlining and disinvestment spilled over into
hundreds of It wal neighborhood organizations

t. h stiddeniy saw the-same pattern of
instwational bias and neglect in their communities.

Titt, Catholic Church. concerned about the
w,lf,are and stability of the neighborhood began

others in expressing an awareness of this
grr.twing problem:The Campaign for Human
Development of the U.S. Catholic Conference
sponsored a project involving support for anti-
disinvestment programs in the cities of Cincinnati,
Boston. Chicago and Washington, D.C. Most
recently, the National Conference of Catholic
BisNtps affirmed their support for anti-disinvest-
ment procedures. The Bishops, in a statement
titled "The Right to a Decent Home"'affirmed
thmr support for anti-redlining or anti-disinvest-
ment practices. Said the Bishops ".... discrimina-
non based on geography is as destructive as
other forms of discrimination. We must insure
fair and equal access to twailable credit."

-1--te document which follews addresses a
fur aamental cause of urban deterioration and
lay, the groundwork for the challenge that lies
ahe 3dthe development of the re-investment
pre-:Mures to aid tfeclining neighborhoods. I feel
thi- ocument is particularly important because
it nnresents the melding together of nationat
ana community based perspective, on a specific
issv_ -.

it7tpefully this paper will inniate a whole series
of -,rmons that will culminate in a national urban
ne=hborhood policy that would look at all the
fact- ttrs that have an impact on neighborhoods,
anc develop the kinds of soluthms necessary to
revive our declining but still viable urban
neighborhoods. It is hoped that this paper will
be used by various community and church
organizations involved in the problems of
declming neighborhoods in declining cities.

Special thanks and a great deal of credit for
this paper must be given to the staffs of NCUEA
and the National Training and Information Center.
Thanks are also in order for the Campaign for
Human Devekvpment nd the Ford Foundation
for tlwir ink:est in and financial support for
this protect. Without thew not utitthborhood
issue vs wild n-,Yr has ,1.01011.11 poliv

6
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Urban Disinveswtrent:
The Road to Decriine

Since hot,log and commitu,ntv dovelopmt it

enacted into taw Programs direc-ee at halting th.
legislation w. billion,. of ,,,17. been

physical deterioration nt Americar cities include
Public liousing. the I-I I (Feder:at I Iottsine,
Administration), Llrlaau Renewal' Model Cities. anti
more recently, Revenue Sharing, Community
Development lies emu. Sharing ICIallS) and housing
allowances . to nante a few. Plans in,v, been
,undertaken at every level. from the local to the
national, to preserve both the tact aird the spint
of our cities. Yet in 147n, American . Hies ore still
confronted with enormous &fitful:h., middle-
class popolations flee to the nburb, economic
and las haws erode. crnue increases. and the

nni life cm,njjnots, to decline The housing
crisis is expanding and now touches almost every
malor urban center. Why, after so many programs
and so much attentiott . do thes. pmblems
persist? Why are our cities in greater trouble
now than ever hefore

The problem td urban decline is a comply one.
Clei.ernment policy analysts, academicians,
journalists and others agree that it is caused by
a number of converging factors including the
effects of intraMetropolitan lob dispersal. the
brealstitncn of municipal anti .tate Fiscal systems.
housing obsolescence, demographic changes. anti
real estate management policies.

Despite such analyst), however, urban policies
and programs have largely failed We believe that
while the, factors are indeed significant, the
principal reason tor these failures is I hit t he
s'istenth: origins of urban decline have not been
clearly recognized. The requisite preconditions for
effective change have not been met. Instead of
per..oiYing that the detenohttion of our cities is
rooted in certain institutionalized policies, attittideS
anti practices. the tendency hos often been
respond to symptoms. '.'or structured into tin
system in most eines are pnicii.nnna2i, whn.'n In' n,

lin thsi-finnanAtion and inn,ututv he Innn'nlyn
rulWardb

'"Or, '" 7,i,ghho!-^ One :luso-rutin:go..
gamst s. the °the: discrimmate-
gainst entire corrmuniti or When ...liner eq !these

Is operating. we can itpectlensitms innetwern
thin Mien- lin morec-e. and One. decline of thn
to accelerate.
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A second reason for the persistent failure
programs has been.the tendency to perceive t;ie
problem on a grand scale. Virtually all efforts to
halt the decline of our cities are marked by a failure
to define national policy initiatives which serve
the varied needs of differing neighborhoods. If we
are to speak realistically of Preconditions required
for effective change, it must be recognized that
the neighborhoodnot the sprawling, anonymous
metropolisis the key. In real terms, people live
in neighborhoods, not cities. In real terms, their
investments, emotional as well as economic, are in
neighborhoods, not cities. And the city cannot
survive if its neighborhoods continue to decline.

Purpose and Assumptions

This publication addresses training as part of
the larger problem of urban disinvestment. Its
purpose is to discuss the redlining dilemma with
special emphasis on establishing linkages between
the private, public and community sectors. It
will define and examine redlining in terms of
cause, effect and inherent strategies for change,
and provide case histories which illustrate both
its consequences and workable options for its
elimination. Finally, it win Provide specific
recommendations for dealing with redlining at the
lOcal, state and national levels, with primary
emphasis on options ft...organizing local citizen
efforts to combat it.

There are four basic, formative assumptions
underlying this perspective on the nature of urban
disintegration and the preconditions requisite for
ending it. The first of the5e assumptions is that
the roots of urban declineand attendant
problems such as vandalism and widespread health
hazards--are systemic. Until these problems are
seen as the result of inequities built into the
social fabric, programs at even,- level and of every
magnitude will rescit ip

A sectind, related .15SueVtion :ertain
preconditions whrich muse be me,- even the
minimal climale for effective change is to exist.
For example, since the availability of credit has
a direct bearing on the quality of urban life and
the net effectiveness of urban government, credit
policies constitute a major precondition. Adequate
credit policies, supported by law and enforced
by both the public and the Private sectors, must
exist to insure that the challenge of neighborhood
revitalization can be met.

As mentioned earlier, a third assumption
made in this publication is that the neighborhood
is the real arena for action to revitalize the city.
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As a political, geographic and programmatic
component of the metropolis, and as the repository
of human economic and emotional investments,
the neighborhood is the logical building block for
revitalization efforts.

The fourth, and equally important, assumption is
that needed systemic change can be fostered at
the grass-roots level. Contrary to popular belief,
citizen organizations have a long, honored position
in American life. The philosophy of a citizenry
united to effect change is at the very heart of
our politics, and is one of the most direct, economical
and effective means to maintain a satisfactory
quality of life. The fact that redlining has Come
to be recognized in many quarters as a factor
contributing to urban decline, is duelargely to
organized citizens concerned about the condition of
their lives, neighborhoods and cities. As this
publication will show, the efforts of a variety of
citizen organizations provides a clear indication
that disinvestment is susceptible to grass-roots
pressures, and can lead to partnerships between
the citizenry, the public and the private sectors.

The Cycle of Decline

Disinvestment is literally a series of progressive
steps by which area lending institutions extricate
themselves from neighborhoods they predict will
deteriorate. Among the principal tactics in dis-
investment is redlining. Thus termed because' more
blatant practitioners draw red lines around target ,
neighborhoods on area maps, redlining may consist
of outright refusal to accept mortgage or home-
improvement loan applications. Or it may involve
a number of subtler actions: awarding mortgage
loans on inordinately short terms with high
downpayment requirements; refusing to lend on
properties older than a prescribed number of years;
stalling on appraisals to discourage potential
borrowers; underappraisals; refusing to lend in
amounts below a fixed minimum figure, and
charging inordinately high closing costs, to name
a few. As a policy, it is defended on the grounds
that investment in high risk areas is equivalent
to mismanagement of depositors' funds, and is
ultimately counter-productive, both for the
depositor and for the lending institution.

In practice. however, redlining is less a protective
action against unnecessary financial risk, and
more a self-fulfilling prophecy of decline for specific
neighborhoods. First, the decision to "redline" is
based on a sub/edify assessment of the likely
effects of (1) race or ethnicity, (2) age of the
housing stock, and (3) the potential for financlal
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Phase IV: The Rise of FHA Insured Mortgages
Savings institutions concur in the decision to
redline the neighborhood, and shortly
conventional loans are considered to be "too
risky." Inevitably, all the neighborhood
properties are financed under FHA 11:XW'a-
insured mortgages. Realtors, speculators,
brokers, and big institutional investors,
accustomed to the complexities of the J-11A
mortgage process, move in.

Phase V: Decline
The neighborhood is "turned over" in a few
years. Property values decline; while taxes
dt i! higher, relative to the value of the

Absentee landlordism flourishes.
and with it, the incentive for property
maintenance disappears. Insured FfiA
mortgages compound the loss of incentive
for property maintenance. Building
abandonment increases. Crime increases.
City services decline.

Phase VI: Urban Renewal
The redlined neighborhood is by now
completely blighted. The city sells the
property to well-connected developers.
and large-scale, profitable projects are
begun. Conventional 'financing reappears
for the new developments, and the cycle is
begun again.

The cycle of decline described above suggests
the influence of several interrelated issues:

(I) That certain factors will likely emerge as
common to redlined inner-city neighbor-
hoods: e.g., residents' ra6alethnie makeup:
age of housing stock and residents mcome
levels.

(21 That systemic attitudes related to racial ethnic
minorities and lower- and working-class
poor help to shape disinvestment policies,
and that institutionalized self-interest is
among the factors that inhibit effective
industty response to the urban dilemma.

Since data on the lending patterns of savings and
loans are limited, it i5 as yet impossible to
present a Precise statistical relationship between
such factors as race, ethnicity, age of housing
stock, level of income or proximity to ethnically
tranAional areas, and disinvestmentiredlining.
While we acknowledge the fact that until such
data exist in full, these relationships cannot be
fully documented, nevertheless, it is apparent that
they are key factors in the decision to disinvest.
This is not conjecture. Available statistics point
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directly to the impact of race, age of housing and
income level upon redlining and the resultant
disinvestment.

No one, including statisticians, is prepared to
accept numerical data alon. Narrative documenta-
tioncase histories, for exampleabounds to
support the conclusion that disinvested neigh-
borhoods tend to share three fundamental
characteristics:

1. If the neighborhood is not already pre-
dominantly black or ethnic, the population
is shifting toward a non-white majority, or
the neighborhood is in close proximity to
predominantly blackethnic areas;

2. The housing stock is more than 15 years
old; and,

3. The residents may be from many income strata,
but are primarily in the low- to moderate-
income brackets.

It is important to examine each of these conclusions
in some detail.

Race and Ethnicity

Virtually every major document on the subject
of disinvestment. redlining and disclosure is
crammed with references to the relationship
between the residents' raceethnicity, and the
decision to disinvest. Contained in the record
of the 1975 hearings on the'Home Mortgage
Disclosure Bill (S. 1281), for example, is a
statement which serves as a small bibliography
of studies, linking the two:

A series of studies by the Committee of the
ludiciaty, U.S. Senate, the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission and the National Committee
Against Discrimination in Housing on the
degree of conventional mortgage lending in
major American cities in the last decade has
revealed the decreasing commitment on the
part of commercial and savings banks and
savings and loan associations ro underwriting
single-family residential mortgages in areas
undergoing racial transition, areas that
soon would be in transition, or areas already
dominated by minority groups.'

But these are not by any means the only such
reports. In the wealth of material on the dis-
investment problem, two studies focusing
explicitly on the statistical correlation between
raceethnicity and disinvestment have attained
an almost classic status: Karen Orren's Cproorate
Power and Social Change, and Richard J. Devine's
Where tife L'17111, LOAS rirSk These stodies examine
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Table I
Lending to Hispanic Population

(Mortgage Dollars per Capita

Source: S. 12S1. U.S. Senate Banking Committee.. Hrar,g5, II, 1073.

It is unfortunate that more data are not available
showing the causal relationship between re'
ethnicity and mortgage disinvestment. But the
available data suggests a correlation between race
ethnicity and its impact on the decision to
award mortgage and or home improvement loans

in urban neighborhoods." For example, a study of
the lending patterns in Los Angeles. California,
supports the conclusion that ethnicity also
matters very much in the lender's decision about
where to invest.

12
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The following statistics. presented as testimony
in the Senate Committee Hearings, describe
lending in Washington. D.C. between 1972-1474,
and point to the same pattern.

Ou 36"., of the total El C. loan volume went
to eleven zip codes with an average of
black population;
Nearly one-half of the loans to these zip code
areas (15"ol went to Capitol I bll neighborhoods
120002 and 20001i with a rapidly increasing
white porilation;
Four predominantly white 1.-17"al zip code
areas (20007. 8, 15, and Int representing rinly
14"0 of the city's population. received 40".,
of rhe total volume of D.C. re,11 estMe
Zip Code 2001o, representing only of the
,iry's population, received of the city.,
real estate loan volume and the average loan
size wa, $72,500. The average loan size in the
four black zip code areas ref :red to above
amounted tei only 522.300.-

Similarly, a comparison of Northeast and North-
west Philadelphia between t9on and 1470 shows
that.

. .. the percentage ot mortgages granted in
the northwest area by institutional lender-
has decreased from 75.'" of the lotal in 1.11,0
to 20"e in 1470 During the . some period .
the percentage of mortgages granted in
northeast area by institutional lenders as
fluctuated between 70 and 400e .... e And.

xi examination of census data reveals
in no uncertain manner that (while the two
areas do not differ substantially in stability
of income, level ot employment. educational
level and other key variable,* northwest area
and northeast area do diner with respect to
racial coinpiition. The non-white population
in northwest area increased from IS",. in 1460 to
46".. 70. In the northeast area, non-whrtes
nurnt d only 33 out of a total population
in 14bh rif over 100,000 and the 1470 census
showed only 168 non-whites out of ap-
proximately the same total population:.

Moreover in Chicago:

. there is a clear trend in the relocation
patterns of Chicago savings and loan associa-
tion,: on the average, associations relocated
from Chicago community areas and suburbs
with higher percentages of non-white residents
to communities with lower percentage, ot
non-white residents BY 1"e0 census nuzzaaires.

13
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associations moved from community areas
with an average of 10.240 non-white residents
to communities 3.7.sir non.whito. By 1470
census measures, the former office community
area, had a nun-white residency ot 22.5",
and the new locations had an average non-white
residency ot 4 70,

Related to these considerations is another series
ot consequences affecting those wino live or want
to live in changing and or minority neighborhoods.
The tirst is the forced use 01 private financing.
As noted bv George Sternlieb, citing Frederick
Case, there is evidence to suggert that in ono
area at least. home buyers who utilize non-
institutional finaneing.pav S-12", higher lending
costs than those associated with immtutional
loans..1 Thus the forced reliance on prwate
tmancing that accompanies disinvestment double
victimized minorities, and these abuses ore so
pronounced that such lending devices are known

Alsh:::-11111;:lcko l cna,xe. t'i':;ence ot conventional credit

dpLi-Trica-si ;'):::pcauriindipbleYs

Baltimore Department of Housing, Community
Development and Planning, points to the large
proportion of H1A-msured loans in areas in
which conventional financing is absent.' The
significanie here is simply that discrimination
based on race ethnicity :s not always nwrely ui
matter of outright refusal to le nd Otten. in fait,
it is etfeeted through the overuse and abuse ot
the FHA mechanism. a public insurance program
Characterized by high foreclosure rates due
more to its complexity and poor administration
than to the neghgance ot the mortgagor.

A dun.: consequence is the practice of -under-
appraisal.- A report entitled, -Horne Mortgage
Financing and Racial and Economic Integration,-
prepared by the U.S. Commirsion on Civil Rights.
contains among its findings that -a professional
appraisal hum used until the early 1470's inquired
tvhether a neighborhood's ethnic composition
was changing. If such a shift (vat occurring, the
value of the property would be lowered for appraisal
purposes.-. Since such an appraisal is made for
mortgage purpo,es, "underappraising" effectivzly
means that the potential buyer MUM Come up
with a larger downpayment, or a second or
third mortgage.

Age of Housing Stock

A second characteristic common to many dis-
invested neighborhoods is the age of their housing
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. a report prepared by the Chicago
Metropolitan Area Housing Alliance included
the t011owing statement

Another Oak Park resident, Bruce Samuels,
nem fo Bell Federal Sax ings and lion . in
downtown Chicago, a billion dollar ',wing'
and loan. winch 20 years ago actively solicited
Mortgage loans in Oak Park. The applicant.
with good credit and an established ph.
was told by Bell Federal's staff that the house
was "too old- for a conventional loan cn
standard terms. Yet this is 3 :ery solid, well-
kept 55-year-old stucco-sided home. b.',

veroted lii the ackrozvledscrh,,, ot

its
Peg Te-teral that MI Pedcraf retie-es lisois

those 0Z.V. ho st%IrS iNcthis
is a billion dollar "swings and lion --thus;
effectively boycotting almost all of Chicago
and the established inner-ring suburbs around

Although the solaces from which this publication
was compiled contain some statistics and a
wealth of narrative data relating age if 110/Sting
Stock to redlining. they ontain virtually ns1
instances in which housing stock age ha, been
examined as an Mdepondert variable. Despite the
absence of a good data base. solid evidence f-r;
the relationship exists in the way public officials
view the problem. For example, the hearings
record contains a letter from Robert R. Elliott
for Carla A. Hilts. Secretary ot the Department
of Housing and Urban Development. to Senator
Proxmire. The letter. ni ccef. limits the hearing,
to the problem alder hrbaut Puighborhood, undergo
with respect to mortgage availability:

The Department of Housing and Urban
Development shares the Comnottoe's (omen:
for Masimizing utilization of the nation's
OM ming housing -toils. Pursuit 01 this
kit-wit:ye reqUires that thic Fecutive Branch
and the Congress seek to de-C-Clop teChniques
tor preventing. limiting and eeversing
decline Sut ,1%1b'r ',ban aeNttharbood, ;eh r

t',-ttaPt ato 4ta,'k

A letter from Frank Willie. Chairman of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDICi to Senatiir
Proxmire. also dSIIIe that the bulk of testimony
on the disclosure bill will concern older areas:

s. 1251 is basically disclosure legislatiOn which
000ld require all 'depository; institutions'
isbn h make 'tederally related mortgage loans'
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small deposit,. it is not good business to loan
to small borrowers One mortgagee in Milwaukee
stated outright that do not gr.ant loan, for
under Sle,t01.-zx

Tt-stimony from community' leaders and city
official!: given during the recent Senate
hearings on disclosure suggests a strong
relationship between redlinisg and :esti of
income. For example. Robert C Embnz.
Commissioner of Housing. Baltimore. Maryland.
stated:

'Lending policies relating to the size of loans
eliminated a substantial portion ot Baltimore
City transactionsthe prevaihrt;
being 'no loans ander Si 5.00ffwhere 75
percent of our residential market is tinder

Data from East Lot .Angeles Colvornia make much
the same point: .

The compariswn with the richest areas et the
city is staggering. Beverly had during
these five months thirty loan, per tract. and
5517 per capita in single family loans.
eompared to East Lt Angeles

Such reports make a clear case kr: the argument
that redlining is related to level of incomein a
manner which discriminates by proximity (the
refusal to loan in areas marked by low. to moderate-
incomes, regardless of the financial qualifications
of the applicant), and on the basis of mere size
of loan requested. A graph from Los Angeles.
shows a distinct correlation between medran

mcome, on the one hand. and concentranon
of mortgages by dollar-value in the poorer inner:
city anti the wealthier suburbs, on the other
As the report authors note:

Comparisons of per capita lending with income
levels in Los Angeles show even sharper
discrimination (than that based on meek Areas
with a median family income of over 523,000,
had four times the per capita loon dollars
than the next highest income category. and
900 hercs the loan dollars than the lowest
incerne areas."

The significance of these figures. as the authors'
point out, is that a simple dollatsvalut comp -isoo
tA lenders' records is apt to be misleading.
Whereas one lender may make a total of SI00,000
in mortgages. he she nr,iy do so in only lint:-
mortgages; another lender, making mortgage, in
an equivalent amount, may grant twenty Wee,
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But these figures also show quite cleady that
lenders concentrated in extra-city araas yvhere the
median income tends to be high. and ignored the
inner:city, whore median incomes seere lower.
A, the Baltimore Housing Commissioner noted
in a similar study.

Our general findings revealed that lending in
Baltimore City tellowed certain geographic
patterns. Muah ot the lending was concentrated
in Areas categOried by above average
income and value of housing. As expected,

tound a dearth of lending in areas ss here
housing values were low and income low.
There were. however. persons and areas
whiah seemed to represent acceptable risks
but appeared not to have adequate access
tt, Private eflotrtFOUe

In short, :he case studies presented in the
tesOrnomv point to the impact of income in the
redhning deciswr They note that the decision
is bawd not se much on what income level means
with respect to ability to carry a mortgage, but
rather, on what income level teems to say about
the nighborhood.

-fh,..seyiety of characteristics common to redlined
neighhorhoods presented above is not by any
means tonclusive. In fact, it should be read as
a signpost, an indication that though the hypothesis
tends to be borne okrf in available documentation.
a concerted effort ',Would be directed at linking
these traits solidly to the disinvestment decision.
Fer exar pIe. entil More data are available, it is

:ubtful wheiher the matority of the depository
industry and its regulatory agencies can be
persuaded to respond effectively to the needs of
the Im,er-incorne groups and the minorities. The
banking interests. When left ess:entially to their
own good faith to end disinvestment, have been
astonishingly inadequate. Apart from a few
policy directives othrming equal housing
opportunity, the industry has persisted in seeing
ettorts cnd -atilining as efforts to promulgate
bad bosinoss ,,rt little else is to he reasonably
expected 'elle') eroa regulatory' agencies and the
depository IttlitS Jre C.rught Up iv, bureaucratic
networks which are incestuous. Often Ft ILBB
niernbers are former directors of banks and Sand L's,
and retired industry executives, In such a cir-
cumstance, it is naive to expect any but self-
inter ,sted policies. Moreover. to date, Federal
policy makers have too often gone but half the
distance festard creating tifective, equitable
pi flick's Ftrr tcomple, 'both Ilup and the
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Table II

Mortgage Lending Versus Median Family Income
Los Angeles, California
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Ctvil Rights CoMemssion have issued equal
housing endors.ernents. neither agency is equipped
with entdi ;ern eiri powers

This more than merely suggests the need for
thorough-going examination of the constitution
of regulat,rY bodies and government enforcement
potential. I, calls nor only for more and better
data on the tailors impacting disinvestment anci
on the relationship betweyn redhning and the
cycle of nelghborhood decline. but also for a keen
analysis of the makeup ot regulatory bodies and
examination of their pc,licies concerning such
additional variables as public services and state
and local urban administration.

As this chapter has attempted to demonstrate.
there is AO pressin, need for studies which
examine the hypothesis that class is a principal
common denominator in inner-city disinvested
neightmrhoissis. Again, if. as this preliminary study
suggests, the correlation between level ot income

J key determinant Class! And disinvestment
:an be substantiated. a basis around sshich
blacks. browns and whites can unite for their
mutual benefit will exist. Xlot only will such a
coalition spur the efforts to end redlining. but
al,,o it will form a constituency agano,.: di..
investment and related hoosidg abuses which
neither the industry regulatory bodies nor 10,74
state and Federal ageniies can afford to ignore.

Finally. .3% Charter 11 will show. cni/en's grass
Totats efforts all across the country have proved
the effeenveness re,,arch and community
organization. io the attempt to curb donnyectment
Their etfort% hate shown conclusicyly what even
ineornplete studies Carl tt arm th.: publis
against indu.try discrimination Arai trom
making real progress, these etforts also confirm
the /iced tor data suds as the Disclosure la,
provides. and for examination of the systennc
we.; uitio. which enable di-investment to occur

'L oogres,-. (...nnint:,, hankeig Ion, ng
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Citizen Organizing Against Redlining:
Option.; For Action
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The Chicago L.:fort tsegan ssi.O a tew church and
community groups whose members were residents
of redlined neighborhood, in i...hicago'. West
Side. In iskia the, groups 'formed the Wes-t 5tde
(oalitton. whoise earliest 'Case Mstdry- is typical
ot the kind of circumstance that can launch a
national ettort, In its early day., ts, people_
one a 1.-%Ats mnci the other Puerto Ricanapproached
one iii the Coalitton's netghberhood :end, ss
complaints ot having been denied loans despite
their good credit ;And sound reputations The
rea, tor :he denial they said. War. "'re,,a1
cifillmstances--later defined as the ktnder's
opinion that the neighborhood concerned was
"gotng down."

As a resuli of this meeting tnemtnirs ot the
Coalition paid a visit to the ottending bank
where the 'special circunistanCes- argument was
put torward as mstitication tor the limn denials
Coalition inemPers countered %sub demands tor
some voice in where their dollars windd gsi tof
immediate processing ot the denied loans. ha
the establishment of :1 iC.(V0.)00 nri`rigag,
,V,Ource pool and for the right to review tutom
retected application,. In turn, the bankers
responded with -stonewall- tactics interrupted
briefly by a letterwhwh claimed that 300 leans
totalling Sn.0011,000 or Ns°, of the bank., eapital
were outstanding in the area. S4.itiii t.itlkl ot which
was in teal estate loans. In fast, however. the
bank's capital totalled some SW tnillten; and So
million in loans hardly constituted the alleged
tssi percent

At MI, point. the Coahtton discussed isturth,er
of tactics for Immediate actiontniluding the
possibility of wtthdrawing the members'
assets in protest. A quick check Yielded a total

S:14,000. a sum which would liase asade no dent
whatever in asset, of 5n11 million, and the
tacttc was shelved in favor of a more visible
st rategy.

'The Coalition again paid a sem to the bank,
this liMe to hand ou; filers to the day's clients,
describing redlining. Again, the response was
negltgiblet a few police cruisers, a tel.- angry
protests as the clients understood the significance
of Iedlining. a fee' furtive peeks mint behind
the bank's drawn km-tains, and nothing more

The strategy ilearly had to change And it did
the fkillOWIng Saturday, the Coalmon member,
disided into -mail group- and went to the bank
to transact some business line bv one. as slowly
and ineptie as po-subIe, the grime. opened
,asings its ounts 0; ottIilLtt took oto a dollar
from a :itvil.,11.!..1.sount and di posited It right

77-04 0 - 76 II
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assay in a savings account: requeSted sacks full of
coins in exchange for a fess bills; pretended to
be students engaged in research. and pestered the
clerk, and tstIlen. tor detailed innocuous
information. bought 53 travellers' cheeks. SI
moues order,, and opened 51 Christmas Club

Tho, Wilts were bilingual insisted on
!Litt...tiling their business in Polish. Ckraiman.

anc., .usd ether language,. and means:Mk,
outside . drivers congested the parking lot and
plagued the drivesin teller. Still, riot much
happened, gut in an impromptu act .it frustration
and anger. one elderly Polish woman slammed
her sack ot fitty pennie, to the floor, and
within two hour,. the gt. T met with the bank's
president and It, 130a rd chairperson. Not only
were ail the demands won, but the bank also.
contributed SI WO to the Coalifion.

This kind ot tactic Was riT 'td around tht;
city and a tew other, similar JgreCrnents Wert'
negotlated Fsut nothing of real substance had
changed. the Coalltion and M.t public were still
dependent on the industry's good faith in lending.
Nest, the Coalition moved "downtown,- to the
larger tinansda' institutions in the -Loop.- At
each they requested mortgages on properties
within their neighborhoods, and at each, were told
time and again that -this is an FHA area,- or
"that', a changing neighborhood.- and were
offered better terms on suburban properties.
Kepetition ot that experience led gradually to
the understanding that the banks had some
spectal knowledge that tu,t was not public, and
to the recognition that art FHA area meant a
neighborhood in whtch the banks wouldn't -risk"
conventional loans.

The Coalition requested a meeting with the
pre,Ident ot one large bank to pose a fess direct
questions Instead of corning himself, he sent two
vice-presidents who began their discourse with a
Cillds,Cending explanation vf how a Mortgage is
obtained, and interrupted with questions on
more rekvant aiatte, ended their discourse by
calling the tneettng an Inquisition. and left
betore thing, even got started.

Shortly, the group dropped in on the president
at his home in a distant suburb. After lengthy
negotiations on his front porch. he eventually
agreed to meet thy following week in his office.
At that meeting. he denied the existence of FHA
a7ras, but confronted with facts, figures. names
and dams, he retracted that statement and promised
mortgages would never again be denied on
those ground. The however. was nnt
inchriod aie_tp: mere promise.: good faith
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broken once can be broken twice, with impunity.
Eventually, the two parties agreed that a meeting
with the County Savings and Loan Board would
be arranged.

The initial meeting between the Coalition and
theSavings and Loan Board led to monthly meetings
at which rejected loan applications were reviewed.
Matters improved slightly-13 previously rejected
applications were approvedbut the burden of
proof was still on the community, and still the
necessaty data were lacking.

This blow-by-blow account gives a good idea
of the tone and reaction that can be expected
in initial communityindustry confrontat;ons. But
it tolls only a small pan of what can result from
such a beginning. Out of this localized strategy
grew a number oi developments with both state
and local ramifications. As the Chicago West Side
Coalition grew in experience, it recognized that
while confrontation with selected institutions
is extremely helpful as an industry public
consciousness-raising tactic to gain access to key
officials wiih whom substantive negotiations can
occur, by itself it is not enough. Coalition leaders
shifted gears, and sought a broader base from
which to attack disinvestment and redlining.

The most significant and far-reaching result was
the First National Housing Conference in March,
1972, which not only produced resolutions that
generated national attention and sparked national
actions against housing industry abuses, but also
helped to crystallize the Chicago effort. People from
across the country-38 states and 75 urban centers
went into the '72 conference with a relatively
narrow, local focus, and came out with the National
Training and Information Center (NTIQ to
provide information and to coordinate organizing
activities to expand the conference's grass-roots
base. In addition, the conference participants
decided to form National People's Action on
Housing (NPAH) to act as a national people's
lobby on urban issues. The day-to-day ta:Mcs it
employed are less important than the formative
concepts and principal strategies with which
they were defined.

Coalition Building: National Action Strategies

The National Training and Information Center
(NIX) has established an astonOting track record
in reversing redlining, disinvestment and related
housing abuses. It serves as a national information
clearinghouse on redlining and FHLBB mortgage
lending policies ,:nd practices, whereas the
National People's Action on Housing (NPAH) serves
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as a nation,a1 network of anti-disinvestment
forces with national legislative repercussions.

By means of facilitating such coalitions as the
:Metropolitan Area Housing Alliance (MAHAL
NT1C has demonstrated quite convincingly that
an organized, mass-based community effort can
in fact reverse abusive policies. Its track rx-vord
continues to be useful not only as an itceittive
for other neighborhoods in other cities. bui also
as a study in specific strategies and th..ar under-
lying concepts.

%TIC has employed five interrelated strategies
which, combined, constitute a model for community
organizations involved in social action for change
on local and national levels:

Neighborhood street orpouzing expand the
grass-roots base so necessary for comeatting the
dectruction of our communities;
Research into hard data as a means of pressuring
the industry and its regulatory bodies for
disclosing data on mortgage lending practices.
and the use of both self- and industry-generated
data as evidence of the need for brood-based
efforts to end disinvestment:
The use ot conirentatuur tactics as a means of
calling industry ond public attention to the
nature and extent of the problem, and a5
/r.;--,r4;:e for negotiating preliminary victories;
The conduct of responsible negotiations at the
city, state ai.d Federal levels aimed at effective
collaboration of citizens, industry officials
and public authorities in ending redlining.
and
The er.clopment of specific programs and
policies at the city, state and Federal levels.
which will prohibit disinvestment and provide
reinvestment incentives.

The approach combining these strategies is a flexible
one, and has resulted in concrete end products.
A closer look at several of these key strategies
is important.

Research and Data Collection Programs

Before any community group can effectively seek
solutions to redlining, it must seek ways to
document the extent of the problem within the
neighborhood. One of the most successful of such
efforts has been a voluntary survey of savings
and lending data for Savings and Loan Associations
in the Chicago area. This study, conducted by
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board of Chicago,
was stimulated by community organizations and
validated the concerns of community residents.

The survey showed that many of Chicago's older



neighborhoods received only 3 cents for each
51.00 they had deposited, whereas during the saihe
period, the suburban communities receixed over
30 cent,: fzr each 51.00 on deposit One of the
most severely redhned communities is zip code
area e,Ob22. The study showed that while the
saving, and loans reported a total of 533
in deposits from that area. thee only made 53o0.000

murtgage loans dunng the period from lunc
30. 147" td lUne 20. 1473. The survey also showed
that there had been a drastic 43 percent decline
in the amount of home improvement loans within
thr cite between 1472 and 1473,

The 'survey in Chicago. however, also uncovenzd
several problems that sh bou._ _e corrected in
tutor, sun ey, of this kind. First. the survey wa-
voluntAry; consequently, a nurnbrer of niator
institutions either did tic: answer the questionnaire
or furnished utile partial ansWers. 5.econd, the
geographic disclosures solaited %%as' LT zip code
a unit which is much too large tor accurate
yompansens. For example, in mons Chhago zip
code areas. the neighbothoods run the entire
gamut from luxury housing to lover-Income units
As a result. the total investment in these
ciide arca- otten does not indicatii ',Sere redlining

ihe no if-talent upper-im onle housing
oft`ets tbe 13,1, of int i.struent Iliuer- and
moderate-in.-or/le housing A more useful una :or
geographic dis..losure ssould be _emu- traits.
which are Mall enough to be reasonably
hf.mogeneous

A se resear,li h is a solunteer
data re,e.irkh choit ra-t tArl'i ten. e
in hicago and elsetsheie has shihsii that this
arl, each is 4'tien l'iccause of ftle t.uit:tt

regulat.iry bodfe, and theii der ii-itcn
institut,ins ,00perate in dist losing their
lending le:ord. Appold, A eontains some
approa, hes to soltinteer research and esomples
it some oi the flota foliation instruments the%

ha, emplo,ed h as those ii.ed !flu
Metrt.riitao lousing ,Vlianie

Negotiation fur Public Polk, Formulation

( based ettoris int the iedllinng
o-slie re-tilted in the ,IVatitIll i.1 t.:1.11,1111!,,
revien mg and negotioting bodies a GO'

itr,n11,'.1, 'It tO ,ev. and L.rintilote referinhfrda-
:loos for-ice:rune disinfest:novo find redlininO
fold the corstirig trtote egoloti, if Ins estierting

orninitfee to trolls
iirst the i.s fonors

a .1 "1,( It II '1 11:
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a meeting with the Governor. at which he was
pushed to express his concern by appointing a
Cornmi,sran curnpriscNi of representativs-s of the
community. the financial and real estate industries
and other interests to investigate complaints ot
mortgage practice abuses and formulate legislative
and regulatory changes to combat the probkm.
It is important to note here that citizen efforts
persisted beyond securing the Governor's commit-
ment to create the Commission. The Coalition
continued to meet with the Governor's staff to
draft the details of the Commission's makeup.
for it felt that sizeable community representation
fin the Commission was crucialideally. the
Coolition sought one-half the Commission's
membership to represent community interests.

As the Illinois Governor's Commission proceeded.
the community interest segment worked a, a team
to insure the passage ot numbzr of viable
resolutions. The first of the Commission's
signiticant achievements so as the pat'''.K, of a
resolution on the Governor to appoint to
the thenvacant position of Commissioner ot
Savings and Loan ,As,ticiations person is ho was
'I, sympathetic to the problems ot the community;
2 i,mrnitted mondatorc fall. public dixclosure
ot depo.its and lending intormation by financial
institutions ond If f ortunoted to the active
o'ntorsertiont eisting state antifredhning
regulations The Covemor subsequently appointed
o Lommisslonel %silo has publifly committed
hmiselt ea,h of these points.

A seiond motor lonmussion achiesenient was that
It legitimatized iimmunite group efforts by
;`,4, dune a high-level torum tor bringing the lt,l0
t' th' 't turn! ton civh. leaders and
ItY Press And third otter months of dolibcrotions
the l'ommission arrived at conclusions and
ieconinieldations identical to those that neighbor-
hood groups in Chicago's redlined communities
had long 3d, ih.atcd twei.ito.:ailv, the Commission's
tinal report iek.inimended and ptoposed

It 1 hat the state pass a la,. di, laring the a. t
,it redlining to be illegal-

, tinArli.1,1! In-tin:Nor, be required to
On .1 'Vint...Inn

ten-u- trak-ts and rip .odes. the dollar
amount ot all mortgoge lending
deposits.
The modoicattun ot regulations governing
the chmter. reh,otIon !,,unchIng. merger.
ir redesignation ii home ottiies tor state
or I c.ier,11; bart,red sayings and loan

-0 that the, better protect the
ot

1 6 4
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(1) 'rlie licensing and regulation of mortgage
hankers' Ithe most unregulated of all mayor
sources of home financing) and,

0) A minimum forebearame requirement in the
state that sVinilt1 combat the practice of last-
tineclosure aminum among ILIA mortgagers.

Notably, the Commission's succesa did not
end with recoinnit notations and proposals. To date,
though the licensing and nunonium torebearance
11.110W1 nientlat ions have met seith limited ,l1Ctoss,

nlisClo,11n. lace, an anti-redlining law
and saving and lean regill-ation moslitications
have been coat tell I he l'ommirusion and the
NIAl IA meetings also afforded the effort invaluable
contacts in the state Isgislatine who trace helped

antia.lisinvestrotirt legislation
hoteani omaitment

A second review and negotiating limb-, in
addition to the Governor's lammoission, giew
out ot the Coalition's organiling around di,.
investment Reacting positively to its i alls tor
action, the Illinois Slam I 4.0,101On. enlposc,ronl Its
Legislative Insestigating lominittee to conilioct
a detailed study ot mortgage redlining. In order
to determine all fnClls anti
tnnnitnnutrntv grolir represUntativos met with the
Committee's director to ensure that a num(ner ot
key toriuminity demands were MCI

.1 hat the hearing would be at night sit that
the residents of redlined communitie
1.11,111j attend;

t2) 'that all financial institutions be requited to
publids disclose On .1 seineannual basis.
by oamstis tracts and iip uudo- ,, the dollar
amount of all mortgage lentlimg and all
tleposits:.

t.-to That critical key witnesses sup,gested by the
IV

II/ Float these witne,es ovonilit Ire asked
tine...hums submittecl lii Ole community
Stoups. and

Ira Float hearings and disclosure ot lending data
try financial institutions be required Mr tly
investigation.

The CL'onomittee hearings included tostiniony bolo
saricts persons--community leadirs,

resitlints of rsollined communities whose trrortgage
appbsations hart been rttectis.l. inthistn officials,
representative% of firms accused of redlining,
and reprtsentat Ives Inom a number ot state and

ndorin ova. later unitedly eut .1.mo aoloolinearatne
ngolatien rather Maui at leote.latoan ot,111111
14 0111 rending

2-

1 5

Of.
Z.

goverointntal uogencies. The most significant
staterients, notably. cattle frOill 1.11nionnyou agonl,
who plowd as lvolllil trornasyers, their tistinoonv
cerifitcl cit liens' alltgations. and enslIred that
the industry could no longer discrecht such
rfalonOLnIs Nesertheless. financial institutions'
representatives still continued to dens' ans. Innli
not redlining. even in the presence ot Atoning
evidence to the contrail; Significantly, the
investigating (:orimession had the power to
subpoena data (nom a number of Imam-hit insti-
tutions oiciiseil of redlining. Analysis of that
subpoenunod data ...Ivarly inclicattd 'hat 1 nimil000r
of institution,n horn,' inflict, simply
to take in sasiogs froin the local tornirmintY -

which later ,Vere 111Vo....leti In the suburbs
In WM. Ow Loinnolloo heating, I iirtlitr supported

and legitmolitil thi efforts ot community groups
mu neullinotl neighborhoods, reinforcetl Commission

resolutions. and lisIpert lay the groundwork fot
tleyelnrrni-nl, on the state livel

City Level
Negotiations with miiiMipal officials led to Mayor

polo's'', strong stand agamst redlining, and to
the bits Iouncil's passage nut tile ilium, ipal anti

%Ion, agniniantly, the



Chicago City Council adopted an innovative city
depository program which requires that all financial
institutions receiving deposits of city funds
pledge not to practice redlining and to disclose
deposit anti lending information by census tracts
(zip codes duruig the first yvark The first of its
kind in the country, the ordinance also authori,es
savings and loan associaMms to be u ity deposItories
tor the first time. Its passage was a pnmarv rysult
of the documentation of redlining in the city by
the Federal }tome Loan Bank Survey and Illy
continued efforts ot community groups to raise the
issue of redlining.

A major factor which vitiates tilt ordinance's
effect, hone, er, is i1111 %VIOL' it ifft'II institutions
incentiocs mot to It gy
to finer Min ILI Sten the its voluntary
nature has already created some problems. f'.or
example. only four small hanks provided the
necessary disclosure information by the first bid
date. S000111.1, other institutions claimed that
they could not retrit.ve the necessary data in the
time allotted, and reqUested lii eStension of the
deadline. As a result. the city extended the
deatilhie from August. 1974 until January I, 1073,
anti delayed the disclosure by corm, requirement
for one veal, accepting disclosure by ii code imtead,
for the first year. But at this writing. almost 30
institutions have filed disclosure statemcnts (by
zip code) with the city. The Chicago ordinance.
while it is a very useful and innovative step in
the anti-redlining fight. illustrates the need for
mandatory disclosure for all financial institutiolv..
Incentive, disclosurC MI not enough.

Conferences

As the Chhago experietue shows the convening
of .1 housing conference may well be "tic ot the
most important steps a local community inn take
as it launches its attack agd 1,t redlining. Properly
conceived. the housing conference can:

Mal, the redlining problem public knowledge,
and serve .1, .1
Produce bout yiloyale.... ...wrs and voriols
cli.%tegiea fro' ititurc aCtion; and
Pressure industry and pubhc otlivials to act.

Coin...re:ices serve to raise thy issue hy pnividiny.
a forum Mr presenting the prohlem to the com-
munity, to politicians and to the press. Newspapers
frequently cover such contyrefices, and that
coverage in itsell is a valuably instrument for
public and official wilseioustiess-raising. SeConit .
within the eonference contoSt, delegates from
various communities con meet in workshops to
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explore the nature and extent of redlining:
disinvesunent and can exchangv information about
various strategies designed to combat it. Out of
these workshops can come specific tactics as well
as knowledge of broader-based strategies and
national or state approaches to employ for solutions.
And finally, because conferences attract large
numbers of people who explore various issues from
different perspectives, they are an ideal mechanism
for pressuring public and industry officials to
respondor explain their failure to respond. At
the same time, they serve often as a public arena
in which elected officials can meet with their
constituents to determine needs and potential
changes.

For example, one of the most successful
conferences was the Third National Housing
Conference held in Chicago in April, 1974. Attended
by some 1,000 delegates from across the country.
it resulted in:

(I) A commitment from the Urban Reinvestment
Task Force of the FIILBB to establish the
Neighborhood Housing Services Program
in Chicago;
The Governor's establishment of his
Commission on Mortgage Practices, formed
to study the problems of redlining in Illinois;

(1) Mayor Daley's strong stand against red:ining,
which led to the City Council's passage of
the municipal "anti-redlining ordinance."

Appendix B provides a sample agenda for use in a
national housing conference.

(2)

Summaty
These citizen coalition'efforts to end redlining

had impact on (1) public policy formulation; (2)
reinvestment program development. and (3) industry
commitment to end redlining. Through the
leadership and organization of MAFIA (Metropolitan
Area Housing Alliance) and NPAH (National
People's Action on I lousing), a number of strategies
Were employed to achieve specific objectives: no
one strategy was dominant, The National Training
and Information Center's major accomplishments,
then reflect the Use of neighborhood street
org,anizing. research, confrontation, negotiation
and policy farmulation. and include:

Establishing the annual National !lousing
Conferencesconventions attended by an
average of more than 1.000 delegates from
acrosc the country, and noted for their
significant reform recommendations:
Continuing the NTIC aS a clearinghouse for
disinvestmentiredlining information. and a
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center for policy and program development
both in Chicago and nationally, through
publication of its monthly newsletter,
"Disclosurc-:
Securing. through the efforts of MAFIA, the
creation of the Governor's Commission on
Mortgage Lending Practices, in the state of
Illinois, and prompting reforms in the housingl
mortgagelending policies of the state of Illinois;
Securing the Neighborhood Housing Services
Programa reinvestment incentive program
jointly sponse red by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and the Federal
Home Ltian Bank Boardfor Chicago:
Winning numerous reinvestment commitments
from Chicago area depository institutions,
and,
Establishing, through collaboration with state
and local officials, the Loan-to-Lender Program
for reinvestment, a novel program using public
bond monies for establishing a mortgage
pool for formerly redlined inner-city areas.
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Implications For Public Policy

INho is to Blame?

.Attempt, ,0 tee. ,,gate the problem ot redliMng
have been dir d by ., 1.,larneimoithrth.mie
climate. In that .. .nere, representatives oi
Federal regulaterc ngencie,. of mortgage banks
and ating and loan in,tituttons. detod the

.ttroCi. on the grotturi that tt mak, , good
financial rept-es...motive, ot .1 variety ot

tilen group.., tut tutt,t. fight to ,Irmy
it destructrve piactice resulting m

neighborhood deyltir, !-;oore proponeot ot redlinmg
l,lieve that it is a necesary repenie to already
esiting deterior.ntion t)ther, argue that [fl
Wilt lie, with Minority group,. particularly th0,0
m.'ho een mitc4P,,,ble iti ntanttaining properties
in a way that will in,ptre tte der,,tony
whims with ,:ontirirmre that their monies Itt1t not
be misplat ed. For their part. emir, ot the
practice argue that redlining esist first because of
the pervasive ithen,itivity ot policy regulators to
the need.. nit nner-taty reirlent,, prioythally the
poor and the nunoritle, atnd ot
ii structurerl corthict ot ottereq which prevents
agency regulators !rum th,touting miii oilt.relog
necesary torn:tithe nre.nsures. Tot.
tu to bt.Int.. is not a ..intrim ono; initial!,
involve: unraveling the re,pon,e, ot
inrhitry regulatory .1getryies.

The Federal Regalatnry Agtdactes

Thero aro tw., ho-4; :ategorit, roptlatoi:
bodies tor financial intoution, !he tir,t contains
the Feder,r1 rt:gulatory both,, chicIr ove,,, all
Ireilerally-cnoitetet! thi
Comptroller of the ut renct. n hit h ,operyke
the national bank, the Federal I thine I tan Bank
Board. tthich supt.,rul,e the 1-ederal mmug
loan a....ociations: the Ierieral I hlm.it Ithairomy
Corporation. the Federal and 1.116111 111.0 rano..
Corporation. winch ha, regulatory roWtr over
not only 1:1.,rleral institutions, but al.o over the
matortty itt :tatt-yhartered institution, ,s Inch
toultie tlepoit liPitlrant-O. and Over .attil); and
loan Instittition,..111ti the Federal Reserve Bp.u.d.
The second yotegithy ot ri..grilatinty
up ot. the tatt: agencie,, tylrich lirtlrtit all Male-
chartoreti tin.nticial institution, The, include the
state conumsioner of aym, miii ho,

."!it
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and the state commissioner of banks, though the
exact titles may vary from state to stite.

Each of these regulatory bodies has to some
greater or lesser extent abdicated its responsibility
for insuring that the public has equal and fair
access to home purchase and improvenwnt f.ands.
the most significant abdication being that o( the
Federal,Horne Loan Bank Board (FHLBB). This
regulatory agency was empowered by Congress
in 1933, to safeguard two public purposes:

(1) Provide local mutual thrift institutions in
which people may invest thdr funds; and

(2) Provide for the financing of homes '

To this effect. Congress wrote:

In order to provide local mutual thrift insti-
tutidns in which people may invest their funds
and in order to provide Mr the financing of
homes, the Board is authorized, under such
ivies and regulations as it may prescribe, to
provide for the organization and regulation
of associations to be known as "Federal
Savings and Loan Associations", and to issue
charters therefore, gMng primary con-
sideration to the best practices of local mutual
thrift and home-financing institutions in the
United States.=

Its obvious intent in creating the FEILBB was
primarily that the housing needs of the local
community sLtrved by each member savings and
loan assodation would be met. Consistent with
this objectWe. Congress stipulated further that
the FHLBB take great care in attending to the
sound financial practices of the member savings
and loan associations. Unlike its track record in
fulfilling its obligationmandated by Congress
to meet the housing needs of each affected local
community. FHLBB's record M attending to the
safety and soundness of its member S and L's
has been rather impressive:

In 1970, over $10.6 billion in outstanding
advances from the FHLBB were on loan to
the raember 5 and L. In certain parts of the
country having a low supply money com-
pared with demand (e.g., Washington, D.C.)
advances from the FHLBB to member savings
and loans often amounted to Wait 30% of
their total assets.
The FHLBB also serves as a depository for
member savings and loans which wish to
deposit surplus funds or funds required to
be invested in short term loans. The FHLBB
pays a substantial interest rate for these
deposits, and secures them through a $4
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billion line of credit with the U.5. Department
of Treasury.
A savings :.nd loan association which is
Federally chartered is exempt from state or
local government supervision. Several court
cases have held that only the FILLBB may
regulate Federally-chartered savings and
loans. (This is an obvious form of protection
front "interference by local political
institutionsl.,

However, there is no public evidence that it has:
(I1 Established standards for the adequate

provision of thrift and home-lending serviceS
o the local communitWs designated in

associations' charter applications;
(2) Developed examinatiomprOCedltres to be

used in evaluating whether associations
are meeting the thrift and home financing
needs in their local service area;
Instituted remedies for the resumption of
services, if routine examinations reveal that
associatMns are not meeting the thrift and
home-financing needs of their service areas;
or

(4) Protected communities against the with-
drawal of thrift and home-financing services
asoliitapges to branching and relocatkm

Nor has the FHLBB been vigilant in fulfilling
its mandate under the 1968 Civil Rights Act. The
Act explicitly forbids race discrimination in
home financing:

After December 31, 1968, it shall be unlawful
for any bank. savings and loan aSsociation,
insurance company, or other corporation,
association, firm or enterprise whose business
consists in whole or in part in the making
of commercial real estate loans, to deny a
loan or other financial assistance to a person
applying there for the purpose of purchasing.
constructing, improving, repairing, or main-
taining a dwelling, or to discriminate rigainst
him in the fixing of the amount, interest
rate, duration Dr other such terms or
conditions if such terms. loans or other
financial assistance, because of the race, color,
religion or national origin of such person or
of any person associated with him in
connection with such loan or other financial
assistance, or of the present or prospective
owners. lessees. tenants, or occupants of the
dwellings or dwelling in relation to which
such Man or other financial assistance is to
be made or given .

(3)
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It tvrs not until April. 1472, 1W t thy Board issued
nondiscriminatory regulations, it hat yet to detnie
iii etlective entorcoment system Nor ho the
lioaut taken eel, ft teps to end the redlining
at. practiced 15, Its mcmher institutions.

\ prolmunary report tram the 1.:ron-SinttitLan
,stment Study Group. Center (Or L'fivan Atiairs.

Narthwedern University. pro% ;Lied to the :Senate
Bankmg (.01-nitwit, a ieuAthy
_riiti itt.v.:on of the Id II.BB's statutory authority
'Anil. it is not II...It...sal, here to reiterate ll'at
inIdYnt i rr lull !he report corre.-de iron.thide that

The evidence as presented in this . haptm
demonstrate that the Board have a staiot.,y
ohligatnin to ,ategnard .sammun iii ram the
loss ot tt.tritt and beim. lending services.
arid this legal ,IllthOrity it
tranehing Cnen

And it umniaryles the ia-e aZallist thc Ii
y noting that althote.tdi entor.ement

. appoient hicakdoun II

the Board's Implementation at its statutory
. obligations ii regul se.iation, one, they

have chartered --t.i thee provide
ack.w.le ervio- ta t the en IC, ire. is ilOsigitoted
in Their .sharter applications.

Finalle the te,t1n1,1% heaong,
and ei se,. Ii, r- liitiIi, to the need tor immediate.
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' 4,
firm response from the 1111.1ill ti ikes clear that
the -I,: eakdow it n its regulaterv ttort, included
the iollowing

I he 1.111.Bli has delaeed in l'esokang a nuniker
at complaints tiled with it against the lending
practi.es at some of its inetnber sAvings intl

11;:':1,..: ette...1 of the Iti7;._ resp,,,,,, to the
iv d Rights ALI v., to require merely an

haii.ing lender'. ;Setae: .11 diii sat logs
att,i 10,1E11014w MI5! .1 ilat,e ii that cIteCt itt
each real e.tate adieitieinent. erl

ittlitilt pcdotinnatit iii ,IvIngs
arid loan- advertising pati, ie.
Ii epresertatiies of the rf 11.1111 and or tit the
j have trequentIv tetiaed r icirulpit
with re.11, .ts for data disslostag the
Hiding p, 7:1C, ot nieni;st, mg. and Ieans

.1- s .t is net prehenswe TIOI 1 It intended
to im,ele subtanuate the "am:Liston that
i e i i l a t e r and entonl Cillent elIkitts undettak,
be the Fhil,fifi with respect to its member bank.
and its mem:Oyer sa, int's ainI loans leaves much
to Iv,. de,red

A ignitwant piolslem ,onnontin...; the It.iard
WItil tle entire sa, ing

and loan in.:us:re iviri h make it rilOre dIttiCtilt
rom li.ard to .1,1 liii, itch hot ti-sri

It, eVId..nceLl in this statement intim



the report of the Center for New Corp, te
Priorities. IA, Angeles, Califonii.x:

There Is now no public representation in the
California or Fx.deral regulatory agencie
which regulate financial institutions
indeed, the Fl ILRII recently appointed three
former saving, and loan executives to sene
as "public- representative on its Advisory

A suB'ni'laarrdl.,:ck of public representation ss also
found in many othei states and on the national
level.

The State Regulatory Agencies

Typically. the state commissioner of savings
and loan associations (whose title may var-y),
regulate, all st.ite-chartered savings and loan
asSociations that stat,2. These agencies are
linlited with respect to their regulatory powers,
inasmuch as theyhave authority only over state-
cartered institutions. Twin key points should be
made with regard to state regulatory arncies.
Firkt, their authority over state.,hartered savings
and loans ni typixaily analogous to the powei of
the FIILIM over Federally-chartered savings and
loan associations: e.g.. tile a uthu4ity to review .
acci pt or reject charter applicationsind the
authority to promulgate and often to enforce anti-
discritnioation anti-redInting regulations. Second,
as the testimony of Governor Walker of Illinois
makes clear, there is a need for parallel legislation
to Insure that these state regulatory boards fulfill
their responsibilities voya-vss protecting the local.
home-purchasing public. Condensed. Walker's
points are:

implication I. that the state regulatory
agenro, have authority analogt,u, to that of
the 1:111.1)11.

Therefore, without parallel legislation to
ensure that they. too, protect the public twin
discriminativo by race anti other methods of
redlining dkinvestment, half the battle will be

iritrther. ts ithout such legislation. savings
and loans themselves may seek only state
charters, thus escaping the consequences of
flaunting legislation which applies only to
Federally-chartereePsavings and loans. (The
converse is also true.)
Finally, legislation from either thy state level
or the Federal level, which x,ould apply to both
Federally and state-chartered :dyings and
loans, would ensure a healthy climate of
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CoMpentiOn hetWeen the IWO kinds of
depository

liy virtue of their existence at the state as
opposed to the Federal level, state savings and
loan association comniissions are readily accessible
to citizen action for ending disinvestmentrelatsi
practii-es. Included in the complete body of
testimony provided by Covi,nor Walker. and
reiterated impressively in the statements and
reports of various citizen organizations, is ample
proof that citizen ettorts directed towards
state regolatorv bodies can pay oft

The Depository Industry

Certainly the blame for redlining does not intl
with the failure Of tile prtiM1IN Federal and state)
regulatory gencies to meet their publiC responsi-

Chlet act, ors are the depository
institutions themselves It has been shown that
the regolations, mandate.. and in many cases .
enforcement punt ers, do exist to prevent willful
dp,chminanon. and even urwitting acts which
are disCrinlinatOIN In effect. -rhe problem seems
to be how those regulations are interpreted, and
in that light, the depository institutions are at least
as much to Wine as their regulators.

Five principa' types of depository institutions
tunction In the conventional mortgage sphere:

j it Federal saving. and loan associations;
(2) hlate savings and lean assoCiat ions;
131 Savings banks;
141 Commercial banks: and

Mortg.iAe bank,
There is evidence that these institutions mutually
support each other. A. :he Alliance M Ctnnict Med
Citizens. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. points oot
its testimony before the Senate Banking Committee,
each aspect ot the industry pays pc.rticolar
attention to the others, not eily to monitor tor
competitive i-,rposes but also to minlitor for the
decision to rudline a specific neighborhood. Once
one iIepository institution begins tc. withdraw its
financial support iron, ne IhbOrlititid. the others
rapidly follow suit. Without that complicity, it is
doubtful whether disinvestment decisions would
be the self-fulfillimi prophecies they are: with ii.
realization of the prophecy is guaranteed. The
Alliance's examination of varied depository
institutions in Milwaukee suggests that these
institutions can r,siline a given neighborhood
without objective cause, without public knowledge
or consent and without censor: Iron, regUlatory
agencies. Though a eariety of methods is used,
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generally (according to research by the National
Training and Inform t;sin Center> the banks will:

II> Requin: down payments of a higher amount
than an usually required tor financing
comparable properties in other area:.

("it -Fix kian interest rates in amounts
than those set forall or nu's! 1,ther mortgages
in other areas.

Ill Fix loan closing costs in animmts higher
than those set for all or most other mortgages
in other areas.

(-I) Fix loan maturities below the number of
years to maturity set for all or most other
mortgages in other areas.

(S) Refuse to lend on properties above a
prescribed maximum number of years of age.

OA Refuse h, make loans in dollar amounts
below a certain minimum figure, thus
excluding many of the lower priced properties
often 1,-nand in neighborhoods where
redlining is practiced.

- (7) Refuse to lend on the basis of presumed
"economic obsolescence" no matter what
the condition of an older property may be.

WO Stall on appraisals to discourage potential
horroWers,

(9) Set appraisals in amounts below what
market valtre actually should be, thus
making home purchase transactions more
difficult to accomplish.

001 Apply structural appraisal standards of a
much more rigid nature than those applied
for comparable properties in other areas.

Olt Charge discount "points" as a way of din-
couraging financing.'t

EssEntially, the industry has argued that di,
investment is a necessary evil. The indostry
representatives maintain that disinvesting a given
neighborhood is ( It a response to existing
deterioration, and (21 therefore, a means by which
they comply with their mandate to exercise
judicious control over the financial decisions their
.member banks and savings and loans make.
Redlining, they argue, is good business sense, a
way of protecting their depositors rather than
of victimizing them.

For example, Thomas R. Bomar, former
Chairman of the Fl MOB, while cautiously
conceding that "the successful development
of remedial tools" is required: notes the following:

'dur impression has been that because these
institutions IFederally-ehartered savings and
loans] are chartered by some Government
authority, they have a general responsibility
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and obligatiim to wry,- their area, and, in
fact, ot them do.
'llowever, there is no specific designation that
they must invest in any specific neighbor] d,
%%Well we think is very h ise hecaos, this
requires a mph iSt icated judgment as to the
risk-reward relationships.
'Certainly. not only as a matter of basic logic,
but also as a matter of good hnslness sense.
tiliancial institutions . - make loans and
provide funds to those in the geographic area
in which they are located, thiwerei. we draw

betaTen that iind saying you must
invest in Ow; given set et Not ks of a territory.' t,
(Itahcs ours.)

Linking the question of particular areas and the
question of the depository institution's responsi-
bilitv to protect its depositors, Bomar continued:

'We say to financial institutions. 'You may
not discriminate on any irrelevant basis, such
as somebody's race, or religion, or age, or
national origin, or sex,
'But we also say to them, 'You must make
your determination on the basis of economic
considerations. And if you don't, we will see
to it that you do not remain in business
very long, because if you don't do that, you
are taking undue risks with people's savings.
"So, on the basis of economic determinations,
quite naturally, when somebody with a
fiduciary responsibility prescmes that the
risk-reward relationships are oet if balance
and there is sudi a limited supply of mortgage
money in the country, I really think that's
mar primary problemthere are certain areas
that get rationed out.'"

The problems with this point of view'are its
violations of the original Congressional mandate
which established the Federal flume Loan Bank
Board. Local thrift institutions as represented by
s.tvings and loans are designed to serve home
owners and small depositors. However, individual
Customers are replaced by corporations (builders
and developers/ which provide a quick return on
each dollar loaned oit, Certainly the risk:reward
principle should guide any business transaction,
but it is unfair to place a homeowner in compentron
with a corporation. Further safeguards are needed
to protect groups of individuals who have been
penoratively labeled by society.

Other industry representatives argue that it is
difficult to correlate neighborhood decline and
redlining. For example, a MIT-Harvard joint Center
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industry representatives, means the
rationing of money, and ultimately dictating
where the money will be lent:

(4) The cost of researching, storing and
retrieving such data is unreasonable.'x

Each of the aforementioned issues was debated
during the recent Senate Hearings. The thorough-
ness and specificity of lay citizens testimony
stimulated Senator Proxmire to state:

what strikes me about this hearing is
that the banking institutions which I think are
ably represented by you gentlemen and Isicl
live with figures and understand statistics
and understand the importance of facts and
documentation. come forward this morning
with a series of generalized criticisms of
the ideal.
*And the community groups that have testified
on previous days and Mr. Thrasher whose
testimony you have heard this morning come
forward with facts and documentation and
examples. *I understand your concern aboui
disclosing inforMation that hasn't been
disclosed before and some concern about the
cost. Mr. Thrasher indicates that this has
been exaggerated. But can't understand
what other real objections you have to getting
the farts out.'"
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Conclusions
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are to be erectiye in neighborhood revitalization
effc rt,. n citizens ar, to have LI chanc.: at recovering
control oyer their lives, they must participate in
genuine, meaningful ways in the urban decision-
making proses.. It our neighborhoods are to survive.
that acee,s and participation is vital. Moreover.
it is imperative that the public have reliable Jab,
on the credit flow it we aro to achieve important
two-way accountabilin to residents of padicular
neighborhoods. and citizen: accountability to
local savings and loan instinitions.

Without disclosure, we have only one-way
accountability; as it is, citizens support savings
and loan ossociations by virtue of their deposits,
but must depend entirely on the indostry's paper
assurances that it shuns discriminatory practices.
We believe that the enactment of thL I 'Mile
Mortgage Disclosurb Act of 1075 will be manir
step toward developing the hard, slatistical
documentation required for ending redlining and
beyond that, for prompting active reinvestment.

Neighborhoods: A New Direction for Urban Polky
A second conclusion of this report is thot a crisis

exists in om national urban policy. America's
cities, the fo,,,It 0, the dome,t ic programs of the
(Orin's, have been removed from center stage. lhe
absence of urban rioting is taken by some to
indicate urban health, when nothing could be
further front the truth. Not only are our cities
confronted with the ,ante problems of a decade
ago; they are now caught in a worsening economic
bind 4, categorical problems give Way to
reVenue iiiharing and block grants that often
mean fewer resources Mr large cities

Th., Federal government is moving fund.: directly
to states and citvs i th little concern ,IS to h..,
Mid fiir itihotirl the money is utili,ecl. On top of
this. national economic problems hay.: esacerbated
the diltit tithes by reducing coy income trom
local sour:es While iiinthhaneously Cits

Coq, Otiei have money 10 Veil& and at the
same time, higher costs and little guidance on
prioriti, The result is that many human net its
are going unmet. Ntorisiver, economic nece,oty
cfldulhir,l1e tilrb,,at iir :riagm strategies when
venalti urban sector, .ire written Mt a- on-
salvageable. 1Vhdc this may seem rational in
econornit terms. it ignores the attendant human
ti aged ie. ond osts.

Within the contest of such a crisis in urban
;Maks. the neighborhood -the level of human
interaction- 11;is been disregarded by most Federal
Policies rh, neighborhood focUs. 10

Is

progantatatic and human terms, is not seen by
domestic policy makers to be a critical focus.
In fact, the persistent failure of programs directed
toward reversingthe decline oi our cities is due
to a tendency to perceive the problems on a grand
scale, anti a failure to del:ne naiional policy
initiatives anti priorities which serve the varied
needs of ddfering neighborhoods.

Preconditions for a Successful Urban Policy

Struchised into the urban system OW a set of
preconditions which, if not met, represent a
series of disincentives to neighlx-khood revitaliza-
tion. Stlfli disincentives Mum frustrate positiee
urban policies and programs, and do not permit
citizens to participate in the governmental
phietii, in ways that are cooperative and
constrUCtiVe.

Gelierillly, these preconditions coo be grouped
under three broad headings. First, there must be
a degree of public si,ziee, (police, fire protection,
health serdces, recreation, etc.) sufficient to nieet

standards of neighborhood needs.
Secoild. aitions such as taxation policies,
city ordimnices and zoning regula(ions, must be
appropriate to needs. olaile simultaneously able
to provide for reinvestment and revitalization.
Third. there must be adequate ciedit yolicies to
onsnre the a :ailability tit funds and investment
opportunities so as to permit and encourage
private and individual investment. These three
factor, are onviously interrelated and intertwined,
but they provide an initial paradigm of definable
goals for those concerned with neighborhood
revitalization.

If such preconditions (public services, public
actions and credit polkies) cannot be met on
the local level, there can be lit:le hope f..k the
success of federal programs. Th, underpinnings,
tho liquidation for the general health of the
ileighborhood. will not totist. Clearly the problem
is lic, c,ili hideral policy influence
local decision making. and in essence. stimulate

clunalo tor reinvestment that will advance
neighborhood viability'

l'urrently. there is a void in policy and rhetoric.
It Any, national leaders are discussing the

way. .upport rnn be puivided for people to stay
and reinveu m their communities WO dO lust ILlye
a national policv which pros guidance and
deals with the ways citizens. to, al officials and
representatives of the private sector can work
toyeth,. TOO. the I'attc'ls ot ceszens' lack ot

in their int ottnials- ability to do their
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Appendix A

One of the major sources of information about
community-based organizing in the area of housing
and mortgage lending abuses, the Disclosure Bill
Hearings, repeatedly documents the nece3sity for
hard data, it also documents the difficulty
which community action groups can expect to
encounter in the absence of data disclosure co-
operation from the involved depository institutions.
In light of 'hese facts, some tips on statistics
research will be helpful.

Possible Data Sources and Approaches

According to the Hearings recnrds, the following
sources for data to document the existence,
extent and or effect of redliningdisinvestment
in a given city or community have been more
or less productive:

Annually-compiled Surveys of Real Estate
Appraisers' Reports, available from the SREA
Board of Trustees id each state. The exact
title of these documents may vary. Community
organizers should anticipate reluctance on
the part of the Board to furnish data.
A comparison of city'county "Real Estate
Guides" with the corresponding years' U.S.
Census Tract Data, Census Tract data are easily
available from tilt Department of Commerce
Censns Bureau. in Washington. D C. Contact
the city or state Reiltors Board or its equivalent
for information on obtaining "Real Estate
Guides" or their counterparts.
A comparison of the records of the County
Recorder of Deeds with the U.S. Census Tract
data for the corresponding years. Community
orgauicers should expect to recruit a number
of volunteers for this time-consumin, And
arduous task.
An examination of city arid or county tax
records for existing mortgage data. (Organizers
should also anticipate a large expenditure
time and personnel ettorts kr this appniachd
A que,tionnasre survey of area depositorx
institutions cot-ix-ming mortgage and !ending
:tat:stk. and policies, and or a volontee.
-undenover" campaign in which residents
pos,:, as woold-be borrowers and t
questions to depository sit:it:kir, The following
survey questionnaire orovidos ari example of
one of the instrilmi.ais A:iiployed

10
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SAMPLE COPY SAMPLE COPY
Westside Action Coalition

}lousing Committee
Mortgage and Loan Applicant Questionnaire

I. Bank or Savim, and Loan
2. Name of P.rson You Talked To.
3. Addressies1 of Homes You Used

Wo-uld They Grant a Mortgage? YES__ NO
5. If no, mj.tat were the wasons they gave'

s. If yes, on what terms?
Amount of Down Paymen.
Interest Rate
Life of Loan

7. Where did they suggest yeti s-,r.rt looking for a loan
on the Westside

S. If they wouldn't loan in the WAG arra, i.vouid they
agree to loan in another part of the city?

YES ____ NO
If yes. whero?

Comments:

---
Your Name
Date of Interview

Testimony, Vol. I. p. 311.

Additional infoimation on possible data retrieval
sources and methods is contained throtighout the
Hearings records, in testimony from r, -disclosure
advocates. The Records transcript ma3 te obtained
front the Government Printing Office. Request:
Document 32-SIQ O. "Hearings Before the
Committee on Banking. Housing and Urban Affairs.
United States Senate, Ninety-fourth Congress.
First Session. on 5. 1281 T. Improve Public
Understanding of the Role of Deposttm C Institutions
id Home Financing," Vols. I and IL

7
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Appendix B

the Eoliowing d,outuent is part of the agenda
employed at the Third Narional
Conterenco, Chicago. April. 14.74 It mav
helpiul Mr planning other conierencys on the
subject of housing mortgage abuse,

NATIONAL HOUSING CONFERENCE
St. Sylvester School, April 27-28, 1974

airrit

nI Neighborhood is Obso let,- --
videotape of a nationally shim in tele-
vision progrom Bill %IL wet', loornal

tot-IN,. on the problem of red-
!ming in Chnogo

It' t; Jmn Panel. "REDLINING--
DISINVESTMENT"
Co:nnitinitv feasters B . ,

Idi/abeth, \ /1,:.
%Intv,mk-, Waist ot Oak Pat Is,
IL; (.1aro otIa ot Chicago. IT: Co

hicago. II. will discuss what
mdIining and disimestment is- what
are the first ogn, ot hat can be tivnt.
to co:111'M this banker' rape in OW
tonInninitts...

11110 .1.111

PROXYPLEDGE FIGHT
ing orir !no:Icy and vo11110 pimer

to havi a sat in ot the local
S.1% I low to din e tin

I Leadviship 1.,;!
L,1 ..;:thave,t (immunity Congre in

hicago and Indi
Aemm community Orgaiii/ation in,. .

I Iarvev, IL who have bot h depo.it,;.r.,-
attack on local 'Savings 6: Loan..
REDLININGDISINVESTNIENT
iii simultaneous witikshops.
discuss in greater detail the prs Iblvin.
iii nsIlining and disinvestment. Specitic
approaches and tact.i .. inn ho, to

imll;it it will be pre,:enti.d.
ABANDONMENT
Direct action taken by a cow:nullity to
deal .vith I IUD abandonment' .A ..pectal
feature n ill be a videotapt.
meeting Lr0 . Inn
Area I Mei (m ot I ICI) Speen,

strateeies and action, will be dis-
cussed on how to eliminate abandon-
ment. One iii the main goal, of this
workshop is to develop national
legislation to deal with existing I IUD
abandonments and to prevent further
foreclosur, .:ind abandonments.
Leadership: Miles P:ei,ident
01 Brainerd Community Achim Council
and Ainta Franco PCIonn, :Mita
Pal"... Hwy Raki, trom United South-
west Citizen,. This is the first of 3
workshop, which are planned a, a
progression. concluding with specific
strategies locally and nationally.

1:30 p mn Panel: DISCLOSURE
Coqvc-,man raoA Annnonzio. House
Banking and Currency Committee. will
speak on the plans of his committee
to inake the HiLBB do its job. Al/

of the rtimin will give
Mr Bomar's answer to the requbst tor
mandaton national public disclosure.
Leaderhip: CA Cm,, ona. Atm- Setom-
of Chicago. Fr. lame, tord of Providence.
iii Rci CIWen Milwaukee, WI.

2.30 p.111 1 Amt.-shops.

DISCLOSURE: DEVELOPING
NATIONAL STRATEGY
What does disclosure mean? I Ii1W
help Imally and nationally? Developing
a national stramgv that nill hay,. piny-
on for I, yal communities.
PROXYPLEDGE FIGHT
A repeat of the earhir workshop tor
those who mis,ed it, but who are
intere,ted in using voting and inoney
pi,iCer in dealing with a

ABANDONMENT
Continued discussion ,nhandorn.
Wont 1,ilo and mean, dealing with it
REHAB

do VOLi make rehab work?
Si;tor,a0:-", i Landmark- PreSerViniiilin
Council-4nm and Debora /foam&
Vunue ot hi' People, George !"11.11t,li.,
VISTA Architectural Service. Ciem.er

Bickerdike Redevelopment
Ciirporation nil .pook iron) practical
eperience of how rehab can be
aCionlphhed



COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATIONS
What is a Community DevekTment
Corporation? How can One benefit your
community' Joseph Lrriso of the
Commission of the Archdiocese of St.
Paul and Minneapolis and Richord
itrustadt of Greater ;Minneapolis
Metropolitan llousing Corporation,
Gerson Green of National Center tor
Urban Rthnic Affairs. Wa,hington, D.c
will discuss alternative models fOr
community development.
REAL ESTATE PRACTICES
T.- 3 workshop features your friendly
neighborhood panic peddler. Two
community groups, Calumvt Improve-
ment Association and People of the
Valley Community Organization.
demonstrate direst confrontation tactics
cm these realtors. We hope the Panic
Peddler gets out of room 213 alive.
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING
SERVICES
ty3thaiu whir,s4de, Sta(' Director Lit the
Urban Reinve,9 tent Task Force, which
is jointly spot...9yd by Ft ILBB and
!IUD, will describe this new idea in
making mortgage and rehab money
avallable to communities.
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Ford signs redlining bill

New law
bans `bad
risk' label
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Appendix C

/Moe
C.neotta': cergrOntation poLlics furnethedto. 011s.e..11,ng Ittomaltal.

Redlining battle

Major victory
for aqivist here
By Stanley Zerroa
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Local activist calls
redlining law 'victory'

Continued from page one
generally 'are. older deteriorating com-
munities or those facing racial change,
they point out.

..rrs A SLEAZY practice." Mrs. Cin-
cotta said.. "When lending institutions
cut off conventional mortgage money to
a neighborhood, they are setting it on a
road to inevitable decay arid abandon-
ment.

-One neighborhood after another in
urban areas like Chicago has fallen vic-
tim to the red pencil of finar.cial institu-
tions. If it is allowed to Continue. cities
will cease to exist."

Although the new federal law won't
stop redlining. it will give the public and
Cor4ress "3 clear picture of ,,hat areas
are sulaketed to the practice and what
lotS happened t othem as a result." Mrs,
Cinentta said.

"Then we can get on with the jot of.
inating legislation and programs de-
signed to breathe new life into these
areas." she said.

SIGHTING REDLINING has occupied
Mrs. Cincotta (or the last six years. A
Chicago native who has lived in Austin
for more than 23 years. she is chairman
of the antiredlming coalition of the Met-
roPolitan Area Housing Alliance
IMAI:Al and national chairman of the
National Peoples Acthn on Housing

PAIIL
MAHA is an organization of about 30

community groups from 15 ChicaS,
neighborhoods and suburbs including
oat Park, Harvey. and Chicago
Heights. NPAH is a national network of
continuality organizations like MAHA. It
hen chapters in 39 states arid 104 urban
areeS.

Both groups base been concerned
citlety with redlining ard with fighting

the Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) over the disasters in its subsi-
dized housing programs. Both operate
from offices at 121 W. Superior St.

IN THE EARL1' es's. redlining had
not Yet become an issue. Most people.
including Mrs. Cincotta, didn't even re-
alize It existed.

However, it soon became apparmt to
ber and others in Austin that school
Prohiczas were closely tied in with other
neighborhood issues, namely panic-ped-
dling. hodsing deterioration, and block.
bf.block racial changeover.

Mrs. Cincotta and other activists set
cut in 7965 to unite PTAs, churches, and
existing civic groups in Austin into a
grassroots' organization that could deal
with the problems-=-the Organization for
n Better Austin IOBAI. She served as
its president in 1960 and 19t3.

AS THR Pis.O1C-PEDDLING tactics of
real estate broxers intensified on the
WeA Side, the OBA in 1970 hakes up
with the nearby Northwest Cotrantmity
Organization and the Our Lady of the
Angels Real Cstates Practices Commit.
tee to form the West Side Coalition to
combat the practice.

When the coalition began dealing with
panic-peddling in earn:is:, Om existent.:
01 redlining became readily aoarent,
Mrs. Cincotta recalled.

..In an effort to stablize our cornmoni-
ty, we encouraged white families to seek
housing here,' she said. "But whenever
we got a family interested in moving in,
we couldn't find a lending irstitution
that wcald give them a loan.

..1t was apparent that panic-pedrning
and redlining went hand-in-hand," s7,..
added. "In order to stop panic-ate:114.g.
w, realized tie first had to stop redlin-
inc."
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ISI

Mr. Asiti.fx. Dr. Naparstek. if you will proceed.

STATEmtm: OP DR. ARTHUR 1. NAPARSTEK, DIRECTOR. WASII-
INGTON PUBLIC AITAIRS CENTER. UNIVERSITY OF SWTHERN
CALIFORNIA

Dr. NAPAI:sTEK. Mr. niairman members of the committee. I am
very pleased to have the Opportunity to provide testimony in support
of the National Commission on Neighborhoods.

A. we all know. our cities and the neighlmrhoods which make them
np are in.deep trouble. Currently. there is no national policy which
caa take nito account the diversity of neighborhood needs to create
a stroth. Ind comprehensive set of programs and actions to save these
buildneY .docks of the cities. An alternative to the pattern of patching
up or quieting down urban neighborhoods is needed:-There is some-
thing very wrong when there are not policies which prevent neigh-
borhood decline. when there is tio intervention until the process of
deeline is complete and the peighborhoods nadir is reached.

This is not to say that there are not programs and policies designed
to preventand reverse snch decline. To the contrary. there are dozens
of such efforts. imludinw a multiplicity of Federal subsidy programs
which inip:wt directly or indirectly on neighborhoods. The lack of
any eomprehensive policy. however. means that the effectiveness of
such programs is severely limited. Often they worls at direct cror,s-
purpose: or serve to undercut each other. The 1974 President's Report
on National Growth and Development depiets a range o ways in
%cinch Federal aciivities influence neighborhood life. The .mpact of
the Federal Government is not limited to uTants and loans to indi-
vhluals and .iinits of ( iovernment.but is also evident in the com...4 :ac-
tion of public works, tasat ion policies. regulatory activities, manage-
ment of credit. procurement of goods and services, the location of
Federal installations and piddle employment.

There is a void in policy and rhetoric. Few, if any national leaders
are discussing ways support can be provided for people to stay and
reinvest in their communities. We do not have a national policy which
provides guidance and dea!s with the ways citizens, local officials and
representatives of the private sect.or ran work to!,-ether. Too often
we find, a pat tern persists where citizens lai.k the confidenee in their
officials' ability to do their jobs. and their related belief that city
serviees are neither adequate nor tailored to their needs. Further. the
trend toward deeentralization focusing on neiu-hborhoods in Federal
program implementation and legislation is fragmented and uneo-
ordinated.

The social and economic implications of Federal programs are not
yet well 11111Icrstood. Tlw problems which these programs address are
very evident but (lie solut ions are few.

Currently. a poliev framework does not exist which can provide
guidance to local officials on the best programmatic means to solve
their problems. One result of this is that we do not. really know what
wo,.ks aml what. does not. There is a need to develop a policy concept
which is sufficiently comprehensive and has the conceptual power to
define systenic problems which deal with the varied needs of different
ileighborhoods.
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Before such a policy can be fornmlated. however. we must first
review. assess, and evaluate the multiplicity of programs and policies
that already exist or have been aRempted. A rigorous and compre-hensive study of the urban and nei.,thborhood :;ysteins mnst be under-
taken in such a way as to determine what we have learned from past
efforts. NV:? must buihl on t knowledge and !earnings that have beengained hefore creating a new universal solution to the problemS that
face us.

The inthwnce of the Federal Government on neighborhoods is espe-cially pervasive. Yet there has not been a comprehensive analysis of
the impact t.hese policies have on the iwighborhood. Often Federal
programs like federally assisted code enforcement. urban home-steading. sections 8 and and various mortgage insurance programswork in isolation of each other. and ran either damage neighborhoods
or serve as mechanisms for revitalization. Tlw impact is not clear, andbefore future policy options are otbolgl. comprehensive assessment of
current policies is needed.

Yet it is not enough to understand the complex array of Federalprograms and policies and their neighborhood impact. The policiesand actions of many other actors must be considered. State. county,
and local units of government, plus the intricately interwoven privatetinaneial awl lending conununitv must all he scrutinized for their
implications for neighborhoods. No single sector can take thy entireblame for the current sorry state of our neihborhoods. Neither canthere be any true solutions witlumt the coordinated activity of eachmul every actor. While many of these have been studied in detail with-regard to their impact on neighborhood viability. they have neverbeen comprehensively viewed front the perspective of their multiple
relationships.

I would like to give some broad examples of some policies. programs
and actions at various levels of p-overnnwnt whieli directly :ffect
neighborhood.s awl which most be taken into account before anyreabstic national urban policy can be formulated. Tlwn I would like
to discuss in s it further (h4ail the implications of one or two selectedexamples.

At the Fet lend level. e van look at the community development
revenue-sharing program administered by HUD. Each applicant is
requin.d to certify that its propth-,ed program has been developed "so
us to give maximum feasible priority to activities which will benefitlow- or moderate-income families Or aid in the prevention or elimina-
tion of slums or blight. Instead of coneentrating their activities in
the most needy parts of town. lairticipatin!, communities have tended
to spread their ftmds throughout their jurisdictions. The effectivenessof the program ill deteriorating areas has thins lwen minimized. For
example, I funding for St. IAIIIiS. Mo., under the CD progrmnroughly equals the sum of mom ys it ivce!ved under the various cate-
gorical programs. A study by the New York Times fou nd. however.
that funds for the model cities areas in St. Louis have been reduced.
and the new money is beim, poured into affluent neighborhoods in theform of loans and grants for .rehabilitating homes and installincr
wwers. streets. and lighting. Similarly. in Little Hoek, Ark.. ana
Chattanowra. Tenn.. substantial chunks of the CD funds were
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allocated for the ronstruction of tennis complexes in well-to-do
suburlian areas.

The experimental housing all-rance pro,ram way be subject to
sin'ilar criticism. t9 draw any firm conclusions ai;out the
pro,ntm at this point. I loweve-.. one obsei:vation is clearly warranted,
and-that is that the program lots caused and will cause a substantial
degree of relocation. There are indicatms that the relocation of
families receix.'ng housin:t- allowances may encourage the trend of
inne city abahdoninent and reinforce real estate and inorii4age steer-
ing of in:noritv participants. The pro,rain is designed to improve
the quality of housing of participating fainilies. Whether it will ac-
complish that goal remains to be seen. A most troublesome question
ztt this point is whether it will jeopardize the quality of neighborhood

fe among the nonparticipants.
Another area ot inquiry would le iii identifyin, obstacles which

inhibit the success of reinvestment efforts. Preconditions for success
or failure of most federally inspirt'd reinvestment programs are often
determined by the complex set of legal. administr0tive and fiscal
policies. These pollen's can intkpendently or collectively serve as dis-
uwentiyes or incentives for change. Currently a (Luta base does not
exist which links instittaionalizA'd obstacles to reinvestment efforts
on a neighborhood level. Such policies may inelude local and State
tax laws. city ordinances. regulations and executive orders. and judi-
cial decisions which impact onthe neighbodiood.

Nfuniripal offiriais 01141 offirers of the yowls pass local ordinances
and make jndicial decisions on the basis of diserete problems. These
tkrisions are implemented in isolation of what is going on in the city
as a whole. or in partieular neighborlmods. Thns local laws and judi-
cial decisions are double edged. serving as either an incentive for
improvement or change. or as a disincentive t liat exacerbates decline.
Further. public artions eau inhibit the processes of governanee by
makiip, it extremely dif,icult to become involved in resolving a par-
ticular problem.

For example. structured disincentives could include: laws which
'pmteet absentee ownership. property tax assessment On improved
properties. lark of differentiation 1,etwocn a 'ax on land and a tax on
Impovements. rode enforcement and zonin.14..

Further analysis would relate to the varied administrative and
political approaches to decentralizat ion which are currently underway
in cities 'Ind States around the vomit ry. The decisions ll'ing local
government on nei,hborhood-related issues are complex and politi-
cally hazardous. Local otliciak are confronted with a dwindling tax
base. aging housin, stork increased numbers of aged and dependent
people. nudernuiployed. a brealidown iu public service delivery sys-
tems.. awl finally the v real potential of default. In facing these
issues. they must deride win't her to focus att emit ion on t he very blighted
nei,hborhoo(ls. or !he notr,inally blighted. or those still viable. With
resournes as scarce as t hey are. luibl it' officials are often in the posi!ion
of having to choose between serviees to white middle class families
who are threatenin, to leave the city. or services to the poor and
minorities.
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Other problems relate tc the issues of decentralization: What degree
of automonv to grant neirhborhoods. how to deal with overlappng
jurisdictions- f oity services. how to create conditions whiChare
conducive for citizen participation. These are only 50111e of the prob-
lems and decisions facing city officials. Clearly the Federal Govern-
ment must provide technical assistance and guidance in dealing with
these issues as well as many others. It is a problem of national
importance.

The Commission could put forth guidelines which wel. serve as a
model for a comprehensive approach toward restrueturi., the proce-
dures of go'-ernance through a mix of centoilization and deczmtraliza-
tion of service:: the restructuring of financial systems 'xith emphasi3
on subsidy and incentive programs; the melding of Federal funds
and programs with local condit:ons; provision of oversight over
relevant. regulatory bodies in the contest of neighborhood problems;
and rearranginr- Inman and educational service delivery systems in
ways which will increase utilization and decrease racial tension and
polarization.

Greater knowledge and understandincr of the processes of urban and
neighborhood life would be of undoubted value to both public officials
and- private citizens seeking change at all levels of governm, The
determination of the appropriate roles and concerns for vario inits
of government wonld considerably influence a variety of pu'Llie de-
cisions and policies_ Yet, it is the Federal level that we must come
back to. for there are limits on what it i appropriate for the Cohgress
to determine. for the States and local governments. Thus. I would like
to take one case in further detail to make an additional point : namely,
that in many cases it is not just new policies and programs which are
required for the health of neighborhoods, but, instead to merely make
proper use of the programs and policies already in existence. Of
course, I speak of the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, the Federal agency charged with the responsibility of maintain-
ing and supporting onr cities.. HUD is involved in a variety of
oversight, regulatory research, and program activities which directly
impact on neighb hood life. Yet, in some ways HUD has become one
of the biggest enemies of that life. Why? HUD is responsible for the
issuing of guidelines for the utilization of community development
revenue sharing funds. The failure to maintain tight regulations has
resulted in the perversion of program intent mentioned earlier. The
citizen participation components of the Housing and Community De-
velopment. Act have been made meaningless by HUD's failure to exer-
cise responsible oversight and this has done much to limit the
credibility of this program. HUD has failed to use the powers avail-
able to it. to prevent the heavy geographic concentration of FHN
financing, a practice which has become equated with the unavailability
of conventional financing and conventional credit availability is
crucial to neighborhood stability. HUD has not been able to set up
procedures which act against, the practice of fast foreclosure before
instead of after it occurs. HUD has done little to bring together, pre-
pare to analyze and (renerally facilitate the data forthcoming under
the provisions of the '-l-fome Mortgage Disclosure Act. HUD has done
little to influence the Various Federal banking regulatory agencies to
inhibit discriminatory mortgage practices, including redlining of
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various types. HtD has even financed the very research models used
lw the lending industry to buttress its c,ntention that traditional real
estate appraisal methods which destroy neighborhoods are no more
than -sound business practice".

Yet. HUD is not the only culprit. The entire panoply of Federal,
StLte, and local actors have similar roles. But we can attack such
failures only in piecemeal E.:1-i.on until we have s clearer understand-
ing of how all their actions fit togethei-. And only a study on the scale
eiwisioned by the National Commisscon on Neighborhoods can do that.

Thank you.
Mr. ASHLZY. Thank? very much for a good qatement.
.Mr. William Whiteside, stair director of the uban reinvestment

task force.
Mr. Whiteside ?
Mr. WHITESIDE. May I yield my place to Mrs. Cineotta?
Mr. ASHLEY. Indeed so. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF GALE CINCOTTA, CHAIRPERSON, NATIONAL
PEOPLE'S ACTION

Ms. CrscorrA. Thank you. My name is Gale Cincotta. I am chair-
person of National People's kction. I am here to testify for the need
for national reinvestment policy. This past June,. 2,000 grassroots
people from 63 eities. people from Seattle to Providence, from Sari
Antonio. from cities like Chicago to towns like Wooster, Ohio, came
together for NPA's fifth annual conference in Washington. D.C.

Stronger than ever before, we reaffirmed our goal of neighborhoods
first. I am happy to be here today to speak for NPA leaders and to
find that Congressman Ashley's committee and .the Congress have
endorsed our neighborhood's fi st agenda by holding hearings on the
need for a Presidential Commission to develop a national strategy for
neighborhoods.

Since the National Peo.ple's Action was formed in 1972 our efforts
have been instrumental in the passage of the Home Mortgage Dis-
closure Act. of En:). (b) and 518 ((1) rennbursement
iind in the recent dechiration of national moratorium on FHA fore7
closures and a national mortgage assignment program. These are sig-
nificant steps towanl our common goal of neighborhood preservation,
but the urgencyof the crisis that still confronts us demands ositive
and prompt action in the form of a national neighborhood reinvest-
ment policy.

We have grown tired with the insidious throwaway mentality that
pervades our society and classifies older people, &der homes, and
older neighborhoods as espendable-like pop bottk old used
Kleenex. People live in neighborhoods and neighborh, lake up
cities. We no longer have the resources to niplace these )rhoods
at a cost which our people can afford. Aml even if we dia, onr neigh-
borhoods are more than glass and steel, bricks and mortar. The fine
finality of family life and sense of community which.exists in a healthy
neighborhood must also bc preserved.

We-need a national commitment that neighborhood reinvestment is
a top priority of the Federal Government. In 1941, when Europe was
in a crisis after World ar II, a decision was made by our Govern-
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ment that saving European cit.ies was top priority. A 11..)licy planning
iff was established within the State Departnient to devehli short-

term and long-range strategies for what later was to lw called the
Marshall plan. The dollars were allocated to make it work. The oldet
people of Europe were not considered disposable.

The Congress of the late forties was willing to pledge support to
European ,eighhorhoods. If this U.S. Conaress of Bicentennial 1976
is willing to pledge its support to this country's neighborhoods and to
the people who !milt them an.: believe and live in theni. it will go
down in history as a true act of representative govermuem..

We will not sit back aml watch our neighlmroods lw destroyed bv
neglect. r. nd the pursuit of profit. National People's Action demaids
that the task of a national connilission oil nridiborhoods he the
immediate development and implementation of policies which will
restore and preserve our ileithborlioods. Our neighlmrbothls need-Marshall plan- an 1 1 1 11(.0..ars to make it work.

The fact is that the financial institutions- 4if thy United States of
America last. year alone sqnandercd $3.6 bhliim Of the people's hard-
earned savings on speculative and foreion ventures. To Arno: that thhi
comes at the expense of neighborhood sr. 1 et nue quote V. I thy savings
and home loan li-ures for the two largest hanks in l'hica:ro First
National and Continental. as doeunwm !iv the 1976 Chica!ro
ordinance disclosure data.

Continental and First National banks took in rver $1.34 billion in
sayings deposits from city neighborhoods in C: ,.ago ill nit Vet
they loaned only $7.8 million in conventional mortgages to the city
neighborhoods. ins suburbs. On the other hand. with only $319 million
on deposit with First National took in ever :!;:.-2.1 million in home loans.
for a whopping ret:Irn of 8 cents.on the doliar. Continental loaned
$36 million to the suburbs.

At the same time., these two institutions, while writing off our
neighborhoods. have lost $163 million of our hard-earned sayings on
bad loans in speculative investnwnts such as real estatk mvestment
trp.4s. This $163 million is four times flue amount the city of Chieago
receives from the Federal Government in community development
funds. nationally a most three times the allocation to the cities in
community deve.lopant dollar:: has been lost on speculation by pri-
vate sector.

And I think as our eommunities and we tight f,r programs and how
to spend the very few community development dollars that come into
the city. when You have the private seytor on the other haml throwing
this much money away without :niybody takiui g. a close look at how
it is spent and where prudent lending and decisions collie in. I think
.we are losing neighborhood people's hard-earned savings. And I think
there has to be a balance of private sector joating money back into
the city.

The HT'D loss figures have been publicized so many tinie7They Inive
lost their shock value. 74.000 abandoned FlIA single-family homes.
But it does seem incongruous that IIKD continues to lose almost as
much money annually as Congress atiocated to the entire Nation for
the, implementation of the Community Development Act..

What now alarms us is that we see the same mistakes which have led
to the HUD disaster replieato in the implementation of the
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numity Deyelopmelit Act. In Chicap-o, million of first community
development funds -were zo:)Cated to finani la! vssistance tO pronerty
owners. but .7:1 million was later transferred to ,!ovec the Model e'ities
bureaucracy. o (Ian.. only eight home loans have been nun le nwler
the program, Another :F,1 million of first year community development
funds was allocated for rehabilitation of repossessed FHA properties.
No homes have been relmbilitated to date under this prorTam.

Recent. testimony revealed that city after city inisdi.ected commu-
nity development 'funds toward parkin!, garages. athletic fields. and
the like, while the demand for reasonably priced housing nears the
bursting point. In the 312 loan program in Chicaro, community devel-
opment loans have gone to opper-middie inconh. persons in (IT percent
of the cases. in Chica!,o that means the Lincoln Park area, frequently
for luxury or extravag:mt reconstruction.

As T mentioned earlier, healthy neighborhoods are more than brick
and mortar, glass aml steel. When tho private sector lisinvests our
neighborhoods and deficient public si,tor prorranis fail to iill the
voici, all the in the community suffer other fonns of disinvest-
ment. The fin.. qualities which existed in the once healthy neighbor-
hood must also ae restored.

The streets of onr cities are no longer safe. Senior citizens who have
helped to build our neiphhorhoods are afraid to go out to the store.
arc forced ro live in inadequate housing. pay higher rents and receive
potir health caw. Fcderal. state, and local programs are paying "lip-
service" to our parents' and grandparents' needs.

Our parents are not the only victims of crime. Our children are ex-
posed to hard drugs, women on our streets are raped, an .i ou limes
are burgla iize I while polit icians continue to garner votes on law-and-
order platforms.

While we watch our neirrhborhoods continue to go down, we see our
utility hills soar. Utility monopolies draw a blank check from govern-
mental regulators and continue 'o squeeze neighborhood people for
their last dollar.

Thus a whole ram,e of nei,,hborhood problems must be addressed by
a National Commission on Neiglillorhoods. I)! ..-idcnt Ford's response
to the challen!re has been to name a high level task force chaired by

Secretary :'arla i ls. That panel is not the prolwe vehicle for
such znt effort. hat is riddled with the type of closed door,
elit is_ attitudes which fostered neighborhood decline. There
are no community yopic an bat Committee.

he Commission proposed by this Cm...nittee. by wav of contrast.
has a trenn,ndons potential to establish a nei,hborhood policy based
on conintimity input and advicc. call on the 1976 Congress and
the proposed national Commiion to implement the following
recommendat ions :

donlde (:,dlarsmatch:ng dollars for cities which use their
conununitv development funds to rehabilitate existing housing stock
in older neighborhoods, with administrative costs not to exceed 10
PV men:.

Second. 'Urban Reinvestment Task Fmre expansions to a level of
100 million, million NITS. S25 million NPP. I think this is one of

the only programs that we know that has put together private sector
emninunity people ;old city olft-ials. And I know Mr. Whiteside is
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leery about expanding it too fast but it is a prot'omm that encom-
passes what you do need in a city. And I do knowthat you did give
him $71-A million but I think you should give himmore.
-Third, a comprehensive program to rehabilitate the thousands of

abandoned HUD properties. Existing honsi re, stock must be preserved.
Fourth, a national anti-redlining law wrnch would prohibit geo-

graphic as well as racial discrimination in lending.
Fifth, investigation into secondary mortgage market, FMNA,

Freddie Mae, GNMA.
Sixth, incentives in the form of tax breaks, lower interest rates, and

so forth, to encourage purchase andjor rehabilitation of homes in
older neighborhoods. An end of disincentives which encourage new
development..

Seventh, complete overhaul of HUD and restructuring of FILL
Eighth, Federal regulation and licensing of the mortgage banking

industry and individual brokers.
Ninth, the 518 (b) and 518 (d) reimbursement program must be

overhauled and given separate office status in HUD.
Tenth, comprehensive lecrislation establishing uniform mortgage

forbearance policy nationalry.
Eleventh, home repair grants and loans, rent subsidies, and prop-

ertv tax reductions for the elderly.
twelfth, immediate enactment of national generic drug substitution

legislation to ease the cost of rising prescription drug prices.
Thirteenth, Law Enforcement Assistance AdininIstrationFederal

allocations to be used to finance community-initiated crime preven-
tion-programs and less police-controlled programs.

Fourteenth, that the full power of the Federal Government be di-
rected toward wiping out hard drugs in our neighborhoods.

Fifteenth, that Congress immediately enact national lifeline legis-
lation to restructure current inequitable utility rates.

Our neighborhoods believe that onr system of Government was con-
structured to meet the changing needs of the people. Congressmen.
these needs am not. being met. The neighborhoods are organized and
determined to see that onr System of Government is one that serves the
people. We are organized and determined that our neighborhoods shall
survive.

We pledge our full -support for the implementation of a national
neighborhood reinvestment policy.

Mr. ASHLEY. Mrs. Cincotta, thank you very much.
Now. Mr. Whiteside.
Mr. IVIIITLCIDE. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I will submit my pre-

pared remarks for the record and just very briefly highlight them in
my oral presentation, if I mav.

Mr. ASIII.Ey. Thank you. kr. Whiteside. Tlw full statement will be
submitted for the record.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. WHITESIDE, STAFF DIRECTOR, URBAN
REINVESTMENT TASK FORCE ; DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NEIGHBOR-
HOOD REINVESTMENT OF THE FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANKS

M. WHITESME. It has really been a pleasure to be here this morning
to hear the presentations and to hear the questions and the comments by
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the members of the subeoninnttee. I am impressed at the. level of
knowledge and interest that the subeommittee displays. I think this
augurs well for the future of neighborhood preservation.

lour interest in neiglthorhood preservation is. something that we
share. But before getting into that, let me confluent that I think there
is yeal significance in the fact that the Urban Reinvestment Task Force,
with the sponsorship of the Federal Honw Loan Bank Board. HUD.
the Federal Reserve. the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and
the Comptroller of the Curreney, at the same time works very coop-
eratively with Mrs. Cincotta's group and with Monsignor Baroni's
group. it is a mlique position we have lwen privileged to have, and one
that we really treasure. I think there is a significance to my sitting with
this panel that should not be lost on the committee.

There is an additional area of intense interest in neighborhood
preservation that has been referred to, but whidi I would like to
underscore, and this is in the cities. As they have been empowered
through community development block grant funding to take a lead
in neighborhood preservation. they have been actively seeking ways
to do this. They have been actively seekim,- instrunwnts. and many
have, selected our neighborhood housing services as one of their
nst ruments.

I might note. M. Chairman. that the most recent addition to our
list of cities with neighborhood housing service profframs in develop-
ment is Toledo. and we are beginning work there very shortly.

The discoveries that we have made as we have worked in tile neigh-
borhood preservation effort include the observation that neighborhoods
are extremely complex. that there is an interdependeeee in the lunnan
factors. the economic faees. and the physical factors that has been
little recognized. In supporting this bill. I think a further study of
this interdependence and a further doeumentation of it is extremely
important before the Federal Government launches out in any major
programs directed specifically at neighborhoods. Because. as has been
amply testified to bere today. Federal programs have already done a
good deal of damage to neighborhoods by not taking into cousideration
these subtle factors.

I was delighted with the. action of the conference committee on the
HUD appropriations bill, in its endorsement of our work, which pro-
duced a recommendation to HUD that they increase our funding to
$41/, million. This increase is currently being implemented. The task
force members have approved the expansion. "We are in the process

Mr. Asii LEI% Mr. Whiteside, just a minute.
What is it. Mr. LaFalee ?
Mr. LAFAtxr. Mr. Whiteside. if I may interject at :this moment,

VOU said the conference. conunit tee increased the appropriations for the
task force to.$4.5 million ? What had it been prior to that?

Mr. Wurresine..$2.5 million was projeeted for the coining fiscal year.
Mr. LAFALCE. Projected by whom ?
Mr. Wu rrEsmr.. By HUD.
Mr. LA Es IA Th a nk you.
Arr. Worrestne. And by the task force. In other words, we had a

5-year funding agreement with and it was to go at a $21/2
million dollar per year level through 1979. 1977 and 197g.

77-154 0 76 - 13
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Mr. LaFALCE. I understand that well, Mr. 'Whiteside. I am not surethat HUD di
Mr. Astir-tr. :Now, I think we are going to proceed as was outlinedby the Chair so the witnesses will all be heard and we will have timefor questions.
Mr. WarrEsum. In our expansion plan, which is currently being

implemented to utilize the additional fundin.., we are approximately
going to double our operation by the end of 1676. at the level of opera-
tion that we have had thus far, we will have assisted the development
of 31 neighborhood housing services programs around the country.We anticipate that at the increased level of operation that we will beable to add 24 programs during calendar 1977 so that by the end of1977 there should- be. 5:i neighborhood ho-Asing services programsfunctioning.

If funding at this level can be secured in fiscal 1978 and 1979, weexpect to see over 100 neighborhood housing services programs func-
tioning around the country by the end of the seventies as a result ofour efforts.

Let me speak briefly about what neighborhood housing servicesis, because I think it has been a unique experiment and it has cast some
light on what is needed in neighborhoods. and a -review might be help-
ful to the subcommittee in its deliberations.

Basicidly. as I think is well-known, the model was created in Pitts-
burgh by a local coalition of neighborhood residents. local lenders, andthe city government. They had no help from anyone. They were not
even trying to create a national model. they were trying to solve some
problems in the central-northside in Pittsburgh. We discovered thisModel in 1971, got well acquainted with it, and by 1972 were starting
to replicate it on an experimental basis in other cities.

Critical elements of neighborhood housing services are this
partnership of residents. lenders and local government. It is a grcoapof residents who are willing to become deeply involved in neighbor-
hood housing services, Will give it their leadership. will serve on theboard of directors as a majority of the board of directors, and will
(rive of their energy and leadership in selling to the neighborhood thee.>

concept that the neighborhood can come back.
It is a group of lenders who will agree to intensify theb. lending in

the neighborhood, who will agree to make all the bankable loans gen-
erated by the. pro..ramloans to people who can meet their underwrit-
ing criteria as inedividualswaiving any doubt they might have had

jabout the neighborhood in the past. oining in the self-fulfillng
prophecy that the neighborhood is coinincr back. The lenders also con-
tribute the operating costs in most of the neighborhood housing
services on an annual basis.

The city government involves itself by targeting special attention
to the neighborhood. by bringing the service levels up to the level that
obtains across the city. bv ta- king care of needed public amenities in
the neighborhood. We find that when people have lost confidence in
a neighborhood that pnblie investment suffers as well as private invest-
ment. The city needs to get involved in a major way to deal with this.

The city also needs to conduct a sensitive housinginspection program
to make sure that over a period of years, every single residence in _the
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neighborhood can be brought up to minimum code standards and
above.

To make this work, you need a source of financing for every home-
owner. The loans to the bankable homeowners by the fmancial insti-
tutions are an important part of this, but a high-risk revolving loan
fund is another important part, to make loans to residents who do
not meet anyone's underwriting criteria. Loans to the elderly, loans
to residents with a bad credit history, loans to residents who are
subject to marginal employment.

Tbe high-ris-k revolving loan fund which each neighborhood hous-
ing services has administers usually amounts to a target of $300,000
or more. They range well above that in some of the older programs.
Neighborhood Housing Services of Pittsburgh, for.instance, has about
$850.000 in its high-risk revolvina loan fund. This money is lent at
flexible rates and flexible terms tfihomeowners who need to improve
their homes and who simply cannot qualify anyplace else.

The result of having these two sources of lendable funds is that
every single homeowner in the neighborhood can qualify for some
financial help to improve their homes.

Finally, the NHS has a small but highly qualified technical staff
that. counsels the honwowners on their financial problems, that coun-
sels the homeowners on their constrtwtion needs, that monitors con-
struction and makes sure the homeowners get the product that they
have contracted for, that monitors the city's performance and per-
forms liaison with the city in bringing the whole neighborhood back.

To bring this program about, the fask force has devised a unique
developmental process. In another context, Senator Proxmire made
a comment about my being "a rare bureaucrat." I particularly appre-
ciated that because in our developmental process we have tried not
to be bureaucratic at all. We have tried to approach each neighbor-
hood on its own merits to deal with the particular political realities
of each city, to deal with the cultural realities of each neighborhood,
and to tailor the program to what exists in that city. I think we have
been highly successful at it thus far.

It is a painstaking process, and it is -a- process that once you have
started you can't really give up on. You have got everyone's equity
out there. You have,the city out there. You have the financial institu-
tions out there, neighborhood leadership out there, committed to the
program, so we have to follow through. We have to produce a pro-
ffram. once we have committed ourselves.

Typically, this fakes us 8 to 10 months. In some difficult situations
it has taken us well over a year. But we have hung in and produced
a neighborhood housing services program to .fulfill the expectations
of the local partners in the program.

We think we may be at the beginning of a national breakthrough
in understamling what it takes to- bring neighborhoods back. I think
there has been a good deal of attention to what makes neighborhoods
decline. We are particularly interested in what it takes to bring them
back.

The results in neighborhoed housing services, I think, need to be
measured in neighborhoods turned around and in homes improved.
The number of hians made is important, but we are discovering that
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there is a spinoff factor, an element that is hard to ineastire until you
look back for a year or two.

at me take Cincinnati as a case in point. Out of a given 26 honfe-g
that have been inspected and been found to need work in Cincimiati,
they discovered that 15 of the homes were brought up to at least
minimum city standards by the homeowners, out of their own re-

. sources. You don't. quite know where they received the money. Out
of their savings ? Out of loans that they received independently? The
work was finished. The building permits were taken out and the
work was done.

Out of the other five homeowners whose homes needed work, four
were referred to cooperating financbil institutions which are working
with neighborhood housing services and only one required the re-
sources of the high-risk revolving loan fund. We think that is very
ithpressive leverage, and we think that is the kind of leverage this
program can produce.

Now, I think it is obvious that the level of neighborhood is im-
portant in the ability to produce this kind of leverage. The neighbor-
hood housing services program is not a program to solve all of the
kinds of problems that have been talked about in great detail here
today. It applies to a particular slice of neighborhoods where you still
have basically a working population, where you still have basically
sound structures, where you do not have a very high degree of ab-
sentee ownership and a very high degree of deterioration or abandon-
ment. But that slice of neighborhoods is significant in every city that
I hare visited, and it seems to me, being able to hold the line on those
neighborhoods is extremely important. to us as a Nation.

Neighborhood housing services is serving an important function in
the community development block grant. program in that it has been
a living laboratory in how to work with neighborhoods. We discover
a constant stream of visitors to every NIIS program. Visitors who
want to know how it works, visitors from city governments, visitors
from other neighborhoods. visitors from other cities and other States
who are excited about these programs where something is being pro-
duced. And we think that is an important output of the whole process.

In conclusion, the task force has another program, which was men-
tioned by Mrs. Cincotta our neighborhood preservation projects,
where, in an outreach to find other things that are working, we are
giving modest grants to programs showing promise for example, of
being able to deal with commercial district decline, being able to deal
with multifamily problems, being able to deal with the problem of
abandoned structures. We- do not have good, solid answers in these
areas yet, as we have in the primarily single-family neighborhoods that
NHS serves; but we. are looking hard for things that work. As we
discover them, we will begin our replication process adding them to
complement. the NHS program and offering them to other cities and
neighborhoods throughout the country.

The Urban Reinvestment Task Force haS demonstrated a consider-
able commitment to the neighborhoods. and I think that is the critical
element. As a catalyst, we are bringing the resources of the Federal
Government and frequently of*State government, always of local
government and always of filiancialinstitutions, to the neighborhoods
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to serve the neighborhood. I think we have got the priorities right,
and I think that first priority of serving the neighborhood is important
to consider in structuring the study Commission that you are develop-
ing through this legislation and in future Federal programs. But I
think we should .not kid ourselve s. that there is any --fast six for
neighborhoods.

I was delighted to hear again Mrs. Cincotta's recommendation that
we receive $100 million. and I wish I knew how to use that amount
of money effectively. We are interested in expanding this effort, and
we will expand the effort. But we have to maintain the quality of the
effort; otherwise, we are dealing with just words and dollars, and
they aren't going to do the joh.

So I would like to again thank you and tellyou that we are learn-
ing a great deal about neig,hborbood preservation, and we are looking
forward to sharing this wull the study Commission. which. I trust, is
going to be created as a result of your deliberations.

[The prepared statement of 3Ir. Whiteside. with attached appendix,
follows d
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Wm. A. Whiteside, the Staff

Director of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force and the Director of

the Office of Neighborhood Reinvestment of the Federal Home Loan -

Banks. I want to thank you for this opportunity to discuss the

Urban Reinvestment Task Force and its neighboihood preservation

programs in testifying on H.R. 14756 and to present some general

observations on urban neighborhood policy.

In the testimony that follows. I will discuss first the

initial development of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force and the

origins of our major program, Neighborhood Housing Services.

with regard to NHS, the testimony describes the essential elements

of the prograr, along with detailing its key features. This is

followed by discussion of our other program, Neighborhood

Preservation Projects, and the creation of a national loan

purchase pool in :Neighborhood Housing Services of America. The

balance of my statement deals with Task Force accomplishments,

capacity and objectives, along with urban neighborhood policy

considerations.

Let me begin by commending your interest in the important

area of neighborhood preservation. We share this interest and are

convinced that, at a fraction of the cost of new development, the

Nation's cities can take advantage of our urban infrastructure

and preserve and renew our urban amenities 3nd urban communities.

Preserving neighborhoods, however, represents a complex and

delicate undertaking because a neighborhood is mode up of interde--

pendent human, economic and physical elements. As a complex social,

physical and economic entity, it is a basic building block of
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society and great care must be taken so that programs designed

to assist do not produce unintended negative side effects.

The Urban Reinvestment Task Force has developed a uaique and

painstaking process for dealing aith these complex factors and is-

bringing into existence genuine partnerships of community resi-

dents, local government and the private sector. I believe this

procesz, and the local programs which we can introduce as models

nationally, offer the potential of a national breakthrough in

neighborhood revitalization. The main program of the Task Force,

Neighborhood Housing Services, can be replicated in enough

lo-ations to provide the models and experience necessary for

further local refinements, and to generate a broad spin-off of other

types of neighborhood preservation activities.

We-were delighted with the action of the Conferenca Committee

on the HUD appropriation bill (H.R. 14233) in allocating an increase

in the demonstration grant support of the Task Force's activities

provided out of the HUD research budget. lhe Urban Reinvestment Task

Force members have recently approved an expansion of the activities of

the Task Force, and the Office of Policy Development and Research of

thf Department of Housing and Urban Development is presently working

on an inter-agency agreement amendment expanding Task Force funding

to $4.5 million in FY 1977. We expect by the close of calendar year

1976 that there will be 31 operational NHS programs and that this

:ncreased funding level will enable us to bring an additional 24 on

stream during calendar year 1977, for a total of 55 cities with

operating NHS programs. Given continued funding dt. this level in

FYs 1978 and 1979, we should conclude the 1970s' with in excess

-2-
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of 100 NHS programs as neighborhood preservation models, spread

over every section of the United States.

The competence of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force-to operate

in this sphere goes back to the early 1!,70s, when the.Federal Home

Loan Bank Board became acutely aware of the deterioration of urban

a...0as and the role the financial induttry could play in relation to

some of the problems facitg our cities. While artively seeking out

progrzms that were aimed at revitalizing declining city areas, the

Bank Board discovered one such program in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

called Neighborhood Housing Services, which was demonstrating suc

c%?ss. NHS of Pittsburgh had created a partnership between the local

government, community residents and financial institutions and, as part

ners, these three gioups were cooperatively working toward halting

decline in Pittsburgh's Central Northside neighborhood. After a

thorough study of the program, the Bank Board began experimentally

replicating this program model in other cities. The model was refined

in successive experiences, and it has been succescfully adapeed to

varied cities.

By. 1974 the Federal Home Loan Bank Board had brought four NHS pro

grams to an operational stage and had nine others in various stages of

development.

Formation of Urban Reinvestment Task Force

On April 22, 1974, the Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board announced the establishment

of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force to expand on the initial efforts.

202_
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This Task Force, with the Secretary of liud and the Chairman of

the Bank Board serving as codirectors, received initial staffing and

administrative assistance from the Bark Board and $3 million in RUD

demonstration funds as the result of an interagency agreement between

the two agencies. The funds were for Fys 1974 and 1975 to enable the

Task Force to replicste Neighborhood Housint; Services programs, to

create a national loa r. purchase pool for the NH5 High Risk Revolving

Loan Funds, and to support and monitor other promising forms of

neighborhood preservation. Approximately twothirds of these funds

are channeled by the Task Forcp into grants for N115 High Risk

Revolving Loan Funds and Neighborhood Preservation Projects.

In July of 1975, HUD and the Bank Board amended the inter

agency agreement, providing for a unding level of $2.5 million

annually through FY 1978, and $1.5 million in 1979, making this

program BUD's major national neighborhood preservation

demonstration. The membership of the Task Force was expanded

September 1975 to include a member of the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System, the Comptroller of the Currency,

and the Chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Neighborhood Housing_Services Expansioa

As a result of the earlier efforts of the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board, and the wore recent activities of the Urban Reinvestment Task

Force, NHS programs are now operating in 25 cities, in addition

to the original ,:-Igram in Pittsburgh. For a listing of these

bne Appendix.
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NHS Features

lie have found that a successful NES program must opeiaie in a

neighOorhood in which the housing stock is beginning to show

signs of deterioration but yet remains basically sound, and where-

there is a high degree of homeownership. The program has 5 basic

elements: 1) residents who want to preserve their neighborhood,

improve their homes, and who are willing to provide the leadership

and make the effort to establish and participate in a NHS program;

2) local government which seeks to improve the neighborhood by

making the necessary improvements in public amenities and by con-

ducting an appropriate housing code inspection and compliance

program coordinated with NHS activities: 3) a group of financial

institutions which agree to reinvest in the neighborhood by making

market rate loans for qualified borrowers and tax deductible

cOntributions to the NHS to support its operating cost; (4) a

high risk revolving loan fund to make loans at flexible rates

and terms to residents not meeting commercial credit standards:

the funds being provided by private foundations, industry or

government; and (5) a NHS organization, which is a state-chartered,

private, non-profit corporation having a board of directors of

which a numerical majority are community residents, along with

significant representation from financial institutions, and a

three-member staff.

Neighborhood Housing Services programs represent a blend of

private-public-community involvement in a working partnership,

with each group strongly represented and respectful of the others'

positions. This partnership must be constructed with the

greatest care. Key features of the NHS model are:

-5-
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It is a local prOgram. The role of the Urban Reinvestment Task

Force is to act as a catalyst and facilitator. The Task Force

brings to each local situation detailed knowledge of the program

and the way in which it may be adapted to the local situation.

Local program policy, administration and implementation are

responsibilities of those on the local level.

The program is nongovernmental. Even though some public funds

are included, control is vested in a board of directors of the

private corporation which consists of community and financial

insitution representative. There are few governmental regula-

tions to follow, and therefore, the board has freedom and flexi-

bility in its operation of the program. The essentially

nongovernmental nature of the program is essential for involving

'the key parties.

The program is nonbureaucratic. Each program develops its own

prioritie-s and policies. Although the Task Force may provide

technical assistance in helping to establish operating pro-

cedures, important decisions which affect the loan or the

relationship of NHS to the community are made by the NHS board.

The program is very flexible.

The program is a seif-help effort. The involvement of local

citizens is regarded as extremely important by the financial

institutions, funding sources and city government. Strong

citizen interest indicates neighborhood pride and is a major -

factor in convincing potential lenders that the residents care

-6-
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about the neighborhood and want to remain and maintain it. NHS

operating costs are funded entirely through local sources, and

local contributors supply much of the high risk loan fund. Em-

phasis on local funding is part of the self-help element of the

NHS model.

The NHS program is not a give-away. The high risk loan fund is a

revolving loan fund; even for high-risk applicants

a prospect for repayment. The fact that the p

give-away is an important feature in the eyes nc

institutions and funding sources, and it effeo.i. ,

the program's philosophy that property upkeep is the responsi-

bility of homeowners and other property owners.

The program is concentrated on specific neighborhoods. The NHS

program addresses itself to neighborhoods which are basically

sound, but which are deteriorating. Concentration of the pro-

gram's effort into a small enough area to be manageable is

important.

The Developmental Process

Bringing a viable NHS program into operation requires an effort

lasting eight months or more. The first months are spent developing

working relationships with the local government, community and finan-

cial representatives, and selecting a local Task Force staff person

with the skills and local knowledge necessary to work out cooperatiVe

relationships among the various participants.

When the necessary relationships have been developed, a ten-week

process is commenced and the NHS concept is introduced to a group of.

approximately 40 people, representing financial institutions, the com-

-7-
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munity at large, and local government and regulatory bodies. These

individuals adapt the NHS model to local conditions and form committees

to work on the details of selection of the NHS neighborhood, funding,

neighborhood priorities, governmental services, and Incorporation of the

NHS itself. Residents of the neighborhood chosen for the program are

then immediately brought into the proCess, fully informed about the

NHS concept, and involved in creating the resulting non-profit organi-

zation. Once the NHS has been established, the Task Force aids in
-

securing funding, selecting and training permanent staff, and estab-

lishing operating procedures.

When the program has become fully operational, a seminar is ar-

ranged for lending officers and appraisers of all participating

financial institUtions, fee appraisers, representatives of private

mortgage insurance companies, and regulatory agency examiners. The

purpose of this seminar is to expose those "on the firing line" in

the financial community to the program so that they can revise their

expectations about the neighborhood, and see personally the renewed

confidence in the neighborood's future. At this point, direct out-

side support is phased out, except for liaison and informational

assistance, and the NHS becomes an independent, autonomous program.

Financial support of $30,000 to $50,000 from a local source is

required to support the local expenses of a NHS developmental pro-

gram. After becoming operational, NHS operating expenses approximate

$60,000 per year per neighborhood, on an on-going basis. A high

risk revolving loan fund must also be funded to a level of at least

$300,000 per neighborhood over a two or three year period. Local

'government, foundations, and Federal Home Loan Banks have been the

-8-
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primary sources of developmental funds. Financial institutions

normally have contributed the operating budget, and high risk re-

volving loan funds have been contributed by foundations,,industry,

and by local governmental bodies which have committed Community

Development Revenue Sharing Funds; and many will receive Task Force

grants of $65,000 to $100,000.

NHS Results

The original Neighborhood Housing Services, Inc., formed in Pitts-

burgh in 1968, has, over an eight-year period successfully increased

the flow of capital Into a formerly decling neighborhood and demon-

strates the long term potential of this apT . During the first

five years, about two-thirds of the mr Lou, loans were con-

centrated in the Central Northside. Tht VP generated more

than 400 mortgages and home improvement loam. ,rom savings and loans

and banks. Home improvement lending increased by 97%, building permits

went up 245%, code violations were removed from more than 1,200 homes,

and numerous additional homes already meeting the code standards were

improved. As a result of this NHS activity and its effect on confi-

dence in the neighborhood, real estate values have increased by more

than 608.

In the past eight years, the Pittsburgh NHS has continued to be

the model for other NHS programs around the country. It has not only

maintained its vitality, but has grown both in geographic scope and in

the range:if services provided to residents. Through a coordinated

program of low-interest doans, sensitive housing code enforcement, and

the encouragement of private-sector lending, Pittnhurgh NHS has helPed

to "turn around" the Central Northside. From 1969 through June of

-9-
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1976, 398 loans totalling $1,019,344 were administered through the

NHS High Risk Revolving Loan Fund. In the first six months of 1976

alone, approximately 430 clients were serviced by the NHS staff

through loan referrals, loan servicing, budget counseling supply tools,

and supervising and controlling construction work.

As an example of one of the newer programs, the Neighborhood Housing

Services prograM of Bal.timore, Maryland was organized during the spring

and summer of 1974. In August of 1974 the NHS was incorporated, In-

volving a partnership of strong community groups, twelve savings and

loan associations and city government. Since incorporation, commer-

cial banks have provided a special loan pool to purchase participations

in loans made by the high risk revolving loan fund. The Baltimore

program has made a stong visual impact
, thn East Baltimore community's

housing stock. The pronr
I over 379 new clients.during

its 2 years of operatik ,tcd over 160 construction

job. It has made 54 high risk loans totalling $237,394 and generated

93 private loans totalling $594,900. As well as its role in the neigh-

borhood revitalization in Baltimore, the Baltimore NHS has assisted

the Task Force's dissemination of information'on the NH$ concept by

hosting tours of its neighborhood.

In June of 1975, the Urban Reinvestment Task Force initiated a

management information system for the purpose of monitoning the

activities of the NHS programs. This reporting system provides

information on the activities of the counseling staff, the revolving

loan fund and the referral system to financial institutions, as well

ai figures on the number of building permits, code inspections and-

abatements and mortgages recorded in the NHS tarlet area.

10-
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Twenty programs have a continuity of reporting which provides

evidence of the national impact of the NHS program. For data on

these programs, see Appendix.

In 1975, the Department of Housing and Urban Development commis-

sioned an independent consultant to assess the work of the Task Force.

The resulting report presented the following conclusions:

"The Urban Reinvestment Task Force is essential

to the the development of NHS's. All of those in-.

terviewed agreed that without the Task Force the

program would not have been created. The Task

Force successfully uses a workshop process as its

vehicle to create the local commitments necessary

to start a NHS.

"The lenders, neighborhood residents, and city

officials involved in the program are enthusiastic...

"Most of the NHS neighborhoods selected have been

good choices...

'"Leadership is the i,rry of the devel,:p-

mental program. Th,:. 3k Fmrr .c. has made goorld choices

in its selection of

"The NHS program is mc:,? th:nr d high risk loan

fund and therefore LI: judged accordingly...

Although hard quantEfi ah:. is scarce, there

is evidence to suppo-7- thitorre,r le-vels of investment

in most of the neightrrvNraztis...

:210
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"The direct effects of the program in terms of the

number of high risk loans made have not been large...

"Available evidence is inconclusive with respect to

changes in the availability of conventional finan-

cing in the NHS neighborhoods. All of the NHS's

have beers able to secure financing for bankable

applicants from participating institutions; how-

ever, not every participating institution has been

willing to make bankable loans...

"Some fund raising problems have been encountered.

NHSs have had difficulty raising funds, but each

NHS benefits from raising operating and high risk

funds locally, in spite of these difficulties. Full

federal funding of the organizations would be detri-

mental to the local programs.

"The objectives of the Task Force are appropriate

to neighborhood stabilization and are being carried

out by the NHS's.

"The NHS program has developed in a manner consistent

with the general model...

"The basic structure of the NHS model is transferable

among Local municipalities...

-12-
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"The performance of an NHS program cannot be deduced

from the level of a given input into the program...

An inadequate commitment on the part of one of the

parties may be more than compensated for by the

commitments of the other two. In additic,n, there is

a trade off between the level of deterioretion of a

neighborhood and the magnitude of the commitments

required to make the program successful..."

The NHS prOji'am is a demonstration model of a coordinated

reinvestment strategy. The Task Force is demonstrating the suc-

cess of the model and of the process for replicating it.

It must be emphasized, however, that this program is not a

panacea. It does not appear suited to neighborhoods which are

characterized by poverty income levels, heavy absentee ownership,

severe vandalism, abandonment, and demolition. Rather, it is

suited to neighborhoods which.have not yet become severely

blighted, but which appear to be in the beginning stages of a cycle

that rmuld lead to a blighted condition if not reversed.

Ttle success it has had in "turning aronaff" neighborhomds is

demonstrating that a joint effort by these essential partners,

intervening at the appropriate time, is an invaluable urban con-

servation tool. The effort is difficult however, and requires a

strong commitment to the neighborhood and to the quality al urban

life. The Task Force has itself demonstrated a commitment:to the

success of each:program, staying with each proaram until 2it is

ready to function independently, and then offering any support or

assistance that will further the program,

-13-
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Neighborhood Preservation Projects

The Urban Reinvestment Task Force is also participating in the

developmental funding of a limited number of selected demonstration

projects, called Neighborhood Preservation Projects (NPP). The-

Task Force is identifying, monitoring, and evaluating locally de-

veloped neighborhood preservation programs which show promise of

potential replicabiliiy in other cities. Thoie programs selected

receive modest demonstration grants toward data collection, documen-

tation, and support of the project itself. For further information

and a description of the NPP's approved for funding in FY 1975 and

FX 1976, see Appendix.

Hal Loan 1-.:Tchase Pool

Neighborhood 1::.ousin1 Services of America, a non-profit organi-

zation, has been established to provide a national_loam purchase

pool for the purpose of mazitntaining the liquidity of-NHS revolving

loan funds, and providing -iechnical assistance to Local NHS pro- .

grams. With the support of a $250,000 Task Force g=ant (under HUD's

deaegnstration grant to the?Task Force), NHSA has deigned loan

purchase procedures and ie:now implementing them.

Over $4 million is ir the revolving loan fundm of the. 26

existing NHS programs, with commitments over the ne-rt two years

totalling about $10 million. This amount, however, iz very limited

in view of the task facingthe NHSs. Funding delcxs could make it

Aiflicult for individual programs to maintain the contdnuity and

momentum of their work without the "safety valve" prov:ded by the

NHSA loan purchase pool.
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The tHISA Board of Directors is currently involved in a fund

raising effort to expand the loan purchase pool, and has established

a goal of raising $2-3 million per year. The Task Force is

assisting in this effort by encouraging both private and public_

contributions to NHSA, and plans a.further $500,000 grant to NHSA

in FY 1977.

Task Force Accomplishments

The Task Force has developed and demnnstra! 'he c;uccess f

a sophisticated process for replicating NHS programs. It has demon -

ted that it is possible to implement programs which require the

participation of neighborhood residents, the private ftnancial sector,

and se-veral levels of government. /t has successfully leveraged a

minamum of Federal dollars with funds from cities, priv,-.*:".e lenders,

Inundations and individual homeowners to revitalize and-Treserve

voloable urban neighborhoods. And, it has accomplished these objec-

t=es with minimal red tape and maximum impact.

However, there are limitations to the NHS concept and to the

n--.1.mn Reinvestment Task Force's efforts which should be recognized.

Errst, the process of replicating the NHS program is a delicate

a=d: time-consuming undertaking. Steps which appear insignificant

k= fact are not. Much of our staff time is spent in acting as

!=tanslator" to the divergent groups to increase mutual trust levels

ern demonstrate to them that everyone gains from the reinvestment

program.

Further, the Urban Reinvestment Task Force is involved in an

effort to develop models which others can follow. It is not seeking

to implement a massive Federal program on a national basis; it

is Instead attempting to produce a multiplier effect by creatinq.
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a number of visible, successful models which others can copy or

adapt in the future.

Once the NHS process is begun in c -hood of a metro-

politan area, channels of communica Letween local

residents, government officials, and iin . cf the urban

area. We believe this cooperation and communicatior will not stop

with a single neighborhood once a success model exists, and other

neighborhoods will be encouras ,to carry out programs of their own.

Task Force Capacity and ObjeNives

The Federal Nome Loan Bank System recently created the Office

of Neighborhood Reinvestment of the Federal Home Loan Banks to pro-

vide administrative support to the Urban Reinvestment Task Force

and to undertake other neighborhood reinvestment activities as

directed.

The original inter-agency agreement defining the scope of

the demonstration funded by HUD set forth the following'tasks:

1. Assisting the establishment of Neighborhood Housing

Services of America (NHSA);

2. Developing, assioting and providing grants to 40 MIS

programs, and developing and assisting an additional 20

NHS programs which will not receive grants from the HUD

provided funds; and

3. Assisting and monitoring 30 Neighborhood Preservation

Project (NPP) programs.

The addition of $2 million in new funding for the coming fis-

cal year, will bring our budget to $4.5 million and will nearly

double our present operation in 1977. This planned expansion,

however, will be carefully managed. It will be an incremental
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expansion that will permit the quality and soundness associated

with each existing NHS program to be incorporated into the 24 pro-

grams our funding will enable ue to produce in 107.

Urban Neighborhood Policy Considerations

It has been our observation that Community Development Block

Grants have been of great importance in stimulating local activity in

neighborhood preservation. A recent survey of 25 NHS cities showed

21 targeting almost $12 million in Community Development funds into

NHS neighborhood=. Nine cities invested $3,762,000 in High Risk

Revolving Loan Fimnds in CD Year I, and 6 cities invested $3,600,000

in High Risk Revolving Loan Funds in CD Year II. Ten cities invested

$3,170,000 in capital improvements in CD Year I, and 4 cities

invested $1,325,1100 in capital improvements in CD Year II.

Many other _mmportant pilot neighborhood preservation programs

are also going forward in the country under the stimulus of Community

Development Block Grants, Promising approaches include targeting

significant public works improvements into neighborhoods, comprehen-

sive programs to improve neighborhood public services, rehabilitation

loan programs, programs to purchase, rehabilitate and sell vacant

buildings (with tbe public body absorbing any loss resulting from

the market sales price being lower than the total price of acquisition

plus rehabilitation), and many others. We are impressed with the

potential of many of those programs which focus on specific neighbor-

hoods, but are concerned about the potential effectiveness of many

of those which spread their benefits city-wide, with none of the_

reinforcing effects that a concentrated program has.

We are concerned that many of the programs looking for big

financial "leverape" by tying up CD funds in accounts to guarantee
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private loans will have disappointing retults. It has been our ob-

servation that encouraging increased private lending is more a

function of lenders' confidence in the future r,f the neighborhood

than in the availability of special guarantees.

Finally, NHS programs have already provided an invaluable

service in their local settings as "living laboratories", sharing

their experience freely with all tho are interested in designing

neighborhood reinvestment strategies. The 31 NHS programs which

will be functioning by the end of 1976 offer a fertile ground for

field testing pilot neighborhood preservation efforts. The Urban

Reinvestment Task Force - as it monitors and assists the diversity

of experience of NHS programs focussed on different types of

neighborhoods, with different mixes of resources and different com-

binations of problems - is accumulating a, wealth of experience

nationally in how neighborhood rejuvination works. We stand ready

to's re this experience with a National Commission on Neighborhoods.

In mmary, this testimony has described the programs we have

been utilizing in our neighborhood preservation efforts, discussed

our accomplishments and objectives thus far, and commented on

other neighborhood preservation strategies.

In conclusion X want to thank you for providing this oppor-

tunity for all of us to share our mutual concern and interest for

neighborhood preservation. I want to thank you, also, for your

interest in the work of the Urban Reinvestment Task Force and for

giving us this opportunity to report on our progress. We look

forward to a continuing dialogue with representatives of govern-

ment at all levels as we continue to seek and share information

about what is working in neighborhood preservation.
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APPENDIX

There are 25 operational NHS programs in addition to the

original program in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Atlanta, Georgia
Baltimore, Maryland
Birmingham, Alabama
Boston, Massachusetts
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Buffalo, New York
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Hartford, Connecticut
Jamaica, New York

Kansas City, Missouri
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota
Nashville, Tennessee
Oakland, California
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Phoenix, Arizona
Plainfield, New Jersey
Racine, Wisconsin
St. Louis, Missouri
San Antonio, Texas
Tampa, Florida
Washington, D.C.

Developmental efforts are going forward in 13 additional cities:

Columbus, Ohio
Des Moines, Iowa
Fort Worth, Texas
Indianapqns, Indiana
Ithaca, NewYak
La Habra, California
Little Rock, Arkansas
Newark, ';ew Jersey
New Orleans, Louisiana
Peoria, Illinois
Salt Lake City, Utah
Toledo, Ohio
Wilmington, North Carolina
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Management Information System Data:

Twenty programs.have a continuity of reporting which provides

evidence of the national impact of the NHS program. These twenty

programs have proviaed counseling and/or technical assistance to

approximatelV 5,000 persons since their inception. Approximately 700

loans totalling $2 million were made to neighborhood residents from

their revolving loan funds, and 16 of these programs report that they

referred almost 400 residents to local financial institutions which

madi .. private loans of approximately $2 1/2 million.

Building permit data in Cincinnati reveal that. $300,000 in building

permits were issued in the NHS neighborhood in the three years prior

to NHS' formation, and $3,000,000 in permits have been issued in the

three years since its formation..

Neighborhood Preservation Projects:

Our NHS experience has shown us that, in addition to housing deterioration,

people are influenced by a broad range of'problems in their neigh-

borhood.. Homeowners decide to stay in their neighborhood ar move, to

invest money in fixing up thdir homes or to let their property go, on

the basis of "feedback" from a variety of factors. These factors include

the structural quality of their home, perceptions of shopping oppor-

tt;nities, overall neighborhood appearance, the quality of education for

their children, their personal security in home and neighborhood, the

prospects of an increase or a decline in their property values, and

their sense of their future financial capacities. Financial institutions

decide to' make loans on their perceptions of similar factors, plus

others important to them: their present investments in the neighborhood,

investment opportunities elsewhere, and feedback from the real estate

industry about the neighborhood. Many of these decisions are based on

attitudes and perceptions rather than objective reaiities. Nonetheless,

they exert a discernible influence on investment decisions.

-20-
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Each of these problem areas is articulated with a different

emphasis and priority in different cities and in different neighbor-

hoods. It may be the deterioration of apartment buildings in one

neighborhood, commercial decline in another, abandoned buildings in

another, personal safety in another. Thus, there is a need fOr a

greater variety of program ideas which are focused on different

problems that can be used singly or in various combinations to deal

with the larger area of neighborhood preservation.

The Task Force is supporting a limited number of demonstration

projects which deal with these specific aspects of neighborhood pre-

servation. These projects may complement the Neighborhood Housing

Services programs or they may offer other innovative approaches

to stabilizing and improving the neighborhood environment. Those

preservation programs that are successful will be offered to other

cities as models which they can use to treat specific problems in

their neighborhoods.

Neighborhood Preservation Projects involve a number of diverse

approaches to neighborhood preservation, and usually are administered

by local government, local non-profit corporations, or other local

entities.

NPPs are similar to NHSs in that they, too, include a partner-

ship. The range of neighborhoods and mix of substantive program

elements, however, differ greatly from NHS. NPPs can and do involve

less deteriorated or more deteriorated areas. NPPs can include multi-

family rehabilitation, financing, neighborhood business district-

revitalization, homeownership development, programs to stabilize

neighborhoods undergoing transition, real estate marketing practices,

the purchase, rehabilitation, and marketing of foreclosed and vacant'

-21-
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properties (FHA-convent.onal). and intervention strategies to prevent

default and foreclosure. In addition to these program areas, the'

Task Force is considering programs which in combination with one or

more of the above areas, include elements designed to increase the

level of neighborhood confidence, such as those affecting perceptions

of personal and property safety.

Rather than replicating NPPs as we do NBSs, the Task Force is

monitoring the progress of the NPPs and will evaluate their potential

replicability at the conclusion of Task Force support. The purpose of

supporting NPPs is to identify successful, locally developed neighbor-

hood preservation activities. Based on the results of its monitoring

and evaluation activities, the Task Force will select the most promising

NPPs and create a process by which they can be replicated in NHS

neighborhoods where appropriate; and made available to others who are

seeking innovative neighborhood preservation approaches.

The following NPPs were approved for funding by the Task Force in

1975 and 1976:

City of Berkeley, California Pilot Rehabilitation Program:

Conservation efforts are focused on three neighborhoods and

are supported by municipal services, public improvements,

municipal high risk loans and private home improvement loans.

Through this program, the City of Berkeley is obtaining infor-

mation and experience necessary for expanding such conser-

vation efforts to a city-wide program.

Hoboken Multi-family Rehabilitation Project: The purpose of

.this program is to provide below market-rate rehabilitation

-22-
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funds to owners of 6-10 unit buildings located in Central

Hoboken through a combination of private lending institutions

and interest-reduction grants financed by public monies.

An innovative Municipal mortgage Insurance program to insuie

multi-family rehabilitation loans is also being tested.

Central Northside Pittsburgh: The Pittsburgh NPP will com-

plement its NHS program by acquiring, rehabilitating, and

marketing abandoned and tax delinquent properties.

Urban Edge, Jamaica Plain: The Urban Edge Real Estate of

Greater Boston in cooperation with the City of Boston

will acquire, rehab and market vacant p-operties in the

Jamaica Plain area of Boston.

The Greater Hartford Process Commercial Revitalization

Project: The Northwest Hartford Commercial Revitalization

Project is designed to improve the appearance and consumer

appeal of a four block central shopping area along Albany

Avenue adjacent to a $3.2 million dollar shopping center

site and existing rehabilitation project.

Village of Oak Park: The Oak Park neighborhood preservation

strategy is designed to maintain neighborhood stability and

prevent neighborhood decline. The program includes an

Equity Assurance proposal which is designed to eliminate

the fez:- of economic loss for homeowners residing in a

racially changing community; public safety and crime pre-

vention programs, and the revitalization of the Chicago

Avenue commercial strip.
--`
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San Francisco Developmen= Func-Housing Conservation Inotitute:

HCI in cooperation with th. C.:y of San Francisco, fin=cial

Enstitutions, and resbder= ef,Westwood Park, will undez-take

thx. commerctal revitalliza:non7-n,Ocean Avenue iarid is conducting

a31.7reventatave mainteumnoman=modernization of homes in

tbe Westwood Par*

Woro7E!ster Cooperation Cav-..:L,_ WCCI, in cc --.. .on

th,'c Emn;aoymffrfr-_-__ -ises, Inc., ana :EZDtm-.1-,-

per.crental Hazard Elamin.c--zr :am, is treating inriar:!-:.

mJis af lead pain.: ...he Crown Hill neighba=r==

of fidocester. In cor-7:-. this effott, and witn

grmnt from the National Er for the Arts and the City

of Worcester, WCCI and therster Heritage Society will

restore structures of arct.: -1-a1 interest in Crown M111-

The City of Yonkers, New Yor- : 2he Multi-family Rebabi_i=ation

Program involves a partnershi: of property owners, tem=ts,

the City Building Department, _md mortgagees to upgrade large

apartment buildings in order tc stabilize the surrounding

neighborhood. In addition to a commitment of Community Develop-

ment Funds, the city has agreed to a tax abatement Program to

enable building owners to allorate additional revenue for

property rehabilitation.

An additional 6-8 NPP programs will be supported in 1976. A

ml of 30 NPPs will be funded for the entire demonstration.
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Mr. 1-.....:SLILEY Thank cu-A vti iT Whiteside..
I hadnan opportunity tt r v -;-=_mtuiniony last zazht, and I have

a:number of short quesblous wAutt. \v,m:uld like to teitect to you.
I suppose the first one worr.'c i Af.,.:;*(1/11 favor the legislation that

is before us ?
Mr. WHITESIDE. I-es. L thiin it a useful pturpose.
Mr. ASHLEY.. On iiages anc ',;TT :Act= t_nepared starement you in-

dic:ate that you locaul tlk 11 i -lecessful wiicn operating
. .

in a neighborhood ..-Ln vii. ., oe-_ -oek is beginning tc, show
sipts of deteriorathm but vet lsieally sound ar...ti -where
there is a high degrree of

Have you found ..any Wa iantify these elernents ?
When you talk about a high ri;rt, ..___,,nteownership, for example,

wlitat are you talkinG. about
M. WHITESIDE. We are looki:ng -st7 iorhoods, generally, -where

the horneownership exceeds tbe structures. We are
learning more about this day tti.1 refining tiiese zeneraliza-
tions. We are looking for where the strructures are
basically sound, and to us rir./: u.iv neans that typically you
will spend maybe $64100 to bring 1. into first-class condition.

Mr. Asm,Er. That would be
Mr. WIIrrESIDE. Right.
We are discovering, though.

neighborhoods that NHS's are
is desirable, because we are abit.
more effectively what the right.i:

And in St. Louis, for instan
with lower incomes and a lower
ever tackled before, but with t'
amount of support for the big!.

Mr. ASHLEY. In that instan
homeownership?

Mr. WHITESIDE. AS I recall. z..
neighborhood.

Mr. ASHLEY. And what wouh. income relative to median
income in St. Louis?

Mr. WHITESIDE. About 70 percEnt- alf -tile citywide median, with a
high percentage of elderly holneaN7Tip,r5, und a higher than average cost
of repairs which required the cimr:: .irage high risk loan fund.

Mr. ASHLEY. You talked about-tile:program working best where the
neighborhoods are small enough in D aTea to be manageable.

Is there any way to quantify thar.
Mr. WrirrEsinE. We recommmul a,yo ;t- 2.000 units, but let me

explain something about our process_
These are very general broad-hnnisInT,onlanendations that we make

to a site review committee made rrp:.,Tga.TTriiird of loctuil Tresidents. one-
third of financial institution rep-m-s=untives, 'and onleAhird of city
representatives.

Mrs. Cincotta was the chairpersom -ite selection committee in
the Chicago NHS, and they took :Trit'Se Icommendat ions into con-
sideration, and then proceeded to make some local decisions based upon
them.

wide variations in the
and we think that

::neir results and discover

gone into a neighborhood
.onmeownership than we have

Wing double the normal
)tving loan fund.
would be the incidence of

,. -41 percent of the units in the
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So, in for in-i.anxe. we are dealing wifta ninch larger
neighborhoods in term.s o7f population. We are deabing with a far
larger nuanber lour- to six-mait structme--many of them owner
occupiedthan lmveeev,or deait with before.

But this was ,t liocal diecision based upon a _thorough understanding
of the program that AWL! provided them with, but this was a local
staffa step that they \vaulted to take in Chica,go.

Mr. Asiur. In..otherr-words, when you collided with Mrs. Cincotta,
then there was little give. I take it ?

Mr. WMTESIDEIt diálnot even take a collision.
Mr. ASHLEY-. Oni page 8, yon talk about the financing that is re-

quired, $30.000 to $50,000 from a local source for the support of the
local expenses in the developmental stages, then after becoming op-
erational, $60,000, a year on an ongoing basiS, this algain, I take it,
from local sources.

Then aiso, when youLare on stream, at least $300,000 a year per
neighborhood Over a 2-to 3-year period.

I am wondering, with this kind of laudable local support, how
many neighborhoods hi the city might be expected to be served by
this program without. drying up these local sources of support?

Mr. WHITESIDE. I think that varies city by city, obviously depend-
ing upon its resources.

Mr. Asm.Er. Is there a problem there.?
Mr. WHITESIDE. Yes; I think the community development block

°Taut. funds are an important new element that we have to work with
now. In several cities where we helped to get a single neighborhood
NHS started, the city is providing fundino- to expand on that base.But in the long run. I think a source of grants to expand on the
NHS program might be very we:I indicated.

Mr. ASHLEY. On page 9, you refer to the ."Pittsburrh experience
on the Central Northside." and allude to a coordinated program of
low-interest loans.

Are these the high-risk loans that you referred to throughout your
testimony ?

3fr. WHITESIDE. Yes.
Mr. ASHLEY. Those would go to families or owners, I take it, of

dwellings whose income is too low to support the rwiing market. rate
for loans through lending institutions ?

Mr. WurrEsmE. Yes: or who for other reasons might not qualify.
For instance, you might not have a conforming loan from the point
of view of a loan-to-value ratio. You might have a situation of credit
history that prevents the person from qualifying.

MI% ASHLEY. 011 page 11, you pointed out that most of the NHS
neighboHioods selected as being good choiceswhat if they are not
good choices? What has happened in those instances?

Mr. WHITESIDE. In our early experience when we did not really
know what the proaram could and could not do. two or three of the
first cities we worked in have had a good deal of difficulty. and we
are still working to strengthen the programs to bring in additional
resources where-the neighborhood is in need of resources that. are not
within the typical NHS model..
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I might say =nit ourritt'e as a catalyst trequeritk t,Jokw as acrrov-';:41g.
ourselves im thrifundrig. with foundations. wirj, itch grAnto,
with the broad buisimess= :-.,umrimity, to try-and bad iti0--requirettcp-
port for the neightbarho=od housing services program.

And Enis is v-.atat wiwn I said we do not g=, v.
and assist as lota:rts r:-t-essary.

But. two or three t1; eafly (Tioices really resuked
being selected that grtqtter than this progralu c.

ghborOmall:to,=.

with,
=r7 4%,::1j1

Mr. Asuirr. So- that ,,=ut of tittat experience. ,von oecome
confident in your hbilir, tu detinte the neighborhoods show.1,1
eligible for this kind ,± -iMporr7:Lif that right.C.

0=

Mr. WirrrEstror- Yes.. ;.r..
Mr. ASHLEYL. Of tem: winu nve are going to _have getti=,ritt.

ia,our questioning its what hiatnims to the neighborhoo.ls-lhat areutot
mute worthy of this shop-tart through no fault ofitheir own.and
we will be:getting to tht:..

I think I had another questirm(on page 12.
You indicated that not every participating leauling insifitutioit.:has

been willing to make banizableioans.
I min curious as to the -,vituathon in that eventua1it7.
IN, neighborhoods re-Fpoad::at all when that is -the sit-nation ?
M. WHITESIDE. I mizht point out that the quotation, von are re-

ferring to on page 12 were taken from an evaluation which was funded
by HUD last year, rather, than-ineing our comments.

I am sure that is an accurate statement, and basically the program
is a -voluntary one for the lenders. To be involved, a lender is at least
contributing to the operating budget, but different lenders are more
enthusiastically involved in the program than others.

We find that their personal assoeiation makes a difference. Those
who, are serving on the board of direetoirs and who have a personal,direct link with the rttAghborhood. arm> much more involved and
enthusiastic.

I shouRd. add that the loans Omit are gemeratod by the inspeetion
process do get made, by:ncle institution or another.

In other words, there ,are vary±ng degrees of involvement onthe
part of inEividual instirattions, burthe bankable loans are being made.

Mr. GOZALEZ. Mr. Chairman. would it be piq.,".sible to yield lofr a
unanimous-Tonsent request?

Mr. ASIELEr. Of course.
Mr. GONCZALEZ. I would like to ask unanimous, Ilinsent to place into

the recordi :at this point the remarks I made when I presented an
amendment that was accepted unanimously by the Banking and Cur-
rency Committee on May 22. 1974. on the occasion of the passage o.f
H.R. 14490, the housing bi ll of that year of the community development-
section, specifically addressing itself to the ineed of stabilizing-
neighbonifoods.

Mr. ASHLEY. Mr. Gonzalez, woul&it serve your purpose to have that
includedat the conchision of the questioni ng of this: witness ?

Mr. GoszAtx.z. That is perfectly.auceptable.
Mr: ASHLEY. Without obkctinn.,:se.ordered.
Mr. Brown ?
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Mr. BnonzN_ :thank Trail. LMr. t7iairman.
Since I 131: appoi: :Intents 1.;:ick in the..office I pping to be

able to retu vote. sc. I apologize.
I will..,,,en'ttiL4c as smentis I ram.
We all tlittl,:ed abountban re.iiivestment. I hm7..= :it:nal draft-

+n (2! stage ar Jie prest to encourage, riiTiwol!1, tax ereditt:,
havestment-, ';:or impr, -vemeuts in properties in old.ott neigh-
:Ntrhoods.

I would r:'._ghad input tint you ntig:m: va-i, to give us.
Basically it -wc-vide.: tax credits linuie--. t usual tax
eode, not fo- just or..:LL:tar.:- nw_Lrnrenance, but impro veto.e.ul:s, and that

has to bt: :11 area. W.hic :A4 ve been designated 137,.--i7.:tr. T1 as older
.:mi declininu: and denertorazi=;..amd so forth.

There may be a l'Es,7=reaterzr tihat .you could not inEvc.11 of a city
trgnated ins such, e7F2n comld desi,=te substantisil

7-:Tortion. Then for th imvr o get the' :investment-L:7;z: credit you
would have to have atrIrmati-rkun tine mayor, ancithP ir.--uuding officials

-:4:the city wendd certar.iinzpro-vements have beettide. Not that
they were wor-.L....0 wItat.'...1.eLL-Ir thelin. because thatii,sually a tax-
7:rt-yer's requirement -lir instn7---mae expenditure.

But in any case, it sglt: oime that concept wonildoet the prob-
that were createe :it. most communities, at in Michigan,

where you have an ad :aim-eta:taxation. where w:beneY-,!--Tvou rjmurove
wour properTy. you get :,:ocke u. xwith a property tax_

So there is a disincen:the fon.improvn:nent.
If you have any ideas:to add te, it.. I would be glk to get them.
Now, that is two bells-
'Thaiik you very much..
Mr.. ASTILM Has thlzr been drafted-Mr. Brown ?
Mr. BRowN. Itis thedined dradting-stage.
Mr. ASHLEY. Would it he raosthhde fon. staff to make copies available

to the witnesses and invite tineir:comments thereon?
Mr. Bilowy. Sure.
Mr. ASHLEY% We are !rxot finished -with this panel.
I think Mr. McKinney- indtierlted a great intrerest in rerurning right

after the -.-fift.?. which 1 ill ci. and then we procem.: at that junc-
ture.

R-pcm unanimc,us-cousent tagreemen, the previously referred to
remarks of Congrts:s;raeaa Gommlez foilirow :j

REMARKS MADE BY (ThSSMAN E.E7TRY B. coSZALEZ OS OCTASION OF PASSAGE
H.R. 14490, 111.7: 22, 1974

Mr. Chairman. as :1._aeraber of the licanang Suncormmittree I supported this
housing- bill when it-w....a; voted out of the-52:aivommitti included my name
as one of the riowever, as I staizei,,..on o:...qz,v,mz-ALLT air hearings on
this bin, it was uuthtmoOd that :unendrnenzaztoulkl he a11ei "in full committee
mark-np.

It is any strono,r be =di TI ihisve felt tillisr-vny lamwe been in Con-
gress awl inwacree41: irt7,th iwrislarion dealimg.lwith inatutzong. -gat itf.we are going
to ever have- a vble,...tiocasi=qiill we alma alEso lounsicterr,sumbilizing turban res-,
identiati rwiiiitaunsh,otwo, .rlakerr the Cionumuzikty 71)eve;Mpuren1 section in H.R.
14490. I fee+1 thotz srfavz.--dtamtftion:, shaaldi 'be tritteat allowable. -programs
and activitie,4, asul I would. like ,44E.Z. am amendment to this
sectioa=deal-wilireatmintomateaeil.revitalizattion.
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li surf :hat many- of :Lae members .ere hare expered it heir dia3aricts
T7M.rat I tin seen happen.ita fay t.ity of ':-zan iitOflhlL 1rin let ii piro:zranas,

:me_ -he thrust of min urban polk-r. spend iestro: resi-
Lderntial ecalinunities, dispersing people 1 businesses i:. the nmam-- f progress.
Ionic.- to tint 1 around mild spoimd billions ii re to build nen velli and:uourishmesidentia... :onnuunities.

A.11 too, ,:.tten those people who bare 1.,.T.n forced to leave- the.r .aonie-s in thenamie of -:;riogress have had no means 1 protest this Aiescracr....r anal forced
cililspersemia, and must find other homes in other areas of the cir- 1..1r i:y from

frieno family, churches. stores, a ad other familiar s;ites t.iff, their
ciaildren, :anal their children's children have come to know a mart' .1f theirc:aumunity.

.Afany of these neigithorhoods that are destroyed are health: class
neighhorhoAs where a la=ne r.)r(Tortioil of homes are owner-o(-11,-Ina:. inost of
them boug11.: after years .!if toi.H.and sac:-.flice. They are no iner-v a ,,,Icaposite
of briek anO1 mortar providing --aelter, but are a symbol of he liff--anany of
t.e resident 's ancestors had dreamed about when they left ho co,,lutr:Y" 21tLie tura of the century.

From . my experience with urban renewal many of the net-
works that contribute to :neigh1,,,ruood .:t.ability and foster -arn. mown:am:Ty life
a,ze destroyed. and the :amendment 1 air, proposing will _ pefealy fe7erse this
process and save these -stable, urban neighborhoods widen are so 71-mi to pre-
serving our urban cities_

The ametadment reads as fth';iow::::
"Furthering the revinaliza of the community. and .:::zrees V tlp=, restora-

tion and rehabilitation of staite neighborhoods t., the maximum esf:-.mr,possible."
The sir:um/omit-tee will st:tand in recess.
{Recess.]
Mr. k_alfLET. The subcritranittee -will resume.
Mrs.:Cincotta. you very understandably raised the que5iit:mas to the

scope of:the program, pa rtiemlarly with -respect to i currehr: funding
su&Testing a very smbsaantial increase.

By your testimony. I take it you ahd your palticimatiorLim Chicago
and elsewhere on the task -force efforts. that you are:supp-ArPiye of the
program ,. that you- feel that it -hasliemonstrated toaate-safficient sub-
stance to expand rather substantially the funding levels the pro-
gram so-that:this could become another tool and :nerminoinn one in .the
arsenal of toOls to be used in a cooriinated attack on tge r=bleins of
our:neighborhoods.

I 'am curious as to what. I suspect. might be a hifference of -opinion
between you and Mr. Whiteside au ! perhaps the,- wrher pare-lists with
regard to that capability. and T say -that ?,,d us-, Hie tostimomy of the
Secretary and the other witwes,-,es he mt.i T-Itlk'r'' uniform_ That is
to Fay, tfiat what we need nor.t. as- Mrs I:rke pui r. is to pull together
what we know and to asses,- Our eat,: formulate
an turban policy.

Now. that is the question :hat interests me. ar am not .going to
make a speech on this. It intrerests me because tp. ,,,,4,isltatioun we:are
discussing has as a, predicati that that should atoprouteh.---that .

is to say, we have got to anaiyze very carefully t cu-':''erieineeof:the
task- force and the neighborhowor?, limishur rrie. and cothitt7 ,,-riffOrrts.
be they public or private. ir that -32,1 iov-Htiliii.ste ratitenal
and' positive program.

DoI state the situal :on corrertly!
Cr:soo'rrA. I thinktfantrtwo) things- N?: hapy,,n. I -think the need

a Presidential ComMissirgrtbat has; 1,--iwer- t.-o make reeommenda-
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tions all along its life span, that it goes into existence very fast.:and
yon do not necessarily wait for the end of 2 years. But I do not think
everything should stop in that time. I think some of the recommenda-
tions that we made are things that could be done while the Presiden
tial Commission is operating. I do not think one thing counteractE
the other.

I think licensing and regulating the momage hankers is sou-nab:Mg
that has been needed. It is not dOne anywhere in the United States.
Nobody is doina it. HU beD is supposed to doing it, bint it has got to
be taken out ofe'there because HUD counts on the mortgage bankers
to push their papers and push their program. And c5,11,.'he ,other hand.
they are supposed to be regulating them, and it e:tn not work that
way.

So I thin& there.are a lot of recommendations thancould be put into
legislation. while the Presidential Commission was studying: all the
fine points- Now, maybe-when you get into FNM.A..T.HLMC,..GNMA.
you are going to have a lot of studying, and then at :1-Ite,end of 9 years
you are going to come out with a recommeneation..:But I think both
tan go at the same time.

And I also like the expansion of the task force 7,thar is based cum at
least a year's experience in Chicago and go into atilter cities, of ways
you coulld see that the program could be stren,irLnumed by Mr. White-
side haring additional. resources such as in Chi thcacie,'we have ree
sites and are going into a fourth.We could lutve,pa4eilibly had 10. And.
usually $100,000 is given to a city lor the revnlia...:7. Tloan -fund while
the city that gets one NHS gets the same Amon= as.our city that is
crettinn: three or four.

So there are ways. I would like to sit dowt, and t.;c11 ,ifam how ire
could spend this money without changing the 'thrust 5,1f :the program.
Every NHS site could deal .withan NPP-grant...a ne±.0ialborhood pres-
ervation program within that NHS site, or bordering it, and right
there you could use part of the money. Plus. I think.:the NPP grants
which, I think, originally were abo-ut 50.000 are very small. They
could be enlaaged again without changing the thrnt of the M rognum.
So that I think the legislation is important, hut mtw .ft;, rio otfwr
things also Ivirnile it is going on.

Mr. Asnirr. I think we bad better a..sk for a r.:>srolnatse 7-on,
Mr. Whiteside.

Mr. WurrEsiDE. The only objection have to,.growinte
ability to manage the growth and mmintain the 'Mere isIno
question but what our ability to make grants (.ould iTdereased
siderably and that we, could handle that simply I iathng lar=er.
grants to the NTIS programs that Nve are-supportutz, stimutintag
the secondary marketfor the lngh-risk revóiving :Ivannswhie?:.-we
are already supporting, but by doingir in a larger w4ty..uctniI by expand-
ing the, neiglthorhood preservation iprojects. There number of-
things which could productivelyibe done which woofd not necessarily
affect de skill of our operation.

Mr. AsHLEY. Or the structure of thenperation.
Mr. WITITESTDE. Correct.
Mr. ASHLEY. Monsignor Baroni?
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Monsignor BARONI. Y. Mr. Chairman. I would like to add to that
something to underscore-rx-hat Mr. Whiteside saidand to say we also
endorse, support, and homefully we have helped to increase this allo-
cation or appropriation...and it should be increased further. But as he
said, his program is builT, on some esperience like Pittsbnrgh, and then
going into cities and finiking. picking and choosing kinds of communi-
ties where you think it cam work. And I think he has to. rightly so,
develop a track record :and so on so he learns from that.

But that also unden9cotres a point that I would like to make about
goina into some of the.eities, you know, like Baltimore. I mean, groups
like t-church groups alai nonprofit. groups in the Baltimore area may
have had as much as $10,000, $75,000, $100,000 worth of community
effort. toward organizing.in order to be ready for something like what
Mr. Whiteside discusses.. In Toledo I know that we ourselves have
helped to raise $75.000 'far those commudities which have a readiness
to deal with the kind of program he has, so that there are other kinds
of private sector, community sector, voluntary sector activities Doing
on. As a person wha has been involved in the nonprofit housingt-busf-
ness, we were the weakest- link. The banks always got their 100 per-
cent. Th . unions put. some money in. But they were always 100 per-
cent. I ended up paying the points when the eonstruction was not done
in 6 months, and we. the nonirofits. the church groups, came in as do-
gooders, and we got into the do-gooding business, and we as nonprofits
paid the bill. I meim, we got stuck. We were the. weakest link. We did
not have the high-pmwered lawyers. We did not havethe high-powered
'technicians that thi, banks had and everybody else had who wanted
their 100 percent.

What I am saying, is the weakest link all the timeand Mrs. Cin-
cotta is sayingan, the 71eighborhood groups themselves who need
assistance in order to in:L:e programs work fike the. fine kind of pro-
crram that Mr. Whiteside has.

Do you see iny point ?
Mr. AsuLEY. Well, I your point, but when I commented a mo-

ment ago that Mr. Whit--,side. I am Sure, would be reluctant to admit
to a change of srnicture. Part of that structure is the reguirement, not
the insistence. that them-,r,e very meaningful citizen initiation, partici-
pation, willingness to inist. ipon a common effort and to put forth
that common etiforr.. An.:1 I am simply suggesting, I suppose, by my
question, or my (1-munentl. that Mr. Whiteside might be reluctant to
see that effort diminish 1..y virtne of an increase in Federal funding,
if that would he, pos.sible_ because that would erode part of the struc-
ture which. I take it, he deems to be essential. After all, it is a tri-
partite partnership.

Would you agree with that. too?
Monsignor BAttost. I agree.
I also agree, just as a Congressman has to have staff to keep up

with everything, that at a community level we are not in the town ball
business mwmore except in a very few places, maybe in Vermont or
New Hampshin, where tlw-y still can do it, and that is real democracy,
real participation. Fine. I wish we eould do it an over. But in local
neighborhoods. people have to work. And the mayor has staff. The
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banks have staff. The community also has to have resources in order
to become a legitimate. partner with HUD, with the city or with the
mayor. And so I think one of the things that this neighborhood Com-mission and funding programs are going to have to recognize is tohelp the community be.-:ome that partner.

Dr. SAMItSTEK. Mr. Chairman, just picking up on that point, in ourwork in trying to bring together the partnership in non-NHS neigh-borhoodsand we have been doim, this for about 5 or 6 yearswhat
we often find is that the city officials come in with a data base gener-ated by their various planning departments. The private sector,whether it be small businessmen or bic, businessmen, come in with adata base generated by the chamber orcommerce or a marketing sur-
vey or whatever. And the comnnmity people come in with feelings.And those meetings just blow right up and everybody ends up blam-ing one another. And in fact. they are not the enemy; the enemy issomeone else.

And one of the points is. how do yon begin to create data basewhich defines the problems so there is a convergence of need.
I think a second issueand we have seen this, alsois that it is sodifficult for the imlividual homeowner to reinvest in his own prop-

erty. They almost.have to carry a lawyer around on their back be-
cause of the legal obstacles, code enforcement, building codes, and soforth. It becomes verv. vow difficult. So the staff issnes are veryimportant in terms of building the capability. And I would agreewith 'fonsif_mor Baroni on that.

Mr. AsuLEy. And that, of course. would. I take it, apply to non-NHS as well as NITS neighborhoods.
What do yon feel about that. Mr. Whiteside: the need for local

citizens to have a modest degree of support in order to be able to be-
have as equals in the assmnption of their responsibility.

Mr. WHITESIDE. I think it is very important.
We found in the cities where we have been able to work with anestablished neighborhood group with sonic, degree of organization,

that the whole process moves along inneh 'more productively.
Baltimore is a good example, where the South East Communitv

0:.ganization there had been organizing the neighborhood where tlieNHS is now functioning for 3 years prior to Nl IS coining to Balti-
more. And they just leaped into zi-ffilly functionim, status. They cuta year off of the developmental time of many other pmgrmns.

MI". ASHLEY. Bult that funding for that kind of staff capability waslocal: is that correct ?
Mr. WinTEsmE. I think Monsignor Baroni's organization was oneof the funding sources of the South East Community Organization,

and the Ford Foundation also supported them.
Mr. ASHLEY. Well, is it implicit in the program with which you are

so associated that those funds for the staff capability be non-Federalfunds?
Mr. WHITESIDE. I personally feel that Federal funds have to behandled in a way that we have rarely handled Federal funds in thepast if they are going to have a productive impact on a neighborhood.

And we have been very careful to use our grains in ways that did not
wrap lip the pgraiii:,; ill redtape. And I would think our past histmy
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of using Federal funds might make neighborhoods a little leery of
accepting them if they carry with them too much control over the
neighborhood's activities.

But I should yield to the neighborhood representation on that point.
Mr. ASIILEY. Well. do not want you to yield to your colleagues on

that point, because I really want. to know if those support funds,
rather narrowly defined as they have been, are to come, in part, from
the Federal Government, whether that would, in your mmd, dilute
the overall effort of the NHS program.

Mr. WMTESIDE. No; I do not think it would dilute the NHS pro-
gram. I think it is a separate question of how you fund neighborhood
groups to organize themselves.

I think if -we come on the scene and find a well-organized, fully
functioning group ready to represent that neighborhood, it is a plus
for NHS.

But I would be loath to get too deeply into the details of how that
neighborhood group should get funded.

Mr. ASHLEY. Well, I do not mean to pursue this, but with respect to
the 25 communities into which you have gone, I would suppose it is
accurate to say that your program has been pretty well defined, which
is to say that it has been made clear what the requirements are locally
in order to get the very kind of technical assistance from the task
force and in order to get a modest amount of seed money, I take it,
basically for the high-risk fund.

I am just wondering to the extent you would be reluctant, inasmuch
as it seems to have worked pretty welland I am now pointing spe-
cifically to your requirement that these funds be derived locally and
nonfederallyto the extent to which you would be reluctant to have
that intruded upon.

Mr. WHITESIDE. Well. I think a case in point where Federal funds
have been used successfully would be the community development
block grants. These have been channeled into the NHS program by
cities, and it has certainly not impeded the NHS programs. If it is
done well and if it is done in a totally constructive manner, we cer-
tainly would have no objection to it.

Mr. ASHI.Er. Have those block grant funds been channeled into NHS
neighborhoods for the purpose of providing staff support, such as we
have been discussing?

Mr. WfurrstnE. I am not aware that they have.
Mr. ASHLEY. You see, then, the answer is a little diffuse.
Monsignor BAROSI. Mr. Chairman, I thinkI am not sureHUD

is not here. twas trying to check on that. In Providence I knew of an
occasion of a neighborhood where Mayor Cianci was very interested in
neighborhoods and where a neighborhood group put together a pro-
posal under community development money, went to him and said,
"Would you give us money directly, according to the guidelines2 to
this neighborhood group?" And he 'said 3.-es. They filled the technical
qualifications, they had the meeting with the city. So it is one of the
few places I icnow of in the country where community development
money went directly to a neighborhood group.

Now, I believe that neighborhood group probably, maybe in 6 or 8
months they will be ready for Mr. Whiteside. But they did get com-
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munity development money directly for neighborhoods development
and neighborhood organization.-

Mr. ASIII.Ey. This is for all of you, and it just requires a nod.of the
head or a shake of the head. That it is understood, I take it, that we
are talking about one rather narrow tool, that we are not addressing
ourselves in the hearings this morning nor in your testimony to those
neighborhoods that, by Mr. Whitesides definitionand, I take it, the
definition of all of youshould not be included in the NHS program.
Is that right?

Mrs. CIscoaTA. My- opinion on the NITS is that it is a program
which is narrow in scope. It is made to fit certain neighborhoods. And
that is the definition we use, that when you go into multiple buildings
or projects, .this program is not made for them. It is another whole
situation.

Mr. ASHLEY. In neighborhoods whose viability is questionedand
there are plenty of neighborhoods in Toledo and in other cities of that
characterthis program would not work, and those neighborhoods
need a different approach. We are agreed upon that.

Dr. NAPARSTEK. That would be one of the purposes of the Commis-
sion, also, that there are so few alternatives available.

Mr. ASHLEY. Well put, Dr. Naparstek. That is the purpose of the
Commission. It is not simply to reiterate the testimony this morning
with respect to one narrow spectrum of a neighborhood, but rather
to review the broader spectrum of neighborhoods and their respective

.conditions within our aging cities.
Mr. McKinney ?
Mr. McKrxxrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are going to have very little time on this bill, as you probably

know. We have got to move, and moving the Congress is a difficult
task.

I would like your opinions on one of the things that bother me. I sit
on the District of Columbia Committee and have become very involved
in the District. We see that a great many city ordinances, or lack of
city ordinances, are creating tremendons problems with deteriorating
what are good neighborhoods, or were. For instance, we cannot take
away a piece of property from an absentee owner, but we can. cer-
tainly say we are going to tax you to death if you do not keep it clean,
planted, and fenced in.

And we can certainly turn around and say we are going to have a
special tax rate for buildings that are boarded over with plywood and
sit there and bring the rest of the neighborhood down, as they become
shooting galleries and everything else for the bad elements.

We can do all sorts of things along this line, but there are not the
ordinances to do it. And then there are some questions about the fact
that there may be ordinances which, in themselves, are harmful, such
as certain elements of the building code, which will tell you, oh, yon
cannot use plastic, so therefore you cannot afford to do the plumbing
job, and onward and over.

I. would really like to get your opinion of having this Commission
come forth, as part of its job, with some very seriousand, obviously,
they could only be recommendationswith very serious recommenda-
tions as to what cities within their own governmental structure should
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do or should not do to deal with the deteriorating neighborhood situ7
ation. I wonder how you all feel about that.

Dr. NAPARSTEIC That is one of the prime rationales of the Corn-
mission, to provide a knowledge base as tp what.local Publieactions,
laws, ordinances, administrative procedures, .serv'e [IS either an incen-
tive for reinvestment and revitalization or a disincentive.

For example, rent control can be a positive and a negative in the
same city, depending upon the neighborhood. Federally assisted code
enforcement can be a positive and a negative in the same city. Proce-
dures around assessment, and so forth, can either be positive or
negative.

Mr. MCKINNEY. Could I interrupt just for a second?
You just brought up a point that really disturbs me in Washington.

Several of you made mention of Capitol Hill, which I happen to live
on, which has come a long way. And yet, on Capitol Hill, in the midst
of $100,000 houses that 16 years ago sold for $8,000, there are a great
many oriainal owners who would like to stay. After 20 years of blight,
crime, .an'a everything else, they finally are living in a neighborhood
that is safe.

But what happens is the city comes in and assesses the neighbor-
hood. They do 'noVassess the, house. They come along, and they say,
well, this house next door has just been turned into a $90,000 house.
because it has been totally rebuilt.

Dr. NAPARSTEK. Those people may be on fixed incomes, too.
Mr. MCKINNEY. So what is really happening is, in essence, the city

is pushing out people who, for the. first time in their life, are going to
have a chance to live in a neighborhood that is becoming safe, that is
getting city services, where they have stopped filling up every yard
with garbage and junk and so on.

I am interested to hear you say that, because this is one of my main
charges to the District of Columbia City Council, that I think they
should assess as they do in some other areas. In my suburban com-
munity, we do not assess on neighborhood; we assess on tile bathrooms
and furnace ages and condition and deterioration and so on. We do
not say, just because von live next to a $100,000 house, you are going
to have to be assessed $75,000.

Mrs. CINOTTA. I think one of the problems is there. are so few neigh-
borhoods being brought back that, unless you start to broaden the
anionnt of neighborhoods within cities that are being made, viable, you
have that kind of a Capitol Hill, New Town in Chicago, those situa-
tions where money is all of a sudden dumped into an.area.

The homes might be older, and then the taxes are raised. And you
have maybe one kind of nice neighborhood. But because that is the
only thing going on, you do not have enough neighborhoods that.you
would not get that kind of increase in prices and taxes. If enough
neighborhoods within the cities are. viable so that everybody, as soon
as you rehabilitate one street of homes, wants to run and move into
it; that. I think, is one of the problems.

We have got to get enough neighborhoods to have viability so that
people kind of stay in the neighborhood. They would not like to say,
This is the in thing. We are going to go there, because. it is the only
thing happening in the city. And T think that is Capitol Hill, and
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that. is Georgetown, and that is our NeW Town and everything. else.
The same homes that are in my neighborhood selling for $25,000 are
selling-for $100,000 there.

Mr. MCKINNEY. Well, this would probably interest you, because it
is so typical. I talked to a, store owner on Capitol Hill, in one of tbe
still somewhat blighted sections, but comina up who has hung on
though being mugged four times. He has reen there for 25 years.
The plate glass has long since been replaced by painted plywood. And
now he is Just envisioning that. maybe he is going to let some sunshine
in his store, because he is Just beginning to sell something, and. he is
just be<riimincr to come back out after .20-odd Years of suffering. .

And-now the city hasraised the taxes on ale building by somethiiis
like 55 percent because of what is happening next door to him. So his
objective. now is just to abandon ship.

Mrs. CuscorrA. Bat, again, When you take over 3,000 abandoned
HUD properties in Chicago where the taxes are not being'paid; if
they are rehabilitated, that adds to your tax base.

When yon take all the large unitsI think we have 25,000 units in
multifamily that are vacant, that would add to the tax roll. I .think
when you get businesses back into the business strip, you add to the
tax base of the city, so you do not have to just tax the few people
that are left.

Every time we lose another house on my block, I figure our, taxes
are going to go up to make up for that loss of tax there. That is why
I think it is a much broader problem of how do you deal with many
neighborhoods,' bring up the tax base in the city so you do not have
so many of those inequities.

Mr.. ASHLEY. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr.McKINXEY. Yes.
Mr. Asulxv. Of course. we are talking about more than brick and

mortar and rehabilitating structures. We have been all through that,
I would suppose. at one time or another, where we took that kind of an
approach. At least to some extent we have.

Without. that element of partnership provided by the city, in the
providing of a decent level of services, without really good educa-
tional opportunity, I do not. see that there is a lot of hope for those
abandoned HUD structures being rehabilitated and made use- of.
Why would not the same thing happen right over again, absent the
kind of social cement that we know so Hale about?

Mrs. CixcorrA. You will find a lot of those HUD abandoned homes
are in viable neighborhoods, that the biggest blight in the neighbor-
hood are the HUD abandoned homes.

T think. maybe. hopefully. HUI) luis learned by sonic of the mis-
takes that. caused that abandonment, that you would not again get
that. many. We know it has slowed down in the city of Chicago.

Mr. ASIILEY. WThat you are saying is. in those neighborhoods. there
is viability. there is social cement, and that they should be addressing
those particular units?

Mrs. Ciscorri. Right.
Monsignor BARONI. I have two points.
One, Mr. Chairman, one point yon made, where this kind' of com-

mission has to deal with problems: for instance, in the local city, they
wanted to use some community development money for small busi-
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nessmen, commercial rehabilitation because we think that is essential,
too, in the Older neighborhoods. And they said, no it was not allowed,
because of the locals. And they checked with HUD; yes, o, yes, no,
Well, some- other city said, yes, they could do it.

So we do not- know. We do not have a policy where you get Federal,
State, local officials agreeina on what can be done. That is what Dr.
Naparstek is talkina about'''. This Commission has to look at those
obstacles. Communiry development money says yes, you can do it, and
the local says no; or the local says no, and HUD says no, and soine-
body else says yes. So we have this kind of conflict, that policy has
to be looked at.

Mr. MCICIN.srr. So you would agree, in other words. that this Com-
mission should strongly mention on a local level the disincentive plus
the incentive program.

Now, Mr. Chairman I am just trying to get this into the record.
How would you feel, for instance, about also having this Commis-

sion suggestand I use the term widelythe emphasis that should
. be put on certain city services and employment ? In other words, pri-
ority of budget.

For instance, in the District of Columbia., we have a $60,000 budget
for a city of this size for demolition. We have no real sanitary in-
spectors; the building inspection department is the first. one that is
cut; the whole bit.

In other words, would you also feel that, perhaps, this commission
should sugoest a governmental infrastruchre of priority to follow
that throng% ?

For instance, I am trying to get the city council to pass this aban-
doned lots bill, where, if the lot is not ckaned up and so on and so
forth, they just. treble the taxes and then just finally take it over.
But, as the city has pointed out to me, we have got to go find the
lots. There is not a structure or the personnel to do it.

Dr. NAPARSTEK. Conaressman, in my remarks in my testimony, when
I talked about decentalization and centralization, that is Specifically
what I was getting at. What we have found is that city services also
vary from neighborhood to neighborhood.

For example, in readlined neighborhoods you will find more resi-
dents complaining about broken-up garbage cans, garbaae cans broken
up by sanitation workem lack of policemen on the sCreet or on the
beat. than in neighborhoods that are not being red-lined.

Mr. MCKINET. I know exactly what you are talking about.
Dr. NarAnsmK. There is an attitude. and that attitude is being rein-

forced. It is subjective. And city services do vary from neighborhood
to neighborhood.

For example, it does not make any sense for neighborhood X to
have garbage picked up two times a week. neighborhood Y, which
may have a greater need, to have garbage picked up two times a week,
also. Or maybe it sheuld be four and one or three and one. It should
vary. depending upon need.

-There is no structure in the city government right now that allows
city officials to make decisions on the basis of needs of different neigh-
borhoods; and different neighborhoods have different needs.

An I think one. other point. Being tv mayor nowand I have been
talking to mayors for God knows how longthat is probably one of
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the worst jobs in the world, particularly since the demise of the cate-
gorical programs, because here they (Yet this large sum of money, and
you have all these competing neighbOrhoods. And you do not have a
mechanism to resolve the differenees around the competifion, and all
the needs may be legit. And the mayor has to make decisions, but there
are no guidelines to help him and to protect him, in a political sense,
as well as an administrative sense, make those decisions.

Mr. ASII LEY. Do yoll mean to tell me that you would suggest that
we go back to Federal guidelines that would insulate the mayor from
those political pressures ?

Mr. MCKINNEY. Well, I think I would, Mr. Chairman, almost, at
this point, although it is a little strange from this side of the aisle.

I just wanted to tell you how much I appreciated your testimony
and the reading material that your group puts out..

And I would-also hope. Mr. C.hairman, that. this Commission could
look into the economic loss. This is a Nation where, I am constantly
told on the Banking and Currency Colmnittee, we are capital shy,
and yet we are throwing away billions of dollars' worth of invested
capital in streets, roads, lights, sewers, and everything else. And then
we are told that new communities, 16 of them, I believe, went bank-
rupt because they cannot afford the up-front costs that we already
have existing in our cities.

And the- other thing I wish all of you would do in your expertise
is to prove a point that I would like to make. because I have not found
any way to prove it

I serve Fairfield County. and I am from a strange part of the
county. I am basically city. I say to my friends in Fairfield Comity,
whether they are in Darien or Bridgeport, that if New York City is
dead, we have terminal cancer; we just. have not felt the first pang.
Aild as I look at the throughway exit at Stamford, as bad as East
Side Drive used to be when I commuted to New York 20 years ago,
I see the same thing coining right out- our way, and I wonder when
we are

t-(ming
to stop running.

AndI cannot prove it. Nit if any of you can prove it so that I can
keep talking about it until I expire. I would love to have t,he proof.

Thank you all very, very much for being here.
Dr. NAPARSTEK. In line with your last. comment, when we were

working in Toledo: Mr. Cluiinnan, a policeman and a banker said to
me. in one of our meetings, "Detroit is goins to end upjin Toledo,
and you're not going to be able to tell the difference, unless .Detroit
is dealt with.- And it is tlw same. point that Mr. McKinney was
making.

Mr. ASHLEY'. Well, on that unhappy note, I think we will excuse
the panel.

We. thank you very much. indeed. The other members of the sub-
committee that were here this mornin!* mid to me that this is one of
the best panels that we have ever been privileged to hear from, and
I agree with that. Thank yon very much. Indeed.

Because of House action on the floor at. this time, a number of
members who otherwise would be here are not but will return as they
can. We will. nevertheless. proceed to hear from our next panel, whose
contribution. I know, will be as helpful as that of the last.
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The panel is comprised of Waym=LD Palmer, director of com-
munity development for the city Toledo, Ohio; Dr. Conrad
'Weiler, chairman of the kgislative committee for Alliance for Neigh-
borhood Government, Philadelphia, Pa.; and Dr. Frank A. Cizon,
senior vice president of the Talman Federal Savings and Loan,
Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen, we are very pleased to have you with us today. Again,
I hope you do not consider as too unfortunate the fact that we are
proceeding with a. somewhat diminished congressional subcommittee
this afternoon. I can assure you that the record of the transcript will
be reviewed very carefully by all of the members of the subcommittee
and full committee, and it will find its way into the committee report,
which, of course, will provide the basis for our going tl the floor with
the legislation we are considering this afternoon.

It is a particular pleasure to welcome Mr. Palmer, director of the
Department of Community Development for the city of Toledo, Ohio,
which, by some strange coincidence, I represent. Mr. Palmer is one
of the finest city officials it has been my pleasure to do business with.

I must say that I am fully it,lare of the enormous, competing de-
mands on his time and on the resources of the city with regard to
block grant funds.and other resources. But he does a splendid )ob and
is a fine representative of the city officials throughout the country who
have such a difficult challenge and responsibility for this activity.

Mr. Palmer, you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF WAYMAN D. PALMER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT
OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, TOLEDO, OHIO

Mr.. PALMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to proceed with my statement"and add to it one or two

other comments.
First of all, I would like to indicate, after a careful reading of the

proposed bill that I would stand strongly in support of that.. I see its
mission, I see its purposes being clearly directed toward a process
that mould allow a cross-examination and formulation of strategies
and solutions to urban problems.

My firist comments will be directed toward that bill itself, and I
would like to follow that with a few short comments on neighborhood
preservation as an urban strategy.

. As I had said, the findings and purposes of the act are consistent
with the reahties of the urban environment. Just as this Nation has
embraced from its very beginning a throwaway mentalitywith land,
people, water quality, air quality, mineral and other natural resources
being sacrificed to the expedience of national growthso, that same
mind set has pervaded the growth and development of our urban
centersin this instance it has been neighborhoods which are/were
being thrown away.

It is imperative that any national neighborhood policy recognize
that and call for an immediate halt to it.

The establislmient of the proposed National Commission on Neigh-
borhoods will serve to elevate the, task of resolving the crisis in the
urban environment to a proper high-priority status. I applaud the
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deSign of that Commission which proposes to have 50 percent of its
membership drawn from the practitioners of neighborhood preserva-tion and revitalization.

litrith that level of participation by practitioners in the work of
the Commission, I would feel, and I suggest that a majority of anycounterparts :Would feel, that any recommendations issuing forth
from the..ComMissiOn'ill be PrOpOsitions which have some basis of
-experience and testing in the urban crucibles.

To the-liking of factors for comprehensive study and investigation
by the Commission, I would suggest that an identification of environ-
mental 'health obstacles to the well-being of neighborhoods be addedas a specific. think it is important that-the curing of environmental
health-not be relegated to a secondary situation. I think it should. be

-spelled out as one of the needs.
The 2-year time frame being afforded the Commission for prepara-tion and presentation of a comprehensive report is too long for aresponse. Legislation and program implementation relative to neigh-borhood preservation and revitalization is proceeding so rapidly thata-pattern may well be-set long before that report is due.I would recommend the shorteningof that time frame to 1 -year.The second year of life for the Commi&sion would be better spent inmonitoring the development of legislation responding to its variousproposals, monitoring the development of a coordinated adminis-trative response on the part of Federal departments and agencies,and in the refining of implementation strategies for curing the illsof .city neighborhoods.
Explicitly, the proposed act requires the full participation andcooperation of each department, agency, or instrumentality of theUnited States in furthering the comprehensi,ie-study- and- investi-(ration mandated for the Commission. There does not-appear to be arole for State government to play.
With the vitalitY of neighbathoods contributing so greatly to thevitality of- the cities and the. vitality of its cities being proomosticativeof the vitality of a State. Nu-add recommend that. if na an actualaddition -to the language .of -the bill be made, an interpretation begiven which implies partic'ipation by the States in the Commission'sdeliberations.
The. city of Toledo has lieen able to retain an economically bal-anced population within +hie city which is far different from the poor......city/rich suburbs pattern oif most eastern and midwestern cities ourage.
Toledo's median income, for example, is anly slightly lower thant.he suburbs. In Cleveland, Dayton. or Cincinnati, tbe city income isonly a half to two-thirds the suburban level.Any sustained policy of disinvestment and abandonment ofneighborhoods can only catalyze the flight to the suburbs by com-mercial, industrial. and housing developments, all of which wouldhave a deleterious impact on the. economic viability of tbat city. Aneffective program of neighborhood preservation is the mortar andbrick from which much of a city's salvation ean be built.I would like to note for the record, Mr. Chairman, that Toledois a city which enjoys 74 percent homeownership. That is one of our°Teat resources, and that. resource, of course, is our neighborhoods.
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The development of an effective neighborhood preservation
strategy must be ,carefolly planned. We cannot allow it to become a
casual collection of programs and activities. The Federal Govern-
ment should require comprehensive neighborhood preservation plan-
ning by all cities. Guidance and financial assistance should be made
available to assist with such planning.

That suggested comprehensive plan would include consideration
of the quality and quantity of a neighborhood's existing housing
stock; the impact of crime and the needs for crime prevention activ-
ities; pedestrian and vehicular traffic needs; environmental health
concerns; commercial and regional shopping needs; the neighborhood
as an employment base; open space and recreation needs; energy
needs; the delivery of health care; and the impact of poverty and
disinvestment upon the neighborhoods of that city.

As consideration is currently being.given to altering the community
'development block grant funding formula, cities could be required,
as a prerequisite to receiving any higher or maintaining present
funding levels, to begin master neighborhood preservation planning.

Thus, an incentive to cities to think seriously about the quality of
its neighborhoods.

A series of other incentives mnst be developed to insure that all
of the factors necessary to the viability of neighborhoods become
participants. Prime among these are incentives to the financial institu-
tions for reinvestment in older neighbrirhoods. addressing needs of
both low- and moderate-income famPhes, a7w1 punitive measures
against those same institutions for disinvestont practices.

Incentives to tire construction industry and liiiborlor reduciligcosts
particularly on leinabilitation projects. coulcHie developed through
the expansion of tLhe sention 312 loan progrw..and the. creation of a
similar thrust dimeted ait commercial. industnal or central blisiness
district revitalizatiqm.

An incentive prow.am to. enconrage States to-participate in neigh-
borhood preservation activities either throngh direct investment in
its cities or taking7iegislative and administrative action necessary to
allow a communit7 to nse the broad range of options open to iLis

. .

As I recommend that cities can be required to undertake master
neighborhood preservation planning. I just as strongly recOmmend
that the full range of Federal programs and activities available, with
which a city can begin curing its neighborhood ills, be carefay
examined for restructuring.

uch su7gested restructuring should be directed toward building
more loear...option design and control over that full range of pro-
grams, the style of the community development block grant program.
Federal !..eneral revenue sharing, the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administ7ation, and some portions of the Manpower Administration
progranis.

I would like to suggest also. as a very strong feature of neighbor-
hood preservation planning, that citizen participation be built into
that.

I think the discussion by the earlier panel -hit very heavily at the
notion of the three-headed association of people. institutions and
Government in moving toward revitalization_ We have undertaken
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an extensive citizen pavliCipation strueture through our block grant
program in the city of Toledo with the prime purpose being to move
citiens along with government into neighborhood preservation
planning..

And -once those plans have been made to put them in partnership
with our elected officials, our decisionmakers in the city, to share with
them priority and strategy determinations.

:In conclusion I am suggesting that cities be required to plan and
implement comprehensive neighborhood preservation programs. I
suggest that the necessary tools, incentives and guidance can con-

. comitantly be afforded the cities so that they can become viable urban
communities.

I think there is a passage in the fifth chapter of the Book of St.
John that I: would like to take an opportunity to quote, if I may.
It-describes, during the time of the man. Jesus, that there was in
Jeiusalem, by the sheep market, a pool called Bethesda, having five

-4spOrches. In these porches lay a great multitude of impotent folk, of
blind and witherecl. waiting for the movino- of the- water.

So an armel :wonld came down at a cerrain sefLRym.into the pool
and trouble the water..-Whosoever. then, first aft.- stepped in, was
made whole of whatewrdisease be had.

And a certain man 7waF-Ithere who had had an infirmity 30 and 8
years. When the man....Jesus saw him lying, knew that he had been
now a long time in- that case. He sayeth unto him.

Wilt thou be made whcie?
The impotent man answered him,
Sir, I have no.maiLwitlwater is troubled. to put uner.into the pool. Butwhile I am coming. anlarr iweppeth down before me.
The man Jesus told: him to do three things.
To rise. take-up thy-bed .anet7wa1k.

And immediately the man was made whole. He took up his bed
and walked.

I am suogesting, that the mission and purposes of the Commission
as proposeta, would carry much that same message to cities and com-
munities. That if thou "13e made whole,, then take up thy bed and
walk.

Thank you.
Mr. ASHLEi-. Mr. Palmer, thank you very much, indeed.
Dr. Weiler, I believe you are next, sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. CONRAD WEILER, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE
COMM:ITTEE, ALLIANCE FOR NEIGHBORHOOD GOVERNMENT

Dr. WEILER. Thank you.
Chairman Ashley. I would like to say just two things, before I

begin my remarks.
First is, I believe you said the Alliance for Neighborhood Govern-ment was in Philadelphia. Actually we are headquartered in.

Washington.
I gave dual identification-I am:also the president of a neighborhood

association in Philadelphia.. and that may have been the source of
the confusion.
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Mr. ASHLEY. Well, I beg your pardon for the oversight.
Dr. WEILER. The second point is that I received your letter just

before I went abroad and thus I.-prepared my testimony before re-
ceiving your letter, which called for emphasis on netghborbood
preservation. Thus, I would like to just make some brieforal remarks
,which would be different from my written testimony.

And I would like to say that I am delighted to appear here today.
do not think I have ever enjoyed hearing or participating in a

panel as nntch as today on this subject. because I think it isJhe &St
time where I heard people talking about things ats they reallynre, at
least in my own acadenuc as well as practical exTerience.

The alliance is very- concerned about neighbornood preservation and
we do support this bill in particular.

As I pointed out in my written testimony, fint of all we feel thut
the neighborhood idea is catching on right-now: and if something is
not dine immediately to try and make Senseout of this, more-damage
will,be done than good. So we support the bill first because we think
some-,comprehensive study has to be done immediately in order to
lay the groundwork for avoiding further disasters in the neighbor-
hoods.

Second, as we are interested inlie"ighborhood cfovernment, which
tends to put some people off, but wliat''we man-by that is simply

_that the neighborhood must be viewed as n whole. That is. it must
be viewed as an entity and the participation of the people in the
neighborhood is for us, the forced expresion .of the neighborhood
being viewed as a whole. That is, when they aTe involved in every-
thing that happens.. not that they necessarily have to have a veto, but
that they in some sense participate in theirowr,governments.

And we find in this bill also a u'reat step itmward this goal, this
viewing of the neighborhood as a wliole. In fact_fit is only by viewing
the neighborhood as a whole, as in some sense ,responsible 'for itself,
that we think the neighborhood problem will be solved. So we are
very happy with this bill.

The third point I would like to get into is this question of neighbor-
hood preservation. And here I have done some work myself. I wrote
a book about. Philadelphia, which was published 2years -ago and I
developed a theory which I call metropolitan geopolitics..

It was the idea that the cities are beginnmg a cycle of resurgence
of redevelopment. But that in the process of redevelopment they are
not really solving any of the social problems.

And then as 1 listened to Repikesentative McKinney and Represen-,
tative Burke. I saw that other people are very concerned about th&,
same thing. That is. that in Philadelphia, for example, we have
Society Hill, which is one of those neighborhoods that people have
taken to as a showpiece. But: the problem is, that as Society Hill has
developed. all that has happened has been the people that used . to
live there have been displaced to another neighborhood.

My 'neighborhood happens-to be the one next to Society Hill; that
is trying to prevent itself from becoming a Society Hill. And we find
that. we run into all of the problems that were. testified to earlier; the
problems of the lack of congruence of city service districts, the dis-
incentives of tax assessment practices, the disincentives of licensino-,
the lack of a neighborhood information base. But most of all we finta
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that the whole concept of neighborhood presen a ion, nr:imay ways,is loaded to backfire.
And in testimony on the housing and community developmentidlwhich we made last fall, we pointed out that the Federal acrenxiiesare very deeply involved in deveiriping concepts of neigharlizedpreservation, which in turn was -then being adopted by localgovernments.
And specifically, I would like 'to call attention to this document putout by HUD about a year ago, "Neighborhood Preservation," a cata-log of local programs. And then also the forum I and fornin_n pro-posals developed by the Federal National Mortgage Association itirthe mobilization of private initiative for inner-city resident...WIdevelopment.

.- And we have some very disturbing things here. In the HUD pro-gram, the neighborhood preservation concept, we have a stage 1, thatis a stable neighborhood, defined as a neighborhood that is essentiallymiddle and upper income. So immediately we have lost the goal adiversity in the view of HUD at least in terms of what they considera stage 1, a viable neighborhood.
In fact, the Community Development Act is very full of contradic-tions on this point: It calls, on the one hand, for efforts to maintainand-Preserve neighborhood diversity, but then does nothing to requirethe identification of already existing diverse neighborhoods. And in-stead, encourages any efforts that will bring people back into the city,'And it is fine to have people brought back into the city and to pro-mote historic restoration and so on, and I think that has alreadystartedthat is what I referred to in Society Hill. We see it in Phila-delphia. perhaps more than in most other cities.
What we are concerned about is, how do you keep that from becom-ing a runaway process and working its way out neighborhood byneighborhood until eventually the whole city has become recycledinto an upper-income arca and the poor people are living out in thesuburbs and no change has been made in the basie social probino of'the isolation of groups,racial or income groups.
So this relates also to the neighborlioad honsing, services programwhich I had a small part in helping to set up in Philadelphia.
What happens when this program is successful ? How do we pre--vent this redeveloped neighborhood from continuing aupward untilit beComes completely middle and upper income ?
These are the things which I hope the bill which you hanre intro-duced, will help to deal with. That is, how do we deal with :the,.effectsof rehabilitation as well as the effects of neighborhood declintr?
To sum this all up I would say that we probably tend to think of theneighborhood problem of one of, gee, how do we stop this decline?The cities are dying and the neighborhoods are dying and we have tostop this decline.
And that is true. But the oToundwork is already being laid lortherecycling, the rehabilitation l'of the neighborhoods. Andl thinkin thelong run the bigirest problem is how do we prevent rehabilitation:from

turnin p. the prolTlem inside out so that it is no longer a problem of theblacks driving .whites out, for example, or of upper-income peoplemovincr away from lower income areas. But of whites driving blacksout mid of the rich driving the poor out.
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And so I think this is the long-range problem. And I think espe-
cially in points one and three of the goals of the bill that you have
addressed yourself to this.

This is the heart of the matter.
Finally, I think our association is concernedthe Alliance for

Neighborhood Government is concerned with other political and ad-
ministrative matters which I chose not to go into, such as tile consoli-
dation of service districts, tax assessments and so on, and, of course
the participation of the neighborhood in whatever happens to it.

And we haveand I liave listed this in my written testimony. We
have adopted a neighborhood bill of rights and responsibilities which
outlines the basic rights:that we think all neighborhoods should have
in dealing with all phases of redevelopment or simply all phases of
the resistance within thedarger governmental framework.

So I would just complete my testimony on that note. .

Mr. AstivEr. I think, then, Dr. Weiler, we will have inserted in the
record a copy of your prepared statement.

Is that according to your wishes?
Dr. WEILER. Yes, certainly.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Weiler, presented on behalf of the

Alliance for Neighborhood Government, follows
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Thv Alliance for Neighborhood Government (ANG) was formed in May. 1975

ana now han a memhership of over 300 neighborhood associations in over

50 cities. At our third semiannual conference in Philadelphia in April

of ftis year we adopted a Bill of Neighborhood Rights and Responsibiliti.s,

-Alien include in summary;

rho right of neighborhoods to determine their own goals,
rahalfitsnt with the broad civic ideals of justice and human

ddhalitY;

The right of neighborhoods to define their own governing
structures, operating procedures, names and boundaries;

The right of democraLically ofganized neighborhoods to control
private and public resources necessary for the implementation
and support of neighborhood decisions;

The right of democratically organized neighborhoods to review
in advance and decisively influence all stages of planning and
implementation of all actions of government and private
institutions affecting the neighborhood; and

The right of naighborhoods to information necessary to carrying

out these rights.

In the 17 months of its existence the ANG has worked to amend the

nousing and Community Act of 1974 so as to include a stronger role In CD

for ncighboroods; to pass the Mortgage Disclosure Act. of 1975 so that

neighbirhoods can fight disinvestment; to wake the collection of census data

more usefill to neighborhoods; to organize E conference on state legislation

on neighborhoods; (to be held this coming December in New Jersey); to

ilyestigate r.he possible impact of proposals of the Federal National Mnrtganc

Anfociatinn to form a National Cities Corperation on neighborhoods; and on

many other educational and public policy projects.

;
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We find that the neighborhood idea is gaining strength, usefulness,

a'nd recognition almost daily. Why is this? It is not because the neighborhood

itself has suddenly been transformed. gather, the neighborhood idea is

importanco because of changes occurring throughout American society

which by many different routes are one after the other fastening upon the

neighborhood as the solid territorial, social, economic and political bedrock

upon which to flourish.

I offer'you a few examples:

CRIME: There are limits to what police and courts can do to

prevent and fight crime, and increasingly the organized, alert neighborhood

is making a lifference in preventing crime, finding criminals, supporting

and counselilg vintims, sensitizing courts and police to the community impact

cf their actions, and creating better physical design for "defenA:Lle space."

HOUSING: Such programs as the enormously successful Neighborhood

Housing Services, the various anti-redlining campaigns, hundreds of citizen

directed renewal programs (project area committees) under the old Neighborhood

revelopment ?rogram (1968-1974), various neighborhood anti-abandonment and

preservation programs across the country show far more effect in stabilizing

neighborhoods for low and moderate income persons at far less cost than down-

town oriented and centrally directed federal programs of the 1950's and

1960's.

All of :hese programs are based upon and require the participation of people

in the neighborhood as the indispensible ingredient of success.

Nr:ICIPAI SERVICES: Studies by Elinor Ostrom and others increasingly

suggest that a great many municipal services can be provided as efficiently

or more efficiently on a small scale neighborhood basis as on a city-wide basis.
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DPIOCK.N.7Y AM, CITIZEN. FAF'ZICTPAT7ON: The neighborho.d can be an

,.rgan of true democratic deciaion-making as well as of effective citizen

i.articipation in government.

I:cm:macs: serious studlnts of economics such as E.F. Schuhmaer,

.uld Barbara Ward is uell as the "New Alchemists" and Hess and Morris suggest

not only that much greater emphasis on small scale economics based on

neighborhoods is not only possible and attractive, but possibly imperative

if we ,e to avoid economic collapse. In addition, neighborhoods are already

shownc themselve; an efficient basis for food coops, credit unions, trash

iv-cYcling, commulity gardens, and many other practical economic projects.

Our organiza:ion has a name which many who otherwise favor the neighborhood

find too assertivn, perhaps coo radical. What we stand for and what to my

knowledge, no other group interested in the neighborhood idea supports as

firmly and as clearly as we is the commitment to recognition of the neighborhood

as a whole, expreAsed through its public, partially self-governing character.

It is this very commirment which makes us particularly eager to see the National

Neighborhood Poli.7y Act passed, a good commission appointed, and a thoughtful

and authoritativo report issued and implemented. For now, we can truthfully

0-.at the neighborhood idea has achieved a certain legitimacy and public

favor.

But, having struggled.against various odds to cone to the fore, the

neighborhood idea, by appearing on the threshold of widespread public recognition,

new paradoxically faces even greater dangers - the dangers of success.

For the expeTiencn of recent years has shon.n that once an idea gains legitimacy

in the federal government, the media, the large private instituti:ons and

interest groups, the idea is applied or used rapidly in many different

contexts and from many different standpoints. If this were tohappen

.
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with the neighborhood idea, it might prove fatal or seriously damaging to

wilpt ams naw to be a very promising development in American life.

If each federal agency for example, suddenly proclaims a neighborhood

policy and b.!gins defining neighborhood boundaries, criteria for neighborhood

organization and citizen participation, special program requirements, and

_so on, and private agencies do the same why very soon the neighborhood

will be so fragmented and pulled apart by its friends that the.days of the
early

federal bulldozer in/urban renewal may look good by comparison.

This is why it is critically important that this Commission be established

now while there is still time for an holistic approach in federal policy to

the neighborhood, so we cnn study the neighborhood before our well meaning

efforts might destroy it. It is vital, in sum, that whatever is done now

and in future federal actions affecting the neighborhood respect the

neighborhood in all its aspects, whether the specific issue be housing, or

education, or health, or transportation-. The neighborhood,in other words,

i3 more than the sam of its parts, and we believe that this Bill would

do much to achieve federal and general recognition of this basic and essential

fact.
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Mr. ASHLEY. Finally, we will be pkased to hear from Dr. Francis
A. Cizon, senior vice president of the Tillman Federal Savings & Loan
Association of Chicago, Ill.

We welcome you. sir.

STATEMENT OF DR. FRANCIS A. CIZON, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,'
TALMAN FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ELL.

Dr. Cizox. It's yery good to be here, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be able to comment on a number of matters relevant

to the issue of a National Commission on Neighborhoods.
Much that is in my formal statement ,is a repetition or a supplement

to what has been said during previous testimony. I would, therefore,
like to have my formal statement put into the record, and make a few
additional comments on the proposed Commission.

First of all, I think many of us are concerned with the throwaway
mentality of our society and feel it is time to take conservation in-
terests and put them to work in the defense of our cities.

Our interest, however, is not so much a defense of cities as much as
it is a defense of people who have to, or-want to, live in specific local-
ities of their choice in the cities.

One of the thoughts that occurred to me as I listened to earlier testi-
mony is that many of the matters discussed at this hearing are nally
relevant to some of our older suburbs, many of which have taken on
all of the characteristics of older neighborhoods in our cities.

We keep talking about saving the cities, and I think what we're
really talking about is saving a quality of life for people who live in
specific localities. That could be one of the primary matters for the
Commission itself to consider.

From my formal statement, it is obvious that I strongly support
Your bill proposing a National Commission on Neighborhoods. I be-
heve that in a society such as ours, where people live in relatively im-
personal surroundings and technical complexities, they need identity.
They do not easily get identity of a personal nature from a. city or a
State or a nation, but through the personal interactions they have with
other people. That. occurs usually in neighborhoods. It. does not occur
in abstraction. The relationship between personal identity and neigh-
borhoods needs to be given special consideration.

Second, I would like to stress a serious need on -the part of this
Nation to develop a national urban policy and a national housing
policy. Many of us have been concerned ihat our national desire to
provide adequate housing for all our people has diminished in recent
years. We do not seem to give housing the same national priority that
was evident in the 1930's, 1940's, and 1950's. There is need to create
an incentive for the maintenance, the preservation of the housing that
exists, and for the development of new housinff that is needed.

I believe a National Commission on Neighborhoods would encourage
the development of such policies.

Third, I would like to stress the significance .of the complexity of
the problem we are 'facing. It is too easyas we have in the past, and we
continue to do even todayto say "this is the problem and this is the
solution."
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It is easy to say that houses are getting older. and let it go at that.
It is easy to say that blacks are moving in, and let it go at that.
It is easy to say FHA did it, and let it go at that.
It is easy to say the building codes. or labor unions, or disinvest-

ment, or redlining is the cause. It's easy to say whatever we want to
say, and then just kind of let it pass.

Such simplicity does not. solve a thing. No one factor is =sins
deterioration in our cities. One of things that we have to look into is
the casual relationships between these factors. Which of these arc the
cause, which are the effect. It may not necessarily be true that any one.
of-them is the cause or the effect in all instances.

It may be that in some neighborhoods one of these factors may be
creating the problem. In another neighborhood it may be some other
factor.

It is just too simplistic to think that any one factor will solve the
problem. I strongly support the present bill. because in focusing on
neighborhoods, we can examine the complexities of the system.

Fourth. Federal and State agency competition and buteaucracy tend
to hinder resolution of problems.

I have had an opportunity, through the last 20 years, to work with
many, many Federal and Sfate agencies on problems in various cities.

I was the principal investigator, for example, of the income main-
tenance experiment in Gary, one of the five that HEW has sponsored
across the country. I also worked very closely with law enforcement
administration on a series of police-community relations programs formany cities.

Tfie interesting part of this involvement, together with many other
relationships I've had with MID, is the tendency for each of these
ao.encies to see themselves as the solntion to the world's problems.
gnnehow, none of these, agencies seems to have "the" answer.Each may have part of the answer. Unfortunately, as has often
happened, each can also become part of the problem, because of their
tendency to focus on one partic,ular clement of the problem and on
their own bureaucratic needs.

There is no wav we are going to save the neighborhoods of our cities
by separating HtiD from law enforcement. or law enforcement from
education. or education from welfare. or any of these from each other.

One of the biggest problems in our country today is mir unwilling-
ness to look comprehensively at. anything and our desire to find quick.
short-term answers to long standing problems.

Some may argue that a Cominission that is 2 Years long will en-
courage inaction on the part of Conr-ress. I don't befieve that will occur.
A national Commission will not. prevent Congress from acting on evi-
dent needs. On the other hand, if someone does not take a relatively
long-term look at the problem of neighborhoodswe will continue
to legislate piecemeal, ineffective solutions to issues that demand com-
prehensive programs. We. will continne accusing each other: we willcontinue protesting; we will continue promoting special self-interest

legislatioin and not solving a thing.
The problems we are facing are too important. too significant. to the

future of our cities and the future of onr country to continue in such
a manner.
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Another thing I'd really like to stress is the need for a confirming
partnership between residents, institutions and 0.overnment in the
effort to aid neighborhoods. Residents of a neighborhood are not going
to solve anything alone, because they have neither the resources nor
the expertise to do it alone.

There is often as much conflict between the community organiza-
tions of specific neighborhoods as there is between agencies of Govern-
ment and often as much competition between them as there is between
businesses.

Talman Federal Savings & Loan Association is located near what
is probably at this time one of the more controversial and tense
neighborhoods in the city of Chicago. This is the Marquette Park
area that is getting national attention because of the racial tensions of
this past summer. Who has the answer? Community groups in this
area cannot. agree with each other on how to resolve the issues.

It is also the area in which there is an aging population. and many
homes become available for sale as the older folks retire elsewhere or
die.

What are the incentives for youno. people to come into this neigh-
borhood? Again, which communitt; group or institution has the
answer?

We all search for answers. and I might acid that search is recent.
Many think that we will find no solutions because there are none. I
think, we have not found solutions, because we have not been looking
hard enough or long enough. It has been too easy for us to sit around
condemn each other rather than sitting down 'together and saying,
"Look, these are things I can do: there are things I cannot do. Will
you accept my limits. if I accept yours. Let's work this thing out."

One of the great pluses of the neighborhood housing service pro-
gram has been the model, in a sense, that it has established for us
in creating this kind of partnership. I can go to the city administra-
tion as a reprentative of financial institirtions with Gale Cincotta
representing community groups and talk together with city agencies
about how we need to do something to resolve a problem. and not
how we can make e:wh other look guilty.

It is too easy to claim that the financial institutions have disin-
vested in a neighborhood. industry has run away to the suburbs, labor
unions are forcing unrealistic building codes, and politicians won't
listen. It is not quite as easy to sit down and say. "Look, I know what
my problems are. I think I lave some idea of NN:hat your problems are.
Am I right ?"

The Commission could ewourage that kind of relationship and
eooperat ion.

One other point. We cannot simply F y save the cities and totally
forget the metropolitan areas, There is no way that suburbia will
survive without the dty. and no way that that city will survii-e with-
out the suburbs.

There will be bigness in our society whether we like it or not. We
will be a complex. comp1terizN1 uban society. The question is not
how to stop change. but how to keep change human : how to keep it
manageable; how to keep it within the principles and quality of life.
we want to preserve and promote.
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One other point which has not been stre&sed in previous testimony.
The Commission might well serve .an ancillary purpose in that an
organized look at neighborhoods might provide a helpful method of
looking at other sOcial problems. -

Many. national Commissions are related to specific issues, for exam-
ple, civil disorders. They are often established in a sea of emotion.
Public furor almost prescribes the results of the Commission prior to
its establishment.

The Commission on Civil Disorders, for example, recommended
many activities and programs which were totally ignored as the emo-
tion of the moment subsided. Some recommendations followed but in
a piecetheal manner. We are not in that kind of emotional furor about
this issue, and I think we can get a more objective, a more compre-
hensive view of our cities as a result.

So I would like very strongly to lend the support of the financial
institutions I represent and of myself to the establishment of this
Commission so that we might take a very needed and meaningful look
at our neighborhoods and cities and the variables that impact them.
"Let's not throw away our cities and neighborhoods by throwing away
an opportunity like this."

Pm very thankful to be here and for the opportunity to express
my comments on this matter.

Thank you.
[Dr. Cizon's prepared statement with attachments submitted on

Chicago. Ill.. neighborhood development plans, follow :)
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STATEMENT NATIONAL COMMISSION ON NEIGHBORHOODS
SUB-COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The human egperience in America has been unique in the history of the world. --

in that human beings have never encountered such an abundance of resources as

did Me settlers who came to this country. And all these resources were available

fo: Me taking, and the using. Americans took from their abundance with the

anticipation that further on, there was always more that coull be used. This

SZ Z71'= :r.:king and practice has prevailed in the building and use of our cities.

Traditionally, our cities have been built at points of natural advantage, like lakes

a:a/ rivers. As they grew, cities spread out with people moving out as neighborhoods

became worn and used up. There was always more room in whiLh to build new

Ltic,hborhoods, and there was no need to be concerned about the old.

4"-)r 300 years, this country has subscribed to the "throw away" philosophy of

ushig up our natural resources and our cities and then moving on to ize.. frontiers--

there to start this process all over again.

Now the frontieris closed. We realize, perhaps a little late that there are ends

to our abundance and there is a limit to where neighborhoods may move.

It Is interesting to note that as we commemorate the bicentennial year of our country,

there are cities like Paris that are 2,000 years old -that Rome, Athens and many
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near Eastern and Asian cities go back to the beginnings of recorded history. yet--

our cities, most of which are no more than a hundred years old are considered to

be dying.

Perhaps my prejudices will show but despite its urban problems. Chicago where

I work, is really one of the most beautiful cities in the world. One is hard pressed

to find any American city which offers a lake front co: 'arable to ours--or any

metropolitan area that offers the architectural heritages of a Wright. a Sullivan

or Vanderow. It is rich in cultural and recreational facilities but more important

than this, it is rich in people.

Wave after wave of immigrants and migrants came to Chicago in search of a better

life. And most of them found it there. In return, they brought with them their

many cultures and heritages enriching that city. And this experience has been

repeated many times throughout the cities of America. In any major city of this

country, one can find representatives from almost every nation earth, as well as

evidences of all religions in the spires of churches, temples and places of worship

that make up their skylines. In no other place in the world has such a social

experiment been tried as in the United States, and nur cities have reflected both

the strength and the success of this blending of cultures and nationalities.

It was in the cities that these people lived together to protect and promote their

own life styles and to give them a sense.of belonging in a complex and sometimes

frightening.sociery, It was neighborhoods that formed the mosaic of most of our

major cities.
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But neighborhoods, like people, grew old and tired. Progress and-change

brought people a mobility, a different set of values and technological advances

made it attractive to move out from within the city into the burgeoning suburbs.

'Demographic changes in age structures, improvements in transPortation systems,

individual economic growth, social class attitudes valuing suburbia over city

and racial feelings have for decades encouraged an outward ejcpansion. Particu-

larly of whites into the suburbs. And with little thought and concern about the

neighborhoods that have been left behind.

This exodus out of the city is a constant threat to neighborhood stability. The

vacuum created by the move to the suburbs is usually filled by persons or groups

of a lower social and economic class, usually less capable or interested in

maintaining existing standards of housing.

Disinvestment by individual homeowners, local businesses, local govenment,

insurers and financial institutions become part of the neighborhood deterioration

picture. Municipal services decrease, crime and welfare increase. Education

facilities diminish and a surging citizen fear, and alienation accoMpany the

process.

Complete abandonment and demolition follow. The pattern occurs so often--

many naturally fear for the viability of our major cities.

Although well intended, government policies and Progranls have often contrihuted

-3-
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to the deterioration of cities and their neighborhoodsmainly because there has

been no clear national urban or housing policy around which co develop a consistent

series of positive neighborhood savings programs.

Federal efforts at improving transportation have in effeit subsidized movement of

industry, commerce and the relatively well off citizens. mostly white. from the

inner city co the suburbs. Federal urban housing programs. specifically FHA,

was for years primarily oriented to the purchase of new homes most of which.

because little land was left in the central cities. were built in the newer suburbs.

In effect. for years. the FHA and VA programs subsidized the movements of

while middle class persons out of the central cities and older suburbs while at

the same time penalizing investment in the rellabiliuttion of rundown neighborhoods

of these older cities. FHA programs have recently produced massive housing

abandonments within the cities. In addition, the housing industry has, too often,

been used as a primer for the economy rather than as a means of fulfilling

housing needs.

Urban renewal, while usually expressing the goal of providing decent homes for

urban residents, began a prac:Ice of urban renewal for low income residents in the

hope of attracting a middle class :eturn to the central cities. Local taxation and

code requirements have encouraged cimolition of multiple dwellings rather than

rehabilitation. Lack of programs to deal with commercial strip shopping has

contributed to the demise of neighborhood businesses which in turn affect housing

deterioration within the proximity of shopping strip areas.

-4-
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Program fragmentation e the national levitl has committed most efforts to failure.

0E0. LEAA, FHA. HEW, EEO, Income Maintenance programs were all conceived

and operated independentlya:any-of them in conflict with existing institutional

programs. Inter-government:al conflicts and the inability co be sensitive to the

specific problems of cities have contributed to the ineffectiveness of many of these

programs.

Also. on the local and state level, with politicians responding to the needs of rural and

suburban communities from which the majority of them come, and with inadequate

city tax bases and insufficient home rule capabilities, metropolitan problems remain

undefinedlet alone resolved. As a result, the very role of government and the

credibility of government's ability to serve the needs of its people is being challenged.

And the challenge is valid because in spite of the problems and challenges of the city,

many people are now saying that they do not want co move to the si _mrbs. They

want to live in the neighborhoods that they and their ancestors have built. Congestion,

school overcrowding, high taxes. city service inadequacies have all contributed co

disenchantment with the suburbs. The inflated cost of housing particularly has made

it more feasible to the in the city. Many people are telling us that they have reached

the limit of our expansion.

The temper of the times is changing. There is nu longer a .1esire to discard the old,

In Chicago, the Manandock Building, Carson Pirie Scott. the Robie House and all of

the Pullman neighborhood have been declared national landmarks and are being

restored. In cities like New York, Washington, and Chicago, neighborhoods like

258
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Greenwich Village, Georgetown and Old Town are the places in which to live and

property which had been leR unattended for SO years has now become the center

of an energetic revitalization and are increasing in value. The circle spreads

againbut dais time moves towards rehabilitation and restoration.

Our cities are begiuning to come alive again and with help can be more viable than

ever.

Citizen groups, private indusy. financial institutions and governments are

experimenting across the nation with ways of saving neighborhoods, and consequently,

the cities of our nation. in Chicago some of the efforts which are underway hold

promise of answering some of the nteds of our city. These programs, however.

individually conceived and executed require close and intensive analysis as to how

they fit into the whole concept of urban rehabilitalion.

I would like to demonstrate the scope and diversity of these endeavors by briefly

listing a few...

1. The start of the Neighborhood Housing Service program in three

neighborhood areas of Chicago.

2. The development of a special HUD component dealing with abandonment,

and the establishment of a NHS program in a fourth neighborhood.

3. The establishment of the "Chicago Home Purchase and Rehabilitation

Plan" utilizing city, government, financial institutions and a private

mortgage insurer to provide home ownership opportunity in selected

city neighborhoods.
-6-
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4. The development of RESCORP, a metropolitan savings and loan based

service corporation engaged in multi-unit residential rehabilitation in

specific neighborhoods.

5. The establishment of the Greater Southwest Development Corporation

to promote programs of neighborhood enhancement. In many respects

this is an innovative approach utilizing the many resources of the

private, financial and business sector of a city neighborhood.

6. A financial assistance program directed by the City of Chicago whicn

provides grants and subsidies to homeowners in specific neighborhoods

for improvement and code compliance.

These efforts are probably being duplicated in many other cities throughout this

nation. Thit they only scratch the surface--they are only a beginning --and because

they are not part of an organized plan for neighborhood preservation in the city

they may prove ineffective in the long run. We are all concerned about their long

term effectiveness arid could use more resources and public support.

Many residents and business institutions in our cities are ready and willing to act,

but there is need to know more about neighborhoods and the many variables that

influence their growth and decline. Without this knowledge, we cannot be sure of

our direction and the worth of our efforts.

There is an obvious need for a-comprehensive analysis and assessment of available

resources to serve neighborhoods or of resource opportunities that could be

developed. There is need for more centralized planning with flexible and responsible

-7-
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and accountable program implementation. lhere is need for new solutions.

What Is not needed are accusations, meaningless protests and simplistic answers

which will happen as confidence in the government's inability to meet the needs of

its cities wanes. Above all, there is need to minimize the input of self interest

groups and to encourage cooperative efforts between residents, business, labor,

financial institutions, profeseiOns and government at all levels.

HR14756 offers an opportunity for this nation to take a much needed and meaningful

look at our neighborhoods and the variables that impact them. It provides.us the

opportunity and mechanism to develop and propose comprehensi ve legislation and

programs to help us save one of our most important assets--the neighborhoods of

our cities.

Let's not "throw away" our city neighborhoods by throwing away this opportunity.

As one who has worked all his professional life with the problems and challenges

of our cities, I strongly urge that you support the establishment of the National

Commission on Neighborhoods.

Francis A. Cizon, Ph.D.
Senior Vice President
Talrnan Federal Savings (Chicago)
September 9. 1976

-8-
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NHS HUD
uemonstration Project

INTRODUCTION

Neighhorhocd Houshig Services of Chicago is actively working to Stem deterioriation
and ''turn around" three neighborhoods in Chicago. The Bank, Savings and Loan and
community leadership involved jn this effort believe there arc other neignborhoods
that can also be "turned around." These neighborhoods are in substantially sound
condition and predominantly owner occupied, but they are deteriorating rapidly due
to the inordinate number of abandoned structures. This proposal outlines a program
to preserve this kind of neighborhood and the sound housing that ex;sts there.

NIIS-HUD SPECIAL PILOT PROGRAM
FOR FORECLOSED AND ABANDONED PROPERTIES

L PROBLEM:

Abandoned housing not only represents an eyesore in the community, but it
has a serious, demoralizing effect on'the residents in such communities.
Abandoned properties present attractive targets for gangs, vandals, and
arsonists. All too often a structurally ,sound and restorable property,
when abandoned, is quickly stripped. The result is a property that is
uneconomical to restore to a habitable condition. The inevitable for
such a pro:-..erty is demolition. With increasing frequency, residents in
the surrounding neighborhood, despairing of these conditions, abandon
their own properties. Thus, a chain of events is set in motion that accel-
erates the deterioration of many, once good and viable, neighborhoods in
the city of Chicago. This just described situation is now beginning to take
place in the community of West Englewood, Chicago.

Any attempt to resolve the.- problem will require the combined efforts,
resources, and coopera: many participants. As an important first
step ir. L....ginning to treat this problem, WS has formulated this proposal.

II. SPONSORING AGENCY: NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSli\ZG SERVICES OF CHICAGO,
INC.

Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago (NHS) is a neighborhood preservation
program privately initiated and funded by Banks, Savings and Loans, and
community residents. It is a not-for-profit corporation aimed at reversing
the investment attitude in declining neighborhoods so that neighborhood residents,
financial institutions, and city government will strengthen their investment in
home and neighborhood improvements.

Forty of Chicago's Bimks and Savings and Loans contributed to the NHS Program's
operation and have pledged to lend for mortgages and home improvements in the
target areas. The two largest Banks and two largest Savings and Loans in the
city representing more than $35 billion in assets have active representatives on
the Board of Directors. The President of the NHS of Chicago iS a Senior Vice
President representing the city's largest Bank.
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The effort to organize the corporation was carried out by the Federal Home Loan
Bank of Chicago and by the Urbtn Reinvestment Task Force hegitming in the
summer of 1974. Strong financial institution, city government and neighborhood
resident support is reflected in the Board of Directors and in the operation of the
program in close cooperation with various City of Chicago departments.

Neighborhood representatives from the three target neighborhoods - Near North-
west, Central Austin, and Heart of Chicago serve on the Board of Directors.
In each neighborhood a Board of Control made up primarily of neighborhood
residents, with re7.resentatives of the local lending institutions serving, directs
a staff of three people. This full time professional staff (Director/Rehabilitation
Specialist, 'Finance Specialist. Secretary/Bookkeepper/Loan Processor', is
responsible for the daily operation of the program.

The NHS staff assists the homeowner from the time the homeowner expresses a
desire to have work done through the code inspection and until the contracted
work has been actually performed. The staff has the responsibility to make
certain that the homeowners' best interests are served.

In addition to referring residents to lending institutions for convpritional financing,
NHS has a Revolving Fund available to lend at flexible rates and terms to residents
who due to age, income or credit standing do not qualify for conventional financing.

III. PROPOSED SCOPE OF NHS-HUD PILOT PROGRAM

NHS is proposing a complementary program to the above-mentioned NHS approach
that will enable us to work in an area experiencing a high degree of abandonment
of FHA/HUD insured properties. This proposal calls for a planned, systematic
program requiring the cooperation of HUD, the City of Chicago, individual
mortgagees (lenders), individual mortgagors (owner/borrowers), and the residents
of the community that will diminish the number and effect of the abandoned prop-
erties and lead to a "turning around" of the designated area.

'To decrease the number of abandoned properties NHS will undertake a compre-
hensive counseling and technical assistance program. In those caseri where
abandonment is a foregone inevitability, this program proposes a method of
liquidation that would have minimal blighting influence in the cominunity. Further-
more, for those properties that are abandoned, NHS will provide a program for
the management, securing and rental of those properties.

Success under this program dictates that a beginning target area of approximately
2-4 blocks be selected for a concentrated effort of rehabilitation along with
counseling and city services improvement. As these blocks are completed,
immediately contiguous blocks viuld next receive the same treatrrient. Simul-
taneously with this concentrated rehabilitation effort, the default counseling,
technical assistance, and management components would be carried out in the
entire program area. The visible and positive rehabilitation program in the
concentration area will provide a morale boost for the entire area while the
services being performed throughout the area will be addressing the objective
of decreasing the rate of abandoned properties.
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The ultimate objective is the resruration, maintenance, and enhancement of the
selected target area which would provide the catalyst to surrounding neighbor-
hoods to undertake similar tyks of efforts. This Special Pilot Program and the
NIG program would operate in a cooperative effort in order to achieve maximum
impact and result.

IV. TARGET AREA: WEST ENGLEWOOD

NHS has selected a target area in the West Englewood community for this pilot
program to deal with the problems described. The physical land boundaries oi'
this Fdected target area are: North, the Penn Central railroad tracks between
West 58th Streets; South, the north side of West 69th Street; West, the Penn
Central railroad tracks; East, South Wood Street. This area contains
approximately 2,000 structures with 3,000 dwelling units. 1,236 of these structures
were sold and insured under various FHA insurance programs during the years
from 1968 to 1973.

The West Englewood target area is a neighborhood of approximately 10,000 people.

In this area, more than 70% of the structures are single family homes. Approxi-
maiely 85% of the structures are owner occupied. The vast majority of the
residents are black with a median annual income of between $7, 000 and $8,000.

A measure of the problem which is developing in West Englwood can be seen in
an examination of HUD's own records. Based on this examination it has been
determined that HUD was the title holder of record to more than 150 properties
in this area. Many other properties were in various stages of foreclosure. A
street by street, block by block inspection in lhe West Englewood community
revealed that there were 165 properties which were either abandoned, boarded
up, vandalized, or buined out as of November 1, 1974. In December, 1974
approximately 130 properties were in various stages of default. These figures
demonstrate the magnitude of the problem in this neighborhood.
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Thia program outlines the action we are taking to help insure the successful

stabilization of not only the Marquette Park area, but the entire Southwest

cemmunities areas served by the varioas business interests in the GREATER

SOUTHWEST DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.

Our program is neither inflammatory nor filled with confrontation. It is a

perspective on how private business working togethrr with civic organizations,

can maintain, perserve, and in fact, resurrect urban neighborhoods.

Our effort is designed to conserve these communities for the benefit of the

good people who presently live there, to give them assurances of our concern

and to encourage them to remain and not relocate to other areas.

Too often the solutions to urban change have been sought in subsidies from

the state and federal government. The results have too often created more

problems than they have solved.

Xn a unique effort in which private enterprise has taken the initiative

without help from government and with a recognition of the need for resident

involvement, some of the financial and commercial institutions of the south-

west side have developed a housing conservation program based on the following

- nine hey components:

I- CONVENTIONAL PINANCIN6

Thcro will bo no rodlining in those cc,:munity area::. A total

commitment for conventional home wortgAges in thec areas 1ms been

given all of Lho f ii1 inNtifurionf: involvol.
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2. ONGOING HOME IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

This program of private reinvestment dictates that WO net only con-

tinue, but accelerate the home improvement loan program intended

to.make the residents of the community more aware of the financial

resources that are available to them.

The lending institutions within this community area are fully

committed and financially involved in the community's future.

For example, on the attached sheet showing home mortgage data, you-

will find that Table I indicates the total outstanding mortgages of

all-the savings and loans involved in the GREATER SOUTHWEST

. DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION and the total mortgage loans by number and

volume within the community area. The second table demonstrates the

commitment that thL.se savings and loans have made to the community

area in the past six months in conventional financing.

3 AN END TO FHA AUANDONMENT

The third key part of our program is thc elimination Of FFA aban-

donment. A program to rehabilitate the existing FRA, HUD owned

abandoned buildinqs which are located in a. small eastern pocket of

the area.is underway. Five homes are being acquired Ind will be

rehabilit:Iled and !;old with conventional morTgagen. More will be

AcqUil!cd a2 the prunt onen ato completed. rnA and the Cit.}, or

chica.,0 Iiiv q iv th_ix ondor::-,11ent and ,,w:Teration in Lhis veniom.
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4. APARTMENT BUILDING 'RESTORATION - ECONOMICALLY SUCCESSFUL

A program to rehabilitate large multi-family buildings in the area

has been started. One such project., a 48-unit apartment buildin't

is two-thirds completed, and will soon be proving that older

buildings, when rejuvenated, do become income producing and profit-

able for private investors.

5. COMMERCIAL BU/LDING REHABILITATION

Commercial building rehabilitation -- a program for the rehabili-

ation of commercial buildings along the business strip has already

been started.

6. COMMUNITY-NIDE MARRETING PRoORAM

The development of a marketing program designed to portray the

strengths within our cmmnunity Das been undertakn. ThP purpose

of the marketing program will surely show the positive viabil!.ty of

this area, not only to present residents and merchants,- but it will

also draw new businesses to complement the commercial and industrial

stability of tbis community. In keeping with the development of

an'ongoing marketing Peoilram, wo have obtained the cooperation of

the representatives of :-.he Southwest Neal ElAate Board in promoting

the availability of both housing, hemo financing'and commercial

opportunities within all areas or. tliin commenitY.
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7. PROVING EC:OHMIC /IABILM

Although this is u hot-for-proi;t corporation, our programs arc

specifically'designed to show that those neighborhoods cffer

hpportunitics for businesses and 'investments within "normal business

procedures". We know as businessmen that these communities have

sufficient economic incentives for all types cf investors, from

the local single family homeowners to the large corporate entity.

People make an excellent living in our area.:_Without thc establish-

ment of a "profit-oriented" principlo, no community can maintaih

itself.

a.

In the short period of our existence, we have already seen many

new businesscs.move into our community, and existing ones expand

and remodel.

NEICHHORING CO:KinNITY DEWOOPMCMT

Knowing that no cesamnit4cs exist in isolation, these same finan

cial institutions arc supporting, with many others'ih the Chicago
.

area, the establishment of a "Neighborhood Housing Services Program"

within the neighboring com'wnity of WoL,t. Englewood. Significant

dollar ,cocmitrsnts have alroady boen made by these incttnti:,us to

develop such a project in oeoporation with WI) and the City or
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9. TOTAL COOPERATIVE EFFORT

There i5 no reason why a cooperative effort similar to that of a

Neigthorhood Housing Service could not he worked out petwecn the

residents of the sensitive area bounded by GIrd Street on the North,

72nd Street on the South, Western Mende on the WeSt, and Bell

AlInnu,: on the East, the financial institutions primarily serving

that area and the City of Chicago. Such an -independent Preserva-

tion Program could protect and enhance the economic and social

invest-ent the people of that arca have in their homer; and 'their

neighborhood.

This makes much most sense than a proposal to demolis'n 1200 heists,

relocate 5000 persons, and substitute high rise structures in place

of single family hnmes. This is esPeciallY tfoe w4en local area

rca?tore tc,11 us fl'at they havo more available conventional how:

Luyors than buildings available to them.

] this is dlo first major offort faiviv orimatily by

.btr.rprino in ccoporatloni,lith scacalnitY 01-:,-mnirati.onz, to

,nd cut -, scan noighbo:hood.
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Corlmonity St:D.,ces zinc; Researc`i Corporation
7 C...,bern 5:r ve! 11-ncps

THR CH1CA,17, Puz-..:HASE AUD REH:t.S:LITAT:ON

Introduction

The Chicago Home Purchase and Rehabilitation Plan seeks to
-combine a number of activities in a coordinated effrt concen-
trating on owner occupied housing. It is designed to accomplish
the following:

Stimulate the rehabilitation and improvement of existing
housing

Provide responSive mortgage financing

Attract and assist qualified buyers and owners

Develop.a new model of public=private cooperation in the
area of community revitalization.

Encourage additional investment from both the public andprivate sectors.

Test the techniques and develop data and information on theperformance.

Description

The plan is directed toward people who wish to purchase a hOme
and make needed repairs, but who may not be able to afford the
norMal down payment. It also applies to people who wish to rehabili-
tate their home through a refinancing of their present mortgage.

Key elements of the plan are:_A

to provide mortgage money at prevailing market interest
rates

below normal down payment requirements

8% on single family units

higher equity on 2 to 4 unit structures

the housing must be located in one of seven
communities: Austin, East Rogers Park, Grand
Boulevard, Lawndale, South Shore, Uptown and
Woodlawn

the housing must contain 1 to 4 living units
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repaf!.s tht brini ltctr. CLcT uf CNicayL b in

In Austin. Cos: R.cgars Pdr, and Sourn Shore the buildir.':
m.Jst be broug.tt up to rode or 1G'; ci the mortgage.amoni
mUst be placed in -.".a.-''"%ation, whichever is greater.

The ocener must occupy one of the units.

The consumer must meet standard credit requirements.

. The consumer must participate in home ownership counseling
sessions.

Participants

The key institutional participants in this public-private effort
and a brief descriptton of their role are:

The Citv of Chicago will provide a guarantee fune held
in long tern trust to protect against a designated per:en-
tage of loss. Zn addition the City willprovidecuunselttrs
to.assist borrowers on the requirements and tne responsibi-
lities of home ownership..

The Pool (lenders) will provide the mortgage money for the
loaniZider this program. There are presently 22 lending
institutions which have pledged slightly over $7 million
dollars in mortgage money. The lenders will assume a de-
signated percentage of loss.

Three members of the pool - Tatman, First Federal, and Uptown
Federal - will act as agents for the pool by providing
processing and servicing. All 22 institutions will partici-
pate in each loan.

. Communit, Services and Research Corporation (CSRC) will be
responsiole for providing coordination and administrative
services for the program. CSRC will market the program, worb
ifith community groups interested in the program, act as a
liaison with all City.of Chicago agencies, and collect data
to evaluate the performance.

. The"private insurer, MGIC, will provide insurance 'to cover a
designace3 percentage of loss.
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Mr. Asnet:Y. Well, let ine say I am very glad that you were able to
be with its today to present this testimony, which I found enormously
interesting and quite exciting.

I might say that I could not help but reflect as I was listening to
your testimony that you are a very interesting product of the industry
that you represent.

Dr. Criox. Yon know, in that regard, Chairman Ashley, one of
the things that must be remembered is that many of the people in
industry, including many of the people 1 have come to know during
the last 5 years in the financial industry, are only reeently examining
and taking stands on what are basically issues of social concern. For
too long in our vomit ry indeArial leaders have, said, "Let crovernment
do it." And the people have said, "Let government do it." dOvernment,
however, eon do nothing in a democracy without the support of the
people who wish it to be done or allow it to be done, and the institu-
tions who can make it possible.

The govermnent does not have all .of the resources; neither does
industry or thefinancial institutions in this ease. But, we cannot leave
privateinvestinent out of the rehabilitation of our cities.

Mr. Asiter.y. Well, it is manifestly impossible becalise, as you point
out, there are not the Federal resources availabl- Those that are
available are. minder enormous pressure, as great a ;.-essure, I might
say-, as the counnunity development block grants are e..der pressure in
Toledo or Chicago or New York or Philmulelphia or any other place
in the country. 'I hey are under.enormons pressure.

So the Fet!..n.al resources, it would be manifestly imprudent, it
seems to me, to try to rely on Federal resources when we have private
resources that are available and are there to be used. And I. can only
say that I so welcome the kind of perspective that you case this discus-
sion in. because I think it is enormously censtrnetive.

I was interested. in leafing through your prepartu: stimonyand
I might sae that that port of your prepared statement will certainly
appear in the recordand this is in point with what we have just been
discussing. It's On page G. Yen point out thatquoting: 'In Chicago
some of the. efforts Which are under way hold promise of answering
some of the heeds of our city."

Later von say : "1 Wull Id like to demonstrate the scepe and diversity
of these endeavors by briefly listing a few," nail you touch on the
neighLorhood housin!, services program. of which there are three in
Chicago. You list the effort to deal with abandonment. You
then list the establishmem of the Chicago home pnrchase and re-
habilitation plan. mitilizimug city government. finaneial institutions, and
a Private mortelen. insurer to provide homeewnership opportunity in
selected city neield:erhoods.

I am not familiar with this effort. Perhaps I shonld be. But I would
be interested to hear just briefly whet: that is all about.

Dr..( One of the inserts that I put in the formal presentation,
Kr. Chairman. is a :2-pa!re review of the firogram of the Community
Services and Researeh Corp_ whirl, is entitled the "Chicago Honie
Purehase and Rehabil it at ion Plan,"

This is a primgrant Whirh was devulop,t liv C:-.+-11C. which is a
subsidiary of Reseorp. a meltiple savings and loan service corporation
in Chiene-o, one of inv staff members was released, as a matter of fact,
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for 4 months to work with them on the development of this program.
The program itself is an attempt to share the risk of investment in
high-risk loans.

Mr. Astit.rv. Wait a minute. What's the difference between three
and four ?

Dr. CizoY. The rehabilitation plan is one of the programs that
Rescorp is promoting, through the Connnunity Services and Research
Corp., in addition to its regular rehabilitation effort on multiple unit
dwellings. The object of the program is to stimulate rehabilitation
and to provide mortgage financing for high-risk loans. A. risk pool of
capital was provided from model city funds originally and now partly
from community development money to cover the top portion of the
mortgage risk. This 2O-percent risk is the portion that most private
investment fears most. Private insurers (MUIC) have guaranteed the
next 15 percent of the loan. The private lenders take the remaining
risk.

It 15 a coinsurance program with city, private insurer, and private
investor sharing the risks. It took sonic time to work it out, but I
believe this is the direction in which we will have to move.

Mr. ASBLEY. With the city using nwdel cities funds ?
Dr. Criox. They were using model cities funds at that time, yes.
Most of the inserts included in my testimony are illustrations of

programs which stressed counseling of residents within selected areas
about mortgages, lending practices, and homeownership.

Mr. AsIthEy. Bight, 1 think what we will do is to have thoae in-
cluded in the record, as well.

Who took the initiative in bringing about the Metropolitan Savino-s
and Loan based service corporafion. the Bescorp, which is engaid
inter alia with multiunit residential rehabilitation in specific
neighborhoods?

D , Cizox. The primary incentive came from the Federal home loan
ibank in Chicago tself encournging the associations. There were many

discussions about how savings and loans.could involve themselves in
urban rehabilitation in Chicago. Rescorp resulted from those
discussions.

Asitisly. What about the establishment of the Greater South-
west Development Corp., to promote programs of neighborhood
enhancement ?

Dr. Caox. That, again, came out_ of a series of discussions that the
savings and loan "people Were hohling with some of the banks and

-businessmen in the area. primarily. related to one of the strip shopping
areason 63d Street. The large shopping centers were drawina cus-
tomers away from the 'strip shopping area on 63d Street, anethere
was concern that that deterioration on the commercial area could lead
to deterioration in tlw :!ommunity.

I have always frit that the conunerrhil stores of the strip shopping
area are first to feel the effects of community or neighborhood with-
drawal. Apartment honses (rental units) develop higher transiency
rates and finally there is ne,rleet and deterioration in the surrounding
residential areas.

Now, our hope was to take some of the key buildings on 63(1 Street
and i:Jiab them, get them rented, show that they were still economi-
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cally viable, and by selling th return them to the economic
nmrketplace.

Mr. Asin.F.r. Is that going to work, in your judgment ?
The. reason I ask that is because Toledo and Chicago. like any other

major cities in the country, have seen this flight to the subnrban
shopping center, and it has very adversely impacted. in my experience,
on the downtown commercial district a Toledo and very adversely
hnpacted neighborhood stores, the mom and pop stores. and the some-
what larger ones which we see along given blocks. Now, instead of
there being viable, ongoing small hnsinesses. they are boarded up, in
lame measure.

Do the mathematics really add up .nere. which is to say, Can we
espect with the kind of rehabilitation von are talking about a viability
with respcet to lnisinesses that were once located but which for eco-
manic reazflits have moved?

Dr. Cizox. I think the comprehensiveness of the effort needs to be
given conseration. It is not possible to save. all the buildings or all
the businesses. It is U. question of saving those that seem to be essential
to th,_s. area and finding other uses for others. Remember hat we are
not dealing with a deteriorated area. but one in which only early signs
of deterioration were noted. This is prevention not renewal. Here is
where we need to expend more resources.

Not all businesses on such streets. perhaps. should be saved. Some
could be replaced by apartments or residences which for environmental
reasons could be put In I or U shapesso that the apartments would
not face Abe initin street. They could be built in courtyard fashion
so that most of the apartments wouh' ;:e facing the courtyard, not the
street. It may not be easy to do this. because of the need to obtain
zoning exceptions. but it must be part of a comprehensive program
for saving strip shopping streets.

Another consideration to be made. is that the shopping strips will
never serve all the shopping needs of the local residents. We need to
heroine more knowledgeable about which kinds of businesses can be
supported locally and which will not.

Furniture stores. for example, are having problems in strip shop-
ping areas. speriall y shops are not. Shops 'that. in a sense, serve the
immediate needs of the people in the area. shops that supplement the
major shoppim* centers are the ones that need to be promoted on the
strips. We need to do more study of how many stores are needed in
specified areas ill Order to preserve the shopping- area viability.

But. I cannot ser tlm city surviving without some strip shopping
areas. There are immediate :weds that neighborhood people have that
they will not go to buy once a nymth when they go to the shopping
center. There aro a lot of people who do not have cars and others who
don't want to drive far. We need to do more analysis of which stores
pay and which do not.'

Saving the commercial shopping strips. however, is an essential
element of savinp- our neighborhoods. Our neighborhoods wore often
built around tlw corner !rrocery store or the bakery or the butcher
shop. And, these stores were solidifying elements within the neighbor-
hood. I think the strip shopping centers serve the same purpose today.

_the Greater Southwest Development. Corp.. chose three buildings.
one that was right at the coiner of what was considered a crucial
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transition area., the other two a few blocks away. We feared that if the
first building at tild and 'Western ..k.venue were to contiv%e deteriorat-
ing.. 10 or 15 other businesses near it would by a ffec.ted. We put that
building back together. and it. looks very good. We put in $85.000
excuse me$125.000 into rehabbing that 'building. And within 2 years
it is going to be paying for itself. including thedebt service on it.

In addition to that. the building across the street on its own put in
$50,000 to repair the exterior of a restaurant and we are cretting kind
of a progression of support from other businesses neal'Tby. We are
going to put some trees on the sidewalks to promote a pinasant view
for shoppers. Our hope was to assure residents that the area was not
becoming a slum. To keep the people in the area from becoming
frightened about losing their personal home investment.

One of the reasons why I think the Commission is important is
because I think the kind of programs we are discussing here ar f! hap-
pening all over the country in many cities. It is my hope. by tlw v.ay,
that the Southwest Development Corp., will have not only the support
of the financial institutions, but of most of the businesses and the
industrial firms that are on the periphery of the conununity. We need
their interest and expertise for helping the people understand and
preserve their own community.

We have also developed a promotional program. one !-rochure is
included in the. material to market the neighborhood pob..:.vely. The
brochure is entitled. "What is Your -Neighborhood Worth to You."
Many of the problems in neighborhoods are created by the fear that
people. have of community property deterioration. Neighborhoods do
not usually deteriorate unless people move quickly out of them. The
housing vacuum created often draws people without home _experience
and without community ties. Avoidance of panic -hi-transition areas
is the key to the preservation of many neighborhoods.

If yob have gradual transition in communities, whether it be with
one ethnic. group to another, whether it be raeial to ethnic, whether it
be economic, people learn to cope with each other and they learn to
deal with the problems that face them. But if you completely and
quickly turn tlw neighborhood over. there. is just no hope to revamp
and recoup forces of stability. To pull the community together again
quickly is iiterally an impossible task. and in a short time the commu-
nity is falling apart at tip. anis.

Mr. ASHLEY. Your si-:th reference was to a financial assistance pro-
gram directed by the. c:tv of Chicago which provides grants and
subsidies to homeowners in specific neighborhoods for improvement
and code compliance.

Is this done with community developAent funds, do you know ?
Dr. CIZON. Yes. This is a community deVelopment program both

with multiple units and one. to four 1W i ts in which they are subsidizing.
interest rates, to encourage bringing buildings up to code.

Mr. ASHLEY% Dr. Weiler. do you have any specific suggestions with
respect to the legislation?

Have you had an opportunity during your vacation in Europe or
otherwise, to look at it ?

Dr. WMER. Yes. I have looked at it, and I have personal
observations.
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Our organization meets every 0 months and informally ratifies
things so we have not gone into it as an organization. Personally, I am
hoping that it would be passed. That is the first thin!,.

And I was listening to the arguments for and against 1 year and
2 year and I just don't know. I am afraid that things are rolling very
fast.

Is that what you meant ?
Mr, AsuLEY. Well, yes. Mr. Palmer, of course, discussed that, too.

And if I thought that. nothing would be recommended or any action
taken for 2-year period. I would redraft the legislation.

I think that the report language can make clear that there will be
expected to be a number of interim reports, recommendations,pending

finthe al submission at the end of 2 years. That really is th ie ntent at
least of the-author, or this author of the legislation.

I say if it: can be construed otherwise, and I am delighted at the
comments of both of you gentlemen, becauseand the intent of the
CongreQs can be made clear in that regard.

Did you have a further comment, Dr. Weiler ?
Dr. WEILER. One of the things that we have pushed for in the alliance

is getting the Census thweau to issue information about neighborhoods
in a way, first of all, which the neighborhoods can use, and second,
to define census tracts in a way so that neighborhoods become part of
that definition process.

In other words do not define census tracts so that they crosscut
neighborhoods. And that is absolutely vital to the whole collection of
information in how neighborhoods are conceived or are not viewed by
acrencies that- are trying to study them and do things. And possibly
trat might be something to add to the goals of the Commission, that
is to thing about information as it affects neighborhoods.

Mr. Asitnry. Well. I al» glad you brought. that up. I think that
should be an area of interest to the Commission. And I am sure that
the Commission will review these hearings carefully just for such
suggest ions.

That most certainly is expected. and I am sure it will take place.
Mr. Palmer. in addition to the 2-year problem which you touched

on quite appropriately, you, in the final paragraph oU page 2. dis-
cuss t be role for State governmeats to play.

And I am wondering in this rep-ard whether you have reference
here to membership on the Commission, or whether you are talking
about the role of State governments with respect to the_ problems of
neighborhoods and the resolution.of those problems.

Mr. PA UMI-At. My reference is more to States having a role to play
in the resolution of the. problems, not necessarily having a spot or a
role on the Commission itself.

Mr. AsIII.Ey.,Yell, I am glad to hear you say that because I did not
think -. it was necessary for the State level of government necessarily
to be represented in the analysis of problems and possible solutions
with regard to neighborhoods.

If, as is contemplated in the lepislation, there is the membership
that drawsheavily from people such as yourself, that are on the firing
line in our cities across the country. it would seem to me that the Com-
mission would become privy to the supportive role or roles that State
crovernments can and should play, and must play.
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Mr. PALMER. That. is really what I was alluding to. For example,
as yon know, in the-State of Ohio there. are. certain constitutional pro-
hibitions that prohibit cities such as Toledo from exercising a number
of options under the block grant program that are being used in other

Moving those kind of impediments out of the way of preservation
revi; alization efforts. I think is a necessary involvement for State
crovernMen. I think those kinds of thinas need to be brought to the
attention of the State and a push given toward making changes,
whether they be le!rishaive or simply administra.ive changes, to fa-
cilitate the process.

Mr. AS11 W ell. I quite agree with you and particularly since
we. both represent the same (-onst.ituency. I am of the view that the.
work of the Commission will be of very substantial interest not only to
those of us in the Federal apparatus and those in the private sector,
but those at other levels of government, as well, and particularly those
in State government.

We do have another vote and I think that the best thing for me to do
is to bring the hearing to a conclusion.

I do want to tell von. tv. I did the other panel, that, your testimony
has been more valuable than I can really articulate.

And it has been valuable not only from the standpoint, of consider-
ing whether or not to adopt. a bill which is going to be adopted. I think
we. will mport it very shortly to the, full committee and to the floor.
But it. has been valuable. because it will serve as a resource for the
members of the Commission and the staff of the Commission which will
come into being by virtue of the legislation.

So it really serves a double purpose: it, has been enormously helpful
and informative. to nwmbers of the subcommittee to serve as a proper
predicate. for the bill. which we will take to the floor. Beyond that it
will serve as a source, of the. kinds of areas of interest that we expect.
the Conunission to be directing itself to.

From those standpoints. I want to expressly congratulate you and
offer the thanks of the subcommittee lor your testimony this morning
and this afternoon.

Thanks very much indeed.
The subcommittee w 11 stand in recess, subject to the call of the

Chair.
[Whereupon. at 2:20 p.m.. the subcommittee, was recessed, subject

to the call of tlw Chair.]
[The following material was received by the subcommittee for in-

clusion in the record :]
THE GREATER HARTFORD PROCF:ss. INC.,

Hartford, Conn., September 1, 1976.
Hon. THOMAS r. Asnizr,
U.S. How,e of Representatives. Subcommittee on Housing and Community De-

velopment of the Committee on Ranking. Currenry and Housing, Washing-
ton, D.C.

DEAR CrZAIRMAN AsHLEY: Thank you for your invitation to testify before
the Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development with respect to
H.R. 14756. I regret that I will be unable to appear before the Committee on
the dates suggested.

However, I would like to be recorded with the Committee as favoring adoption
of this legislation.
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The feture of our cities to a large measure is dependent upon the future ofour neighborhoods. Up to this point, federal, state end local governments havefrequently operated in a manner which is not conducive to the revitalizationof central city neighborhoods. A thorough review and examination of the publicpolicy issues by the Commission as suggested in this legislation would make asignificapt contribution to the well being of our cities and cf our country..Siuce-rely yours,
Pima& Ltasser, President,

HAPTFORD NEIGHBORIIOODS COALTTION,
Hartford, Conn., August 30, 1976.Chairman Ttioxes L. ASHLEY,

Subcommittee on Housing and Ccminunity Development, 17.S. House of Repre-sentatives, 'Washington, D.C.
Mks REPRESENTATIVE A MILEY As Coordinator of the Hartford Neighborhoods

Coalition, I strongly support your bill, H.R. 14156. to establish a national Com-mission on Neighborhoods. The future of the City of Hartford depends un thestabilization and preservation of its neighborboods. t the increasing exodus ofHartford residents to suburban towns is allowed to continue, the very backboneof the core city will no longer exist, for these neighborhood residents are thepillars of strength upon which the city must heavily rely for its survival.
Federal Policy m..ust be set to encourage consetvation of existing neighbor-hoods on a national basis. An extensive study of existing policies and vrogramsaffecting neighborhoods should be conducted to assess their productivity andrecommend needed clihnges to assure revitalization of our nation's neighborhoods.Due to prior commitments. I will he unable to attend your hearing on Sep-tember 9tb, but wish to be included in future meetings on the creation of theNational Neighborhoods Commission.

Sincerely,
MARYE CERRA. COOTd i ator.

STATEMENT OF A. E. RtaNi.t&s, Jn., SREA, MAI, CHAIRMAN, Pusuc AFFAIRS
COM M ITTEE. THE SOCIETY OF REAL ESTATE APPR.AISERS

Mr. Secretary, ladies and gentlemen, my name is Al Reinman. I am a pastInternational President of the Society of Real Estate Appraisers and I amcurrently serving as Chairmaii of the Society's Public Affairs Committee.On behalf of all members of the Society, I would like to express our appre-ciation for your invitation to appear before you today. Your invitation offersus another opportunity to assist your office in its efforts to administer Title VIIIof the Civil Rights of 1968.
The Society was oiganized in 1935 and today has 6,436 profeslontillynoted appraisers and analysts and 11,961 associate members who are workingtowards becoming designated by gaining experience credits and taking coursesand examinations which are offered by the Sodety. The membership of theSociety consists of independent fee appraisers as well as institutio.:al and gov-ernment appraisers. The Society offers continuing education to its designatedmembers through a bimonthly journal, a series of guides and monographs. and anumber of specialized courses. seminars and clinics.
Our basic introductory course is entitled "An Introduction to Appraising Real'Property" and is open to all members of the public. The more advanced coursesare open only to those who meet the prerequisites.
I would like to take a moment to review the contrutions which the Societyhas made in cooperation with your office and other offices within the Depart-ment to ax,sist HUD in fulfilling its mission.
In 1975. the Society's Board of Governors passed a resolution which wasdrafted with the assistance of your office as a testimonial of our organization'scotrualtment to the goal of equal housing opportunity. This resolution reaffirmed1.iociety's abhorrence of practices which hare always been prohibited by ourCokle of Ethics and Standards of Professional Practice. After it was passed, wewere pleased to receive a letter from Mr. Lloyd Davis, Chief, Office of Voluntary'Compliance, complimenting the Society both for its adoption of the resolutionand for the actions we were taking in assisting in the furtherance of equal oppor-
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tunity in housing for all Americans regardless of their race. creed. sex, color or
national origin. The letter (mieluded by saying that the cooperation and volun-
tary actions by the Society provide an example for other appraisal Organizations
to follow.

In addition, we are proud t)f the fact that even though Title VIII provides a
inechank-:m by which HUD can investigate complaints. and even though the
members of the Society have made more than eight million appraisals since the
passage of- the Act. HUD has not received a single private complaint against
any member of our organization to our knowledge.

Since the inception of the HUD/Federal Home Loan Bank Board Urban
Reinvestment Task Force in 1974 the Society has worked closely with Mr. White-
side's office. The Society has from time t time inade varions of its members. at
no cost to the Task Force. available to consult on particularly difficult valua-
tion problems. Early this year. our Board of Governors passed a resolntion which
praised all of the Regnlatory Agencies involved with the work of the Task Foree.
The resolntion endorsed the goals of the Task Force and pledged the Society t.)
the continuation of our close working relationship with the Task Force.

3. In 1975. the Society published its Inner City Valuation Study. The study
was done with the cooperation of HUD and had as its purpose an examinaiiov
of the considerations and techniques which had been applied to the estimat'
of value of inner city properties for subsidlzed honsing programs We bel:
that this cooperative has made a major contribution by delineating some of
factors which continue to affect the difficult problem of valuation in certala
urban areas.

4. Over the past several years. the Society has continually discussed with
HUD varions :inertia tires available for edneating HUD personnel in the most
advanced appraisal techniques available. We have given, at no cost. onr educa-
tion materals to a minority appraisal organizathm whose needs became known to

at a meeting in your ()film The society was instrumental in tiromoting mem-
bership for that organizatbm in the North American Apipraisal Conference. We
have offered complimentary registration to members :If your staff at our annual
meetings. Mr. Sumpter of your staff will be attending our meKing in Denver
later this month.

In short, Mr. Secretary, we are proud of the record that the Society has inad.z.
in working with your office dhring the past several years and we publicly
renew our pledge to you here to continue that cooperation. We offer to you and
yonr staff, our assistance and gaidance as you work tc assure sound appraisal
practices as one aspect of providing equal opportunity hon%ing to all Americans.

I would now like to address my remarks to the nfttn:e and scope of the
appraisal process as it applies to a. residential property.

An appraisal is sought because the client has a decision to make. The appraiser
cannot perform properly unless he understands fully what that decision is.
This indicates the purpose intl proper approach to take.

The appraiser should not advise or participate in the decision. He is not an
mlvocate. The appraiser simply reports his value concim.ion, with necessary
supporting data and analysis.

An appraisal is an -1,jective. dispassionate report of market facts.
His condusions are. based upon profeonal judgment only. The appraisal

report should be a complete. wlf-containeo document which can stand alone on
its own merits.

REVIEW

A proper appraisal is a supported estimate of market -alue.
The appraisal process is an orderly program of acquisition, classification, anal-

ysis. and interpretation of all data, through which the three indicatkais of value
are developed, and which are then reconciled into a float conclusion of tiltie
based upon which a report is written.

Three Approaches to Value. 'A' is Market Data Approach which considers
sales and market data of comparable property. Als-o known as Direct Sales Com-
parison Approach. 'W is the Cost Approaeh which considers reproduction cost
less depreciation.'C' is the Income Approach which Laeasures value based on the
productivity or earning capacity of the property. Also known as Gross Rent
Multiplier Analysis

Cost is the summary of. expenditures necessary to create it thing.
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Price is the amount of goods and services. or eommodities (in or economy-
moneY ) paid or asked for a thing.

Value is the relationship between a thing desired and a potential purchaser.
The print-iple of substitution is that no person is justified in paying more for

a piece of property than that amount with which he eral produce a property of
eqaal advantages and disadvantages without !Indite delay.

Market Value is the highest price in terms of money which a property will
bring in a competitive and open neirket under all conditions requisite to a fair
sale. the buyer and the seller. each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assum-
ing the price is not affected by undue stimulus.

implicit in this definition is the consummation of a :ale as of a specified date
and the passing of title from seller to buyer ander conditions wherel)y: (1) Buyer
and seller are typically motivated: t2) both iiarties are well informed and well
advised. and each avting in what he 42/insiders his (ova best interest I 3 ) a reason-
able time is allowed for exposure ill the open market : (4) payment is wade ill
cash/ or its equivalent : 1 5) financing. if any, is On terms generally available in
the community at the specified date and typical for the property type in its
locale: and I U the price represents II normal etmsbleration for the property
sold unaffected bY Speeial financing anlonnts and/or terms, services fees, costs,
or credits incurred in the transaction.

In valuation analysis. -location- is an economic concept, even though the loca-
tion can be described in physical and legal terms. The economic characteristics
of urban real estate that make up its location are:

y.This means that the services of the real estate must be prO:iuced
and enjoyed at a particular spot, or not at all, together with the fact that its
immobility Illake5 urban real estate especially sensitive to the market forces of
its immediate surroundings.

Constant eh angc.With eities and neighborhoods under constant pressure to
change. because of the dynamies of urban growth and development. the charac-
teristics of a location are in a continuing state of 1111x. This emphasizes particu-
larly the importance of background :old area analysis in evaluating a location
for appraisal purposes. It also underscores the critical necessity to forecast
market condition: ill making appraisal. .

The choice of community and neighborhood is often more likely to be a con-
scious decision. For the family seeking housing, sehools..ehurches. shopping fa-
cilities, reputation of the area and similar factors enter into the decision at this
level. Our neighborhood will appear noire desireable because of the school dis-
trict, or beeatlse it is a given church parish. Community services and taxes also
influence the decision,

The definition of market value it !-elf requires carefal examination and analy-
sis of the market in which the lir/perry being appraisc ! is fomal. The property
is supposed to bt exl a Ised ()11 the mell r on rk et, and the transaetion is assumed to
take plael, at: ,qten market. a rin's length transfer. Both buyer and seller are
presumed to have information about the ilia rket, nu, property is assumed to
sell within the leaanal turnover period for properties of its type on the market
ill question. as iri' the date of the appraisai. The eeollonlie. social and political-
legal influences operating in tin. market as of tha: date will influence Ow alterna-
tive uses to which the property call Ito put. and llenre its Highest and llest Use.
Value is estimated in terms of Highest and Best I'se as of the date of the ap-
praisal. All of these ingredients in the definition of market value require 1111
t)wareness 4,1 market e(rnditions. and their influence oo the value of residential
real estate ill general as well as On the value of the snt,'.::e: property in particular.

The appraiser. thereforo. iniM apprilnell the esti.:L:::,lon of value of the sob-
jell property in a systematie, wetly tical .vay to be sine that the requirements of
the concept of market value are it.et. This involves ;In identitleation of the major
elements to be analyzed.

The Appnipriate Market segment (sub-market f----IVhat is in fact the market
«ir subanarket ) within which the suliject iiropetty is located? What kinds of
properties are competitive with and eon/parable with tbe st.hject? Wliere are
these properties bolded? What is the effective geog:1-. Me range of properties
which can effectiYely compete with the subjeet? 1 .`.-, -Liods of typically in-
fornled buyers. what are the inqmrtant charaeteriSt11-r. propterty whieb will
make it a reasonable alternative to Off-subject ln otle-t. words, how far afield
does one go in establishing substitutability? It is in thest ',ruts that the character
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and the geographic area of the market in which the subject is located can be
identified.

In addition. the subjeez property is located within the political boundarle:,
of a community. Finally, there is the neighborhood, which exerts direct in-
fluence on the value of the subject property. These must be carefully identified
because it is within this framework that substitote properties must be found.

The market. the forces of the market, ard market value are all considered
through the eyes of the typically informed purchaser in that market as of the
date of the appraisal. It is therefore necessary to identify who aud what the
typical purchaser most probably will be.

What are his desires and tastes? What is his income level, his employment
status, and his family status? In other words, to what kind of individual will
this priperty most probably appeal': What are his economic, social and demo-
graphic characterisOt.s? These factors must be ascertained before the appraiser
can begin to esti/nat.: 'le market value of the subject property.

Past sales are value indicators and only important as bases for judgement,
or as tests to weigh substit ntions for the subject property. The transacted proper-
ties are no longer available in the market. The buyers and sellers, as a rule are
no longer in the current market. Their real estate needs have already been Satis-
fied. It is very unlikely that the purcluiser in a transaction will immediately
sell the property at the same price as was paid unless there is change in the
buyer's needs, desires, or other circumstances. Therefore, greater signIfleance
attaches to the prices tikely to he paid than to prices already paid.

The data transactions of past sales, incorrectly designated as comparable
sales. used in the compari-,on do not neeessarily control the value of the sub-
ject property. The individual characteristics of data properties involved with
their multitude of circumstances are not possible to condition physical or eco-
nomic relationship to the subject property. No two properties are ever alike in
physical condition or sold under similar market efaditions. Consequently, the
mechanics of comparisim become faulty. Variables such as time, location. zoning.
physical characteristics. access. Milities. etc. are toa diverse to idealize in mm.
ageable form at direct eomparison. The heavy reliance on "comparable sales
in the appraisal practice produced a strong implication that if the subject
property was offered for sale under conditions or circumstances like the so-
called comparable properties,. it would sell for this inathematically computed
figure.

The logic of comparison lies in the inquiry of value as to what price the sub-
ject property would cominand in the present market in the light of the past
sales.

Contrary to common belief, the principle forces which contribute to the value
of a property are not only the past sale traasactions or the price paid for simi-
lar properties. bat the potential sales. competition, scarcity of supply, significant
economic changes. environing circumstances and influences, i.e., junk yards, loca-
tions and trends surrounding a property of the subject size and type.

The rationale of the buyer and seller is to get the market facts about the sul)-
jeet property. weigh the past market behavior. decide on market tendencies,
develop the decision, then take action to effect the sale or decline the purchase.

Until one realizes that value is a function of one's mindhe cannot really
understand the appraisal process. This is one of the biggest stumbling blocks
for niany would-be appraisers who have been trained as engineers, architects,
or the like who believe that cost alone makes value. It is difficult for these
people to understand that things really are worth only what someone will pay
for them; not what it might cost to reproduce theinor what one actually did
pay for theta.

Likewise', until the appraiser is morally convinced that his job is to mirror
the market with the utmost objectivity and emalor. he will never be a profes-
sional appraiser no matter how profound 's his training. To "appraise" is to
"form an opinion of value." If the appraiser does not express his real opinion.
but modifies it to please someone, or if he expresses a prejudice, he is Lot "ap-
praising" he is "advocating."

But value itself is an opinion, and "market values" ore composite judgment
of all buyers and sellers. The measure of am r;:et value is not a s:mple scanning
of a ticker tape. Every piece of real property whether a cattle ranch in Floridc
or a sandwich lease in Seattle is unique,
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An appraisal being an opinion. although well supported and documented, isstill the opinion of a particular individual. Opinions are fragile, delicately bal-anced, and are modified by each individual appraiser's persc,nal experience,which must be supported by empirical data which must appear in the report.The Society of Real Estate Appraisers stands ready to assitit HUD in address-ing our common problems. In our judgement, the aPPraisal proeess may be usedas the seapegoat when imier city housing problems are discussed. We repeat ourprevious statement that all opinion of value is made as of a date, as reportedby the appraiser.
The concerns of the appraiser are as follows :
Code compliance.The public we serve must have unquestioned confidence inthe appraisal process and in the valuation reports produced by appraisers servingthe public. Vital to the ,..cenracy of the whole appraisal process, and importantto the subsequent loan underwriting process. is an underlying premise that anyproperty under appraisement is in reasonable compliance with all current localzoning and building laws.
Professional appraisers acknowledge:
(1) Zoning and building codes are laws enacted to protect the health, safetyand welfare of all citizens, as Well as to protect the equities of property ownersand lenders.
(2) The burdens of interpretation and enforcement on zoning and buildinglaws are Ond appropriately should remain the responsibility of the municipalityor county wherein a property is located
(3) Due to the age. care and condition of certain properties, along with thechanging of codes from time to time that relate to these properties, it is reasonedthat many properties unfortunately are not in compliance with prevailing codes ;and
(4) All parties of interest in a real property valuation report-owner-seller,buyer. lender. local municipality or countyhave a right to expect and relyon a valnation report that reflects curreat code compliance.
Also lin ofessional appraisers recognize:
(1) That strict code compliance enforcement may exact untimely delays andcostly. often eeonornically prohibitive, rehabilitation for some party of interestat same point in time : and
(2) That short of strici code compliance, graduated levels of code com-pliance, or some compromise plau determined by local government, may offereconomic relief within the lmrview of redefined code compliance laws.Therefore, whenever code compliance is a matter of concern and until suchtime as appraisers serving the public can he assured of changed or temperedcode compliance positions affirmed by Me local governments involved, appraisershave no choice hat to remi::-e that they be furnished with strict current codecompliance inspection reports prior to and incidential with their valuationestimates.

It follows that the c.ists of code compliance rehabilitation will he reflected inall almraisal relairts aml loan underwriting quotations. whenever possible.Wnen code compliance cannot be achieved in a given pniperty, or when it iseconomically unfeasible. the valuatilm report should so indicate.Crime rate.Another area of connima concern in effecting fair honsiag praeticesis the high Crime rate in certain areas. This factor plays an important !kart in theindividual who is going to invest his savings and nature earninfgs-in a neighbor-hood. An appraiser cannot overlook this fact hi his report.
Property destryetion.Evidence i if abandonment, vandalism and "burn-outs."A prudent buyer will be reluctant to invest this savings atal future income in ablock wher there is evid-tay of these conditions. The appraiser has a responsi-bility to reflect aoy cireunu. inces which may affect value.
Ilarket ralltr.The majority of those who lio property do not have the cashto purchase without none assistance. In the case where the government hasPlaced ceilings on the FFIA/vA interest rates, there are price-value discrepan-cies. As a result. mortgage discounts have developed which increase the pricethat the buyer has to pay for the property. This is a common practice in themodern ec000my in every field. Often we hear the question. "How mm1(41 off forcash r The aPPraiser must know and be able to weigh the ...Minnie of sales in agiven area in relation to the downpayment to the property. If the price has beentoo high and the :quity too low, what stops an individual from living out theequ;ty. then :,bandoning the property.
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Ilke you, we in the Society of Real Estate Appraisers have been concerned
witn the problems of fair he using and equal oppol-tunity. We stand ready to
join with you in the development of viable solutions to these problems.

Like you, we beiieve that an independent professional appraisal process is
crucial to achieving these solutions.

In short, we :see our obligation to insure that the standards of appraisers will
enable them to carry out their professional tesponzibilities in a manner con-
sistant both with truthful reporting and with the natiot al pclicy of equal
opportunity in housing. Li. is in this spirit that the profession offers its

ntion.

NATIONAI, COXGRESS FOR CC/lair:NM ECU:NOILIC DEVELOYISE:NT,
Washington, D.C., September 13, 1976.

Hon. TII0M.AS Assmr,
Chairman, Subconznzittee on Housing and Comnzunity Deopment, Rat/burn

House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ClIAIRALO; : In connection with your hearings on the National Com-

mission on Neighborhoods legislation, H.R. 14756, I felt that you should have the
latest information on Community Development Corporations. While I realize that
we were not,witnesses during those hearings, the concept of Community Economic
Development, and Community Development Corporations is very important to a
discussion of revitalization and development of the economies of our nation's
neighborhoods.

In brief, Community Development CorPorations (CDC's) are corporations
formed as holding company conglomerates by members of a low-income neighbor-
hood, with the profits and benefits of ownership and control returning to the
people of the community. CDC's are funded in part by the Office of Economic
Development, Community Services Administration, and enjoy the training and
assistance mechanisms of the many members of the Community Economic
Development movement.

CDC's have been fantastically successful in terms of delivering results for
each of the scarce development dollars given to our low-income neighborhoods.
Most of this success comes from two of the integral parts of a CDC; the use of
Free Enterprise as the basis for a development and assistance program, and a
lack of large amounts of governmental intervention in the normal workings of
the CDC, despite intensive governmental evaluation and oversight.

CDC's have a place of growing imptfrtance in the neighborhoods of America. As
the only section of the anti-poverty movement which is growing creatively and
effectively, CDC's promise to improve the lives of many of the inhabitants of our
low-lacome neighborhoods, while providing products, services, and benefits in the
beat senses of the American economic system.

As the president of the trade association formed by members of the Community
Econozac Development movement, the National Congress 4,, Community Eco-.
nomic Development, I would appreciate your consideration or the concept of the
CDC as a revitalization mechanism for our neigbhorhoods.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have on this matter.
Sincerely.

Pnitir A. LoPaEsn, President.
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URBAN HOME OWNERSHIP CORPORATION
Tax.Erempt Foundarian 161 Eva 42,4 Soca. No. rod, Y inw7

September 16, 1976

Honorable Thomas L. Ashley, Chairman
Suhcommitree on housiug and Community Devulot.ment
United States Rouse of.Pepresentatives
Washington, D. Z. 20516

Dear wr. Ashley:

Lnclosed is a detailed presentation of the policies
and methods that w,ild be required to mount an effective
rehabilitation and neighborhood preservation program on
the national level. It would be a nw.jor program --
designed to reach a volume of 200,000 rehabilitated apart-
ment units a year.

I would like to stress that I have developed this
presentation on my own as a private citizen, and not in
my capacity as president of the Urban Home ownership
Corporation. Vowever, the presentation is based in large
measure on the learning experience I gained as president
of UBO and in association with my colleagues there. Thi5
is particularly true of such important new concepts as
'home ownership for apartment dwellers and 'in-occupancy'
rehabilitation, both of which are discussed at length in
the attached document.

I have sent a copy of the document to Chairman Reuss
of the House Banking, Currency, and Housing Committee.
I wanted you to have a copy and wnuld value any reactionsyou might have. I, of course,.would be delighted to answer
any questions or explain elements of the pre5entation morefully if you desire.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Robert T. Bonham
President
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A PROPOSAL FOR

A NATIONAL REHABILITATION HOUSING

PROGRAM

A NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD RE_AEILITATI

AND

PRESERVATION R,AN

What Is the Need?

We now have on the order of 25 million apartments in

the United States which have a current value of more than

$500 billion. Common sense says that this magnitude of in-

.:;.;cment should be protected and not wasted. It is equally

plainthat much of it is now being wasted.

There is not now, nor has there ever been, a workable

pr-lgram under which apartment buildings could be rehabilitated

when age and obsolence require it. The most ambitious effort

to date was introduced in 1970 by George Romney, then the

Secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

It was called "Project Rehab." Some 20,000 aparment units

were rehabilitated under this effort, and a great deal ha.3

been learned from that experience. When compared to need,

however, "Project Rehab" was only a small start that was ended

abruptly with President Nixon's freeze on government hoesing

programs imposed in January of 1973.
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Anartment buildings require, on the average, a major

rehabilitation roughly every 30 to 35 years. This would wean

an average annual output of approYimately 750,000 rehabilitated

units less an estimated 150,000 which, for all manner of reasons,

should or could not be salva4ed. Thus, the national target

for all apartment rehabilitation should be 600,000 un.its 2er

year. Compare this to the current national output of less

than 25,300 units -- this pace will rehabilitate existing apart-

ment stock once every 800 years.

Perhaps even more devastating than the monetary loss, is

what the progressive decay of buildings means to the families-

occupying them. In the absence of a sound housing program that

permits and encourages the rehabilitation of apa_ztment buildings,

whole neighborhoods -- like people -- will grow old and die.

These structurally sound buildings lose their appeal. Th :

are underwired for today's living patterns; the plumbing increas-

ingly devnlops leaks that danage the tenant's personal property

as well as causing ceilings, walls and tiled areas to visibly

deteriorate; elevators break down too often; windows leak; there is,

heat fail...are; kitchen equipment is outdated and worn; there

are no trash chutes for waste disposal; and ever, the exteriors

become bleak with grime, crumbling entryways and destroyed land-

sQ.aping. The families able tc 2eave soon du; the rest suffer.

Replacement families tend tc be thcse with no alternatives.

Ultimately, the process of decay results in abandoned buildings,

street crime, a high incidence of fires, juvenil gangs, drugs,
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and public assistance to pay to move families to the next

neighborhood which usually is already on this same downward

path.

As the process of neighborhood decline approaches its

final stage, the tax base erodes. At the same time, public

expenditures increase to deal with higher crimr rates, drugs,

.abuse, more fires, school vandalism, broken and destitute

families, and all the other aspects of poverty, chaos and hope-

lessne.ss.

This 1iany is nr.: s-Ln attempt to say anythimg new; it is

all too wcAl known and Hocumented. It is simply the preamble"

to a conclusion.

It does not have to happen this way, bat it will most

assuredly continue to be true in neighborhood after neighbor-

hood, city after city, and soon, suburb after suburb, unless

and until there exists an adequate program for the rehabilitation

of sound apartment buildings which is commensurate with the

inventory of these structures.

Past efforts at rehabilitation were nredominantly concen-

trated on hoUsing the poorest urba:1 dwellers. This resulted

in economic ghettos that concentrated the most handic.ipped fam-

ilies in relatively small projects which all too often did not

result in a viable or attractive :-....iliborhood. These were

"production oriented" rehabiliti..,.on projects sinc,2 the subsidy

was paid to produce units with below market rents. Basically,

they supplemented the capacity of public h ing projects.
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Other housing programs attempted to avoid creating theste

ecortamic ghettos by providing poor families with one form

or itnother of a housing allowance on the premise that such

families could then afford to live in still .wialole areas.

Howtaver, these oxtra "housing" dollars have had little or no

eff(tct on stemming the aecline of any neighborhood.because

thexNe is no program under which financing is available to

rehabilitate the structures within it. These latter were

personal support programs.

The policies recommended below are designed to employ

elements of both the production-oriented subsidy and personal-

support assistance in such a way

that large, aging neighborhoods are rejuvenated

before chaos and mass flight; and

that adjacent, badly deteriorated areas are salvaged

and rebuilt into stable, viable neighborhoods.

At some point a second, unsubsidized program to encourage

and finance rehabilitation on a large scale in even better

neighborhood areas will be required. It is probably best to

defer this until the rehabilitation industry has grown enough-

to meet the goals of the more urgent subsidy program outlined

here.

II

Goals

This program is intended to make possible the rehabilita-

tion of approximately 200,000 apartments per year in already
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aged, run-down areas which are occupied predominately by low

and moderate income families.

It calls for federal legislation creating a new federal

program to achieve this goal, based on the provision of mort-

gage insurance and a mortgage interest subsidy (in the manner

of Section 221d3), authorization for a series of ancillary

grants to assist various elements of the process, a strong

productivity orientation on the part of the U.S. agency manag-
-,

ing the program, and several new, but tested, policy concepts.

All of these points are elaborated in later secticns of this

document.

III

Rey Policy Changes

Listed below are seven policy changes, or new approaches,

which are reguired.to achieve a major neighborhood preservation

and rehabilitation program.

1. Make major use of 'in occupancy rehabilitation.

2. Provide for 'home ownership' in one third or more

of the rehabilitated units.

3. Provide incentives to retain existing leadership

in each neighborhood.

4. Undertake large area programs, not vest pocket projects.

5. Encourage large scale, fully professional, non-profit

sponsors to enter the field by providing them with a six per

cent fee within the mortgage to cover their costs.

6. Provide separate grant funding for relocation,

77-154 0 - 76 - 19
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vacany retention, training, and research; provide revolving

funds for options in 'in occupancy' projects.

7. Provide for rapid, quality processing by the government.

Each of the above seven policy changes is further elabora-

ted upon, including a detailed statement of the sub-policies

or procedural requirements to implement each, in Section VII.

But first it is important to define some of the terms used

above, and to demonstrate the crucial nature of some of the

newer policy concepts and their interrelationships. That is

the task of Part IV.

IV

The Importance a Home Ownership and
"In-Occupancy" Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation (or rehab) is undertaken in two situations:

"gut-rehab," and "in-occupancy rehab." Gut rehab involves a

vacant building. The contractor "guts" or removes every thing

in the interior that is to be replaced before he starts rebuild-

ing. In-occupancy rehab involves a building that,remains from

50 per cent to 80 per cent occupied cluring the rehabilitation

process. By concentrating all the remaining tenants in one

portion of the building, the contractor obtains completely

vacant, vertical lines of apartments from the basement to the

top floor. In these empty lines of apartments the contractor

removes what is to be replaced, and then rehabilitates the

vertical line of apartments. Typically one-fourth of the

vertidal lines are rebuilt at a time in a ten-week cycle.

Tenants from the second quarter of the building are then moved
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into the finished apart7tents, and their vacated apartments

are rebuilt; and so on until the job is finished.

1n-occupancy rehab may sound complicated, but in one

major test it proved to be nearly as fast as a gut rehab,

and it avoided massive relocation problems (and costs). In-

occupancy rehab was developed for use in buildings erected in

the 1920s or later which need considerabiy less recor.struction

than older, abandoned buildings, and in buildings which do not

require a new floor plan. However, its total success is assured

only when the tenants could purchase their finished apartment

as part of a co-operative, i.e. home ownership.

Tne purposes and values of in-occupancy rehab are as

follows:

1. Rehabilitation can be undertaken in an area at a

much earlier date than is the case when abandonment begins.

Thus, more of a neighborhood remains; many of the more econom-

ically mobile families still remain; more and better commercial

operations are still there; fewer very low income families

that can barely cope are concentrated; schools are not yet a

disaster; gangs are limited in number or absent; street crime

and drug abuse are at a tolerable level, and public services

2. Sponsors can buy more "as is" value for fewer dollars.

That is, rehab costs can be reduced by more than the addition-

al cost of the better buildings.

3. The large upsurge of fires and attendant hazards'which
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abandonment brings is prevented.

4. The disruption to the community which complete

relocation brings is at least 75 per cent reduced.

5. There are from 50 per cent to 75 per cent of the units

occupied the day the project is completed which means "rent up"

problems almost never exist.

6. Training of occupant families both for living in the

completed unit and for operating the co-op corporation can

begin well before the project is completed.

7. Current tenants get deeply involved in the process

which develops a real sense of ownership.

8. Tenants can and are consulted about many items of

finish which make the apartments more attractive to them.

This includes lobby treatment, color schemes, laundry rooms,

security devices, a meeting room, and even brands of kitchen

appliances.

9. Finally, and most important, the problem of neighbor-

hood preservation is dealt with before families are forced to

chmse between chaos and squalor on the onu hand and fleeing

on the other.

The more traditional "gut" rehab procese is limited in the

rate at which it can be undertaken by the number of units avail-

able in already vacant and abandoned buildings. This is not a

huge number even in a city like New York. The reason the stock

of abandoned units does not rise is that so many are destroyed

largely as'a result of fires and demolition by city officials

to eliminate the hazard they present.
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Gut rehab can of course be employed in badly deteriorated

buildings that are still occupied provided the sponsor can

find relocation resources elsewhere or develop his own by

first rehabilitating an already vacant building.

Interviews with knowledgeable persons indicate that there

are not enough vacant.buildings and relocation sources to per-

mit the development of a program of 200,000 units per year

using only gut rehab.

The rate at which in-occupancy rehab can be developed is

primarily limited only by the number of large scale developers

available. For any given sponsor, the vacancies that develop

in a building after an option to purchase is arranged and be-

fore construction is started will, within a year, permit the

number of his projects to multiply so rapidly that relocation

ceases to be a limiting factor.

"Homeownership" in apartment buildings means either a

cooperative or a condominium. Either mode provides the family

with a "piece of the turf." The importance of this becoming

a realistic alternative to renting can not be overstated.

Nationally, home ownership now approaches 65 per cent. In

older apartment buildings the percentage is less than 1 per cent.

The era of the absentee landlord has declined everywhere but

persists in the poorer areas of our cities.

It is important to stress the crucial relationship between

home ownership and in-occupancy rehab. A few rental projects

tried the in-occupancy process, but found that they could not

count on overcoming the long growing animosity of tenants
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toward the landlord. Since the sponsor, who is also the

landlord, is expected to make a profit, enough tenants found

him fair game by refusing to move temporarily to another

apartMent, feeling that they should receive monetary rewards

for all the inconveniences they experienced which construction

in occupied buildings inevitably causes.

'Alen, however, the temporary moveout was to permit "their"

apartment to be completely redone, they not only moved and

accepted all the other inconveniences of dust, dirt, machinery

in the halls, but many of them helped organize and schedule

the movement and even volunteered to actually pack and move

the in,!irm or incapacitated.

In nearly 1200 apartment units in eight different projects

there was never a holdout, not one lawsuit, nor a single case

of an extra payment to anyone.

It is important to stress that the combination of home

ownership and in-occupancy rehabilitation will require that the

private sector sponsor groups (which will actually execute and

manage the completion of the projects) include a substantial

number of non-prof1t organizations as well as profit-oriented

sponsOrs. The reason is that non-profit organizations are more

suited to the home ownership, in-occupancy method because of

the necessity of working closely with tenant groups over a sub-

stantial period of time.
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This in turn requires that measures be introduced which

will make it possible for strong, professional non-profit

groups to participate in the program, and to encourage the

development of more such groups. The main requirement here is

the inclusion of a six per cent fee as part of th e. mortgage to

cover the overhead costs of the non-profit.

V

The Process in Nine Steps

There are nine key requirements, or steps, leading up to

the point at which actual construction can begin:

1. Pre-select qualified sponsors who can meet empirical

standards, at least two of which are of fundamental importance:

a) An "on-going" sponsor as opposed to one only

interested in a single project, a small area,

or a particular neighborhood.

b) A sponsor capable of reaching an output of

1,000 or more rehabilitated apartment units per

year, year in and year out, within three years

of selection.

2. Pre-select areas which encOmpass at least a definable

neighborhood. Any ghetto-type area should inClude the near-

ghetto surroundings and all stable, but aging, areas adjacent.

The appropriate local jurisdiction should be required to provide
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for rent decontrol of any structure to be rehabilitated and

should provide that real estate taxes not exceed tea per cent

of occupant payments; larger local taxes would be a windfall

to the cities while smaller taxes would be asking the cities

to subsidize the projects at a time most cities are in no

position to do so.

3. Either waive environmental impact statements (those

produced to date appear useless) or require them to be pre-

pared by the government as a part of the pre-selection process.

4. Provide each sponsor with a 'set-aside' of apartment

units equal to the anticipated ability of that sponsor to place

units uncer construction. A set-aside means that the sponsor

is assured by the government, before he incurs all of the costs

of preparing a series of rehabilitation projects, that he can

develop an agreed-upon production volume provided only that

the sponsor prepares and submits applications that meet all

criteria for rehabilitation. WithCut.fhel.tet-aside, the

sponsor would be asked to take an unacceptable risk -- that

an otherwise acceptable project will not be approved for lack

of admin...strative or legal authorization when he has invested

all of tne costs needed to prepare a project application.

5. Assign all (or the eppropriate portion) of a pre-

selected area (s) to only one sponsor in keeping with the

'set-aside' that the sponsor has merited. The number of likely

projects in an area should exceed the.sponsor's set aside,

6. Pre-approve flexible acquisition cost ranges in each

area assigned to a single sponsor. Numbers 5 and 6, taken
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together are the major means needed to keep acquisition

prices of existing structures at a reasonable market level

and avoid windfalls to their current owners.

7. Rewire the sponsor to obtain the necessary archi-

tectural, legal, and other professional help to submit c,mplete

applications to the government for each project located within

his assigned area and within his set-aside.

8. Insure prompt, quality government processing of each

application for individual projects within 90 days. Current

processing by hUD has become a quagmire.

9. Initiate the rehabilitation-of each sub-project

approved.

VI

Industry Requirements

To produce a program of 200,000 rehabilitated apartment

units per year, there will be needed:

1. 80 sponsors each,of which can produce 2500 units per

year. Or

2. 200 sponsors who can produce 1000 units per year, or

3. A mix of sponsor size between (1) and (2) above,

which would require about 150 sponsors.

Interviews with knowledgeable persons in industry and govern-

ment indicated that (3) above, 150 sponsors, is achievable

within a three-year program buildup period. This would mean

that 50 sponsorb each year would reach a production rate of

at least 1000 units while those who did so early in the program
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tvould continue their growth toward the 2500 unit figure

which was generally felt to be about the max.:.mum for a

single, .successful sponsor.

The need has already been stressed for in-occupancy

rehab which in turn is tied to nome ownership ahd the need

for large-scale non-profits. With one single exception,

such sponsors have been effectively barred from previous

rehabilitation programs because HUD would not allow them to

recover their costs of operation except when they produced

rental projects and could sell a tax shelter just as the

profit-motivated sponsors do. By establishing the recommended

six per cent fee for fully professional non-profits, a large

group of sponsors with success records in cities all over the

country will be strongly attracted to this program.

To achieve the recommended program mix of 60 per cent

rental and 40 .per cent homeownership, there will be a need for

90 profit-motivated sponsors and 60 non-profits. Respohses

from interviews indicate that a substantial number of seasoned

organizations exists in both categories. Housing rehabilitation

nes been a depressed industry, for reason of inadequate govern-

ment programs. Nevertheless, there are organizations committed

to it which have survived in the face of all of the disincen-

tives of recent years. Also:there are both profits and non-

profits with experience almost sole/y in new construction

which would be extremely interested in participating if a

viable rehabilitation program came into existence.
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Enough such organizations exist to get the program off

to a good start and up-to-speed at the levels recommended for

the first year. Moreover, past experience indicates that new

organizations will form once it is known that a genuine market

and a need for their services exist. Certainly, there is no

shortage of talented individuals in the requisite fields of

management, architecture, engineering, law, construction, and

others. It will be an important policy for the government

agency administering the program to encourage the development

of such organizations in pace with the growth of the program.

A second industry need is that of capable, large-scale

general contractors. An interview with probably the largest

and most successful firm in this field indicated that such firms

probably cannot achieve an annual output of more than about

i000 units each. Unlike new construction of high-rise buildings,

rehabilitation does not lend itself to the detailed, computer

programmed construction cycle which permits l,trge general

contractors to virtually 'buy ozit an entire project before it

is begun. Most, large "new construction" firms have not developed

a rehabilitation arm or division in their companies because

there has been no steady or sizable market that would make the

costly build up investment worthwhile. A few lie new con-

struction' firms undertook one or two rehab project:; by trying

to use their present staffs who were not trained in rehab.

Several felt they got 'burned,' i.e. lost money. On the other

hand, responses from those interviewed pointed out that a fair
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number of large-scale rehab contractors did develop rather

quickly under "Project Rehab" when they thought a long-term

program was underway. Most also felt that more than the needed

capacity of.general contractors would be developed by the

large builders now in the field as soon as they could see a

large program that would make their investment worthwhile.

Thus ii is concluded that qualified general contractors will

be competing for contracts provided that program goals of

something like 200,000 units per year are authorized by the

Congress.

Despite the statements in this section about industry

capacity, it is likely that in-occupancy rehab will not achieve

the stated goal of 40 per cent of the units undertaken until

the third year. There will need to be a "go slow" period so

that large-scale non-profit sponsors can learn the intricacies

of the people involvement (which "gut" rehab does not have)

and similarly, general contractors will have to go slow until

they become experienced in the differences which substantial

occupancy causes them. In the' one case where eight projects

(1200 units) of in-occupancy rehab were undertaken, all eight

Projects were finished on time and within the original mortgage

amount. The conclusion is that the projects were different,

but not really more difficult.

A third industry need will be an adequate supply of

skilled craftsmen available under wage rates and working con-

ditions which make large-scale rehabilitation possible.
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There are encouraging signs in this direction such as the

recent agreement of the New York City construction trade

unions to a wage rate for rehab that is 25 per cent below

that for new construction. There is every reason to believe

that this will be accepted nationally. This should be pursued

vigorously, with a careful review made of the Davis-Bacon

prevailing wage rates.

VII

Detailed Policy Procedural Requirement'

A. Encourage Large Scale.In-Occupancy Rehabilitation.

To achieve large scale in-occupancy rehab, three new tools

are needed:

a) Separate, non-project, revolving funds which can

be advanced to the sponsor of in-occupancy projects

to acquire options on structures for up to. the_number

of units in the sponsor's total set-aside: These

funds are repaid at mortgage closing, but would be

declared grant funds it the project could not be

initiated.

b) Non-repayable grant funds should be advanced to

in-occupancy sponsors to permit payment-to each

optioned propeity owner of the funds needed to

accumulate up to 20 per cent vacancies in the

property by simple attrition. Grant funds for this

purpose should be limited to the amount that would

have been required to meet the provisions of the

Uniform Relocation Act.
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This is a key point.for rapid and large-scale

operations. By utilizing normal attrition during

the lead time that it takes to process projects,

most and sometimes all of the relocation needed

to proceed is accomplished without forcing anyone

to move. The experience of the one sponsor that

tried this idea was that he achieved the needed

20 per cent vacancy rate even in fairly stable areas.

In contrast to relocation out of the building this

process does not arouse community opposition; it is

far less costly; it reduces lead time to the start

of construction; and, it makes apartments available

to which families can be relocated within the project.-

The sponsor that tried this idea could not always

be sure why he obtained vacancies, but these are

some of the reasons: families with illegal income

(prostitution, drugs and thefts) would not stay in

a federally-assisted project which required them to

file forms on the amount and source of their income;

families contemplating retirement (such as return to

Puerto Rico) did so rather than buy into a co-op;

some families said they did not want to buy; some

left when they secured jobs or were transferred to

.distant jobs; and finally, some did not wish to pay

the somewhat higher monthly payment for the rehabil-

itated unit especially those who were over income

and thus faced with a surcharge.
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The sponsor that used this technique also

found that when one project was underway and another

nearby was under option, he could use the accumulated

vacancies in the optioned property as temporary re-

location apartments foi' the ten weeks needed by

families from the project under construction. There-

by the sponsor increased the number of vertical lines

that were being rebuilt in the project under construc-

tion, insuring more rapid completion.

c) Provide grant funds to in-occupancy sponsors for the

temporary relocation of tenants civ 7.he ten weeks

it takes to rebuild each line, This

relocation is to other vacant ithin or

adjacent to the project, often on tAl, same floor, and

back again when the apartment unit is completely re-

built. It is i'ecommended that this be a fixed sum

of $300. The sponsor pays it to the family if they

move themselves or to contract movers if the family

so wishes. Many tenants used this method as "sweat

equity" to earn a major portion of their down payment

to buy their apartment. This should be encouraged.

d) The hazards of in-occupancy rehab are few, but should

be noted:

1. In order for an architect to prepare :final plans

and specifications for a project, he needs to visually

inspect all or nearly all apartments. To gain such

access and to prevent wild rumors, the sponsor must
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outline what is being done and why to the tenants.

More importantly, the tenants want to know when it

will all happen and how it will affect them. The

sponsor must be extremely careful to give.conserva-

tive time tables. When however, the one element the

sponsor cannot control -- HUD processing time -- fails

miserably to meet its time schedule, credibility

problems can become severe. The breakdown in HUD

processing and its repeated inability to act within

the framework.it'said it wnuld created the single

Largest problem one sponsor had to overcome. When

neither the sponsor nor the '" tenant leaders could

satisfactori' "t- delays, the ground-

work was laid 1,, "jative leaders, i.e., those

opposed to rehab, to emerge. Families literally ,threw

up their hands in disgust at another boondoggleThe

result was much greater difficulty in getting families

to make the legal commitment to buy and to pay'their

down payments. It can take a long time to overcome

these very negative effects.

2- Conditions within the walls are not always what

the architect and contractor expected. The time needed

to correct a major surprise may force the temporary

move of a tenant family to last longer than 10 weeks.

Despite all the disclaimers that can be made before

the family moves t, animositY develops especially

if a major hol- happens to be involved__
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6. Encourage Home Ownership in at Least One Third of the
Apartment Buildings Rehabilitated Under This Program.

a) Provide a fixed interest rate mortgage similar to the

former Section 221d3 program ,(without the surcharge)

rather than a sliding scale interest rate based upon each

family's income. Occupants felt strongly that everyone

should pay the same price for identical apartments as they

would for a tv set or automobile. Less than one per cent

of low and moderate income families living in apartments

have ever owned their own home. All of their knowledge

comes from how the process works for the middle and upper

classes. The imposition of payments geared to income,

not the price of the home, is not comprehensible; the

relatively higher income families, strongly 1,Jel that they

are being forced to subsidize the lowes_ income families.

/By absolutely limiting theylumber of over-income families

to a modest percentage of the units, the government can be

assured that only aging, deteriorated buildings will be

rehabilitated. As discussed in the next section. (C), this

avoids imposing an economic penilty on the very group most

needed to provide the leadeg d ,s-table and mrtractive

neighborhood.

b) 0own payments have been s-.1 at -t w. per cent for low and

modera-te income families in i.::,?.v.i.t.,-rograms and this

feature should be retained. -,15.7me,5,-rz, this still means

down payments of from $600:tc Yany, if not most,

low .and moderate income fam:.- nat have access to such

777154 0 - 76 - 20
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SUMB in cash. Thereforerlthey should be allowed to

pay this sum in small monthly
installments and all such

funds should be placed in a special reserve to help

protect the project should unusual or unexpected costs

be encountered. To do this, the present requirement that

working capital funds (known as AMPO) be repaid by co-ops

should be abolished so that such funds can remain in the

project as its working capital.

c) The grant funds for temporary
relocation within' an

in-occupancy project have a very effective, secondary use.

Many families provided all the labor to move themselves

within the project'and back'to 'their rebuilt apartment.

The moving allowance was then converted into "sweat equity"

towards their down-payment. This practice should be

encouraged.

d) Provide separate grant funding for up to three years of

training for members of co-op and condominium corporations

and especially for their Boards of Directors and Committee

chairpersons. This training is essential to help insure-

long lasting successful projects since virtuall;,- none of

the initial owners will ever have owned their own home or

even lived in a home owned by their families. They must

learn how to operate 'their' corporation. Because this

training affects their home and the monthly operating costs,

experience indicates their willingness .to participate.

Moreover, the tiaining soon had-Other affirmative "spill-over"
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effects. As members learned how to function effectively

in their housing organization, they were able to achieve

other goals. Better police protection, and better street

cleaning and removal of abandoned automobile hulks occurred

because 200 families acting through 'their spokesman

were not as easily ignored as their individual complaints

had been. A radical change in the climate with the local

school was noted when dialogue was opened with school admin-

istrators and teachers. These, of course, are all part of

what a stable neighborhood needs.

e) Separate funding to provide assistamce to individual

families who cannot afford a two per cent mortgage payment,

using either the existing Section 8 program or a rent

supplement payment will be important. It should 1:4:auto-

matically allocated fcr the number of families,e1Vgible

in an in-occupancy project and for up to 35 per cent of

the number of apartments in every project, so that elderly,

and other very low:income families are not forced oui:of

tmeir neighborhood. Nothing breeds community opposition

ccticker than a program that can be labeled as community

clearance. Both the best and the least able to pay should

be encouraged to stay.

f) Home ownership projects should be limited to nomore

than 300 apartment units unless all th:a apartments a=e in

one building. Low and moderate income families cannot be

brought to believe that their input, as owners, is significant
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in large projects. The tendency is to treat the managing

agent as the landlord, even though this is a self-defeat-

ing attitude. Even:the larger middle-income projects

have gotten out of hand from this syndrome. Co-op_City

in New YOrk is a striking case. This limit is probably

useful in rental projects as well since it helps to protect

the government from massive defaults when peculiar circum-

stances might dictate that only a small area is distressed.

C. Provide Incentives to Retain Existing 'Leadership in Each
Neighborhood.

a) Permit up to 25 per cent of the tenants in an in-occupancy

project to be "over-income" families without penalty. It is

LeadetJhii_ from. tnis croup of families that can make a

ieighborhood work. Forcing them out is self defeating. The

purpose of a neighborhood preservation program isL-todevelop

a viable neighborhood.. This can only be done withaadequate

leadership. It is thxoumh leaders that effOrts made to

organize to fight crime, improve schools, obtailin_m 'fair

soare of sanitation servrIces, rebuild parks, etc_ The most

likely group from whicinhhis leadershtp can emerge is those

who have developed thein-skills in other.fields. Current

Policies have the eftect_of driving these families out.

Under Section 236, for example, some of the cu families

in a declining area are required to pay "market-rent."

This market figure will almost always be more than the going

rent in other parts_of the city for neighborhoods that are
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still stable, have good schools and reasonably safe streets.

When faced with the prospect of paying more to remain in

a less desirable neighborhood, most of these families depart.

The need is.to stop and reverse this flight, not cteate dis-

incentives for leadership families.

b) A second policy is closely related and almost as impor-

tant. Permit any in-occupancy family which falls below the

maximum income limit for a period of five consncutivo yca

to be perpetually counted as within those income limits

Ltie they remain in the project. Again, the purpose is to'

develop a viable neighborhood. When a family improves its

lot it is important.that they not be penalized for accomplish--

Log what is the goal of the program. Like she early itaders,

t=ose who emerge in subsequent years need to be retained,

oot penalized for their success.

Current policies almost insure that buildings and then

__.7.eighborhoods will become economic ghettos. Projects that

moe reduced to 100 per cent welfare families seldom survive

5cr long, certainly not for the forty year life of a mortgage.

Rental projects should be able to attract up to 15 per

cent "over income" families for all of the reasons given

above. It is not just the project that needs leadership,

but the entire neighborhood.

In addition, there is another small group which should

be given every incentive to live in the neighborhood.

These are the operators of any commercial space in any
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rehabilitated building. Any operator of commercial space

should be excluded from any income limits, :Ind not even

be counted in the exceptions to those limit,- This small

group knows how to run a business. -h away

the best group available for being al.

balance sheets and operating statements, .And t ,,Lan

And finance community projects. Finally there is great

need to maintain commercial operations if the goal is to

preserve and improve a formerly declining neighborhood.

Every incentive should be given to get commercial operators

to liye where they work.

C. Undertake Large Area Programs, Not Vest Pocket Prolects.

a) Provide sponsors with set-asides equal to the number of

apartment units each can reasonably be expected to put

under construction. One year set-asides should be given

to sponsors whose experience indicates a production rate of

less than 200 units per year. Two year set-asides should

be used for sponsors in the 200 to 400 unit production range

and three year set-asides for those sponsors who can produce

more than 400 units per year. Review set-asides quartexly

and increase them whenever sponsor production warrants.

The purpose of set-asides is the provision of a major

incentive for seasoned organizations to make the investment

in'growth which the program needs. Many sponsors lost money

when they prepared projects which the Nixon freeze cut off.
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tn other cases, fewer projects were prepared than sponsor

capacity would have permitted because HUD gave first prior-

ity to using its Section 236 authority to new construction,

etpecially to State and local Housing Finance Agencies,

making it very difficult and uncertain at what level HUD

would allocate Section 236 authority for rehabilitation.

Set-asides are oarticularly important in in-occupancy

programs since early options permit sufficient accumulation

of vacancies by attrition.

b) Focus on the_needs of the large pre-selected areas

rather than insisting, as in the past, that each mortgagable

project be a microcosm of the whole area. This should permit

all commercial2space to be at least miniMally reconditioned

in any structurnr_that is at least 50 per cent residential.

It should permit:conversion of any residential portions of

a building tO commercial if the space is no longer sensible

for residentialisse. Commercial space should be viewed-in

the light of the needs of the whole neighborhood, and not

sub-project by sub-project so that facilities can be pro-

vided foi-chain type supermarkets, drugstores, and similar

facilities which are often one of the mor important needs

of low and moderate income families. Pre-selected areas

should encompass all adjacent blocks which contain predom-

inantly low and moderate income families and aging apart-

ment buildings (over 25 years old) so that preservation

can be undertaken before chaos and tenant flighi.
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Large areas coupled with large scale sponsors will

vastly increase the flexibility for sponsors to be able

to meet all or most of the relocation needs of the program.

Failure to secure timely rent decontrol and a fiXed and

fair real estate tax structure can result in bureaucratic

and politically inspired impotence that can slow down any

housing program as well as create community dissention.

E. Encourage Large Scale, Fully Professional, Rehab Developers,
Both Non-Profits and Profits.

a) Pre-select sponsors on the basis of criteria such as:

1. 'ermanence -- do not use sponsors who are "one-shot"

or only interested in a small area.

2. Experience of the key executives in large-scale
f..,

housing programs.

3. Presence of an accredited lender willing ta finance

the'sponior's construction needs.

4. Experience in the four vital areas:

. project development and government processing

. rehabilitation construction (or ability to retain

and supervise general contractors who finish on

time and within the original mortgage amount)

management of completed low and moderate income

housing

sales experience if home ownership is involved

3. An adequate accounting system

6. Working capital

b) Permit non-profit sponsors of co-op or condominium projects
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a six per cent fee to cover their overhead costs since

there can be no taA shelter sale of such projects. The

fact that, with one exception, HUD has not allowed non-

p.rofits a fee has effectively barred them from this field,

and therefore effectively barred home ownership and the

more widespread use of in-occupancy rehab. This policy

of H(JD is counter-productive. There are many large,

seasoned, non-profits in the low and moderate income housing

field, but not in large scale rehabilitation. This is

the key group for developing home ownership and expanding

in-occupancy rehab. In the one case where the fee was

allowed by the Project Rehab program, the sponsor success-

fully developed over 1200 units.

c) To insure that non-profits are soundly-based and

genuinely public-spirited, require each one to certify that:

1. No member of its Board of Directors or key official

..owns any interest in any pre-selected developer, or

general contractor or sub-contractor that has, or is

sponsori. or contracting for, construction work under

the rehabilitation program.

2. No member of the Board of Directors receives any

fee or payment for his service other than actual ex-

penses except that one such member can be an employee

of the non-profit.

d) The set-asides discussed earlier are a critical incen-

tive for bringing in large-scale builders and developers
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who, in the past, have avoided the rehabilitation

specialty as not worth the investment it would require.
F. Provide Separate Grant Fundino for Relocation, Vacancy Retention,Trainino and Research; Provide Revolving Funds for Optionsto Purchase In-Occupancy Projects.

a) The need for relocation grants falls into three parts:
1. Grants for relocation equal to the cost of comply-

ing with the requirements of the Uniform Relocation Act

for all families'that will be permanently relocated.

2. Grants for the tempora:y
relocation of tenants in

an in-occupancy project. This can best be set at a

fixed figure per family of $300.

3. Grants for the relocation of
commercial tenants if -

they must leave the project or grant funds to cover all

or a portion of their costs if their business has to

shut down during the rehabilitation.

The above grant funds are modest when compared to the write-.

down costs needed to redevelop an area by demolition. Moreover,
it is accepted practice for public agencies to pay for relocation

when urban renewal is required.
Similarly, when an acea is to

be targeted for rehabilitation
and preservation the costs should

be borne by the public. Failure to provide for commercial

tenants has been particularly hard on them and is counter-produc-

tive in that many of these businesses fail just at the time they

should be fostered as an integral part of a strong, stable

neighborhood. Finally, if this cost is included in the mort-

gage, it distorts real housing costs and may even cause vital
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areas in the community not to be rehabilitated because

relocation costs would force minimum rents to be too

high for the low and moderate families the prwram seeks

to house.

b) Grant funding should be provided for research in

direct support of any major rehabilitation and preserva-

tion effort. Research should begin as the program is

launched and include topics such as:

1. New technology to reduce costs especially with

respect to the use of energy.

2. Cost effectiveness of methods and techniques

used by different sponsors.

3. True costs of various levels of rehabilitation

(complete, partial and cosmetic) versus the true

cost of new construction when neighborhood facilities

include streets, street lighting, schools, police '

and fire stations, utility extentions, etc, most

of which are already available in rehabilitation areas.

c) Separate grant funding for vacancy retention has

already been discussed, as have grants for training

tenants and their Boards of Directors and committee chair-

persons.

G. Provide for Rapid, Quality_Processing by the Government.

a) Every mortgagable sub-project should be processed and

either declined or a Letter of Feasibility issued within

90 days. The subsequent Letter of Commitment should be
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issued in even less time. The Atter failure of the

goverhment to process rapidly and effectively is

probably the single most important .reason that rehab-

ilitation has yet to achieve a major role in our hous-

ing programs. For a very short period after Project

Rehab was launched, HUD did meet the 90-day standard

that had been promised. Thereafter, it steadily grew

worse until periods-of two years passed before a feasi-

bility decision was reached. No large and effective

program can be mounted unless 'this handicap is eliminated.

b) All processing should be by units organized solely

for this purpose. HUD has so long concentrated on new

construction, that staff assigned to do both rehab and

new construction just never move the rehab projects.

c) The government should emphasize the use of lending

institutions and private professional help wherever

possible in the processing chain. Pre-approved acquisi-

tion price ranges for the large pre-selected areas would

be one such instance.

d) Special, central office teams should be established

to insure timely local processing and appropriate staffing

changes in local offices when processing deadlines arc

not met.

e) The emphasis in the program on productivity will

require the creation of an information system which avoids

the "numbers game" and provides honest reports on program
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progress which are intelligent and consistent.

f) There should be a statutory requirement for the

program to have a national advisory panel of distinguished

citizens to provide for public participation, for regular

evaluation of program proyress, and an "ombudsman"

function. For these purposes, the panel should have

its own small budget and staff.

CONCLUSION

The proposal advanced in this document does not purport

to "solve" the housing problem of the United States. Rather,

it is addressed to one major component of a solution -- the

rehabilitation of multi-family dwellings -- a component which,

in retrospect, has been neglected to an almost unbelievable

degree.

In effect, this program will create a major new market.

This means that it will create many new jobs at the same time

that it is improving our housing stock and saving urban neigh-

borhoods. These three achievements indicate that the cost/

benefit ratio for this use of taxpayers' dollars will be

extremely high. The major cost categories are familiar ones --

mortgage loan guarantees, interest subsidy, and rent supplements.

New cost categories are minor in size, such as for several

categories of ancillary grants and expenses for a national

advisory panel. Preliminary indications are that the total

cost of the program will be very much in line with previoul
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major housing efforts, bot thmr the program will have za

much greater payoff.

What is hew about thl.a7mi-ncram is substantive in mature

th.c. very goal of the prrog=c7nmself, and the mew technnques

.wthich are critical to Ithcim===znment of that coal. Thease

techmiques include in-cc===cm: rehabilitation, home-cwriensp

fcc apartmeno dwellers, iesigned to z

el211.s. within thecrojertc: use of

umMv- -conditions whmth iuz 3ible for-them to perin..::n;:ate,

pre-selection -of target r,:a-selectIon cl spon

semremides for them, Ll=a

Those of these technl.men.AMich might seem radically new --

su=h as in-occupancy reha7rban home ownership for low-

income families -- have zbeen tested amd have been found

to be successful. All of the, :echniques enumerated e ard

based on a learning experiem -- the experience of wr-r--.king on

the front-lines in the housi: field and learming wl=t- works

and what does not, what is needed and what is-not needed. After

all of the false starts and inadequacies of the government

housing programs of the present and recent past, it is time to

put what has been learned to work in an effective framework.

One final word of caution: in creating the legislative

mandate'for this program, it will be critical to give careful

consideration to influencing the manner in which the program

is to be administered. The best-designed housing program in

the world will have no chance of being effective if it is
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admin4'--steredi in the heavily hittnauc:tvr-::= "'nu:: risk at aLst "
style -which has been prevalpn-,t Lp ,,tce Mtne administra&_ion

of the orogram must be _*trcly productiv
with every possible inc,:ntive: .e;-ne It-I!--mmri=ailt in to 1:1:

program to make sure the..t thiE ip ,11,,



HOUSE REPORT 91-1600 AND THE REPORTED BILL nR.
11756 REGARDING THE "NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD
POLICY ACT" FOLLOW:

77.154 0 - 76 - 21
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94TH CONGEM MOI:Flal577 REMESENTATIVES S ..Bireaterr
Seasia f 3:ot-4'94-1600

NATIONAL 3=G-21B01110(0D MA:CT AC

PrE1agu.17, 19-11Comm, 'an ;mot, Tommittee of itie NI Thole Emii y'? on the
Smte of tt.12., Onion :tildi,ordered to be (printed

REIIss, from the CorraszittesE,ouillanking, Currency and IfouFring,
suranitted the following

IMP 0 R T
to=ther with

DLSSENTING VIEWS

[To) accompany ILR. 147VIl

[Including cost esthoate of .the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on Banking, Currency and Housing, to -whom was
referred the bill (H.R. 14756) to establish a National Conunission on

. Neighborhoods, having considered the same, report favorably there-
on with an amendment arurl recommend thattlhe bill as amended do pass.

The amendnient strike.F.- fmt all afteir the ,enaNiting clause and inserts
in lieu thereof a substituire text svUt.th apTeairs in italic type in the
reported bill.

Ilic.:1-..-.GRotND or THE BILL

Since fate end of World War II. :lie Federal Government's hous-
ing and tureen developmenzpolicies have been di rected.towards demoli-
tion and neimilding of blizhted areas of the large urinan communities
of the Nxiion through the Federal -urban renewal program and the
many other categorical urban development grant prozrams. The Fed-
eral Goveemment's emphasis on its housing assistance programs have
been geared overwhelmingly in favor of new construction, rather than
the savingand rehabilitation of existintz structures.and dwelling units
within large urban communities. In its efforts to assist urban communi-
ties, these:Federal programs have increatsingly disrupted-the ecology of
the urban neighborhoods. The Federal urban renewal 'and highway-
programs-have been often criticizedasidestroyers of neighborhoods. In
many communities Federal Housing Atm i nistrat ionamde rwriting and
administrative practices have contributed to the :abandonment of
otherwise viable neighborho,otls. te. shorn, the concept ,of neighborhood
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7:reirsenyvation, that t attem! : to keep --`be residential lngf
late.44- 'cities as coaiununities-.iaas played tinily a netca-rnfe

ritanpolic-y.
In 1969, the ComTnitee on ' ;ahlthrg, iirrency and Housic...!..:.

Iishe :Lan Ad-Hocz--.Jibcommit -4.. on nty-.--City Financing, chaxred
Cang7.4..._sswornan LE%---.nor K. Si..tiivan_ Tkis Ad-Hoc Saibcommiteth! n-
Dcsrte:11 an the I-Ef.Stillefir by financial lending .asfie
titans ..m.-:the City of-4.--771ishingtt Ube ssaington, lendrig.,±2i:,;
raatior,s, were founc o Lave a. ade. feN. . :-aortgage loans within moili!
acreas.pf -the City.

Lase: year, the Cc;ress passed fh i! Mortgage Disclosureiz....;
Thablc-: Law 94--^-, after e=ansiv4: .iinerings and consideratiatii
tin :,"I'lLvonunittee (...k Financial Supervithon, Reguitzk:oti
and. --_ausarance. As yl-anacomm7.7.tiee auiit to devise a remedy it=
Firibertwat of "red-linane, thaa .st Tin!. -73wIttostified deniial of morirAri:

;:o older urban- neighbor zfontik..ia: 4:elcanae increasingly
thanaPutence of policies, prograakaa4 '-f.:111'77-,?,. that sought to prornote,t:...i.
prise-r.iation of existing:hou ----itafrott-....:slmdl city neighborkripods.
the cke...of mortgage cliedit, found a reluctanm 011711:f-s,
part ort!some mortgag- ma Older housing in ritiodemr-
!mem, neighborhoods. Convert.44h, on new suburban nounitit':-
were .31en very attractive. Coakimm;od-with this dual credit7-mar....
marrsidents who might haY4 stivedi were pushed. outoz. pflIit
out----,r the older ne;trhborhood.

You= committee .helieves that-. cribe.-- -structural allocations of- y

sources exist in the form of ..,....ibeiiiie.,..4proparas and habits; info,:
.

togetnei... these have she effect (AC. favoring- new .empansion at the tr
pense ,of preservation. From ycour conitmiimee. review of bousuaz
programs and policies, preservaicon of essablished.meighborhoods lin
been a stepchild of Federal podErtF_ There Ines never been an explicit
recognition o-f established peigiibothoods.and essting housing as tie-
Nation's principal housing resoia-ce. As a amber of witnesses havi4
stated to your committee. exisunghoinsimrits'not,only our main hous-
mg nesource, it is the largest ..singIe clomponent of the countrY'.-s
nittimpal wealth.

H.R.. 14756 was introduced 11:-,--the Chairman of the Sobcolomitte.-
on Housing and Community Development. Mr. Ashley!: -from
on July12.0. 197C. .ynipanion hIis we're incrofbiced by -a number c-,.!
members. including' the ranhingniinori::.v member4of Ilia Subcommit-
tee on Housing and Community:- Devealprnent- Congressman Garry
Brown, of Midiigan, H. IL and hw Congre!!...-=an .5ohn LaFkice
of New York_ MR 1436LE-1-railings were held tiTy the Subcommitiee
on Housing and Community -4,-,Telopment on Sepmember 9, 1976, hear-
ing favorably from Secreta47.---. Carla A....Hills of-- the Departnatnia of
Housing and Urban Develotament; Mr_ Willi-jaw Whitc.!;41:4.41e..Statf
Director of the Urban Reiretiestment Task Fore44; Metriberts.4tcf, Con-
gress ; representatives frorst:rnetighborhood organaciations.-fr-emtrzinund
tne country; and representriu-res from financial ..imading ha:Tait-axioms..
The ftll Committee on l'ianking. Currency ae.m2d Honvihart tfmaered
Bat 14756 reported by a 'nce viate! ats amendiw,-1 on tficnnmiekt7 l.
nrra.
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WpgjTrTHE 1:11T.T. 'W-101:ILD Do

E.R. 136 would establish a National Commission on Nertinbor--
Bloods whina shall have -two years-to m.&lte an assessmeat of exivaing-
policies,.hu-6,s and programs that impactmeighborhoods. und to mtaain-.
mend mainnications. Your committee expects the commi:sthon's zwain-
mendations evould include, but not be limited to :

New- mechanisms to promote reinvestment in esistinz Jit
neighborhocds.

More .etiective means of community participation in lacal gov-era-

Policies to encourage the survival of economically and
diverse neiborboods.

4. Policies to prevent blocklat,...ting, red-lining, resegregajon..r.E.pecu-
laden in reriving neighborhoods, and to promote urban .,,,unv,..cvner-
ship.

3. Policies to encourage better maintenance and nia:-.nogemmut i .

existing rental housing.
PoliCies to slake mainterntAce and rehabilitation of mi.iting struc-

tures at least as attracthe fttom a tax viewpoint as demolition:anti
developmenz of new stractures.

7. Modifacations in local zoming and tax policies to FacEdtate pves-
ervation and revitalization of ilaisting neighborhoods.

3. Reorientation of existilhousing and community developmmit
programs...and other tax arc... thalosids policies that affect neighbor-
hoods, to better support presa., aa:ion

MR. 14736 provides that the 42ominission on Neighborimods4till
have 20 membem including lei public members appointed trv the Fteeai-
dent and 4 members of.COngress. Of the imblic membem. 5
must be officers of eetiveTneighimrthood organizations engaged in iuenz
ervation activities, said 3 must, lye local public officials univolvtU-. iin
preservatiam programs. The commission- must reflect a himiad erimiic,
racial, geogra:phic and political,diwersky..

The comumssion's chairman and executive director -would renccire
Senate confirmation. Your committee added an amendment to theill
requirin,the P-sident to aPPointall members of thc commissionnot
later than March 1, 1977. This amendirEent was adoptald because ',37f
your committee's dismay at the length of nime that the Ateministrazion
took 'in appointing members tO the Commission on Electronic Funds
Transfer. It was almost one year after tEee date of etrurtment .of
bill creating the Commission an Eltectroni.Fnmis4Trsnevti,r before the
chairman of that commission's narat= was 410:,;:n.i,t1-..ed Senate foz-
confirmation. Your committee beLeveF-,-thar thin Natiom.:1:Conamissiem
on Neighborhoods is a most irro-,Pirt=rc: efftort and shou e -41ngoimg
and active by at least March 1, 1;i7.7. IT is your committeA--, iorn
that 7he commission members and staff. shall work 1rand be
assisted hy .representatives of neipilborhood.gronp orgailz fl!,-(w-
ernment agencies already engageil m. Federal housing-ar..-, .1..tratattnitw
development activity, and the Federal financial rtgulatoyt azgeneies,
asweil aslocal government officials.

The commission would be fundlhr-tha-Secnofi of atuD mat off
funds to be specifically approprinaedanreair,Hilnanridamionstrtationl
grsynts Funding of the commissionztunder=1A4Imearra nrogrands-

77-t 4 0 76 - 22
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permi-ible under existing law and thus no additional authority is
needed. However, the unused athorization for HIM research granth
for fiscal year 1977 is $10,000,000. The bill limits the amount which
could be appropriated for grants to the conunission to not more than
$'2,000,000. In addition, the bill Trohibits commitment or obligation.
of funds after January 31, 1979, although funds could be used to meet
existing commitments after that date. The committi.-e expects the com-
mission to make interim reports and a final report isot later than two
years after the date on which fluids first became available to carry out
the Act.

NEED Pm TUE LEGIsLATION-

The. National Neighborhood Policy Act would provide an official
reCognition of the importance of preserving neighborhoods, as well as
a commission to assess the impact on neighborhoods of existiing policies
and programs and to recommend necessary changes. This commission
would identifr the administrative, legal .. and fiscal obstaclies to the
continued welI-being of neighborhoods and analyze the DiZtetarS and
trends of public and private mvestment in urban areas anil iineinnpact
of such patterns and trends on the decline or revitalization et the
neighborhoods. The commission will assess the existiri g. merkalxisin of
neighborhood governance and the influence exercised by neigmboirhoods
on local goviernment. An evaluation of existingcitizen-imititated :neigh-
borhood- revitalization efforts and a determination de-s. haw 7public
policy can best support such efforts wouild also be a irsaiterlsrea oaf
review hy the commission. The National Commission -ori.
hoods will be expected to recommend modifications iniTecia==:.1.:State,
and local laws, policies,.and programs necsary to assist.. tisllerevitali-
zation of urban neighborhoods.

The commission will be in a position both to evaluate- the newarive
aspects of existing programs that affect neighborhoods. omiq to:ldentilify
model approaches that could be aumntrated by approprmie miodiffca-

tions in Federal policies and progranrs. Your-committee iixper'is the
commission to recommend both administrative andlegislatirre ineinsures
that will convert Federal housing programs into better ailites Tit" hous-

ing preservation..
The commission will also be in a position to :1;FtFs tho.

the Community pevelopment Block Grant Program .on neiirhrhoo
preservation. (3riticisin has been voiced by Nonous sroups tua

munities are not providing enough of thei7- comumnity doeilo9zuriir
funds for purposes consistent with neigliForlirsod preserr-ativvo, me,
commission may -find that this is an entirc,i-:c appropriate ,eiirrH,:4iorn firr

local officials to make, or it may find th ;:r. thTre shoUld. be _k'reuvr:r
incentives in the block grant. program. for rIse of the 'binds
preservation act ivities.

Beyond direct 51/bsidy and grant-in-ski programs. Tedairn I ,4:,,zieies

affect neighborbooes in more subtle wais. The 'preserve lro,,Asre.,of

reinvestment incentive for lending instittui ,ins -affects; tlie,:aviaility
of loans. So do the policies of secondary market institutions. 1,,teialing
institutions invest more than a himdirkl dollars in residentr.e:.anort-
gages for every dollar of direct Federal ham-sing aid. The r-rimmission

will assess the impact of lending policies on preservatimn.. Tr may

4
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recommend enactment of Additional incentives or vehicles,- to en-
courage depository institutions to invest in preservation, or it could
recommend creation of a ni-w form of community development bank,
or some other approach.

A final area affecting -preservation whose significance is often
ignored is tax policy. Th.- discussion of the impact of the Federal
Income tax on housing is usually couched in terms of its stimulus ko
investment in new construction. Yet the form of tax deductions avail-
able to investors in existing rental housing has a great influence on
patterns of ownership, Quality of management, adequacy of main-
tenance and efforts for rthaiiiilitation. Local tax policies have shuilar
effects. Discussions of tax-reform have focused largely on tax equity
rather than housing policy. The commiion will be m a unique posi-
tion to analyze Federal, 8talte, and local taxes from the viewpoint of
its impact on neigh. borhood preservation objectives.

It is virtually impossible to contemplate the problems of Ameri-
can cities without recognizing that the essential building block of the
city is the residential neighborhood. While your committee recognizes
the essential character of neighborhoods, the truth is, little is known
about the dynamics of their growth or decline and the factors that
contribute to their long-term Stability. Absent such knowledge, most
of the efforts to deal with such urban problems are disjointed, some-
times short-sighted, and sometimes contradictory.

In favorably reporting H.R. 14756, your committee has no illusiora
that it will be able to provide the answers to the very hard questions
about neighborhood vnality. Rather it is but one step, and a very
important one, in increasing our understanding of this very difficultproblem.

As was so well summarized during the hearings held on September 9,
Msgr. Geno C. liaronE. Presbaent of the National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs, stated.hi his rnport

I want to make two po,ints. One point is that the evolution
of this bill came from pe....-.)ple in communities who are desper-
ate, who found out their load a local issue, and they have made
it a, national issue. An-cliinow they want to make it a part of
policy. There is no urbsfn policy, and if we want to start an
urban policy, 3-7ou have t;.- start with neighborhoods in revital-
izing our cities. OtherWr-__Lze, the cancer of the inner city and
the cancer of our societr will give us broke and abandonedcities.

So I wanted to F--.-ay tha-r: even the President's Commission
and I must say this for tine recordthe President's Commis-sion was set up because i0 neighborhood people met at theWhite House on May 5., and the President said to them,
"What do you want us to {Jo?" And they said, "We want youto talk about revitalization of our neighborhoods:" and so he
set up the commission on ,Iune 30.

I also want to point out that you have the public sector and
you have the private sector, but there is a third sector that
needs strength, that needs help, and that is the neighborhood
and the community sector.

5
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STAMM:TS REWIRED IN Accoanawcz Wrat Horn Rtruts

In compliance with clause 2(1) (3) and 2(1) (4) of rule XI of the
Rules of the House of Representatives, the following statements are
made :

With regard to subdivision (A) of clause 3, relating to oversight
findings, the committee finds, in keeping with clause 2 (b) (1). of rule
X, that this legislation is in full compliance with the provision of
this rule of the House, which states:

In addition, each such Committee shall review and study
any conditions or circumstances, which may indicate the ne-
cos-lity or desirability of enacting new or additional legisla-
tion within the jurisdiction of the Committee.

The objectives of this legislation are (1) to establish a. National
Commission on Neighborhoods to undertake a. comprehensive study
and investigation of the factors contributing to the decline of city
neighborhoods and of the factors necessary to neighborhood survival
and revitalization and (2) that this commission shall make recom-
mendations for mOdifications in Federal, State, and local laws, poli-
cies, and programs necessary to facilitate neighborhood preservation
and revitalization.

With respect to subdivision (C) of clause 3, the committee has re-
ceived a report prepared by the Congressional Budget Office under
section 403 of the Congressional Budget Act. The report is as follows:

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

Washington,D.C., September 16,1976.
-Hon. Hnzmy- S. REUSS,
Chairman, Committee on Banking, Currency and Housing, U.S.

House of Representatives Rayburn House Office Bldg.,W ashing-
ton, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974, the Congressional Budget Office has prepared the
attached cost estimate for H.R. 14756, National Neighborhood Policy
Act.

Should the Committee so desire, we would be pleased to provide fur-
ther details on the attached cost estimate.

Sincerely,
ROBERT A. LEVIN-Pi Deputy Director.

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE COST ESTIMATE

SEPTEMBER 16, 1976.

1. Bill number :H.R. 14756.
2. Bill title : National Neighborhood Policy Act.

Purpose of bill :
The bill creates the National Commission on Neighborhoods to eval-

uate policies, laws and programs that impact local neighborhoods.
The Commission will be composed of a professional staff and an ad-
visory board of 20 members, i.e., 4 members a Congress and 16 other
individuals who are involved with community development and re-
vitalization programs. Within two years after implementation, the
Commission will report its findings, conclusions and recommendations

6
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to both Congrow and the President- Thirty days after the submission
of this report, the Commission will ba dissolve/1 The bill directs that
$2.0 million of the existing HUD research authorization be allocated
to the commission.

4. Cost Estimate: (millions of dollars).
Fiscal year : Coos

1977 . 4
1979 L 0
1979
1980
1981

5. Basis of estimate :
This bill specifies that $2 million of a, previously authorized funding

(HouiEng and Urban Development Research) .be allocated for transfer
to the Commission. Because the intent of the initial authorization did
not specify funds for the Commission, however, it is assumed that the
implementation of this proposed legislation would cost $2 million.

The estimate of spendipg from the reallocated authorization level
was based on the following assumptions. It was assumed that the
Commission would receive initial funding in January 1977. In FY
1977 it was estimated that only 20 percent of the total would be out-
layed due to the. Commission's late start in the fiscal year and the
start up time required for staffing. In FY 1978, the first full year of
operation, it was estimated that 50 percent would be outlayecl. The
remaining 30 percent is assumed to be spent in FY 1979. These outlay
estimates were based on previous experiences of similar types of tem-
porary commissions and on estimates provided by the General Service
.Administration.

6. Estimate comparison :None.
7. Previous CB0 estimate:None.
8. Estimate prepared by : James V. Manaro.
9. Estimate approved by :

C. G. N1JcaOtS,
(For James L Blum, AsSistant Director for Budget Analysis).

In compliance with clause 2(1) (4) of rule XI of the House of Rep-
resentatives, the committee makes the following statement : Since no
additional authorizations are provided for in H.R. 14756, there should
be no inflationary impact upon the national economy. Authority al-
-ready exists with funds already available to the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development to fund the activities for the National Com-
mission on Neighborhoods. The findings and recommendations of this
commission will better assist your committee and the Secretary of
HUD in making better use of existing Federal housing and community,
development programs for the benefit of urban residential neighbor-
hoods in our large urban centers. More effective use of community
development block grant funds directed towards neighborhood re-
vitalization is expected from the recommendations of the commission.

ln compliance with clause 7(a) of rule XIII of the House of Rep-
resentatives, the following statement is made : In addition to the in-
formation provided pursuant to subdivision (C) of clause 3 of rule
XI of the House of Representatives, the committee provides the fol-
lowing information with respect to the cost to the United States in
carrying out H.R. 14756 in fiscal year 1977; and no additional author-
izations are necessary to implement the National Commission on

7
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Neighborhoods. The committee has not received an estimate of costa
from a Government agency.

In compliance with clause 2(1) (2) of rule XI of the House of Rep-
resentatives the following statement is made relative to the record
vote on the motion to report H.R. 14766 : An affirmative voice vote was
made in reporting the bill.

SECTION-By-SECTION ANALYBIC OF H.R. 14756 NATIONAL NEIGHBOR-
HOOD POLICY AcT

Section 1.This section provides that the act may be cited as the
"National Neighborhood Policy Act".

Section 2.This section finds that the tendency of public policy
incentives to ignore the need to preserve the built environment can
no longer be defended and that public policy should promote the con-
servation and revitalization of a national resource, existing city neigh-
borhoods. In order to promote this policy a comprehensive evaluation
of the impact of existing laws, policies and programs affecting neigh-
borhoods should occur and necessary modifications recommended.

Section 3.Subsection (a) establishes a National Commission on
Neighborhoods.

Subsection (b) requires the Commission to be composed of twenty
members chosen from three categories : two Senators appointed by the
President of the Senate, two Representatives appointed by the Speaker
of the House and sixteen public members appointed by the President
of the United States. No more than 50 percent of the members from
each of the three categories may be members of the same political
party. The public members are to be chosen from people qualified
from training and experience in neighborhood revitalization or pre-
servation programs: at least five members should be elected officers
of recognized neighborhood organizations involved in such programs:
at least five should be elected or appointed local government officials
involved in such programs; and the remaining members should be
from such fields as finance, business, philanthropy, civic service and
education and have experience in neighborhood revitalization activi-
ties. In addition the public members should represent a broad cross
section of racial and ethnic groups and geographical locations.

Subsections (c) and (d) authorize the President to appoint and the
Senate to confirm the Chairman of the Commission from among the
public members of the Commission and the executive director from
among individuals recommended by the Commission.

Section 4.Subsection (a) directs the Commission to undertake a!
comprehensive analysis of the factors that contribute to the decline
of city neighborhoods and are necessary to their survival and revital-
ization. The analysis should include, but not be limited to a considera-
tion of the impact on neighborhood survival and reviialization of :
existing Federal, state and local policies, programs and laws ; admin-
istrative, legal and fiscal obstacles; patterns of investment in urban
areas; existing mechanisms of neighborhood governance and the influ-
ence exercised by neighborhoods on local government; poverty and
racial conflict; and citizen-initiated neighborhood revitalization
efforts.

8
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Subsecton (b) directs the Commission to recommend chano-es in
laws, policies and programs which would facilitate neighborhoodbpres-
ervation and revitalization. Such recommendations are to include
but not be limited to: new mechanisms to promote reinvestment in.
existing city neighborhoods; more effective means of community par-
ticipation in local governance; amendments to existing housino.

b
and.

community development programs and to other tax and subsidy po-
policies that affect neighborhoods ; policy changes to :

(1) Encourage the survival of economically and socially diverse.
neighborhoods,

(2) Prevent destructive practices such as blockbusting, redlin-
ing, resegregation, speculation in reviving neighborhoods,

(3) Promote urban homeownership,
(4) Encourage better maintenance and management of existing

rental housing, and
(5) Change local zoning and taxation to facilitate preserva-

tion and revitalization and make them at least as attractive from
a tax viewpoint as demolition and development of neW

Subsection (c) requires that within two years after the date on: '
which funds authorized for this Act become available the Com-
mission is to present to the Congress and the President a compre-
hensive report on its findings, conclusions and recoxmnendations for
legislative and administrative action.

Section 6.Subsections (a) and (b) provide reimbursements for.
all Commission members for travel, subsistence and other necessary
expenses incurred in performing duties for the Commission.

Subsection (b) provides, in addition, that all members of the Com-
mission other than those who are Members of Congress or full-time
officers or employeeS of the United States be compensated at the rate.
of $100 per day for each day they fire engaged in performing.Com-
mission duties.

Section 6.Subsection (a) provides that the Commission may ap-
point and fix the salary of necessary staff without regard to Civil'
Service laws but at rates not in excess of the maximum rate for a
GS-18 position as defined pursuant to those laws.

Subsection (b) allows the Commission to employ experts or con-
sultants on a temporary basis and to pay them no more than $100
per day, including travel time. In addition, such persons may be
allowed travel expenses including per diem in lieu of subsistence.

Subsection (c) authorizes and directs each department, agency and'
instrumentality of the United States to funiish to the Commission,.
on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, any data or information neces-
sary for the Commission to fulfill its functions. The Chairman of the
Commission is also authorized to request similar information on the
same basis from State departments and agencies.

Subsection (d) authorizes the Commission to award to legally
chartered neighborhood organizations, public interest organizations,
miiversities and not for profit educational organizations contracts and
grantS for the purposes of evaluating existing neighborhood revitali-
zatión programs and the impact of existing laws on neighborhoods.

Subsection (e) authorizes the Commission or authorized Commis-
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sion members or subcommittees to hold hearings in neighborhoods
and to take sworn testimony from witnesses including citizens and
public officials involved in neighborhood revitalization_programs.

Section 7.This section amends section 501 of the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1970 to provide that not more than $2,-
.000,000 from funds authorized for research and demonstrations in
fiscal year 1977 may be specifically appropriated for grants by the
Secretary of .HUD to the Commission to carry out the purposes of
this Act. The Commission may not commit or obligate expenditure
-of funds after January 31, 1979.

Section 8.This section provides that the Commission expires
thirty days after the submission to the Congress and the President
of the comprehensive report authorized in Section 4(c).

CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, AS REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
.of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as re-
ported, are shown as follows (new matter is printed in italic, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman) :

.SECTION 501 OF THE HOUSING AND URBAN' DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1970

TITLE VRESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATIONS

SEc. 501. The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development is au-
thorized and directed to undertake such programs of research, studies,
testing, and demonstration relating to the mission and programs of
the Department as he determines to be necessary and appropriate.
There are autliorized to be appropriated for activities under this title
not to exceed $65,000,000 for the fiscal year 1977; not to exceed $2,000,-
000 of such amount may be specifically appropriated for grants by the
Secretary to the National Commission on Nezghborhoods to carry out
the purposes of the National Neighborlwod Policy Act; the National
Commission on Neighborlwods may not commit, or otherwise obligate
expenditure of, such, funds after January 31,1979. All funds so appro-
priated shall remain available until expended unless specifically
limited.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF HONORABLE JOHN H.
ROUSSELOT AND HONORABLE RON PAUL

Most objective observers. of the Federal government have become
-convinced that the last thing it needs is another national commission.
Candidates of both parties and all philosophies have been calling for
streamlining the Federal government. Even those who have consist-
ently supported expansion of Federal programs are talking a good
game this year because they realize that the public is demanding that
the relentless growth of govermnent be checked.

There are at least five significant efforts already established which
provide an opportunity for evaluation of the impact upon neighbor-
hoods of existing programs and policies of governments at all levels:

1. The "Committee on Urban Dllevelopment and Neighborhood Re-
vitalization," chaired by HUD Secretary Carla Hills, has been estab-
lished by the President. It is composed of 16 members, including the
Secretaries of eight cabinet departments affecting neighborhoods, as
well as the administrators of various Federal agencies and the chair-
men of the Federal Reserve Board and of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board.

2. The Department of HUD and the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board have established an Urban Reinvestment Task Force, funded
by $3 million of HUD demonstration funds. The Task Force in turn
has established Neighborhood Housing Servizes programs 'which
replicate a neighborhood preservation program which the Bank Board
has disco,vered was operating successfully in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania. NHS programs are organized to apply the cooperative efforts
of neighborhood residents, local government officials, and financial in-
stitutions to the task of revitalizing neighborhoods, and their track
record has been most impressive.

3. The Urban Affairs Subcommittee of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee has begun a series of hearings on growth problems of various
regions of the country to determine what kinds of economic policies
might improve prospects for future development. At least one hearing
will be devoted specifically to the housing aspects of regional growth.

4. Chairman Reuss has announced that the Committee on Banking,
Currency, and Housing will hold two weeks of hearings, beginnino.
September 20, on "policies needed to bring about a renaissance of the
ales." According to the Committee's press release, "Witnesses will
include leading urban and financial experts involved in urban recovery,
'new town' projects, neighborhood restoration, and from universities
and think tanks."

5. The Chairman of the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban
Development has announced that the Subcommittee staff will visit
spproximately 100 cities this fall to study the operation of coMmunity
development programs, and to prepare for the necessary reauthoriza-
tion and possible revision nearly next year of the Community Develop-
ment Block Grant Program.
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The last two projects are good examples of the kind of oversight
-which onght to be done by otir Committee, and Chairmen Reuss and.
Asliky should be commended for them. It is our view that this Coin-
inittee, with the assistance of its own staff, should conduct its own on-
going oversight of the effects of governmental programs and policies .
on neighborhoods.

Since Congress established the programs and enacted the laws whose
effects on neighborhoods concern us now, it makes sense that Congress;
itself should perform the studies. The last thing we need is for a Coin-
missiorilö conduct ivory-tower studies and then tell us what we should
'think about these issues.

But as undesirable as it would be to haxe "oversight once removed"
from the Congressional Committees directly concerned, it would be.
much worse to pioVide for "oversight twice. removed," as this bill!
would do, by permitting the Commission to contract with outside.
groups, some a which may have an interest in the outcome, to perform
the evaluations. In addition to the fact that the oversight function,
would be moved to remote institutions, most of which are not account-
able to voters and taxpayers this provision would invite contractors.

iand grantees to engage n abuses which have become all too familiar-
when evaluations have been "contracted out" by Congress or by gov-
ernment agencies. These abuses include "recycling" of material which
has already been paid for in a previous government contract and the.
development of "make work" projects for the employment or amuse-
ment of consultants who are between jobs or who need a base front
which to conduct political operations.

An amendment offered during the Committee markup by Mr. Rous-
selot would have struck the authority of the Commission to delegate
to outside contractors the oversight tasks which the Committee,
through this legislation, proposes to delegate to the Commission. Al-
though adoption of this amendment would undoubtedly make the bill
more palatable to many Members, it is the present intention of the
Committee that this bill be brought up under a suspension of the rules,
which will preclude consideration of the amendment.

The best course, therefore, is to defeat this legislation and keep the
oversight function over programs and policies affecting neighborhoods.
within the Committees of Congress, where it belongs.

JOHN H. ROUSSELOT.
RON PAUL.
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ADDITIONAL DISSENTING VIE VVS(OF THE HONORABLE
RON PAUL

H.R. 14756 seeks to set up a National Commission on Neighborhoods
to study factors contributino to the decline of city neighborhoods and
to recommend policies for air revitalization.

On the surface, there should be little that anyone could fault with
this bill. It authorizes no new funds, and the Commission will cease
to exist thirty days after the submission of its final report. Presumably,
this will prevent it from entrenching itself in the bureaucracy and
becoming a permanent fixture in Washington. If this were all there
is to it, would probably liave no objection, but I think there is more
to this commission than meets the eye.

My fear is that the commission will simply conclude that the Fed-
eral Government must throw more money at the cities, probably by
recommending more urban renewal, public housing, mass transit, etc.
If the commission instead concentrated on recommendations for the
elimination of existing government programs at all levels which have
largely been responsibile for the deterioration of our major cities,
however, it might do some good. I suggest an examination of the fol-
lowing government policies :

1. Rent Control.The ill effects of rent control are almost too
obvious to need mentioning, yet it is undoubtedly the primary cause
of the deterioration of housing these cities which have it. As the
Swedish economist Assar Lindbeck once put it: "In many cases rent
control appears to be the most efficient technique presently known
to destroy a cityexcept for bombing."

2. Zoning.Not many people realize that the city of Houston has
no zoning whatsoever, yet this has caused no serious problems while
allowing it to escape many of the restraints on growth and develop-
ment which heavily zoned cities like New York have. This phenomenon
has been thoroughly examined by Bernard Siegan in Land Use With-
out Zoning. In his conclusion he wrote :

In attempting to solve certain problems of land use and
development, zoning has created many greater problems for
our society. When zoning restricts the operation of the real
estate market, it also restricts the supply of housing. The
federal government is spending gigantic sums in efforts, often
futile, to overcome these consequences. When zoning curtails
development, it likewise curtails business activity and badly
needed revenues of local governments. Gigantic sums are
also being spent to overcome these consequences. When zoning
reduces competition, it inhibits the creation of a better en-
vironment with better living conditions.

3. Highways and Mass Traneit.It may seem odd that two of the
most highly touted methods for revitalizing cities, more highways
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and mass transit, actually produce the opposite results. By making it
easier for suburbanites to move about the metropolitan area, it en-
courages those in middle and upper income groups to abandon the
city while retaining its advantages. This, in turn, eventually makes
the city an enclave of the poor.

4. Pu ?die Housing and Urban Renewal.In "The Federal Bull-
dozer," Professor Martin Anderson demonstrated clearly that by
and large, Federal housing and urban renewal projects benefit those
in upper income brackets at-the expense of the poor. These programs
have, in fact, actually made conditions worse for the poor by tearing
down low income housing and replacing it with fewer net units of
more expensive housing. And in those cases where the poor have moved
into public housing projects, they have promptly destroyed them be-
cause they have no vested interest in their upkeep. A recent example
is the Baber Village project outside Washington.

5. W elf are.---Welfare has been largely responsible for the vast influx
of poor Blacks from the South and Puerto Ricans into our Northern
cities. Once again this set off a chain reaction of higher taxes to pay
for it, increased "white flight," a reduction of the tax base, ad infinitum.
It has also had the unfortunate effect of seriously hurting those receiv-
ing the welfare by making it economically advantageous for hus-
bands to abandon their families and for welfare mothers to have as
many children as possible in order to increase their child support
payments. It also destroys the recipient's pride in himself and creates
a welfare philosophy resulting in generations of families on welfare.

6. Minimum W age Lau:8.-0nm again, the bad effects of such laws
ought to be self-evident. By artificially raising the price .of labor,
you inevitably cause a loss of. jobs among those whose marginal pro-
ductivity is below the minimum wage. It also drives business out of
precisely those areas where there is the most need for jobs. It also-
harms poor black teenagers disproportionately and contributes to
racial antagonism.

7. Crime.It is a major tenet of modern liberalism that poverty
breeds crime. In fact, it is more likely to be the other way around. It
is a well known fact that most crime is:committed by repeaters. Thus-
the problem is not in catching criminals, but keeping them in jail
once they are caught. It is also a fact that considerable police time-
is spent fighting so-called victimless crimes, such as gambling, which
really hurts no one. A combinatiem ofTeduced concern for siich crimes
and a morestringent effort to keep ±abitual criminals behind bars.
would certainly produce a dramatic decrease in the crime rate. This,
in turn, would be a major step lowmrd revitalizing the inner city,.
where most serious crime takes place.

8. Education.It is generally agreed that pupil achievement in big
city schools is declining rapidly. This is thought to be the result of
the declinincr tax base in the cities. Actually, no one has ever proved
a correlation' between the amount of money spent for education and
pupil achievement. What has happened is simply a decline in the
quality of the student body itself as a result of other government
policies which have driven the middle and upper classes from the
cities. Further contributing to the problem are government policies:
causing a breakdown of discipline in the schools and busing, which.
further contributes to flight from the cities by those who don t like it..

14
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9. Taxation and Fiscal Mismanagement.It should be clear by
now that New York City's problems were largely of its own making.
Company after company is leaving the city to escape confiscatory
taxation. One need only look at the mass exodus of business to the
South and the Southwest. Texas, for example, has no corporate in-
come tax, individual income tax, and has a right-to-work law. This
is why the recession never affected cities like Houston.

One could go on listing the areas in which government policy
exacerbates problems almost infinitely. In short, if the government
simply refrained from adopting new programs and halted existing
cues, it would do a lot more to revitalize the cities than throwing
more Federal money at them. I do not expect such a recommendation
from the National Commission on Neighborhoods because it is con-
trary to the vested interests of those benefiting from existing public
housing, urban renewal, and mass transit programs. I would just like
to go on record as opposing the creation of any new government
agencies or programs for the cities, because they are the cause of the
problems and could hardly be part of the solution.

RON PAITL.
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H. R. 14756
[Report No. 94-1600]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 20,1976

Mr. AmILEY Mtroduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Banking, Currency and Housing

SEPTEMBER 17, 1976

Reported with an amendment, committed to the Committee of th,t, Whole House
on the ithuite of the Einion, and ordtered to be printed

(Strike out ell alter the ensteting clanme and Insert the part printed in itrz.n, I

A _BILL
To establish a National Counnission on Neighborhood:-..

1 Be it emacted by .ias Senate and Howse of Representa-

2 tives of the United State3 of America in Congress assembled,

3 ERAREP TIThB

4 SEeTIOR" -4T- This Act way he eited as the onoi

5 AT-e4ghber-11004 Polley Act".

6 PfisT-BEIT-Gfi A-N-D P.THI-POSB

7 8E07 -(-o)- The Gen-gre. ss finds and declares thst exist

8 ing city neighherheede are a Hatlesal reseuree te be eon-

9 selEved and fevita4iffefl mierever pessible7 and that pehlie

aheal4 promote that ohjeetive,

11 -(4)- The Congress farther finds that the tendeney of
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1 tnthlie policy heeiitiie to ipere the nee4 te preserve the

2 hailt environment .efte im longer be defended.; -Adlernee--

3 nemieally or socially; and mast he -Teplaeed with eaplieit

4 peliey irieentives eneearegiftg consepvatien of-94411v neigh

5 berheeda That objective will .require & -eempsEehensive r-e-

6 view ef eaisting laws; policies; aml prograino affect

7 nathberheeds; te assess their impaet en ne*.hherheeds; and

S te-7reetneniend medifieations where neeessa.

9 BErSIAB-LIPlaii&ENT OP POMM-16fEEEGF

10 SEC. ST -(6)- There is hereby establishe4 a-nem:ads:4ml

11 to he known as the Natienal Gemmsisieft en Ne4ghbor-11694s

12 (hereinafter referred to 'as the "CoMmission")..

ra 4133- The Gemmissien shall be eempese4_eLtwenty mens-

14 hers; te be appeinte4 as fellows:-

15 -(4-)- two Memhers el the Senate appeinte4 hy. the.

16 President ef the Senate;

17 (2) two Memhers el the Reese ef Representatives

18 appeinte4 hy the Speaker el the House of Represents-

19 fives; and

20 (3) sistee6 paldie feteltAef9 appointed by the Preai

21 deni el the 4a4te4 &atm -from among persons speeielly,

22 qoalifictl-hy eNtierieftee mal training to perferna the duties

23 of the geeateissiee; at least five ef vidiem shall be eleetetl

24 effieers ef reeegnized neighberkee4 organizations en-

25 gage4 tlev-elepoient and reN4tftlizationi pregrarns7 atal
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a

1 st least five of whom shall he- -elected or rtipeititnei

2 effieials of loeal govermncnta i4welve4 in preservation

3 weginies: The remaining members shell be fir-ftWit from

4 outstanding individuals with demeastrated enperieneein

5 neighborhood revitalization aefivities; from seek fields

6 as finattee; business; philanthropie; civic, and eatteational

7 organizations:

8 The individuals appointed by the President of the t-rniteiel

9 States shall he selected se as to provide representation to a

10 hread cress seetion 'of raeia4; ethnic; and geographic!, groups:

11 The twe members appointed pursuant te elatise (1) may net

12 be members of the same politieal illarty; ner may the twe

13 members appointed parsuant to elause -(-2.)- be members of

14 the stone political party: Net mere than eight of the men-

15 hers appointed pursuant to donee (3) may be members of

16 the sante political party:

17 -(e)- The ehairrnan Awl be appointed by-the Preside*

18 by and with the adviee and eensent- ef the Settate;, hem

19 among the public menbers7

20 -(4); The exeeutive (greeter shall-be appointed -hy 4he-

21 'President; by-and with the adviee an& eonsent of. the Senate;

22 from atnong individuals reeenmended hy the' -Geniffil9fiefiT

23. DiP14138

24 Eixe 4 :(*).- The Guenission shall undertake a eerapre-

25 hensive study &ad investigatien of the faetex. eantributing.

77-154 0 - 14 - 23
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4

;1 ta the &dine of eity neighborhoods and of the feeters rkeees-

2 &try to neighborhood survival and revha4isatiern 8tieh study

3 and investigatioa shall inelede; hutnet he limited to-

4 -(44- an ftfialysis of the impaet of enisting riederal;

5 State; and leeal policies; programs; and laws on neigh:

6 horbeed servis.al and revitalisation;

(2) an identifteatien of the administrative; legal,

8 and fiseel obstacles to the well-being of neighherheede;

9 (3) an analysis of the patterns and trends of pithlie

10 and private investment in *rhea apeas and the impaet
11 of welt patterns and trends en the decline OF revitalise-

,12 -gen of fleighberhee4s;

13 -(4)- an assessmeet of the existing meehanism of
14 neigItherhoe4 geventarree tent of the influenee euereised
15 13-3. tteighberheeds en lee$ government;

16 (5) an-analysis of the impeet of poverty and raeial

17 eanfliet en neighborhoods;

18 -(4)- an -assessment of leeal and regional develop-

19 +Rent plans and their impaet en neighberneeds-; aad .

20 4:7-3- an einduetien of existing citizen-initiated neigh-
21 boyhood revitalizntioncfforto and a determinatiott.nf hew

22 public peiiey ean hest support sueh efforts;

23 (h) The commissien shall make reeennnentlatioes for
24 niedififttinne in Federal, State, and Iona} lows; polinies7 and

25 progaus necessary to fac3itate neighbor-heed pFeser-vfttiea
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5

I &ea revitalization:- &telt reemontendations shall inelutle; but

2 net he limited te-

3 4)- new meeltanisms te prentete reinvestment in

4 existing eity neighborhoods;

5 42* mere effeetive means of eontemnity pietieipa-

6 tien Ill leetd geverneneel

7 4-2+ pO4k4es to eneettrage the SlinriVfa of eeo-

nemieally and seeially diverse neighberhoodst

9 44*. pelieies to prevent such destrtteti*e praetices

10 as hleekbusting; redlining; resegreption; speculation

11 in reviving neighherhoods; and te promote homeowner-

12 ship in when eemmunitien

13 42)- polieies to efteettrage better maintenanee and

14 management of existing rental housing;

15 463- polieies to make maintenanee and rehabilita-

16 tin% of existing struetures at least as attmetive from a

17 . te-x viewpoint as 4emelithma and development of Hew

18 struetereul

19 medifteation in boat zoning an4 tem policies

20 ts feeilitate preserattiert and revitalisation of existing_

21 neighherhoods; and

22 +83- reorientatieft of euisting hewing and eemme-

23 nity development programs and ether tau and subsidy

24 policies that OM neighborhoods; te hetter sftpport

25 , #eighberheed preservation efforts:

c-
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1 -(o)- Within twe yews aftee the tlate e eldelt finals

2 fetat beeeme available le eanty eat this A-et; the Qeatiaiseien

3 shall submit le the Congress na4 the Presideat a eorapee--

4 lienaive report oft its study an4 iftvestigstion maim, this sah-

5 tieeema aeilieh shall inehale its findings; eenehisioas; awl

6 meemmeralatiens and sueh proposals fee legislation an4

7 talnditistrativa fketiOn EPS may he neeessary th carry eat its

8 recommendations:

9 4301613Parti A-TION O MEMEBEREI

10 SEC. & 44 Members of the Genamissiea whe are Men-

u hers ef Congress er offieers et employees of the

12 United States shell seiwe -without additional eompensatien;

13 but shall he eekribtased foe taw-eh stibsisteftee; an4 ether

iteeessary expeases ittearre4 in the performanee ef the &tics

15 vested in the Commissioin

(b) Members of the Commission; ether than these re-

v ferted te in ett4seetieft -(47 shall reeeive emapensation at

18 the rate el 8-1-90 per4yferedythyareengage4in
19 the aetuttl perfeemanee ef the 4atiesi. vesto4 in the C-emfais-

20 4011 an4 shall be entitle4 to reimbamemeat for travel; sub-

21 aisteeee; ainl ether fteeessary eapenses inenereel in the per

22 fefrmekiee ef *tell tleties1

23 ADNeil-OzElt*TEVE flitelerferfeN-S

24 Se & -(a)- he Commissioft shall have the power te

2:3 afreiet eaul Pe the eeml3ensation of suell perseanel as itt
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.

ileeras' advisable; without regard to 'the previsions of title 63-

2 trnited States Cade; governing appointments ia the eempeti--

3 '.tive ser-1ee7 ftlifl the previsions 4 ehapter ;54- 644 Sttbehapter

4" III ehapter 54 el sueh title; relating e elassifieatieft and

General Sehedule pay ratesi hut at rates net in extiess of a

6 11+8,34:mum rate for GS 18 el the General Sehedule wider

eeetien 6482 4 st.ebtittc.

-8 4-43-y .The Commission may preeure7 ie sneer-dance with

9. the previsieas ef Antien2409, of title gaited States Cede;

10 the temperapi er. intermittent 'scrcc f ex.pept-ti'

11! eultatibk Persens se employed shall -reeeive eempeasatiett

12 at a Fate to be fised by the Commiseien but net in exeess of

13 $.100 t3ef 4a ineluding traveltiine While away frem his

14 or her hee regular .plaenef linsiness in thePerfermanee

15 ..4 .ser:4ees fel. the Cemtnissiem- any sueh person may he

16 allowed travel estensesT ineluding per diem in lien of sub-

17 shteheue autlierked:by fiebtienTY708-(4)- e iitie k United

18 5tates:PA:44 ler persons in the. Government serViee emplOyed

.:4 ":"
19 intermitterigy:

20 Eaeli department; tigenexj; and instrumentality ot

21 ..the ttiittea st:44446 ftuthoriee4 and.direeted te furnish to the.

22 Cmmi3sk.s upn retteg Made by- the'Ontinnan .437-lee

23'..6ialinriai o eimliargabin baSis

24 tistieal data; reperts7 end other information as the Commis-

25 siert deems neeensary te ems, eut its funetions under tbin,

3 4 3
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8

4et7 The Chairman is hinther authorised e eall upon the

2 4epartments1 agencies, and other elliees et the se*eral States

3 to IRV 14417 en a reitchursahle hasis or otherwise; earth StittiS--

4 tieal 4atey reperts7 end ether information as the Commis-

5 :44,+11 deems neeessary e ear-fy eat its fanetiens tiildef this

6 title.

7 -(4)- The Gemmissien may award eentraets aft4 grants

8 for the purpeses of evaluating existing neietberheed revitali

9 sat-km programs and the impaet of ecisting laws eft neighher-

10 hoe4s-: Awards under this seetien may be made te

n -(4+ representatives of legally eharterml neighbor-

12 heo4 organicatiensl

42+ public interest erganiiations which have a

14 tlemenstrated eapability in the area of eeneerul

15 -(-33- universities and ether net-fer-prefit e4nentiem4

16 ergtmizatiens-.-

17 -(e)- The Commission of; eft the authorization of the

18 Gemmisnien; any subeentmittee Of member thereef7 totty-;

19 for the purpese of carrying ettt the previsions of this Aetl

90 held hearingsT take testimen-f, and administer oaths er

21 afrirmatiens te witnesses appearing before the Cemmission

92 OF any subemnmittee er member thereof. Hearings by the

CAYffli*sc.thicll wig be heiti in neig4eFiten46 w44 4-Simony
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relm4,,,e4 hvra eitizea lealiers ad pabbe effieials who are

engaged ia Beighberhoo4 reNitalicatien programs:

3-U-THOR127A-T-I0* ala ArrnorwATIONG

4 SEC. 77 There are authorized to be appropriated Rot to
5 eseccd $244807000 e earryleat this title:

6 Erra'1RAT-143NOP TEES 4934B44-6SION

7 SEC. 8-7 Tile geteraissier, shall eease te exist thirty ilaye

8 after the satoeissiett of its report eafler seetiort

9 SHORT TITLE

10 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "National

Neighborhood Policy Act".

12 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

13 SEc. 2. ( a) The Congress finds and declares that exist-

14 ing city iighborhoods are a national resource to be con-
15 served and revitalized wherever possible, and that public
16 policy should promote that objective.

17 (b) The Congress further finds that the tendency of
18 public policy incentives to ignore the need to preserve the
19 built environment can no longer be defended, either eco-
20 nomically or socially, and must be replaced with explicit

21 policy incentives encouraging conservation of existing neigh-

22 borhoods. That objective will require a comprehensive re-
23 view of evisting laws, policies, and programs which affect
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1 neighborhoods, to assess their impact on neighborhoods, and

2 to recommend modifwations where neceisary.

3 ESTAALISEIMENT OF COMMISSION

4 SEC. 3. (a) There is hereby established a commission

5 to be known as the National Commission on Neighborhoods

(hereinafter referred to as the "Commission").

7 (b) The Commission shall be composed of twenty mem-

bers, to be appointed as follows:

9 (1) two Members af the Senate appointed by the

10 President of the Senate;

11 (2) two Members of the House of Representatives

12 appointed by Ow Speaker of the House of Representa-

13 tives; and

14 (3) sixteen public members .appointed by the Presi-

'15 dent of the United States from among persons specially

qualified by experience and training to perform the duties

17 of the Commission, at least five of whom shall be elected

38 officers of recognized neighborhood organizatiOns engaged

19 in development and.revitalization programs, and at least

20 five of whom shall be elected or appointed 'officials of

21 local governments invOlved in preservation programs.

22 The remaining members shall be drawn"from outstand-

23 ing individuals with demonstrated experience in neigh-

24 borhood revitalization activities, from such fields as fi-
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1 nonce, business, philanthropic, civic, and educational

2 organizations.

3 The individuals appointed by the President of the United
4 States shall be selected so as to provide .representation to a

5 broad cross section of racial, ethnic, and geographic groups.

6 The two members appointed pursuant to clause (1) ?nay not

7 be members of the same political party, nor may the two
8 members appointed pursuant to clause (2) -be members of

9 the same political party. Not more than eight of the mem-

10 bers appointed pursuant to clause (3) may be members of

11 the same political party.

12 (c) The Chairman shall be appointed by the President,

13 by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, from

14 among the public members.

15 (d) The esecutive director shall be ,appointed by the

16 President, by and with the advice and consent of .the Senate,

17 from among individuals recommended by the Commission.

18 (e) All members of the Commission shall be appointed by

19 no later than March 1, 1977.

20 DUTIES

21 SEC. 4.( a) The Commission shall undertake a compre-

22 hensice study and investigation of the factors contributing -to

23 the decline of city neighborhoods and of the factors necessary
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1 to neighborhood survival and revitalization. Such study and

2 investigation shall include, but not be limited to-

3 (1) an analysis of the impact of existing Federal,

4 State, and local policies, programs, and laws on neigh-

5 borhood survival and revitalization;

6 (2) an identification of the administrative, legal,

7 and fiscal obstacles to the well-being of neighborhoods;

8 (3) an analysis of the patterns and trends of public

9 and private investment in urban areas and the impact

10 of such patterns and trends on the decline or revitaliza-

u tion of neighborhoods;

12 (4) an assessment of the existing mechanism of

13 neighborhood governance and of the influence exercised

14 by neighborhoods on local government;

15 (5) an analysis of the impact of poverty and racial

16 conflict on neighborhoods;

17 (6) an assessment of local and regional develop-

18 tnent plans and their impact on neighborhoods; and

19 (7 ) an evaluation of existing citizen-initiated neigh-

20 borhood revitalization efforts and a determination of how

21 public policy can best .support such efforts.

22 (b) The Commission shall make: recommendations for

23 modifications in Federal, State, ana local laws, policies, and

24 programs necessary to facilitate neighborhood preservation
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1 and revitalization. Such recommendations shall include, but

2 not be limited to-

3 (1) new mechanisms- to promote reinvestment in

4 . existing city neighborhoods;

5. (2) more effective means of community participa-

6 lion in local governance;

7 (3) policies to encourage the survival of econona-

8 cally and socially diverse neighborhoods;

9 (4) policies to prevent such destructive practices as

10 blockbusting, redlining, resegregation, speculation in re-

11 viving neighborhoods, and to promote homeownership in

12 urban communities;

13 ( 5 ) policies to encourage better maintenance and

34 management of existing rental housing;

35 (0) policies to make maintenance and rehabilita-

16 tion of existing structures at least as attractive from a

17 tax viewpoint as demolition and development of new

18 structures;

19 (7 ) modification. in .local zoning and tax policies

20 to facilitate preservation and revitalization of existing

21 neighborhoodg; and

22 (8) reorientation ef existing housing and comma-

23 nity development programs and other Aax and subSidy
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1 policies that affect neighborhoods, to better support neigh-

2 borhood preservation efforts.

3 (c) Within two years after the date on which funds

4 first become available to early out this Act, the Cointnission

5 shall submit to the Congress and the President a compre-

6 hensire report on its study and investigation under this sub-

Rtion which shall include its findings, conclusions, and

:..?commendations and such proposals for legislation and

administrative action as may be necessary to carry out its

1c2, recommendations,.

11 COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS

.14 SEC. 5. (a) Members of the Comniission who are Mem-

13 bers of Congress or full-tine officers or employees of the

14 United States shall serve without additional compvisation,

15 but shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other
16 necessary expenses incurred in the performance of the duties

17 vested in the Commission.

18 "(b) Members of the Commission, other than those rc-

19 ferred to in subsection (a), shall receive compensation at

20 the rate of $100 per day for each day they are engaged in

21 the actual performance of the duties veeed in the Commis-

22 sion and shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel, sub-
23 sistence, and other necessary expenses incurred in the per-
24 formance of such duties.
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1 ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISION6

2 SEC. 6. (a) The Commission shall have the power to

3 appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as it
4 deems advieable, without regard to the provisioni of title 5,

5 United. States Code, governing appointments in the coMpeti-

tive service, and the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter

7 III of chapter 53 of such title, relating to classification and

8 General Schedule pay rates, but at rates not in excess of- a

9 maximum rate for GS-18 of the General Schedule -under

10 section 5332 of such title.

11, (b) The Commission may procure, in accordance with

12 the provisions of section 3109 of title 5, United States Code;

13 the temporary or intermittent services of experts or con.

sultants. Persons so employed shall receive compensation

15 at a rate to be fixed by the Commission but not in excess of

16 $100 per day, including traveltime. While away from his

17 or her honze or regular place of business in the performance

18 of services for the Comminion, any such person may be

19 allowed travel expenses, ineluding per diem in lieu, of sub-

20 sistence, as authorized by section 5703(b) of title 5, United

21 States Code, for persona in the Gotiernment service employed

22 intermittently.

23 (c) Each department, agency, and instrumentality of

24 the United States is authorized and directed to furnish to the
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1 Commission, upon request made by the Chairman or Vice

2 Chairman, on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, such eta-

3 tistical data, reports, and other information as the Commis-

4 sion deems necessary to carry out its functions under this

5 Act. The Chairman is further authorized to call upon the

6 departments, agenda, and other offices of the several States

7 to furnish, on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, such statis-

8 tical data, reports, and other information as the Commis-
..

9 sion deems necessary to carry out its functions under this

10 title.

(d) The Commission may award contracts and grants

12 for the purposes of evaluating existing neighborhood revitali-

13 zation programs and the impact of existing laws on neighbor-

14 hoods. Awards under this section may be made to-

15 (X) representatives of legally chartered neighbor-

16 hood organizations;

17 (2) public interest organizations which have a dem-

18 onstrated capability in the area of concern;

19 (3) universities and other not-for-profit educational

20 organizations.

21 (e) The Commission or, on the authorization of the

22 Commission, any subcommittee or member thereof, may,

23 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act;

24 hold hearings, take testimony, and administer oaths or

25 affirmations to witnesses appearing before ihe Commission or
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any subcommittee or member thereof. Hearings by the COM-

mission will be held in neighborhoods with testiniony re-

ceived Ponz citizen leaders and public ofwials who are

engaged in neighborhood revitalization programs.

FUNDING

SEC. 7. The second sentence of section 501 of the Hous-

ing and Urban Development Act of 1970 is amended by

inserting the following immediately before the period: "; not

to exceed $2,000,000 of such amount may be specifically am

propriated for grants by the Secretary to the National Com-

mission on Neighborhoods to carry out the purposes of the

National Neighborhood Policy Act; the National Commis-

sion on Neighborhoods may not commit, or otherwise obli-

gate expenditure of, such funds after January 31, 1979".

EXPIRATION OF TIIE COMMISSION

SEC. 8. The Commission shall cease to exist thirty days

after the submission of its report under section 4.

0
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